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Preface

This volume 'represents a continuation of the SMSG. program

of providing -- background material for teachers and prospective

teachers - in this case for tegOliers of the upper grades of the

elementail. school. _

Two other volumes in this series, Number Systems and intuitive

Geometry, have already been prepared for teachers at thil-lgkel,

which is essentially the Level I discussed in the "RecoMmendations

of the Mathematical Association of America for the Training of

Teachers of Mathematics'."

This, volume and'the two mentioned above have been prepared in

/ the PST:
C

that teachers at any level should not only the *oughlyP
underst 4, the'pathematics they teach, but should also have a gOod

'understah4lpg'of the babic concepts in the courses which their

students will move' On to.

Thereliore; this volume, whiCh discusses the basic concepts of

the algebra normally started in the ninth grade, may also be useful

to teachers'at the junior high school level as well as. at Level I.

It is intended that this volume be revised at some later time.

Commerits ansi suggestions fol4simprovements,will,be welcomed and may
Pe sent to: .

,Copies of

School Mathematics Study Group

,2502A'Yele Station

New Haven,- Connecticut 7
. .

-

hese recommendations may be obtained from:
t.

Prof. Robert J. Wisner

Committee on the Undergraduate

Frogram,in'Mathematics

Michigan State,University.Oakiand

Rochester,, Michigan
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Part 1

NUMERALS AND VARIABLES

10.

S.

.t

Numerals and Numerical Phrases. Most of your life you'
have been reading, talking about, and working with numbers.

You have also tSed.many d fterent names tor the same number. Some
number§ have one or more common names which are the'ones most often

used in referring to the numbers. 'Thus the common name for the
,,number five is "5" an4 for one gross' is "144". Common names tor.

4
ulflthe ration4,1 number onel-pthif are 7 and "0.5". A problem inK\

arithmetic canbe regarded as a.problemof finding a common name

for a number which is given in some other way; for example,

17 times 23 is found by arithmetic to be the number 391,.

The' names of numbers, as distihguished from the numbers them-
viva', are called numerals. Two numerals, f6r example, which re-

,present 'the same number are the indicated sum "4F+ 2". and the/

indicated product "2 x 3". The number represented in each case is,'
6 and we.say,that "the number 4 + 2 is 6",' "the number ,2 x 3
is 6", and "the number 4 dri- 2 is the same as'the,number 2.x 3".

'Theire statements can be written more briefliad, "4 + 2 = 6",

1'2'x 3 = 6U, and "4 2 2 x 3". This use of the equal sign

illuatrates'its general use with.numerals: An equalobig5 standing

between two numerals Indicates that the numerals represent the 4

-sath-eniftlaer.

Itie shall need sometimes to enclose a numeral in parentheses in
.

order tosmake clear that it really,is a numeral. Hence it is con-

venient to'regard(the,symbol obtained by enclosing a numeral for a

given number in parentheses as another numeral for the game number.

K:4-Thus- "(4 + 21", ,tis another numeral for 6 and we -might write-

"(4 + 2) = 6". In order to save writing, the symbol for multipli-

cationcation )"x". is often replaced dot "-II . Hence, "2 X,r
can be written as. "2-g. Also to save. writing, we agree that two

numerals) laced side-by-side is an indicated prodiact. For example,

"2(7,- k)" is taken to mean, the same as "2 x (7 - 4)". /;Iptice,
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however, that "23" is already ertablilhed as the cpmmon name for

the number twenty-three and so cannot be interpreted as the indicated

product "2 x 3'.1: A elmiIa-1 exception is "4' which means
l

"2 +
u

rathe than "2 x . We may, however, write "2(3)" or

"(2)(3)i in place of "2 x 3". Similarly, "2 x might be re-

placed by "2:4" or "2(i) ".

Oonsider the expression "2 x 3 + 7". -Is this a numeral ?.

Perhaps yo1.1 will agree that it is since 2 x 3 = 6 and hence,' '''

2' x 3 + 7 = 6 71:' 7 = 13.

4-
On the other hand, ,someorie else,might decide that, since 3 + 7 = 10,

.40
2 x 1 0 =

4
Let/us ekamine the expression more carefully. How. do we readoit?

What.numerali are involved in it? Obviously "2% "3", and "7"

are numerals, but what about "2 x 3", and '3 + 7"? It is true

that "2 x 3", as an indicates product, and "3 + 7", as an

Indicated sum, are both numerals. HOwever, within the expression

"2 x 3 + 7", if "2 x 3" is,an indicated p-roduct, then "3 + 7"

cannot-be an indicated sum, or, if "3 + 7" is an indicated sum,

then "2 x 3" cannot be an indicated product. Therefore, without

additional information to decide between these alternatives, f5e

expression "2 x .4-7" is really not a numeral since it does not

= represents. definite number.-, Another expression in which the 'spa

.prObig arises is n10 - 5 x order to' avoid the confusion

in expressions of this kind;swe shall agree td give multiplication

preference over addition and subtraction unless otherwise indicated.

In other words, "2 x 3.4- 7" will be read With "2,x'3" as an__
.

ndicated product, so that 2 x 3 + 7 = 13. Similarly,

"10 - 5 x 2" will be read with "5 x 2" as 'an indicated product

so that 10 - 5 x O.

Parentheses can'alo be used td indicate how WQ intend for an

expression to bt read. We have only to enclose within parentheses

those,parts of the expression which are to be taken as a numeral.

8
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Thus, in the case of "2 x 3 + 7", we can write "(2 x 3) +,7"
.4

if we want "2 x.3" to be a numeral and "2 x ± 7)" if we want
"3 + 7" to be a numeral. In other'words, -ihe operations indicated ,

within parentheses are taken first. YoU should:alwaYs feel free to

insert whatever parenthesei- are needed to remove all doubt as to

how an expression is to be read.

AnotheP case in which we need to agree on how an expression

should be read is illustrated by the following example:

5(6 -2)
13 - 3

It is understood that the expressions above and below the fraction

bar are to be taken as numerals. Therefore the expression is an

indicated quotient of the numbers 5(6 - 2), and 13/- 3.

S

Problems

1. In each of the following, Check whether the numerals name the

sat number.

(a): 2 + 4 x 5 and 22 (d) `(3 + 2).+ 5 and 3 + (2 + 5)

(b) (2 + 4) x 5 and 30 CO (4 + ) + and 4: + + 4)

(c) 4 + 3 x 2 and '(4 + 3) x2

2. Write a common name for each numeral.

(a) (5 + 7 x 3) (d) 17

(b) 4(5) + (e)

1
1 +

(c) : 3) (f)
-
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txpreslions such as "4 + 2", "2 x 3", "2(3 + 7),

"(1 ( 16 + 4) - 5" are examples of numerical ..phrases. Each of

these is a numeral-formbd from simpler numerals. A numerical

phrase is any numeral given by an expression which involves other

numerals along with the signs for' operations.. It needs to be

eMphaSized that a numerical phrase must actually name a number,

that As; it must be a numeral. Therefore, a meaningless expression

such as "(3 4.) x (2 +)-" is not a numerical phrase. Eyen the ex-

pression "2 x 3 + 7" is not a numerical phrase without the agree-
,

ment giving preference to multiplication.

Numerical phrases. may be combined to form numerical sentences.;

i.e., sentenc s which make statements about numbers. For example,

t' sir 2(3 + 7) = (2 + 3) (4,+ 0)

is a sece which states triatqWe'nuMber bepi.esented by

"2(3 + 7)".. is the same as the number represented by '"(2i- 3)(4 +'0)".

It is read "2(3 + 7) is equal to (2 + 3) (4 + 0)", and you1can
trt.

easily verify that it is,a 'true sentence.

Consider the-sentence,

(3 + 1)(5 - 2) =-10. 116

\

Thissentenc6 erts',that..the number (3 + 1) (5 - 2) is 10.

Does this k!NI:,',$ Perhaps,ybdiare wondering how the author

could hav-' ridicUlous mistake in arithmetic, because

anyone can se (3 k 1)(5 1"r2) is 12 and not 10! Howeiter,

"(3 + 1) (5 - t is still a perfectly good sentence. in spite

of the fact that it is false.

The important fact about a sentence involving numerals is that

it is either true or false, but not both. Much af'the work in

algebra is concerned with the problem of deciding whether or not

certain sentences involving numerals are true,
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Problems

1. Tell which of the following sentences are true and which are

false:.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(3 + 7)4

2(5' 4-

7'29

=

=

+

3 + 7(4)

2(5) ÷ 2(1;)

(d)

(e),

(f.)

16
-1,n6--1,n6-

16
-- + 4 - 3 =

12(2)

+ (4 -

--a33(t 3-

3(8 + 2) . 6 x 5=

(g) 3 7(9 +2). = (3 -F 7)(9 + 2)

2, Insert parentheses in each of-the following expressions so that

the resultingsentence is true.

(a) 3 x 5 - 2 >( 4 = 7 (f) .3 + 4 6 + 49

-1(`b) 3fx 5 - 2 x 4 = 52 (g) 3 + 4 6 + 1-= 31

, \(c 12 x.' - x, 9 = (h) 3 + 4 6 + 1 = 43

f 1
(d) 12 Sc - Tx 9 = 3 '(i) 3 + 4 6 + 1 = 28

7 -fix . ,

(e), 12 x 9 18

Some Properties of Addition and Multiplication. .Let us

summarize some of the properties* of addition. Firstor all,

addition is a binary operation, in the sense' that it is always

performed ,on two numbe'vp. When we "write 7.+ 8+ 3, we really

mean. (7 + 8) 3 'or + (8 + 3)., We use parentheses here, as

we have iii the past, to single out arrtain groups of numbers to be

operated on- first. Thus,' (7 + 8) +)3 implies that we add. 7

and 8 and then add 3. eo that sum; so .that we think "15 -F 3".
. ./

c.
N

\
.

,

*Property, in the most familiar dense of{ the w rd4 is something you
_have. A property of eddittop is somethi4g dition.has; i.-b. a
aharacteris4c of additig,., h,siilar common usage of the word
would be "-,swee'tness is a pi.Opery of-sugfr".

'I I
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Similarly, 7 + (8 + 3) Implies that the sum of, 8 'and 3 is

added 'to 7, giving 7 +'34. 'Let us now go one step further and

observe that 15 + 3 = 18, and' 7 + 11 = 18. We have thus found

(7'+ 6 + 3 = 7 + +-3)

is a true Sentence.

Check whether or not

(5 + .4) + =, 5 + +

is a true sentence.

Check similarly. .)
(1.2 + 2.6 =

+ + + -3.)

It is apparytt that these sentences have a common; pattern, and

they all turned out to be true.. We conclude that every sentence

having this pattern is true. This is a property of addition of

numbers; we hope that you will try to formulate it for yourself.

Compare your effort with a statement4such as this: If you add a
. second number to a first number, and then a third number to their

sum, the outcome i$ the same if you add the second number and the

third number and then add .their sum to the first number.

TI-is property of addition is called the asociative property

2 of addition. It isone Of the basic facts about th4 number system--

''one of the.fact? on which all of math9matics depends. Incidentally,

`tt-is'often hanAy'for rtingaown the work in adding. In the second.
HS 14example above, for ins ance, 7 +_4 is another name for 2; so .

1
.that "5 +.(7 +..&' 1 'produces a simpler addition than "(5 + .

3
ff) + ff ,, .

Similarly, ip the third ex ple, 1.2'+'.8 = 3; _which of the two
4.

express ions "(1.2 + 1.8) + n and "1.2 + (, .8 + 2.6)" leads

to a. simpler second addition? %

6
tra

12
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Now let us look at the fourth example. Neither "4 + ?.
nor_ "." + ;)" gives a particularly simple first sum to help.
us with the second sum. If we could only add to -13--

this would giVe -1, and adding to 1 iseasy: What we would
like is to take the first indicated sum in "( + .) +'r, and'
write it instead as n4 + in order to put '4". next to
n2n

iTo do this, we need to know that 't

1 1

7-

1 1

is a true sentence.'

Is the sentence

'3 + 5 = 3

,true? Perhaps you think: "Walking three miles before lunch and
five miles after lunch covers the same distance as walking 5

Milts before lunch and 3 miles after lunch."

Now recall the number line.* What do we know about moving ,

from 0 to 5 end then moving three Units,to the right,land how
does this compare, with moving from\ 0- to 3 andhen moving 5
'units to the.right? What does this say about 5'f,%, and 3 + 5?
Similarly, on the number line, decide whether` the thlowing'are

'true scriteribes":

0 + 6 6 + 0,

+ 5 = .5 +

This property of addition is probably very .familiar to you.
It is 'called the commutative property of addition. If two numbers
are added In diffetent orders, the results are the same.

The.associatiire property Of addition,tella us that an indi-
cated sum may be written with or without parentheses as grouping
symbols, as we wish. The commutative property, inturn, tells us

*It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the properties of
the number line as outlined in Studies in Mathematics, Vol. VI or
SMSG Mathematics for Junior High School, Vols.. I and II.

C

o

e`

0
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that the additions, which are always of two4numbers at a time, may

be performed in any order. For.ihstance.' we consider

32 + 16 +.18

the associative property tells us that we do no nayeto us par-

entheses to group this indicated sumf because any way we grOup.it

gives the same result. The commutative. propertytellt us that we

May choose any other order. For purposes of mental aqthmetid, it

is easier to choose pairs whose Sums are multiples °fir- 117-1nd

consider them first. We may think of "32 + 16 + 1 4" a.S.'

"(32 + 18) + (16 + 4) ", where the. indicated sums ihean that we

first add 32 and 18 ,(b6cause this gives'. he ".easy".qui 50),

then 16 and .4, and finally the two partia sums 50 and 20.

In-rour thinking, sre first used the °Qommiatative property to inter-
,..

chknge.the 16 and the 18 in the original indicated'sum.

We shall now look at the corresponding properties of Multipli-

dation. Consider this, sentence,
,

1

.

f
(7 x 6) xh = 7'x (6 x .,.)%

d/Check whether o not this is a true sentence; be sure to carry out

the multiplicat ons as inejaeci. We call this property of
...-,"

tultiplication e 5stociative property of multiplication. Recall

the associative property of addition, and make a similar statemdnt

for the associative property of multiplication.

You also know, (from 'a.ritlunetic, that you may perform long

multiplication in either order, and you have probably used this
,

to check yOur workf

,-
.

256 ,
) ,, 411.' lb-- 63

, 63 -256 P

.
, 7-68. .',-373

2

1536 -, 315 . .

16128 /26

16128
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Thiel is an instance of the commutative property of multipli-
cation: If 'two number are to be multiplied, they may be multiplied,
in either order with theltame result.

As in the case of add tion, the associative 2ht commutative
properties of multiplicat tell us that we may, in an indicated
product, think of the'num ers grouped as we choose, and may also,

rearrange such a product' at will. Thus in finding 9 x 2.x 3 x 50,
it is convenient to handle 2 x 50 first, and then to multiply
9'x or 27, by -100.

The Distributive-Property. Let,us assume that one of
your students has collected money in his homeroom. On Tuesday, 7
people gave him 15e each, and on Wednesday, 3 pep la gave pim
15/ each. NOw.much money did he collect? He figured,

15(7) + 15(3) =

105 + 45

150.

Sp he collected $1.50.

But now we shall ask him to keep different records, Since
'eve'ryone gave him-the same amount,,it4is also possible to keep an
account Only of the number of people who haVe paid hith, and then
to multiply the total 'lumber by; 15. Then his figuring.. looks like
this:

. r.

4k

'15(7 + 3) .

15(10) =

-The 'inal,result is the same in both method's of keeping accounts;
therefore

15(7).+ 15(3) = 11.5K7 3)

is a true sentence: Since the above true sentence means that
15(7) + 15(3) and 15(7 + 3) are names fair the same number, we
might also have written

.

S.5(7 + 3) ='15(7) + 150).
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Half%the money John collebted is to be used fop one gift, and

One third of it for another. How much is spent? Again, the com-

putation can be performed in two ways:

150* + 15041, =

.75 + 5o=

125.

As 'before, we have follnd a true sentence,

150(.; + )

1504 +

150(.) =

125:

.

1500) + 1504) =. 1500 + .

Another, way of writing the same true sentence would be

150; + =150(;)+ 150( ).4

o

Let us'try another example. Mr. Jones owned a city lot., '150

feet deep; with a front of 162.5 feet. Adjacent to his lot, and

separated from it by a fence, is another lot with the same dep h,

but with a front, of only 37.5 feet. What are the areas, in sq 1are

feet, of each of these two lots, and what is their sum? Mr: 'Jones

buys the second lotnd removes. the fence, Now what is thearea

of the lot?

The number of square feet in the new lot ise
'S Y

150(162.5 + 37.5).=

4150(200) =,

30b00.

The total area of the two

separate lots is f,.

150(162.5) + 150(37.5) =

24375 + 5625 =

30000.

150'

r

162.5'

.
k

0

a)
U
C
a)
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0

0

Thus,

150(162.5 + 37.5). + 150(162.5) + 150(37.5)

*
is a true sentence. 4,

Let us look more closely at two of our true se tences. We

wrote

15(7) + 15(3) = 15(7 +'3).

15(7), represents one number, which we have chosen to write as an

indicated product; so does 15(3)i Thus 15(7) 4- 15(3) is an

indicated sum of two nuMbers. On the other hand, 7 + 3 represents

a number,which we have_chosen to write as an indicated sum, and so
, ,

15(7 + 3) ,*is an indicated product. Thus the sentence

or 15(7) + 15{ 3 ) 15(7 + 3)

,
'asserts that the indicated sum and the indicatedProductare names

for thesame number. -Tile true sentence

150k-f + 150'00 + 150(;".)
1 1

makes a similar statement.

It appears that we have found another. pattern by which true

sentences may be formed. Try to formulate in various ways what-

this pattern is. Compare your result wik the following: The

product of as number times the sum of two .others is the same as the

product of the'first and second plus the product of the,4rpst an
Oe

third. This property is called the'distributive property for

multiplication over addition, or just,,as we shall frequently say,

the distributive property.-

As in the case of the other properties we have studied, the

distributive property has much to co with arithmetic, both with

devices'fOr mental facility and with the very foundations Ofthe

subject. In our first examplethe comparisOn'in arithmetic labor

o 'between "15(7) +12(3)" and "15(7 + 3)" favors the indicated
a

product, because 7 + 3, or 10, leadi to an east multiplication. .

V

1.11P'
I'

- a .

a 0.
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,
In the next example, however, the comparison between
L-0/"150(1) t 15041" and "1504 + 441, favors the Indicated sum,
because it is more work to add the fractions 4 and ,4 than it
is to ,add 75 and 50. -

.

More important than these niceties of mental manipulation is
the role of the distributive property in. much of our arithmetic
technique, such as, for example, in long multiplication. How do

12

we perform

62

.

x 23 ?

tWe write

62
x 23
.78'6

124

11727

This really Means that we take 62(20 + 3) as .62(20) + 62(3), or
1240 + 186. (The "0" atthi end of "1240H is' understood in our
long multiplication form.) Thus the distributive property'is the
foundation of this standard technique.

%, Suppose we lash to consider,SeVeKal ways of computing te
indicated product

+

This phrase does not quite fit the pattern of the distributive-.-

property as we have discussf.d it so far. You can probably guess
on the'basis of yoUrpreviouseiperience, that

1- 1(..+ 7 )12 = 4)12 + (7)12

is a true sentence. Let us, however gee how the properties as we
hive discovered them thus far permit_us to,conclude the true of

14141p sentence; - _

Firstve know that

l' 1( + 7)7.2 = 12(7 + )

18
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is a true sentence (by what property 'of multiplication?Y. Then we

may apply the distribUtive property as we have discovered it thus

far to write tot
r4`k

1 1. _'12(1 1204' .12-p7 + +

and ap y the commutative property twice more to write

12(x) ± 12(x) = (4)12 + .

The last step, which would be unnecessary if we wire just trying to

compute + 4.)12" in a simple fashion, finally leads to the

desired sentence, namely,

. + -3012 = "(4)12 + (4%) 12.

This sentence, once again, seems to have ka simple form, and in fact

'suggests an alternate pattern for the distributive property which

is obtained from our previous_ pattern by several aPplicatiOns'of

the commutative' property of multiplication. In yOur own words

statethis alternate pattern. What pattern is suggested by the

s sentence

(4)12 + ()12 = (4, + 1)12?

't

Pf obleins

1. Follow the pattern of ally convenient form ofthedistributive

property in -com .feting each of the following as a true sentence:

(a) 12(3'4- = 12( ) + 12( )

(b) 3( ) 4 (7) = 3(5 +- 7)

(c) ) + 6( ) = 13( )

(d 3 + 11)2 =

.
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2. Write ahcommon name for

4)11 ( .44)7.
1 1(Hint: Thinkoof + 7 as one numeral, and don't start

working until'yOu have:thought of a way of doing this exercise

which isn't much work.)

3. Write the common names for.
.

,

(a) 8(3.3 72) (72 33)7

(b) +5o

(c) + 3 .7(7 -Ej)

0

Sets and Subsets. Give a description of following:

Alabama, Arkan as, Alaska, Ari a9
A

How would you describe these
. I

Include:,

Monday, Tuesday, i esday, Thursday, Friday?

Sa relay, Sunday

In the preceding group and the describe all seven. Give a

description of the collection of numbers: %"

1, 2, 3,'14, 5;

of the collection of numbers:

2, 3, 5, 7, 8.

You may wonder if we drifted onto the wrong topic. What do

these questions have to do with mathematics'? Each of the above

collectiong is an example of a set. Your answers to the questions

should have suggested thatt'each set was a particular collection of,
members or elements with some common characteristic. This

characteristic maybe only the characteristic of being listed

together.

20
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The concept%of a set will be one of the simplest°of those you
will learn in mathematics. A set is merely a collection of elements

,

(usually numbers in Our work).

Now we neea,some-symbolS to indicate that we are forming or.

describing ,sets. If the members of the set can be listed, we may

include the members within braces, as foil the set of the first five
,odd numbers:

(1, 3, 5, 7, 9);

or the set of all even numbers between 11, and 9;

(2, 4, 6, 8);

or the Set of states whose names begin with C:

(California, Colorado, Connecticut).

Can you list aIluthe:elemOts of the set of all odd numbers?

Or the names of all citizens of the United States? ,You tee that in

these cases
e

we'may prefer or even be forced to give a description

of the set without attempting to list all ifs elements.

It is convenient to use a capital letter to name a set, such _
"tr

as

or
A =, (1, 3, 5, 7)

A is the set 'Of all odd numbers between 0 ana '8.

A child learning to count recites the first few elements of a
. .

set N. which we call the of counting numbers:*

N = (1, 2, 3,,4;
,.... .4

We write this set with enough elements to show the pattern and then
use three-dots to mean "and so forth". When we take the Set-N

. .

and include the number 0, we call.the new set the .set .W of

whole`numbers:

W = (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, .,.).

*We sometimes refer to counting number ''as "natural numbers".

21
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An'interesting question now arises. Row shal describe a

set such as the set of all even whole numbers which are. greater

'than 8 and at the-same time less, than 10? Does this set contain

Ani elements? You may not be inclined to ca/1 this a set,.because

there is no way to, list its elements. In mathematics we saythat

tile set which contains no elements is described as the empty, or

null, set. We shall use the symbol 0 to denote the'empty set,

Warning: The set (0) is not empty; it contains the elemeht,

O. On the other hand, _we never write the symbol for the empty set

0 with braces .

C

Perhaps you can think of more examples of the null set, such
4 5as the slit of all whole numbers between and

Notice that when we

more with collections of.

themselves. 'Certain sets

other sets. For example,

talk in terms of sets, we are concerned $
, .

element8 than with the individual elements

may.contain elements which also belong to

let us 'consider the sets

R = (0, 1, 2, 3,'4) and S'= (0, 2; 4, 6).

Form the set T of all numbers which belong to both R and S.

Thus,

T = (0, 2, 4) .

We see that every element of 'T is also an element of R. We say

that T is al'subset of R.

If every element 'of a set, A belongs to

a set B, then 'A is a subset of

Is T a subset of S?.

One result is that every set is a subset of itself! Check -

for yourself that (0, 3, k) isikasubs0of We''shb.11

also agree thp the null set 0 is a subset of every set.

.

2 2
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Problems

1. Given the following sets:

P, the set of whole numbers greater than___O and less than-

13
Q, the set of counting numbers lessthan

R, the set of numbers represented by,the symbols on the faces

of a die;

S, the see (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

(a) List the elements of each of the sits P, Q, R.

(b) Give a descriptiOn of se
,

(c) From the answers to (a) and (b) decide -how Many possible

despriptions a set may have.

2.. Find. U, the set of all whole numbers from 1). tb 4, in-

-. elusive. Then find T, the set of squares Of, all members of

U. Now find V, the set of all numbers belonging to both U

and 'T. (Did you include 2 in V? But 2 is nota member

'of T, so that it cannot belong to both U and T.) Does

evert member of Of belong to U? Is V a subset of Is

V a subset of T? Is U a subget of T?

3. Returning to Problem 2, let .K be the set Of all numbers each

of which belongs either to U or to T or to both.-- (Did You

,Include a\ in k? You are right, because 2 belongs to U

and hence, belongs to either U' ortto T. The numbers 1.and
4 belong to both U and T but we include them onli once ih

K.) Is K a subset of 'U? -Is U a subset of K? Is T 'a

subset of K? Is U a subset of U?

4. Consider the four sets

0
A = (0)

B = (0,1)

C = (0', 1,2)

2
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How many different' subsets can be formed, from the elements of each

of-these four sets? .Can you tell, without writing nut the subsets,

the number of subsets in the set

D = (0,1,'2, 3)?

What is the rule you discovered for doing this?

We shall say that a set is finite if the elements of the set

can be counted, with the counting coming to an end, or if the set

is the null 'set. Otherwise, we call it an infinite set. We say

tkt an 'infinite set has infinitely many elements.

Sometimes a finite set may have so many members that we prefer

to abbreviate its listing. For example, we might write the set E

of all even numbers between 2 and 50 as

E ..(4, 6, 8, ...$ 48).

.,
Problems

1. Classify the following sets (finite or infinite):

(a) All natural numbers. .

(b) All squares of all'counting numbers.

(c)' All citizens of the United States.

(d) All natural numbersaless than one billion'
AP

(e) All natural numbers greater than one billion.

2. Given the sets S,= (0, 5, 7, 9) and T =(0,'2, 4, 6, 8, 10).

! (a) Find K, the_set of all numbers belonging to both S

and 'T. _Is K a subset of .S? .0f T? Are S, T, K
finite?

(b) Find - M, the set of' all numbers each, of which belongs to
\

S or to T or to bolgh. (We never include the lame (,\

A
numbeemore than once in a set.) Is M a subset o ,V

1Is\ T a subset of, M? Is M finite? .....v k

1

24



(c)' Find R, the subset of M,, which contains all the odd

numbers in M. Of,Which others of our sets As this a
. -.4.subset?.

4 N

(d). Find- Apv thesubset of R, Which contains all,the

memlipers of M whirl are multktples oc 11. Did you find

that A has no MeMberc 4ilat.,z-dg e, call this set?
.

,:,
,. ,- -.>.-...

(e) Are sets A ands K the'sate. pt, flow da-they
.1--,...

.

differ? x.. 7-4

`-%7 . .,

-

(f) From your experience with.the last few -Problems, could
..__ -....

you draw the conclusion that'subsets ofrfinite sets are'
- \ .also finite? -

1:

--!

Variables. Consider, for 'moment, a simple exercise tin.

mental arithmetic:

"Take 6, add .2, multiply by. 7, and divide by .4."

-Following these instructions, you will no doubt tJink of the succes-
,

sion of numbers

6, 8, 56, 14..

and observe that 14 ois the answer to the exercise. Suppose you

write down the instructions for each step of the exercise as follows:

0

Does th method of writ ng the exercise give more information or
less information? It c arly_has the advantage of showing exattly

what operations areinv lved in each step, but it does have the

disadvantage of not e ing up with an answer to the exercise. On

"the other hand, the hrase
'"7(6 2)

is a numeral for the answer

14, a fact which his readily shown by doing the indicated arithmetic .°

2 5
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Here is a situation in which you were asked to record the

form of the exercise, rather than just the answer. It illustrates

a point of Liew which°is basic to matheniatics. Thepe will be many

places in this course where it is the pattern or form df a'problem

which is of prlmary importance rather than the answer. As a matter

of fact, we are rarely interested only in the answer to a problem.

. Try the exercise with the following instructions:

' "Take 7, multiply by 3, add 3,

multiply by 2, an divide by .12."

What is the phrase which shows all of the operations? Is it a

numeral for the same number you obtained mentally?'

Let us now do one of these exercises with theadded feature

that you are permitted to cioose.at the start any one of the.num-

bers from the set

'S = (1, 2, 3, 1000).
A

The instructions this time are:

"Take any number from .S, multiply by 3,

add 12, 'divide by 3, and subtract 4."

This exercise might be thought of as actually consisting of

1000 diffeyerit exercises in arithmetic, one for each chdice of a

starting number rot the set SI 6onsidef the exerodse obtained

by starting with the number 17.. The arithmetic method and the

pattern method lead to the following steps:

Arithmetic

17

Pattern

17

51 3(17) 0

63 3(17) + 12

21 3(t17) +.12 f

4; 3

17'

2 6

3(17) + 12 cl h

3
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Notice that, by the distgOhtive property for numbers and since

12

3(17) + 12 = 3(17) + 3(4) = 3(17 + 4),

so that

13(17),+ 12 3(17 4 4)
- 17 + 4.

3 3

Therefore

3(17) + 12 4 . 17 + 4 - 4 .'17.3'

rg

,.

In other words, the final phrase obtained in the "pattern" is a

numeral ,for 17. Try some' more choices.from'the set S. Will you

always end upwith the number you chose at the start? One method

of answering this question would be to work out each of the 1000

differeht exercises: Perhaps you have already gupssed, from work-
.

ing the pattern for several cases, that it may not be necessary to

do all bf the 1000 exercises to answe \the above question.
44

Let us examine the pattern of the exercise more closely.

Observe first that the pattern really does not depend on the number

chosen from the set S. In fact, if we refer to the number chosen

by the word "number", the steps in the exercise become:

number

3(number)

3(number) j 12

3(number) + 12' .

3(numberY + 12 4 .

3

In order to save writing, denote the chosen number by "n". Then

the steps become:

r

n

3n4

3n + 12

3n + 12
3

3n+ 12-- 4

97 s
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Note that "n" is used here aa a numeral for the chosen number and

that the phrase in each of the other steps is also a numeral. (Thus,

if n happens to be 17, then the indicated product "3n" is a
+ 12numeral fog 51.) In particular, "3nthe phrase 4" is a

numeral for the "answer" to the exercise. Moreover, by the dis-

tributive property for numbers,

3n + 12 = 3n + 3(4) = 3(n +

Hence,

3n + 12 3(n + It)
3

n + 4

Thegefore;

3n + 12
4 = n ,+ 4 - n.

Since "n" can represent particular element of the set S, we

conclude that the end result in this exercise is indeed always the

same as the number chosen at the start.

The above discussion illustrates the great power of methods

based on pattern or form.rather than on simple arithmetic, The

method, in a sense, enables us to replace 1000 different. arithmetic

problems by a single,problemt

Would the discussion of the exercise be changed in any essential

way if we had decided to denote the chosen number from S by some

letter other than n, 'say m or/ 'x? `'

A letter used, -aa ."n" was used in the above exercise, to

denote one-of a given set of numbers, is 'called a variable. In a

given computation involving a variable, the variable is a numeral

Whi'dh represents a definite though unspecified number from a given

set of admissible numbers. The admissible numbers for the variable

"n" in the above exercise are the whole numbers from-1 to 1000.

A number whickt a given variable can represent is called a value of

the variable. The set of values of a variable is sOmefiimes called

its domain. The domain of thevitariable "n" in the above exercise

is:the set S = (1, 2, 3, ..., 1000). Unless .the domain of a

variable is specifita)ly stated, we shall assume it to bethe set

of all numbers. For the time being, we are considering only the

numbers of arithmetic. .

4
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' Problems

1. If the sum of a certain number- t and *3 is doWooled, which

of the following would be a Correct form:

'.2t + 3 or 2(t + P3)?

2. If 5 is added-to twice 's. certain number n and the.sum is

,divided by 3,. whi} is the correct form:

2n + 5 2nor -- + 5?

If one-fourth of a certain_number x is added to one third of

four times the same number, which is the correct form:

4(4x) +(x) or 4(x) + lf(x)?

4. If the number of .gallons of milk purchased is y, which is

the correct _form for the number of, quart bottles that will .
/ ,

contain itr'

4y 'or i?
.

5. If a is the number of feet in the length of a certain rect-

angle and- b is the number of feet in the width of the same

rectangle, is eitherform the correct form for the perimeter:

a + b or ab?

is 2 h is '3, -6 is 4, m is 1 and n' is 0,

then what is the value Of (that is, what number is represented

(a) 6b + ac

(b) (a + b)(a + m)

(c) 6(b + ac)

(d)
2b + c

1(e), nc + ac .

(f) n(c +' ac)

(g)
2a + 3b

(h) m(b 4c)

(i)

(j) a'+ 2(b + m)

3a +. 4b
2 a' +

2 9
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7. If a is 3, b is 2, and c' is 4, then what is the
value of:

(a)

(b)

(3a + 4b) - 2c9

(6a -
5

4b) + 5c9

f7a 3bN 5c
' -7/

2

(d)- (1.5a + 3.7b) Q 2.1c9

8. Summarize the new ideas, including-definitiona, which have
been introduced so far.

30
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SENTENCES AND PROPERTIES OF OPERATIONS
. .

Sentences, atue andFalse. Is the sentence, -"The cover

of thi bodk-is blue," true or false? Obviously, it is true.

Let us consider another sentence. "The world is flat." is

obvio ly false. If one were to say " is president of the

Unite States", would this sentence be true or false? Actually

it i neither. The sentence may be made true by inserting the

pro er name in the blank, but it could just as easily be made

fal e. We say that it is "open", i.e., itis neither true nor

fa se until we complete it, but once completed it then will be

ei her true or false.

The choice we make to complete the sentence will determine

w ether it is to ,be true or false. It should be noted, however,

t at,it is permissable (from the standpoint of logic) to make a

false statement;

When we make assertions about numbers we also write sentences,

such as

(3 1)$(5 + 2) F10
Remember that a sentence is either true or false, but not both.

This particular Sentence is false.

Some sentences, such as the one'above, involve the verb "=",

mean g "is" or !is equal to". There are other verb forms that we

shall se in mathematical sentences, For example, the symbol

will me n "is not" or "is 'not egpal to". Then

8 + 4 / 28.2

is a true sentence, and

is a false sentence.

8 4 24

ti 0

.44
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Problems

Which of the following sentences are true? Which are false?

1. 4 + 8 10 + 5

2. 5 + 7 / 6 6 7.

3. = 1 ,38% 8.

4. 85 / 85 9.

5. 7(6 x (7 x 6) x3

13 x 0 = 13

;(7) / 2(..)

84) =

Open Sentences. We have no trouble deciding whether or

not a numerical sentence is true, because such a sentence involv s

specific numb6rs. Consider'the'sentence

x + 7
(

Is this sentence true? You will protest that you don't know whit

number "x". represents; without this information you cannot d ide.

In the same way you cannot decide whether the sentence, "He is

doctor," is true uatil "he" is identified. In this sense, the

"x"variable "x4 is used in much`the same way as a pronoun in or inary

a

language.

Consider the sentence -4

3n + 12 = 3(n + 4).

:We cannot decide whether this sentence is true on the basis of th

sentence alone, but here we nave a different situation. We co ld

decide if we knew what number "n" represents. But in this c se

we on decide without knowing the value of n. We can recall

general property of numbers* to show that this sentence is true no

matter what number "n" represents. (What did we call this

general PropertyNof numbers?)

32
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We say that sentences such as

x + 3 = 7' .

and

3n + 12 = 3(n + 4),

whiCh contain variables, are Open sentences. The word "open" is

suggested by the fact that we do not know whether they are'true

.without more information. An open sentence, is a sentence involving

one or more variables, and the question of whether it is true is

left open until we have enough additional information to decide.

In the pame way, a phrase involving one or more variables is called
an open phrase.

Problems

,

In each of the following open sentences, determine whether the

sentence is true if the variables haVe the suggested values:

1. 7 + x = 12; let x be 5.

2, 7 + x / 12; let x be 5.
1

3.
5x

7
+ 1

let x be 3;* let x be 4.

4. 2y + 5x = 23; let x be 4 and y be 3; let X' be 3

\

s.

and y be 4.

2a - 5 / (2a +'4) - b;" let a be 9' and b be ,9; let

a be 3 and b be 9.

If we are given an open sentence, and the domain of the vari-

able is specified, how shall we determine the values, if any, of the

variable that will make it a true sentence? We could guess various

numbers until we hit on a "truth" numbers, but after the first guess,.

'a bit of thinking could guide us.

ei
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Let us experiment with open sentence "2x - 11 = 6". As a

first guess, try.a number x large enough so that 2x is greater

than 11; let x bej, 9. Then

2x - 11 = 2(9) - 11

7.

Thus; the. numeral on the left represents 7, which is different

from 6. Apparently 9 wastoo large; so we try 8 for x. Then

2x - 11 = 2(8) - 11

. 5. s.,

Here the numeral on the left represents 5, which is also different

from 6. Since 8 was too small, we try a nuMber between 8 and

9, say 8g. Then

2x 7 11 = 2(4) -11

= 6.

"6 = 6" is a true sentence; so we find that the Open sentence

n2X = 11 = 6" is true if x is 4. Do you think there are other

values of. x making it true? ,bo you think every open sentence has

a value of the variabl hich makes it true? Which makes it false?

P

iroblems

i

, 1

Determine hat numbers, if any, 'will make each of the f011ow-

thg ope sentences true:

1 . 4 + y =8 4 . + 2t / 27 + 3t

2. 4x - 3x = 14 5.- t + 3 = 3 + ts

3. .s + 3 = s + 2 6. (x + 1)2 / 2x + 2

,

If a variable occurs in an open sentence in the form "a.a."

earring "a multiplied by a", it is convenient to write ."8..a."

as
11

1a2 , read "a.squared". '
1

34
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Problems

1. Try to find-values of the variables which make thezfolloWing

open sentences true:

(a) x2 = 9

(b) 4 X2

(c) x2 .

(d), - 1)
2

(e) 4 4- =

(f) x2 + 7 = t'

2. What is a value of x for which

X2 =

is a true sentence?
6

3. A number of interest to us later is a value of x for which
'x2 = 2" is a true sentence., We call this number the square
root of' 2, and write it /. Later you will-find that .17,I

is the coordinate of a point on theoumber line. Approximate-
ly wheie on the number line would it lie?

Truth Sets of Open Sentences.' Let the domairi:of the

variable in the sentence

3 + x = 7

be the set of all numbers of arithmetic. If we specify that x'

has a pauticular value, then the resulting sentence is true or is
f lse. For instance,

If x is the sentence is

0

0

1

T.

2

4

6

3 ± 0

3 t

3 +

+ 2

3 4. 4

3 + 6

=

=

=

=

7

7

7

7

7

o

false

,false

false

false

true

false %

35
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Trifthis way the sentence "3 + x = 7" can bethought of as a',

soi7e-r:it sorts the domain of the variable into two subsets. ,Just'

akouf Might sort a deck of cardsinto two subsets, black and,red,,_

the domain of the variable is sorted into a, subset of all those

numbers,which make the sentence true and another subset of all

those numbers which make the sentence false. Here we see that ,4

belongs to the first subset, while 0, 1, 2,, 6: belong to the

second subset.

The truth set of an ripen sentence in one variable is the set

of aJ'l those numbers from the domain of the variable which make

the sentence true. If we do not specify otherwise we shall con-

tinue to assume that the doMainkof the variable is the set of all

numbers of arithmetic. (Recall that the numbers of arithinetic

consist of 0 and all numbers which are c ordinates of points to

the right of -0 on the number line.

Problems

1. With each of the following open sentences is given a pet which

contains all the numbers belongin to its truth set, withA
4 possibly some more. You are to find the truth set.

(a) 3(x + 5) = 17; (0, 1).

(b) x2 - (4x - 3) = 0; (1, 2, 3, 4).

(c) x2 - ix + -631 = 0; (1, *)

(d) x +-i = 2; (33 2, )

(e) x(x + 1) = 3x; (0, 1, 2).

5x + 1
3; (0, 2, 4).

36
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(g) x 1
1 = 5x - 1; (1, 2).

(h) x + 2 = x + 7; CO,, 2,.3).

2. rite an.open sentence whoSe truth set 1s the null set 0.,

I
Many formulas used 1n Science and business are in the forms of

open sentences in several variables. For example, the formula

1.V = 7Bh

is used to find the volume of a cone. The variable h represents,

the number of units in the height of the .cone; B represents the

number of squar uniy in the base; V repreients the number of
cubit units.in t e volume. When values are specified for all but

one of the variab es in such a formula, the resulting open sentence

contains one remaining variable. Then the truth set of, this sen-

tence gives .information about the 1,mber represented by this vari-
able. '

4

Continuing the example, let us'consider a particular cone whose
Vollime is 66 cubic feet and the area of WhoSe_base is 33 square
feet. From this information we determine that V is 66 and B
is 33, and we write the corresponding open sentence in one vari-
able h,

*

1
66 = 7(33)h.

The truth set of this sentence is (6).

Applying this information to the cone; we find that the height
of the cone is 6 feet.

37
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Problems

. The formula used to .change a temperature F measured in

,\ degrees Fahrenheit to the corresponding temperature C in

degrees Centigrade is

C i(F - 32).

Find the value o'f C when' F is. 86.

2. A formula used in physics to relate pressure and volume of a

:given amount of a gas at cohstant temperature is

pv =

where V.is_the number of cubic units of volume at P units

of pressure and v is the number of odic units of volume at/-

p units of pressure.. Find the value of V when v is 600,

P is` 75, and p is 15.

The formula for the area Of a trapezoid is

\
A = ( + b)h,

Where -A is the number of square units in the area B is

the,numbei'of units in the one bash, b is the num er of

unitsa4in the other base, and h is the number of its in

the height. Find the value of B when K is .20, b .is 4,

and h is 4.

.

Graphs of Truth Sets. The graph of a set S of bers,

.it will be recalled, is-thelet of all points on the number line

corresponding to the numbers of S, and only those points.

Thus, the graph of the truth set of an open sentence co tain-

ing one417/3i7table is the set of all points'to the right of 0 on

the n er line whode.coordinates are the va.ues of the variable

which rake the open sentence'true. Let us draw the graphs of a

few_lopp sentences.

I

38
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, Sentence Truth Set Graph

(a) x = 2 (2)
4- I I- I

O 2 3 4 5

%..1
(b) x / 3 All numbers _do

t 9 i )."" of arithMetic 0 2 3 4 5
except 3

(c) 3 +x = (7+x) - 4 All numbers 4
of arithmetic ,0 2 3 4 5

(d) y(y + 1) = 3y (0, :2)
40 4 t t.

O 2 3 4 5

(e) 3y =7 (4) I i I
9 2

3 / 33- 4 5

(1') 2x +1 = 2(.;+1.) 0
O I 2 3 4

\
\

You will notice in:(b) that we\ .ridicate that a point is included in

the graph if it is' marked with a heavy dot, but not indluded.if it\
is circled. The heavy lines indite to all the points that are covered.

e arrow at the right end of the nninber line in (b) and (c) indicates

at all of the pdinis to the right re on they graph.

(Graph contains no points)

4

3

Problems

State the truth set of ach open sentence and draw its graph:

1. x + 7 = 10 5.

2. 2x = x + 3 6.

3. x + x p 2x 7.

4 . X + 3 = 4: X 8.

(x)(0) = x,

2x + 3 = 8

4y(1) j y
x2= 2x

39
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Sentences Involving Inequalities. If we consider any

two different numbers, then one is less than the'other. Is this

always true? This suggests another ve...p:b form that we shall use in

numerical sentences. We use the symbol ,"<" to mean "is \less

than" and ">" to mean "is 'eater than".

To avoid confusing these Symbols, rementer that in a true

sentence; isuich as

or

8 < 12

>. 8,

the Paint of the symbol (the small end) is directed toward the

smaller of the two numbers..

Find the two points on the number line which correspond to 8

and 12. Which point is to the left? Will the lesser of two num-

bers always correspond to the point on the left of the other?

Verify your answer by locating on the number line points corre-

sponding to several pairs Of numbers, such as and 2.2; -7 -.

8
and 3.

Just as V" means "is not equal to"; "Vt means "is not

greater than". What does "tt" mean?

Problems

Which of the following sentences are true? Which are false?

Use the number line to help you decide. .

1 . 4 + 3< 3 + 4 7. 5.2 3.9 < 4.6

2. 5(2 + 3) /P5(2) + 3 8. 2.1- 1.3 > 3.3"

1111
3.

1

2+ 4: 1 9. 2 + 1.3

4. e 5 + 0 4: 5 10. 4+ (3 + 2) < + 3) +2

5: 2 > 2x0 11. t8 + 4) < x 8 + x4

6. 0.5 + 1.1 = 0.7 + 0.9 12. 5 + + (4 1)2

4 0

41
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Open Sentences Involving Inequalities. What is the truth

set of the open sentence
.

x + 2 >

We can answer this question as follows: We know that the truth

get of

x + 4

is 2). When x is a number greater than 2, then x + 2 is a

number greater than 4. When x is a number less than 2, then

x 2 is a number less than 4. Thus, every number greater than

2 makes the sentence true, and every other number makes it false.

That is, the truth set of the sentence flx + 2 >
-\
4" is the set of

all numbers greater than 2.

The graph of this truth set is the set of all poihts on the

number line whose coordinates are greater than 2. This-is the

set of all points which lie to the right of the pdint Stith co-

ordinate 62:

1- I () 4- -1

0, I 2 3 4 5 6

As another example,' consider the graph of the truth set of

1 x < 4:

Truth Set . Graph

I., All numbers of arithmetic

from 0: to 3, including
1 0 I

1

0, not Including 3. ,
0 , I 2 3 4 5

It is customary to call a,simple sentence involving "=" an

equation and a sentence involving "<" or ">" an inequality.

.4 41
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Problems

1. Draw the graphs of the truth sets of t e followingiopen

sentences:

(a) x / 2 .(e) 3 + y < 4

(b) x > 2 (f) m < 3

(c) 3 + y / 4 (g) m> 3

(d) 3 + y > 4

2. Below are some graphs. For each graph, rind an open sentence

whose truth set is the set whose graph is given.

(a)

(b)

a I 2 3 4 5

0 I 2 3 4 5

0 I "2 .3 4 5

I 1' t 1 1 ,4
0 I ,2 3 4 -5

0 2 3 4 5

3. If the domain of the variable of each open sentence below is

the set (071, 2, 3, 4, 5), find the truth set of 'each, and

draw its graph.

(a) 4 + x = 7 'WY x + 3 < 6

(b) 4x + 3 = 6 (e) 2x + 6 2(x + 3)

(c) 2x > 5

42
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Sentences With Mote Than One Clause. All the sentences

discu.ded so far have been simplethat is, they contained only

one verb form, Let us consider a sentence such as

+ 1'. 5, and 6 + 2,= 7.

Your first impression may be that we have written two sentences.

But if you read the sentence from left to right, it will be one

compound sentence with the connective and between two clauses. So .

In mathematics, as well as in English, we encounter sentences

(declarative sentences) which are compounded out of simple sentences.

Recall that a numerical sentence is eitherctrue or false. The

compound sentence

+ 1 . 5 and 6 + 2 = 7
141..

is certainly false, because the word and means "both", and hire the

,second of the two clauses is false. The compound sentence

,3 1 + 2 and 4 + 7 > 10

is true, because both clauses are true sentences.

In general, a compound sentence with the connective and is

true if all its clauses are true sentences; otherwise, it is false.

-, ,Problems

WhichWhich of the following sentences are true?

1. 4 = 57 1- and 5 = 3 + 2

2. 5 34_ _ and 6 < x 9

3. > 3 + 2 and 4 + 7 < 11

1 4 3
4 . 3 + 2 > 9 x 7 and 4.x .. / 5

5. 3.2 + 9.4 / 12.6 and
:Err <

6. 3.25 + 0.3 / 6.25'

4 3
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Consider next the sentence

4 + 1 5 or 6 + 2 = 7.

This is another type of compound sentence, this time with the
connective or. Here we must be very careful. Possibly we can
get a hint from English sentences. If 'we say, "The Yankees or

the Indians will win the pennant", we mean that exactly one of

the two will win; certainly, they cannot both win. But when we
say, "My package or your package will arrive within 1 week", It
is possible that both packages may arrive; here we mean that one

or more of the packages will arrive, including the possibility that
both may arrive. The second of these interpretations of "or"-is

the one which turns out to be the better suited for our work in
mathematics.

Thus, we agree that a compound sentence with the connective

or is true if one or more of its clauses is a true sentence; Other-

wise, it is false.

We classify

4 + 1 5 or 6 + 2 = 7

as a true compound sentence, because its first clause is a true
sentence; we also classify

5 < 4 +,3 or 2 + 1 / 4

as a true compound eentence,jgecause one or more of its clauses
is true (here both are true),.

Is the sentence

false? Why?

3 /, 2 + 1 or 2 > 4 +.1

Ar 4

0
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Problems

Which of the following sentences are true?

1 . 3 = 5

2. , = 11

3. ,4 > 3

4. 2 + 3

5. 6.5 4.

.6. 5 4

- 1 or ,5,= 3

3
=

4- 2 or 6 < 3

> 9 x.. and

2.3 / 8.8 Or

+ 2

11
7

+ 1

4 x

<

3

/6

9< 9 or <17.

Graphs of Truth Sets of Compound Open Sentences. Our
problems in graphing have so far involved only simple sentences.

Grappsof compound open sentences require, special handling. Let
us consider the open sentence

. x > 2 or x = 2.

The clauses or this Sentence and the corresponding graphs of their
'truth sets ire:

x> 2 i

I

I

0 1 2 4 :,1

,X = 2 I

0 ! I 2 3

' If a number belongs to the truth set of the sentence "x > 2"
or to the truth set of the sentence "x = 2", it is a number

belonging to the truth set of the compound, sentence '!x > 2 or
x'= Therefore, every number greater than or equal to 2 belongs
to the.truth set. On the other hand, any number less than 2 makes
both clauses of the compound sentence falOe and so fails to belong
to its truth set. The graph of the truth set is then

4 3
I
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x > 2 or x = 2, 'lit
0 3 4

We abbreviate the sentence "x > 2 or x = 2" to "x > 2",

read "x is greater than or equal to 2". Give,a corresponding

meaning for "<".

Let us make a precise statement Of the principle involved:

'The graph of the truth set of compound sentence with connect-

ive or consists of the set of all pints which'belong to either one

of the graphs of the two clauses of he compound sentence.

Finally, we consider the problem of finding the graph of an

open sentence such as

x > 2 and x < 4.

Again we begin with the two clauses and the graphs of their truth

sets:

x > 2 I t (;) H 1

0 .1 2 3 4 5

I 10,

x < 4
0 I 2 3 4 5

Then it follows (using an argument similar to that above that the

4

\,graph of the truth set of the compound sentence ts

x > 2 and x < 4(
0 I 2

Sometimeswe write "x > 2 and x < 4 ", as "2 < x < 4",

We see that the graph of the truth set of a compound sentence

with connective and consists of all points which are Common to the

graphs of the truth sets of the two clauses of the compound

sentence'.

N

'4.
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It has required many words, carefully chosen, to describe the

various connections between sentences, truth sets and graphs. We

consistently referred to the graph of the truth set of an open

sentence. In the future, let us shorten this phrase to the graph

of a sentence. It will be a simpler description, and no confusion

will result if we recall what is really meant by the description.

For the same. reasons we shall find it cenvenient to speak of
-1the point c3, or the point , when we mean the point with co-

ordinateordinate 3 or the point with coordinate . Points and numbers

are distinct entities sure, but they correspond exactly on

the number line. enever there is any posiibility of confusion

we shall remember to give the complete descriptions.

Problems

Construct the graphs of the following open sentences:

tt 111. x = 2 or x = 3 4. x > '2 and x <

2. x = 2 and x = 3 5. x > 5 and 'x = 5

3 . x > 5 or x = 5 x > 3 or 'x = 3

Summary of Open Sentences. We have examined some

sentences and have seen that each one can be classified as either

true false, but not both. We have established a set of symbols

to indicate relations between numbers:

"=" means "is" or is equal to"

Y" means "is not" or "is not equal to"

"<" means ",is less thaq"

">" meant "is greater than"
)

"<" means "is less trall or ,is equal to"

"Z" means "is greater than or is equal to".

qa.
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We have discussed compound sentences which have two clauses.

If the clauses are connected by the word or, the sentence is true

if .at least one clause is true; otherwise it is. false. If the

clauses are connected by and, the sentence is true if both clauses

are true; otherwise it is false.

An open sentence is a sentence containing one or more variables.

The truth set of an open sentence containing one variable is

.the set of all those numberewhich make the sentence true. The

open sentence acts as a sorter, to sort the domain of the variable

into two subsets: a subset of numbers which make the sentence true,

and a subset which make the'sentence false.

The graph of a sentence is the graphof the truth set of the

sentence. -

Problems

State the'truth set of each of the following open sentences

and construct its graph: Some examples of how You might

state the truth sets are: 4

Open Sentence Truth Set.,,e

x + 3 ,= 5 (2h `7"-- 4-7
.1;4

2x y x 3 The set,of all numbers of slritriMetic except 3:

x + 1 < 5 The set of all Aumbers of alAthmetic less'

1.

2x > 9

z + 8 = 14

than 4.
/' 1

The set of number( consisting of 47 and all

numbers greater than 14.

8. 3a, / a + 5

2. 2 + v < 15 ,9 9 + t < 12 or. 5 + 11.6

3 . 6.> 1 4. 3 and 5 + t = 4 10. 5x + 3 < 19
.4

4. 6 > 1 + 3 or 2 + t = 1 11. (x - 1) 2 = 4

5. x+ 2 = 3 or x + 4.= 6 121 a8x= (8 + x) - 2

6. >3 13. t + 6 < 7 and t + 6 7

7. t +c4 = 5 or t+ 5/ 5
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Identity EleMents. For what number n is it true that

n 0= n?

Here we have an interesting property which we..shall call the

addition property of zero. We can state this property in words:

"The sum of. any number and 0 is equal to the number."

We can state this property in the language of algebra as

follows:

For every number a,

a + 0 = a.

Since adding 0 to any number gives us identically the same

number, 0 is often called the-identity element for addition.

Is there an identity,element for multiplication? Consider the

truth sets of the following open sentences:

3x = 3

2 2
'341

.7 = .7y

n(5) = 5.

You have surely found that the truth set of each of these is

(1) . ThUS

n(1) = n

seems to be a true sentence for all numbers. How'couldyo* state
#

in Words this property, which we shall call the multi lica ion

property of.one?

. We can also, state this in the language of algebra:

FOr every number a,

a(1) = a.

We can see that the identity element for multiplication is 1.
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:1

There is another property of zero which will be evident if you
answer the following questions:

1. What is-the result when any number of arithmetic is
multiplied by 0?

2. _r -If.the product of two numbers is 0, and one of the
numbers is, 0, what can you tell about the other number'

The property that becomes apparent is called the multiplication

property Of zero, and can be stated as follows:

For every number a, ,

a(0) = 0.

These properties of zero and 1 are very useful. For instance,,
we use the multiplicdtion property of 1 in arithmetic in working
with rational numbers. ,Suppose we wish to find a numeral'for
in the for6'of a fraction,with 18 assits denominator. .0f the
many names for 1, such as 7, 5

..., we choose 4"
2 3

because 3' is the number which multiplied 18. We
then have

42

O

5 i(1)

= i(4)

5(3)

7 =

Suppose we now wish to add to .. Zo do this, we desere:O iorf
malts for and 6, names which are ecfractioAs with, the said

6a'denbminatog. What denominator should we choose? It must be,aA
multiple of both 6 and 9, but It cannot be 0. Thus, '36,i o 104

18, or 54, or many others, are possible choices. For-simpli)citi
we Pick the smallest, which is 18. (This is called the least
co_ mmon multiple of 6 and 9.) I/ order, now, to add to ,

To already knort

Ott



Then

=
292'
2

_4; 5
Example, Find a common lame for

7

7 .7
+ 5) 21

(7) 21

(Why did we use 4?)

2
n.(21) + 5(21) .

" '(Note use of the
3(21) distributive

property.)

14 + 105
9

119

51

I
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Problems

Show how you use the properties of 0 and 1 to find a
common name for each of the following:

2
)C

17

5
4.

2
7

"ir;6

1 3

--1--

5. 4 If you know that the product of two numb*i is 0,, and
that one of the numbers is 3, what can you tell about
e other number

(b) If be prodict of two numbers is 0, what can you tell
about at least one of the numbers?

(c) .Does the multiplication property of 0 provide answers
to these q estions? Is another property of 0 implied
here?

Closure. In our wo so far we haveoften combined two
numbers byadditionoi -tion to. obtain a.number. We have
never doubted that we always,do g- a number because our experience
is that we always do.

If you add Sny two of the numbers of,aritbmetic the sum is
always a number of this'set. -When a certain operation is performed
on elements bf a given subset of the numbers of arithmetic and the
resulting number is always a member of the same subset, then we say(..

that the subset is'closed under the operation. We say, therefore,
that the set of numbers of arithmetic isiclosed under addition.
Likewise, since the product of any two n.zmbers is always a number,
the set of numbers is -closed under multiplication. We state these
properties in the language ot algebra as follows:

I
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Closure Property of Addition: For every number a and every

number b, a + b is a number.

t
Closure Property of Multiplication: For every number a and

every number b, ab is a number.

Associative and Commutative Properties of Addition and

Multiplication. The algebraic language with which we have been

becoming familiar permits us, as in the case of the properties of

1 and 0 which we have just studied, to give a statement about

the above property in this language. We have three (not necessarily

different) numbers to deal with at once.' Let us call
.
the firSt

"a", 'the second "b",/and the third "c". "Add a second number

to a first number" is then interpreted as "a + b "; "add a third

numbeK' to their sum" is interpreted as "(a + b) + c". (Why did

we inert the parentheses ?) Write the seceer5lf of our verbal

statement in the language of algebra. The words "the outcome is

.,the same" now tell us that we have two names for the same number.

Our statement becomes .

(a +b) +c = a- + (b + c).
I)

For what numbers is this sentence true? We have concluded pre-

viously that it is true for all numbers. And so we write, finally,

For every number a, for every number b, for every number c,

.(a + b) + c = a + (b + c).

We recall the commutative property of addition. It was verbalized

as follows,: If two numbers are.added in different orders, the

resvlts are the same. In the language of algebra, we isay

For, every number a and every number b,

a + b-= b + a. .

/How would you state the associative property of multiplication

in the language of algebra?"
1"

I

53
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What,property iS given by the following statement?

For every number a and every number, b,

ab bae

These properties of the operations enable'us to 'Write open

phrases in "other forms". For example, the open.phrase 3d(d)

can be written in the form ,3(d-d), i.e., 3d2, by applying the

associative property of multiplication. Thus, two l'forms" of an .

open phrase are two numerals for the same.number.

Among the properties with which we have just been concerned

are the commutativity of addition and multiplication. Why are we

so concerned-whethe;) binary operations like addition and multipli-

cation are commutative? Aren't all the operations of arithmetic

commutative? Let us try division, for example.. Recall that

6 4 3
4

means "6 divided by 3 ". Now, test' whether

64, 3 .,3 4- 6

is a true sentence. This is enough evidence to show thaj division

is not a commutative operation. (By the way, can you find some a

and some b such that a 4- b = b 4-a?) Is the division operation

associative?

Another very interesting example for the counting numbers is

the following: let 2**3 be defined to mean (2)('2)(2).; and
3**2 to mean .(3)(3). In general, a**b means a has been used

as a factor b times. Is the following sentence true?

5I*2 = 2**5?

Do you conclude that this binary operation on counting numbers is

commutative? Is it associative?

You may complain that this second example is artificial. On

the contrary,'the ** operation defined above is actually used in

the language of certain digital computers. You see, a machine is

much happier if you give it all.its instructions on a line, and so

a

5/1
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a l!linearn notation was devised for this operati6n. But you see

thatto the machine the order of the numbers makes a great difference

In this operation. Is there any restriction on the types of humbers

on'wnich we may operate with **?

I

Problems

1. If x and y are numbers of arithmetic, the closure property

assures us that 3xy, 2x and therefore, (3xy)(2x) are

numbers of arithmetic: Then the associative and commutative

properties of multiplication enablefus to write this in

another form:

(3xy)(2x) = (3.2)(x:x)y.

= 6x2y.

Write the indicated products in another form as in the above

example:

(a) (2m)(mn)

/(b) (5p2)(3q)

(c) n(2n)(3m)

(d) (.ab)(6c)

(e) (10a)(10b)

(3x)(12)

2. if x and y are numbers of arithmetic then the closures`

property allows us to think of 12x
2y as a numeral which

represents a single number. The commutative and associative

properties of multiplication enable us to write other numerals

for the same number. (4xy)(3x), . (2x)(6xy), and (12x2y) (1)

are some.of the many ways of writing 1.2x2y at indicated

prodUcts. Similarly, write three possible indicated 4roducts

for each of .the following.

--- a) 8ab2 (d) x2y2'

(b) .,7x-Y2 (e) 6ka2bc2

(c) lOmn (f) 2c

r
0 0
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3. Which of the-following sentences are true for every value of
the variable? Explain which of the properties aided in your
decision.

'(a) m(2 + 5) = (2 + 5)m

(b) (m + 1)2 (2 \l)m
(ci (a + 2y) + + b) + 2y
(d.) y = y + 3x

(e) (2uv)z 7 2u(vz)

4. The set A is given by A = (0, 1).
(a) Is, A closed under addition?

(b) Is A closed under multiplication?

-""fi () Is the set S of all multiples of 6 eloped under
addition?

( 0
(b) Is set S' closed under multiplication?

6. Let us define some binary operations other than addition and
multiplication. We shall use the symbol "o" each dime. We

might read "Ia. o lon as "ft, 'operation b". Since we are
giving the symbol various meanings, ie nfust .define its meaning
each time. For instance, 'for every a and ever/ b,

if 'a o b means 2a b, the 0 5.= 2(3) + 5;
if a -0 b me. $14 a tnen 3, 0 5 3 +2 P; ;.,

:L.ifTa 0 b me (a - a.)b, then 3 0 5 = (3 - 3)5;
1.f a o b means r, a - 41), then 3 o 5 = 3 + (4)(5);
if a 0 b means. (a +.1)(b + 1), then

0 5= (3 + 1)(5 + 1). a

For each meaning of a 0, b stated above, write a numeral for
each of the following: _ )

(a) 2.0 6 (c) 6 0_,2

(b) (4) o 6 (d)* (3 0 2) 0

56 .
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7. Are such binary operations on nuMhers as *lose defined in

'Prciblem 6 commutative? In gther words, is it true that for

every a and every 0, a0b=b0 a? Let us examine some

cases. For instance, if a o b means 2a + b, we see that

3o 4 = 2(3) + 4

%.1 4 O 3 = 2(4) + 4.

But "2(3) + 4 = 2(4) + 3" is a false sentence. Hence, we

conclude that the operation here indicated by "0" is not

6 commutative. In.each of the following, decide whether or not

the operation described is commutative:

4,
(a) For every a and every b

a416a.0 b = n b
C

(b) Pot evert a and every' b d 0 b"4= (4 - a)b

(181 For every e. and every b, a o b = a + 4b,

(d) FOr every a and every b, a 0 b:= (a + 1) (') + ly..

What do you conclude about'whether all binary operations are

commutative? ,

8.1. Is the operation' "d" associative in each or the above cases,?

For instance, if, for every a and every- b, a 0.b = 2A + b,
%,L

is (4 o 2) p 5 4 o 4C2 0 5) a true spntence?

(4 o 2) o 5 2 (2.(4) '+ 2) + 5
<A( .

= 2[10) + 5%
1

.
while ,

4 0. (2 0 5) . 2(4) + (2(2) .

8: +. 9.

Since the sentence 2(10) 5 .... 8 + 9 is ftlse, we conclude

that this operation is no associative. Test the operations

in Problem 7(a)-(d) i'or the associative ooperey."

1 5
r-+

v.
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The Distributive Property. Our previous work with numbers

has shown us a variety of,versions of the distributive property.

.Thus,

15(7 + 3) = 15(7) + 15(3)
and 4

1 1) (1(-5)12 +
1;

= -

1 +.ir

are two true sentences each of which follows one of the patterns
which we have recognized. We have seen the importance of this ,

property in relating indicated sums and indicated products. We
May now state the distributive property in the language of algebra:

For every number a, every number ,b, and every number c,

a(b+ c) = ab +.ac.

-Since we have stated that "a(b + c)" and "ab + ac" are numerals

for the same number, we may equally well write

For every number a, every number b, and every number c,

ab + ac = a(b + c).

We may also apply the commutative property of multiplication
to write: t ,

Por every number a, _every number b, and elfery-number c

(b c)a = ba =.bc

and:

For every number a, every number b, and every numberlc,

, ba + ca = (b +

Any one of the four sentences aboVe describes the distributive'

property. All forms are useful in the studyof algebra..-

*
Example 1. Write 'elle indicated product, X{y + 3) as in

indicated aum.

x(y + 3) = xy + x(3) by the distribiltive
property

4
=,xy +.3x.-
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Example.2:- Write 5x + 5y as an

. . ,

indicated product.

5x + 5y = 5(x + y)

Example 3. W ite the ope n phrase

1

by the eastributi4e
property

3a + 5a in simpler form.

3a + 5a = (3 + 5)a

= 8a

Example it. Write the open phrase,, 2x

simpler form.

2x + 3y + 4x + 6y".- (2x + 4x

(2 + 4)x + (

. 6x + 9Y

,`Problems

Write the.indipated products as indicated sums.

'W:,,0.-%-:---_,.-,,,-,,,,t,,';-(7 + x)x
I'

(e) 6(8 + 5)

,
. (i). (a tb)b.

% , )
Write the indicated sums as indicate' d products.

,
,. ..;

(a) 6(i + s)

(b) (b + 3)a

(c) x(x + z)

by the distributive
property

+ 3y + 4x + 6Y in

(3y .+ 6y)

by the commutative and
associative properties
of addition.

3 + 6.)y

by the distributive
property

3x +.3y

am + an

x + bx Hirit:

1
7x + 5r

2a.+ a
2

X2 + xy

x = (1)x

Hintz, How is a
2

defined?

IV
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3. Use the associative, :commutative, and distributive properties

to write the following open phrases in simpler form, if

possible:

(a) 14x,+ 3x

,(b) +

(c) Via. +

-(d) 7x + 13y + 2:x + 3y

(e) 4x + 2y + 2 + 3x

(f) 1.3i + 3.7y + 6.2 + 7.7x

(g) 2a + 41) + 5

The distributive property stated by the sentence,

For every number A, every number b, and every number c

a(b + f) + ac.

cancerns the three numbers 4., and c. However, the closure

property alloWS us to apply the diStributive property in many cases

where an open phrase apparently contains more than three numerals.

' For example, suppose we wish to express the indicated product

2r(s + t) as a sum. The open phrase contains the four numerals

r, s, and .t. The closure prdpe'rty,*however, allows us"to

i, consider 2r as the, name of one number so we can think in terms

of three'numerals, 2r, s, and t. Thus,. .

2r(s +t) d (2r) (s + t)

+ (2r)t

.,2rs 1,7 2rt

Example 1. Write 3u(v + 3z) as an indicated sum.

)3,,7 the closure property we can'regard 3u, v, and 3z each

as the name of .one number. Then by the distributive,propertY.

3u(v + 3z) . (3u)v + (3u)(3z)

= 3uv + 9uz by the commutative
and associative
properties of
multiplication.

60
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Example 2. Write the indicated sum, 2rs + 2rt, as an

indicated product.

We can do this in three ways:

(1) 2rs + 2rt = 2(rs) + 2(rt)

= 2(rs + rt)

2rs + 2rt = r(2s) r(2t)

= r(28 + 2t)

(3)1 2rs + 2rt = (20a + (2r) t

2r(s + t)

Although all three ways'are correct, the third is usually

preferred.

Example'3....Xxpress the indicated product, 3(x + y + z),

as an indicated sum.

3(x + y + z) + jy +' 3z.

(2)

Problems,'

1. 16ite''each of the indicated products as an indicated sum.

(a) M(6 ;30 (d) (2X+'Xy)x

(b) 2k(k + 1) (e) ,(e + f + g)h

(c) 6(2s + 3!47q) b (f) 6pq(p + q)

2. Which of the follow0 open sentences are true for every Value

of every variable. (Hint: Use the'-aDmmutative, associative

and distributive properties to write both members of these

sentences in the same form.)

(a) 2a(a + b) = 2a2 + ab (d) 2a(b + c) = 2ab + c

(05 4xy + y2 .7 (4x + y)y (e) (4x + 3)x = 4x2 + + x

(c) 3ab + 6bc = 3b(a + 2c) (f) (2y + xy) = (2 + x)y

a
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3. Write each of the indicated sums as an indicated produdt.

(a) 3uv + v2

(b), 7pq + 7qr

(c) 3x + 3x2 Hint: Think of 3x as (3x)(1)

(d) 2c + kcd Hint: kcd = (2c)(2d)

(e) 3x + 6x2

(f) xz2 2xz

4.1

Another important application of the distributive property is

illustrated by -the, following example.

Example 1. Write (x + 2)(x + 3) as an indicated sum without

parentheses.

If we write the distributive property with the indicated product

beneath it, we can see which names we must regard as separate

names of numbers.

a(b + c) ab + ac

x + 3) ...(x + )x + (x + 2)3

= x2 + 2x + 3x + 6 ''distributive
property

x2 + (2 + 3)x + 6/ distributive
property

x2 + 6x + 6.

(0Could You have ed a diffdrent form of the diAributive

property to begin your work? A

Example 2. Write (a + b)(c + d) as an,indicated sum without

parentheses. Supply the reason'for each step.

(a + b)(c + d) = (a -12 b)c + (a + b)d

ae + be + ad + bd

62
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Problems

Write the indicated products as indicated sums without'

parentheses.

1. (x + 4) (x + 2) 4. (x + 2) (y + 7)

'2. (x + 1)(x + 5) 5. + n)(m - n)

3 . (x'+ a)(x + 3) 6. (2p + q)(p + 2q)

7. List all the, properties ofdperations on numbers of arithmetic.

8. Look for the pattern in the following calcuaation:

19 x 13 = 19(1.0 + 3)

19(10) + 19(3) (what property ?)

19(10) + (10 + 9)3

19(I0) + (10(3) + 9(3)) (what property?)

(19(10) + 10(3)) + 9(3) (what property?)

= (19 + 3)10 + 9(3) (what properties?

The final result indicates a method for "multiplying teens"

(whole numbers from 11 through 19): Add to, the first

number the units digit of the second, and multiply by 10;

,then add-to this the product of the units digits of the two.,

humbers. Use the method to find 15 x 14, 13 x 17, 11 X 12.

9. Findthe coordinate of a point which lies on the number line

- between the two points with coordinates 1T and How

many .points are between ties twck?

10. ConSider the set r 4

T = (0, 3, 6, 9, 12, ...).

Is T closed under the operation of addition? Under the

operation of "averaging"?

4

A
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11. Consider.the open sentence
,V0

4 2x < 1.

What is its truth set if the. domain of x is the set of:

(al all counting numbers?

(b) all whole numbers? -

(c) all numbers of arJ.thmetic?

12. Explain how the property of- 1 is used in performing the

calculation

13. Explain why

3 2

3

3x + y + 2x + 3y = 5x + ky'
.

is true for all values of x ,and y.

14. (a) Write the indicated products

(x + 1) (x + 1)

(x + 2) (x + 2)

as indicated sums without parentheses.

(b) Use pattern of the results of Part (a) to write

the indicated: sum'
2 e

X ox + 9

'Pas an indicated product.

00-

6 4 .



Part 2

,OPEN SENTENCES AND ENGLISH SENTENCES

Open Phrases and English Phrases. Every day we are build-,

ing up a new language of symbols which is becoming more and moreja

complete language. We have used mathematical phrases*, such as

"8 + 3y"; mathematical verb forms, including' "=" and ">"; and

mathematical sentences, such as "7n + 3n = 50".

We recall that a variable, such as "n", is the name of a

definite but unspecifidd number.. The translation of "n" into

English will then mean relating an unspecified number to something

of interest to us .% Thus, the numeral "n" might represent "the

number of problems that I worked", "thenumber of at the

rally", "the number of dimes in Sam's pocket", or--'-'-thenumber--of

feet in the height of the school flagpole". What, are some other

possible translations?

Consider the phrase "5 + n"., Can we invent an English phrase

for this? Suppose we use the translations suggested above. If

"n" is the number of problems' I shall be - working today, then the

phrase "5 + n" represents the total number of problems including

the.five worked last night"; or, if I have 5 dimes and "n"

represents the number of dimes in Sam's pocket, then"5 + n"

represents "the total number of dimes, including my five and th6se

in SaM's pocket." Notice that the translation of "5 + n" depends

On what translation we make of "n".

Which of the apparently limitless number-of translations do

we pick? We are reminded that- appearing in the open

phrase, whether ."n" or "x", or "w", or "b ", the name of

a number. Whether this is the number of ditties, the number of

students, the number of inches, etc:, depends upon'the use we plan

to make of the trahtlation. The context itself-will frequently

suggest or limit translations. Thus it would not make sense to

translate a phrase such as 3'2,500,000 +-y" in terns of the number

of dimes in Sam's pocket, but it would make sense to think of '"y"

as representing the number giving the population increase in a
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state which had 2,500,000 persons at the time of the preceding

census, or as the number of additional miles traveled by a satellite

.which had gone 2,500,000 miles at the time of the last repbrt.

Similarly, the variable in the phrase ".05 + k" ,would hardly by

translated as the number of cows or students, but possibly as the

number giving the increase in the rate of interest which had pre-

viously been 5 per cent.

How can we translate the phrase "3x + 25"? In the absence of

any special reasons for picking a particular translation, we might.

x be the number of cents Tom earns in one hour, mowing the

lawn. Then, 3x is tly-numberof cents 'earned in 3 hours. If

Tom finished the job in three hoUrs and was paid -a bonus of 25

cents, then the phrase __"3x,_+ 25" repAsents the total number of

cents in Tom's possession after working three'hours. How can this

phrase be translated if we let x be the number of students, in

each algebra Kass, if algebra classes are of the same size? Or,

x is the number of miles traveled by a car in one hour at a

.eonstant speed?

There are many English translations of the symbol "+", in-
,

dicati:ng the operationi6fadditian of two numbers. .A few of them

are. "the sum of", "m6re than", "increased by" "older than", and

oth4s. There are also many English translations of

indAating the operation of multiplication of two n

"times "; "product of", and others. Whlt are English

the symbol "-"?

the symbols,

umbers, including:

'translations of

Problems'

In Problems 1-6, write English phrases which correspond to the

given open phrases. Try to vary the English phrases as much

as possible. Tell in each case what the variable represents.

f 1. 7w

2. n + 7

(.If one bushel of wheat costs w dollars, the

phrase is: "the number of dollars in the cost

of 7 buihels of wkieat".)

6T3



3. n - 7

4.

7

8.

0
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5. 2r + 5

\\ 6. a + b

In each of Problems 7 -14,' find an open Phraek which is a.

translation of the given English phrase: In each problem,

tell explicitly what the
*v

The number of feet in y

(If y is the number of

feet .4

variable represents.

yards.

yards, then' 3y is the number of

A The number of inches in f feet.

9. The number of pints in k quarts.
r

10. The successor of a whole number.

11. The reciprocal of a number, (Two numbers are reciprocals of

each other if their product is 1.),

12. The number of ounces in k pounds and t ounces. 'w

13. The number of cents in m dollars, k quarters, m dimes

and n' nickels.

14. ' The number of inches in the length of a rectangle which.is

twice as long as it is wide. (Suggestion: Draw a figure to

help visualize the situation.)
/

15. Choose a variable for the number of feet in the length of one

side of a square. Write an open phrase for the number of feet

in the perimeter of the square.

16. One side df a triangle is x inches long and a second is 371

incheg'long. the length of the third side is one-half the

sum of the' lengths4of the first two sides.

4

Y

(a) Write an open phrase for the number of inches in the

perimeter of the triangle.

(b) Write an open phrase for the number of inches in the .

-length of the third side. oaf

, N
67
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17. The admission price to a performance of "The Mikado" is

$2.00 per person. Write an open,phrase for the total number

of dollars received_tn terms of the n ber of people who

bought tickets'.

18. If a man can paint a house in d days, write an open phf'ase

for the part of the house he canint in one day.

1lg. If a pipe fills 3 of a swimming pool in one hour, write an

open phr for hoW much of the pool is filled by that pipe

in x ours.

20. When a tree grows it increases its radius each yeartby adding

\.tv

a ring of new wood. If a tree has r rings now, write an

open phraSe for the number of growth rings in a tree twe 6

years from now.

21. A plant grows a certain number of inches per week. It is now
20 inches tall. Write an open phrase giving the number of

inches in its height fire weeks from now.

2L Choose a variable for the number 2f feet in the width of a

rectangle:

(!) Write an open phrase for the length of the rectangle if

the lengtri.is five feet less than.twice the Width. Draw
and label a figure.

_(b) Write an open phrape for the perimeter of the rectangle

described in Part (a):

(c) grite an open phrase for the area of thie.rectangle

_described in Part/(a).

' cs
6 8
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Open Sentences and\English Sentences. Often we want to

translate English sentences into open sentences. We find such open

sentences particularly helpful in word problems when the English

sentence is. about a quantity which we' are interested.in finding.

Example 1. "Carl has a..Doard 44 inches long. He wishes

to cut it into tWo pieces so that onepiece will be three inches

longer than the other. How long should the shorter piece be?'"

We-may sometimes see more easily what our open sentence should

bd if we Tsp. a number for the quantity asked for in the problem.

If'the-Shorter pie is 18 inches long, then the longer

4$ piece is (18 3) inches long. Since the ,whole board is 4k

inches long, wehen have the sentence

18 (18 3) = 44.

Althoughthis sentence is not true, it suggests the pat which

we need for an open sentence. otice that the question the

,,problem has pointed out our. var ble. We can nzviLsay:

If the shorter piece is K '.inches

then the longer piece is (K 3) inches

long, and the sentence is \

K (K 3) A*4.

We say that this sentence is false when K is '18% There.

probably is some valUe of K -for which the open sentence$,is true.

If we wanted to. find the length of the horte1' pieceejkiits-

be done by finding the truth set of the above open Sentence.

Notice that the English sentences are often about,inches or

pounds or years or dollars, but the open sentences are always about

numbers only.

Notice also that we are very careful in describing our variable

to show what it measures, whether it is the number of inches, the
o

number of donkeys, or the number of tons.

69,
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.

Example 2. "Two cars start from the same point at the same

time and travel in the same direction at constant. speeds of 34

and 45 miles per hour, respectively. in'how many hol.4s will they

be 35 miles4Part?"

If they travel 4 hours, the faster car goes 45(4) miles

and the'slower car goes 34(4) miles. Since the faster car should

then linT 35 'mile farther from the starting point than the slower

car, we have the sentence,

45(4) -'34(4)- = 35,

which is false. It suggeSts, however, the following:

If they travel h hours, then the faster

car goes 45h miles and the slower car

goes 34h miles, and

45h - 34h = 35..

/ t

Example 3. "A man left $10,500 for his widow, a son and a
IIMMOW

daughter. The widow received $5,000 and the daughter received

twice as much as the son. Ho'w much did the son receive?"

If the son received n dollars; then the

daughter received 2n, dollars, and

n + 2n +5000 = L',500.

Problems

Write opeh Sentences that would help you solve the following

problems, being careful to give the meaning of the variable.

for each. Your work maybe shown in the form indicated in

Example 3 above. Do not find the truth sets of the open

sentence6)

1. A rectangle is 6 tiles as long as,it is wide. Its perimeer

is 144 inches. 'How wide is' the rectangle?

(Remember to draw a. figure.)

7 07
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2. The largest angle of a triangle is 20° more than twice the

gmallest, and the third an e is 70°. The sum ofdthe angles

of a triangle is 180°. How, large is the smallest angle?

3. A class of 43 students was separated into two classes. If

there were 5 more students in Mr. Smith's class than in

Miss. Jones's class, how many students were in each class?

(Can you do this one in two ways? If there were 'y students

in Miss. Jones's class,"find two ways to say how many were in

Mr. Smith's class,)

4. John is three times as old as Dick. Three years ago the sum

of their ages was 22 years. How old is each now? (Hint:

Find a phrase'for the age of each three years ago in terms

of Dick's age now.)

5. John has $1.65 in his pocket, all in nickels, dimes, and

quarters. He has one more quarter than he has dimes, and the

number of nickels he has is one more than twice the number of

dimes. How many dimes hap he? (Hint: If he has d dimes,

write a phrase for the value of allhis dimes, a phrase for

the value of all his quarters,and a phraseitor the value of

all his nickels; then write your open sentence.)

6. A passenger train travels 20-,miles per hour fasteF than a

-freight train. At the end of 5 hours the passenger train

has traveled 100 miles fai:ther than the freight train. How

fast does the freight train travel? (Hillt: For each train

find a phrase for the number of miles it has traveled.)

7. Mr: Brown is employed at an initial salary of $3600, with

an annual increase of $300, while Mr. White Starts at the

same time at an initial salary of $4500, with an annual

increase of $200. After how many years will the two men be

earning the same' salary ? .,
$

8. A .table is three times as long as it is wide. If it were

feet shorter and 3 feet wider, it would be a square. How

long and how wide is it? (Draw two pictures of the table topet)
4 (4
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Open Sentences Involving Inequalities. Our sentences

need not all be equalities. Problems concerning "greater than" or

"less than".have real meaning:

Suppose we say, "Make a problem fo., the sentence d + 2 > 5".

The word problem* could be, "If I added two dollars to what I now

have, I would have more than fivp dollars. How much do I have

now"?

As with equations, it will sometimes help to find an open

sentence in problems about inequalities if we try a particular

number V.rst.

Example 1. "In six months Mr. Adams earned more than $7000.

How much did he earn per month?"

if he earned $1100 per month, in 6 months he would earn

6 x 1100 dollars. The sentence would then be

6 x 1100 > 7000.

This, of course, is not true, but it suggests what we should/do.

If Mr. Adams earned a dollars per month, in 6 Months he

would earn 6a dollars. Then

6a > 7000.

Example 2. "The distance an object falls during the first

second is 32 feet less than the distance it falls during the

second second. During the two seconds it falls 48 feet or less,

depending on the air resistance. How far does it fall during the

second second?

If the object falls 42 feet during the second second, then

it falls (42 - feet during the firSt,second. Since the totaL

distance fallen is leis thin or equal to. 48 feet, oU sentence is

(42'- 32) + 46' <48.

I

71L,<7
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This suggests how to write the open sentence. If the Object

falls d feet during the second second, then it falls (d - 32)

feet during the first second; and

(d - 32) 4- d < 48.

Example 3. "Two sides of a triangle have lengths of 5

inches and 6 inches. What is the length of the third side?"

You may have drawn many tri-'

angles fin the past and have become

aware of the fact that the length

of any side of a triangle must be

less than the sum of the lengths of

the other two sides. Thus, if the

third side of this triangle is n

inches long,

A

n ' 5 +

At the same time the six inch side must be less in length than
o

the sum of the lengths.of the other, two; thus,

6 < n 4. 5.

Siwe both of these conditions must hold, the open sentence for

our problem is,' .

n < 5 4. 6 and 6 < n 4. 5,

Problems

Write open sentences for the following problems, being careful

to gibe the meaning of the variable for each. Do not find the

truth bets of the open sentences.

1. One t rd of a number added to three-fourths of the same number

is qual to or greater than 26. What is the number?

2. Bill is 5 years older than Norman, and the sum of their ages-

'is less than 23. How old is Norman?
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3., A square and an equilateral triangle have equal perimeters.

A side of the triangle is five inches longer than a side of,

the square. What is the length of the side of the square?

Draw a figure.

A boat,traveling downstream, goes 12 miles per hour faster

than the rate of the current. Its velocity downstream is

less than 30 miles per hour, What is the rate of the current?

5. Oh a half-hour TV show the advertiser insists there must be at

leastthree minutes for commercials and the network insists

there must be less than 12 minutes for commercials. EiPAs6
this in a mathematical sentence. How much time musthe program
director provide for material other than'advertising?

6. A student has test grades of 75 end 82.- What must he score

on a third test to have an average of 88' or higher ?. If 100

is the highest score possible on the third test, how high an
.average can he achieve? What is the lowest average he can
achieve? A

7. Using two variables, write an open sentence for each of the
following English sentences.

(a) The enrollment in Scott School is greater than the

enrollment in M is School.

(b) The enrollment in Scott School is 500 greate than the

enrollmentin.Morris School.

Review Problems

1. Write open sentences corresponding to the following word
sentences, using one wariable in each.

(a) The sum of af whole number and its successor is 575.

(b) The sum of a whole number and its successor is 576.

(c) 'The sum of two numbers, the second greater than the

first by 1,, is 576.

j4 A
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(d) A board 16 feet long is cut in two pieces such that one

piece is one foot longer than twice the other.

(e) Catherine earns $2.25 baby-sitting for 3 hours at x

cents an hour.

2. A two-digit number is 7 more than 3 times the sum of the

digits. Restate this-by an open sentence. (Hint: Express

the number by means of two variables.) I

3. The sum of two numbers is 42. If the first number is re-

presented by n, write an expression for the second number

u8ing the variable n.

4. (a) A number is increased by '17 andthe sum is multiplied

by 3. Write an open sentence stating that the resulting

product equals 192.,

(b) If 17 is added to a number and the sum is mu ipliedgby

the resulting product is less than 192. RestaLte
,..-

this as an open sentence.

qii5. One number i 5 times another. The sum of the two numbers

is 15'4mmthan" 4 times the smaller. Express this by an'

open. sentence.

6. (a) A farmer can plow a field in 7 hOurs with one of his

tractors. How much of the field can he plow in one hour

with that tractor?

O

(b) Wijh his other tractor he can.plow the field in 5 hours.

.
If he had both tractord'going for 2 hours, how much of

the field would be plOWed?-

(c) How much of the field would then be left unplowed?

(d) Write an open sentence which indioates,that, if both

tractors are used for x hours, the field will be

completely plowed.

7 5
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7. Mr. Brown is reducing. During each month for the past 8 OV-1

months he has 'lost 5 pounds. His weight is now 175 pounds.

What was his weights months ago if m < 8? Write an opeh

sentence stating_tAt m 'months ago his weight was 200
pounds.

Write open sentences for Problems 8 to 13, `Tell clearly what
the variable represents, but do not find the truth set of the

11,
open sentence.

8. (a) The sum of a whole number and its successor is 45.

What are the numbers?

(b) The sum of two coecutive odd numbers is 76. What are
the numbers?

9.,, Mr. BartOn paid $176 fora freezer which was sold_ at a dis-
c count of 12970 of _the marWOO price. What was the marked price?

10. A epay check for a week of 48 h4urs was $166.40. .He is
1paid at the rate of 17 times his normal rate for all hours

worked in excess of 40 hours: What is his hourly pay rate?

11, (a) At 'an auto parking lot; the charge ii 35 cents for the-

first hour, or fraction of,an hour, and 20 cents for

each succeeding (whole.or partial) one"hoUr period. If
t is ithe number of one-hour periods parked after the

initial hour,'write an open phrase for the parking fee.

(b) With the same charge for parking as in the preceding
'problem, 1.f h is. the total. number of one-hour periods

parked write an open phraSe for the parking fee.

12."* Two quarts ref alcohol are added to the water irk the radiator,

and the mixture then contains 20 per cent a?Cohol; that is,

( 20 per cent of the mixture is pure alcohol-. Write an open
sentence for this English sentence. (Hint: Write an open

phrase for the number of quarts of alcohol in terms of the

number of quabts of water originally in the radiator.) !

76
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13. (a) Two water-pipes are bringing water into a reservoir. One

pipe has a capacity of 1 100 gallons per minute, andthe

second 40' gallons per minute. If water flows from the

first pipe for x minute* and from the second for y

minutes, write an open phrase for the total flow in

gallons.

(b) In the preceding problem, if the flow from the first.7,

pipe is stopped at the end of two hours,' write the ex-

pression for the ntal flow in gallons in y minutes,

where y is greater than 120._ $:

(A With the data in Part (a), write an.open sentence stating

that the total flow is 20,000 gallons.

14. A man, with five dollars in his pocket, stops at a candy store

on his way home with the intention of taking hip wife two

pounds of candy. He finds candy by the pound box selling for

$1.69, 41.95, 42.65, and 43.15. If he leaves the store

with two, one -pound boxes of candy;

(a) What is the smallest amount of change he could have?
r-\\

(b) What is :the greatest amount of change he' could have?

(c) What sets of two-boxes can he not afford?

4

.
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Part 3

- THE REAL NUMBERS

The Real Number Line. We know from past experience that

there are rational numbers to be assaelfted with points,on the left

half Of the number line, but meanwhile lige have dealt only with

rational numbers on the right half. For another thing, we know that

some points on the number line do not correspond to rational numbers.

Where are some of these points on the number line which do not

correspond to rational numbers, and what new numbers are associated

with them?*

How shall we label the points on the left of 0? There is no

doubt that thetiine contains infinitely many points to the left of

0: It is an easy matter to label such points if we follow the

pattern we Used to the right of 0. As before, we use the interval

fromi 0 to 1 as the unit of measure, and locate points equally

sPaped along the line tb the left. The first,of these we label

-4 -3 -2 0 I 2 . 3 4

1, the second. -2, 9tc., where the symbol "-1" is read

"negative 1", 2 is read "negative 2": etc.' .What is the co-

ordinate of the point which is 7 units to the left of 0?

Proceeding as before, we can find additional points to the

left of 0 anchlabel them with symbols similar tb those used for

numbers to the right, with al'uppqr dash to indicate that the

pumber is to the left of 0. Thus, for example, is the same

distance from 0 on the left as is on the right, etc.

44.

*It,p assumed here that the reader is familiar with Studies in
Ma ematics, VOL 1, "Number Systems".
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The-set of ainumbers agsoqiated,-with yk4tlon the number
:

t 4'7,line 16 called the Set4of-real-e*beiS. The npmbers to the left of

zero arecalled the negativ00&numbers and those to the right

are called the Asitive real4kmberS. In this language, the

numbers of arithmetic are the non-negative real numbers.

The set off' all whole numbers. (0, 1, 2, 3, ...) combined with

the set (1, 2, 3, ...) is called the set of integers

(..., 3, 1, 0, 1, 2, 3, ...). The set of all _rational numbers

of arithmetic combined with the negative rational numbers is called

the set of rational numbers. (Certainly, all rational numbers are

real numbers.)

Remember that each rational number is now assigned to a point

of the number line, but there remain,many points to which rational

numbers cannot be assigned; in fact, therwemain more points which

have not yet been assigned numbers than there are presently

associated with rational numbers. The numbeis associated with these

points are called the irrational numbers. (Thus, all irrational

numbers are also real numbers.) Hence, we can regard the set of

real numbers as the combined set of rational and irrational numbers.

4

Real Numbers

A

Rational Numbers

Integers

Irrational Numbers

Rational Numbers

which are not integers

Negative 1 Positive

Integers . Integers

79
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For example, all integers, such as -4, 0, 2, a'e rational

numbers; find examples of rational numbers -which are not integers.
3

Furthermore,'all rational number., such as 7 p, 6, are real

number.

(Where are some of the points on the number line which do not

correspond to rational numbers? It will be proved in a later

part th4st, for example, the real number .../7 is an irrational

number. Let us locate the _points with coordinates ,./7 and

respectively.

First of all, we recall that ../ is a number whose square is

2. You may have learned that the length of a diagonal of a square,

whose sides have length1, is a number whose square is 2. (Do

you know any facts about right triangles which will help you

verify this?) In order to,locate a point on the number line for

all we have to do is construct a square with side of'length.

1 and transfer the lengtli. of one of its diagonals to our number

line. This'we can do, as fn th igure-by drawirig a circle whose

44

center is at the point. 0 on t number line and whose radius. is

the same length as tii diagonal of the square. This circle cuts

the number line inotwai-points, whose coordinates are the real

numbers Vrg and, respectively.
Later you will prove that the number VqT is not a rational

number. Maybe youipelieve that .4/7f is 1.4. Test for yolirself

whether this is true by squaring 1.4. Is (1.4)2 the same number

as 2? In the same way, test whether .../7Z is 1.41; 1.414. ,The

square of each of these decimals is closer to 2 than the preceding,

but there seems to be no raional-number whose square is 2.

80



'There are many more points on the real number line which have

coordinates which are not rational numbers. Do you. think 1!1

is such a point? 3 4-172!? Why?

Problems

1. Draw the graphs of the following sets:

(a) (4, Id) (-1, ( ;), 1a=

(b) (4, 5, 7, 4) e (e) v(1, (;)2, (3 - 3))

(c) ( Vff, 3, -3)

2. Of the two points whose coordinates are given, which is to the

right of the other?

V
(a) - 0

-2o

(c) 0, 3

(d)

(e) -241

(f)

p

3. The number r is the ratio of the circumference of a circle

to its diameter. Thus, a circle whose diameter is of fength

1 has a circumference of length T. Imagine such a circle

resting on the number e at the point . If the circle is
rolled on the line ithout slipping, one complete revolution

to the right, will stop on a point. What is the coordinate

of this point? If rolled to the left tone revolution it will

stop on what.point? Can you locate the points approximately

on the real number line? (The real number r, like v6c7, is

not a rational number.)
V

..r



4: (a) is 2 a whole number? An integer? A rational number? .

A real-number?

-10
(b)' Is -- a whole number? :An integer? A rational number?

A real number?

(c) Is ,17 a whole number? An integer)? A rational number?

A real number?

5. Which of the following sets are the same?

A is the set,,,of whole numbers, B is the set of positive

integers, ,e" is the set oF,non-negative integers, I is the

set of integers, N is the set of counting numbers.

41,

Order on the Real Number Line. How did we describe, order'

for the positiye real numbers? Since, for example, "5 is to the

left of 6" on the number lines and since ."5 is less than 6", ...

we agreed that these two sentences say the same thing about 5 and

6. We wrote this as the true sentence

5 < 6..

Titus, for a pair of positive real numbers, "isIto he left of",on

theqihmber line and "is less than" describe the same order.

What shall we mean by "is lesi than" for any two real numbers,

whether they are positive, negative, or 0?' Our answer is simply:

"is to theleft of" on the real number line.

Let us look for a justification in common experience. All of

LIB are familiar with thermometers and are aware that scales on

th °meters use numbers above and numbers below 0, as well

s 0 4'1,0. We know-that the cooler the weather, the lower on

the scale we read.the, temperature. If we place a thermometer in

a horizontal position, we see that it resembles part of our real

number line. When we say is less than" ("is a lower temperature

than"), we mean "is to the left of"- on the thermometer scale:,

_e 82
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IIIIIIIII
-20 -15 -10 -5 0 10 15 20

On this scale, which number is the lesser, 5. or 10?

Thus, we extend our former meaning of "is less than" to the

whole set of real numbers. We agree that:
1

, 1

"'is less than" for real numbers means,

"is to the left' of" on the real number

line. If 'a and b are real numbers,

"a is less than b" is written

a < b,

(Now and in the future a variable is understood to have as

Its domain the set, of real numbers, unless otherwise stated.)

Can you give a meaning for "is greater than" for real numbers?

-As before, use the symbol 1511 F6; "is greater than"; In the same

way explain the meanings of "<", " > ", "4:", "k" for-real

nuM40,:ts.

Problems ,

--1. For each of the following sentences;, determine which are true

and which false.
/.

A:3 (

-,f141:

(a) 3 < -1
r

-' (0 ,.-4 / a.5 , -,,:,---
..,

(b) 2 <,4
-...

',:.,

( ) -6 >
I -' ''''''

. ,

(c)/ '-4 4: 3.5 - (h) 3.5 < -4.

-.5.>

(d)' -12 ..,-
< 2.2

, .

'.-',;..7'

-: Ii:
(i) -3 < 2:'?,

'..0

/
(e) 72 <_ (3 (J) -7r 4: -?.8. '

5,7 5
..

..,

.

yJ

elk

4,
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2. Draw the graph of the truth set Of each of-the following

'sentences. For example:,

x I I I 4>

-4 -3 -2 -1

x

I r t

0 1 2 3

I

0 I 2 3

< 2, 4 11.111
"-4 -3 -2 -I

(a) y < 2 c < 2 and c -2

(b) u s3 (g) a < -3 and a > -3

(c) v >. (h) d < -1 or d > 2

(a) r (i) u > 2 and u < -3

(e) x = 3 or x 5 -1 (j) a < 6 and a <-2

3. For'each of .the following ets,, write an open sentence

involving the variable xvvehich has the given set as its

truth set:

(a) A is the set of all rell numbers not equal to 3.

(b)- B the set of all real numbers less than or equal to

(c) C is the set of all real numbers not less than' ;.

4. Choose any positive real number p; 'choose any negative real

number n.. Which, if any; of the following sentences are
truel,

n < p,
.

'Let the domain 'of th variable p be the set .of integers.

4 Then find the truth et of

'41ia) 72 < p and p <,3.

0,) p < 2 and -4'<spf

(6), p = 2 or p- = -5. .
,

.

I

< < p,. n./

i\

8
o

0
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6 In the blanks below-use one of >, to. -make a true

sentence, if possible, in-each case.

(a) 4 my
6

(d)
18334

,

(b)
4 ,

,
(e)

-3

3 -6.

3

8
A

Al
-3
7

,-3

-6.
,

There are certain simple but highly important facts about the

order of the real numbers on the real number line. If we choose

any two different real numbers, we are sure that the first is less

than the second or the second is less' than the first, but not both.

for realStated in the language of algebra, this property of order

numbers becomes the comparison

If ac, is s real number and

is a:-r4altilimber, then exactly

ne of the foll.owing is true:

a < b, a = b, < a.

Problems

1. The comparison prop6rty stated in the text is a statement in-

ving Try to formulate the correspo ding property

In7olving ">".

2.

I

Try'to state a comparison property 'involviag

i

/

8 3

W>tt.
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4 ,Which is'less than the other, 3 or r5. You can find out
by

applyiig the multiplication property of 1 to each number, to get
4 4 _ 6 24 ___, 25 4 243=3AT= -37 and i=Xi=75.. Then .3 < .8., becausip su

is. to the7left of on on the number line.

.......Y.232/Should now be able to compare any two rational numbers.
337 167 1How would you decide which is the lesser, in or 35? kDescripie

thi process; do not actually carry it out.) IC

167. -,..., Perhaps you noticed, in comparing 113
337 and --5; that

118" < 3 (i.e., m < 117)
,337 339\ - 167 ,. 2.4 , 167.337

and 3 < --53 ki.e., < 35).
337 167Could-you now decide about the order of Tls. and without

writing them as fractions with the same denominator? How qOuld

ryou find out gA 4omilarly which is lesser, rr or 7? Or suppose
that x and y arewfeal numbers and that x < 1 and :1 < y.
Again using the number line, what can you say ,about the Order of
x and yY *

The property of order used in these last three examples we.,\ :.

call the transitive* property:

If a, b, c ,are real numbers

and if a < b and .b < c,
o

then a < c.

Problems /
. I

1. In each c2 the following groups of twee real numbers, deter-
mine their order:

I

For example, T; haye the order: 3 <7, <
74 3 3

-4 3

3 <

Footnote

*From the Latin, transire, to go across.

8G
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(a) 4., and 12, -0

(b)

(c)

(d)

r, -r, and :IT,

1,.7, 0, and -1.7,

27 3 2
(j-3), (T-5-), and (7),

1 2
(f..) () , (1

12
.

2. State'a transitive property for ">".

Is there a transitive .prdperty for the relation "="?
t

If so,

give an example.

r

4. State a transitive property for ">"1, and give an example.

5. The set of numbers greater than 0 wehave called the

positive real numbers, and the set of numbers less than 0

the negative real numbers. D4scribe the
/ L

(a) non-positive real numbers,

(b) non-negative real numberS.

* 6. Find the order of eaci of the following pairs of numbers:

-14
and 104 192

(b) 76 and -1-5
0

0 sites. Wherf we labeled points to the left of 0 on

the real number line, we began by king off successiveSunit

lengths to the left of 0. We can lso think, however) of pairing

`off points, at equal dilitancea from 0 and on opposite sides of 0.

Thus, 2 is at the 'same distance from 0 as, 2. .$1at number is

at the same distanCe from 0 as If,you choose any point on

the number line; can you find a point at the sASdistance from 0

and on the oppoite side? What about the point 0, 'itself?

104

87

.1r
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Since the tw numbers in such a pair

0, it is natural to call them opposites.

zero real number is the other real number

distance from 0 on, the real number line.

of 0?

are on opposite, sides/of,

The opposite of a

which is at an equal

What is the opposite

Let us consider some typical real numbers. Write them in a
column. Then write their opposites in another column; then study
the adjacent statements.

...,

2, 2; 2 is the opposite of '2. 'S,

l 1
1

IV is the opposite of Tr.
. 4

0; 0 is the opposite of O.

The statements themselves are cumbersome to write, and we need
Al
a

symbol meaning "the opposite of"; Let-us use the lower dash "-"
to mean "the opposite of". With this symbol the three statements
become the true sentences:'

-
., 2 = -2

1 -1

rt,. -O.

7)
Read t se 'Sentejnces
caret ly.

L

9

88

4,

? . '
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We can learn go things from these sentences. First, it

appears that ,"2" and )"-2" are differerh names for the same

11 number. That is, "negative 2" sand "the opposite of 2" represent

the same number. Hence, it makes no difference at what height the

dash is drawn, since the meaning is the same for the upper and

lower dash. This being the'case, we do not need both symbols.

Which Shall we retain? The upper dash refers only to negative

numbers, whereas te lower dash may apply to any real number. (Note

that the opposite of the positive number 2 is the negative number

72, and the opposite of the negative number . is the positive
1number 7.) Hence, it is natural to retain the "opposite of

symbol to mean either "negative" or "opposite of" when the number'

in cprtion is positive. Now,the sentences may be'written
_Or

t-

-2 . -2, (read "negative 2 is the opposite of 2")

71 = -( -7), (read is the .opposite of negative

0 = -O.
"ea

The second of-these sentences can be read alsto as:

17 is the opposite of the opposite of 4:

Second, we observe in general that the opposite of the opposite

of a number is'the number itself;Aoin symbols:

4 For every, real number y,

(-5) = Y.

What is the opposite of the opposite of the oppopite of a number?

What is.tAe'oppotite of-the opposite-of a negative number?

When we attach the'dash "L." to a variable,/ x we are perform -

ing on x the operation of "determining the'opposite of lx". Do-

not confuse this with the binary operation of subtraction; which is

performed on two numbers, such its 3 - x, meaning "x subtracted'

from' 3". What kind of'number is -x if x is a positive number?

If x ls a negative nvmber? If x is 0?

1.

8 9

42
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r N
We shall read "-x" as the "opposite Of x ". Thus, if x is:

a number to the right of 0 (positive), then -x is to the left
(negati've); if x is to the left of 0) (negative), then -x is

to the right Iposihve)

Problems

1. Form the opposite of each of the following numbers:

(a) 2.3 ' (d, -(3.6 - 2.4)

(b) -2.3 . (e) -(42 x 0)
.

(c) -(-2.3) (i) -.(42 + 0)

2. What kind of number is -x if x is positive?. If x is

negative? If x is zero?
1.-

3. What kind of'nUmbertis x if' -x is,a positive number? If
-x is a negative number? If -x is 0?

''", J ,,. $i4. (a) Is every real number the oppo ite of some real number?
/1.,,

(b) Is the Set of all opposites o re'l numbers the same as
. the set f all real numbers? .

:
.c

(c) Is the s t of all negative numberssa subset of the set
of all opposites of real numbers? ,

(d) fs the set of all opposites of real numbers a subsetlof
,. the set of'all negative numbers?

(e)
/
Is every opposite of a number a negative n bei.?

.

I
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The ordering of umbers on the real number line specifies that
1is less than 2. Is the opposite of - 7 less than the opposite

of 2? Make up other similar examples of pairs of numbers. After

you hav94etermined the ordering of a pair, then find e ordering

of their opposites ".: You will see that there is a general property

for opposites: \
1Y

11For real numbers a and b,

if a < b, then -b < -a.

Problems

1 iIrite true sentences fol,the following numbers and their

opposites, using the relations "<" or ">".

Example: For the numbers. 2 and 7, 2 < 7 and -2 ) -7.

(d) 3( +12), (2p 8)

/8 + 6\ _2;
(e) -k-7--)

,2. Graph the truth sets of the following open sentences:

(Hint:' Use order property of opposites before graphing.)

-x > 3 (b) -x

3. Describe the truth set of each open sentence:

(a) -x / 3 I (c) I-x <

(b) -x / -3 (d) -x <
.

4.° Write an oppn sentence for each, of theof llo!ing graphs:

(a-) 1 I C> i (c)

-2 "I 0 1 2

.(d)

-2 -1 0 2
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. For each of the follokng numbers write its opposite, and
.

..LL...
'

opposite:choose the greater of the number and its
4

(a) 0

(b) 17

(0) -7.2

(e) -0.01

(f) -(-2)

(g) -(;*

(d) 4

6. Let us write "41 for the phrase "As further from 0, than"
on the 1,68.1 number line. DOes " have the comparison

.

`property enjoyed by ">", that is, if a and b are different
real numbers, is it true that a? b or b a but not both?
Does.."> " have a transitive property? For which subset of
the' set of real' numbers do it)." and have the same
meaning?

7. Change. the numerals "4 and. "4 to form with the same

denomipators. (Hint:. First do this*for Wand. a..) Whaty --t

. ..
is the'order of t, 1a 1 ---.7 (.Hint: Knowing the order of

.13 15q, and A3r, what is the order of their opposites?) Now

state a general rule for determiriing the order o$,two negative
,rational numbers.

Absolute VA ue: "We'now want to define a new and very.
1 operat o on single, real number: the op ration 'of Ming
bsolute value.

The absolute value of a non7ero

real number isi the greater of that ,

nueer and its opposite: Theme

abf6lute value of 0 is 0.

r,!

1.
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. e
The absolute va ue 9f 4 is 4 ,because the greater-of 4 apd

-4 is, .4. The absolute value of
3 3

--If is 'tlhy?) What is the

absollztp value, f -17? Which is always the grater of a non-zero

number and its opposite: the positive 0r the negative number?, %
,

,.,..._

Explain why-the abtolute value of any real numbevia a positive

niamber:,9x 0.
-. .

'-',....

,----- i

. As usual, we agree,. on a symbol to indicate the operAtion.
.

We write .

.

..,

Inl /

to mean the absolute Ialue of the.number n., .For example,

. I
.

Ik1 = 4,,° 1-41 =4, I- 1121 =

Note that each of these is non-negative J,

If you look at these numbert and their absolute values7on the

number line, what can you conchide about the distance betwee a

number.and 0? You notice that the distance between, 4 0

3 3
4; between -- ,and 0 _is etc . Notice that the istance

between 'arty two points of the number line Is a,non-negatiye real'

number.

I
r....'

The distance between a 'real,

number-and 0 on,the real

numb- Itip is the' absolute
ri

value of hat number.

We may rephrase our defin

more formal manner. Note how t

tion of absolute rlue in al,somenat

use of symbolredUces the noi.nt

of language necessary for expressing the idea:

if x > 0, then lx1 = x;

if x <, 0, then lx1 = -x.

For any real number x

You should verify the truth of the above .
statemen make.

,_,Ii: v. .

.

sure%this\really says the same thing as our,previous defifiitions :

of absfute. value. .. :A

qk:3

:

4



'Find the absolute values of the following numbert:

(a) -7 (d) 14 x 0
)4\

(b) ..(-3). lir . (e) .-(14 + 0)

(c) '(6 - 4) (f) \-(-(-3).,

--..

(a) What kind of number is 1..; what kind of number is 41?
4

..

Problems

(Non- negative or negative?)
,.

(b) If x is a non-negative real number, what kind of

number is Ix'?

3. (a) What kind of number is 2.
what kind of number is

- 1741? (Non-negative or negative?)

(b If x is a negative real- number, what kind of number

is lx12

--4; 'Is Ix' a non=negative number for every x? Explain.

5. Fdr a negative number x, which is greater, x or Ix'?

6. Is the set (-1, -2,.1, 2) closed under the operation of

taking absolute values ofite elements?

Problems

.1(
1. Which of the following scntences are.true?

(a) .1-71 < 3 (f') -3 _< 17

(b) 1-21 S 1'0.31 (g) -2 < 1-31

(c) 141 < Ill (h) 'ICI > 1-41

'(d) 2. 4: 1-3.1 1-212 = 4

(e) 1-51-.t 121
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2. Write each as a common numeral:

(a). 121 + 131

(b) 1-21 + 131

(c) -(121 131)

(d) -(1-21 4-131)

(e) 1-71 - (7 - 5) /

(f) 7 1-31,

(g) 1-51 x 2 '-'

(h) -(1-51 2)

(q) --(I-51 x I-21)'

3. What is the truth set of each open sentence?

(4) lx1 = 3)-) \ (c) Ixl 1 . 4
1

(b) 1x1 = 3 (d) 5 - lx1 ..7/2

-4-.7-:-Which of the following open sentences are true for all real

re

numbers x?

(a) ixr > 0

(b) x < 1x1

(c) --x.< 11

(d) -1x1

(Hint: Give x a positive value; then giii"e x a negative

value. Now come to a decision.)

5. Graph the truth sets of the following sentences:

4
(a) ,Ix1 = 5

(b) IX I < 2

(c) x > -2 and x < 2

(co. xl >72

(e) < -2 or x> 2

(a lx1 = -3 (Be careful.)4.

6.' Graph the set of integers less than.' 5 whose absolute values

are greater than' 2. Is -5 an element of this set? ,Is' 0

an element of this set? Is -10 an element of this set?

i
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7. If R is the set of all realinumbers, P the set of all

positive real numbers, and I Ilbe set °fall integerg,

ti-scribe the numbers:
I

i in P but not in I,

(b) in R but It in P,4"'

(c) in R but not in P nor in I, 4

(d) in P but not ih R.

Summary.
I.

C

f

1. Points to the left of 0 on the number line are labeled with
,

,

negative numbersi the set of real _,__numbers consists of all

numbers of a it)metic and their oppoAltes.
r

.

,
.

2. Many 'Taints o the number line ,are not assigned rational,

_number coordinates.' These points are labeled with irrational

numbers. The set of real numbers consista-cf all rational

and'irrational numbers .

//
'ofAJ

r
.:

3. "Ibless than" for real nmersmeans "to the left of" on the

number line.

4. Comparison Property.' If a is a real number and b Is Na

real number,-then exactly one of the following is true:

a < b, a b, b < a.'
.110

Pro ert . If a, bc ,are reil numbers and. if ' 411/4,

O e
Tran

a.< an < c, then .a. < c% '

. . .

6. The*opposite of 0 Is 0 and the opposite of y other

number is.the other number which is at an equa titance

0 on the real number line. 0
.

Al

`The absolute value of- 0 'is 0, and the abaolute value of , .x
any" other` real number n is the greater of n and the

. ,
opPoslte of n. .

:0'

9 t3
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8. If x is a positive number,.then -x is a negative number.

If x is a negative number, then -x is a positive number.

9. The absolute value of the real number n is denoted by (n(.

Also, is a non-negative number which is the distance

between 0 and n on-the number line. .

10. If n >,0, then In' = n;'

if n <.0, then mn1 -n.

Review Problems .

Consider the open sentence "Ix1 < 3". Draw thegraphof its
truth set if the domain of x is the set of:

(a) real numbers

-(b) integers

(c) ,non - negative Teal numbers

(d) negative integers

2. If R is the set of all real numbers, P the set of all

positive real numbers, F the set ofall rational numbers,

I the .set of all integers, which of the following are true

/statements?

(a) F is a subset of R.

(b) Every element of 1 is an element of F.

(c) There are elements of I which are not'elemenitof R.

(d) Every element of I is an element of P.

(e) There are elements of R. which are not elements of F.

3. Draw the 'graph of the set of integers less than 6 'whose

absolute values are greater than' 3,, Is 1-8( an eleMent of

t.

4. The perimeter of a square\ ib less than 10 inches.

(a1What,do you know about the number of units, s, in the

'side of this square. Graph this set.

(b) What 0o, you know about the number,of units, A,. in the ,

area of this square. Graph this set.

9 7
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PROPERTIES OF ADDITION

One of the purposes of this:section, will be to lean! hoW to,

translate into the language-of algetri 9perations which we first

describe geometrically. Addition on the number line is such an

. operation; we shall try to define.it in the language of algebra.

If we take 7 + 5 and picture this addition On the number

line, we first. go from 0 to 7, and then from 7 we move 5

more units to the right. If we consider (4) + 4, we first, go

from 0 to (-7), and then from (-7) move 4 units to the

right.111seexamples remind us of something we already know:

To add a positive number, we move to.the right on the number line.

It should now be clear from our other examples above.what happens

on the number line when we add a negative number. When we added

(-4), we moved 4 units to the left; when we added (-6), we

moved 6 units to the left. We have one more case to consider:

",'If we add 0, what motion, if any, results?

We have now'described the motion .in all cases; let us see if

we can learn to say algebraically how far wp move.. Forget for the

moment, the direction; we just want to know how far we go when we go

from a to a + b. When b is positive we go tb the. right. Yes,

but how far? We g9 just b, units. When b is negative, we go to

the left. How far? We go (-b) units.. (Remember (-b) is

positive if b is negative.) If b is 0, We don't.go-at all.

What symbol do we know which means "b. if b is positive, -b'

if b is negative, and 0 if b is O"?
f

1 1 . hi-of course.

And so we have learned that to find a + b on the number line,

we start from a and move the distance ,Ibl

Nt

to the right, if b is positive

to, the left, if b is negative..

n8
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Problems

1. . Perform the indicated operations on real numbers, using the

number lineto aid you:

(a) (4 + +' (-4) ' (e) 2 + (O.+ (-2))
t

..(b) 4 + ((-6) +-(-4)) '(f) + 0)+ (-2.5)

(c) -(4 + (-6)) (g) 1:21 + (-2)

(d) +(C-2) T 2), (h) (-3) + (1-31 + 5)

2. Tell in your own words what you do to the two given numbers

to find their sum:-

' (a).

(b)

(c)

(Ad)

(e)
. .-

3. In which parts of Ptoblem 2 did you do the addition just as

7ti- 10

7 + (-10)

10 + (-7)

,f..=-19) ± (-7).

10,+ 7,

(f)

(g)'

(h)

(i)

(j)'

T,-10)

-7) + 10

-(-10) +7

(-10). + 0.

0 + 7
Of.

you added numbers in atithinepic?
,

4. 'What could you always say about'the sum.%./hen both numbers/

Irate negative?: /.
.11Pr ,

=

Properties of Addition. 'One-of our main objectives In

this course is to study the structure of the real number system.

A system of nUmbets isva set of numbers and the operations on "these

numbers. .Hence, wqdo not really have the real number system until

..we define he operations of addition and multiplication for negatiVe

numbers. 4
The opationsl must be extended from the non-negative teals to

all Tea; 4Umbers. Thus, the definitions of
/
addition and multipli-

cation for $.11 real Numbers must be formulated exclusively in terms

1

r
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of the non - negative numbers and opeAtions (including oueositing)

on them, We,, of course, insist on preserving the fundamental

properties of thetoperations .

In arithmetic, the sign "+" in the expression "25 + 38", is

nothing more than a reminder or command to carry out a previously

learned process to obtain "63". The idea of "+" 'as.an operation

to be studied for its own sake is quite a,different notion of

addition from t'Ia't in arithmetic.

An attempt is made here to begin thinkilig of the real number

system from the deductive point of view. In, other words, it is an

undefined set of elements endowed with an operation of addition,

an operation of multiplication and an order relation subject to

certain assumed properties from, which all other properties can be

deduced by proofs.

Very quictkly in the present section you should learn how to

find sums involving negative numbers. We want to bring out the

important fact-"that what is really involired here is an extension

'of the operation of addition from the numbers' of arithmetic (where

the operation is familiar) to all:real numbers in such a way that

the basic properties of addition are preserved. This means that we

alst'give a definition of additionin terms of only non-negative

numbers and familiar operations on them. The result in the language

of algebra is a formula for a + b involving the familiar operations

of addition, subtraction and opposite applied to the non-negative.

lad and 01. The complete formula, appears formidable because of

the variety of cases. However, the idea is, simple and is nothing

More than a general statement of exactly what we alwayi do in

obtaining the sum of negative numbers.

l

I

D.
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Definition of Addition. We'now want to use what we have

just learned about addition on the number line to say, first in

English and then in the language of algebra, what we mean by

a .+ b for all real numbers a and b. First of all, we know

frbm previous experience how to add a and b if both are non-

negative wafters. So let us consider another example, namely, a

negative plus b. negative. What is

(-4) + (-6)?

Weohave found, on the number line, that

(-4) + (-6)= (-10).

Our present job is to think a bit more carefully about just how we

o reached (-10). We begin by moving from 0 to (-4). Where is

(-4) on thenumber line? It is to the ;eft of 0, Row far?

"Distan6e between a number and 0" was one of the meanings. of the

absolute value of a number. .Thus, the distance between 0 and

(-4) is 1-41. (Of course, we r1ealize that it is easier towrite

4 than 1,41, but the expression 1-41 reminds us2that we were

thinking of "distance from 0", and this is worth remembering at

present.) 4

(-4) is. thus 1 -41 to .the left of 0. When we now consider,

(-4) + (-6),

we. move another 1°61 to the left. Where are we how? At

-(1-41 + 1-61).

Thus, our thinking about distance from 0 and about Zistance
0

moved-on the. `number line has'led us to recognize, that
.

(r4) + (-6) = + 1-61)

is a true sentence.°

You can reasonalA. y ask at this point what we'have aocompliShed

byall this. We have taken a Simple expression like (-4) + (46),

and made it loop more complicated!. Yes, ,but the expression

-6-41 + 1-61), complicated as it looks, has one great advantage.

err

C
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It contains only operations which we know how to do from previous

experience: BOth I-41 and 17.61 are positive numbers, rra see,

and we know how to add positive numbers; and -(1-41 + I-61) is _

.the opposite of a number, and we know how to find that. Thus,

we have succeeded in expressing the sum ofitwollegaiive numbers

for which sum we previousay/had just a picture on the number line,

in termst of the language of algebra as we have built it up thus

far:

Think through (-2) + (-3) for yourself, and Eee'that by the

same reasoning you arrive at the true sentence

(-2) + (-3) = + I-31).

From these examples we see that.the following

of two negative numbers inoterms of operations which we already

°know holi. t6

..In English: The sum of two negative numbers is negative;, the,

absolute value of this sum is the sum of the absolute valUes'of

the nymbers.

4In..the language of algtbra:

If a and b are both negative numbers, then

. 1

defines the dum

a + b-= -(Ia! + 1b1). '

k... Problems = ,5
.

1. Use the definition hboveito find a common name for each of the

.."following indicated sums; and then check busing theiimb rA.

.line. Example:, by definition.

(72) + (-3)= -(1-21 + I-31)

= -(2 + 3)

= -5

4).
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elm

S.sw

Check: A loss of -$2 followed by a loss of $3 is a net

loss of-45.
0-.4

'(a) + (-7) (d) (-25) + -(-73)

(b) (-16 (e) +

1 2
(c) (3) + (-27) At

/

Find a common 'name for each of the following by any method

. you choose:-

0

(4) :(-6) +
_

(b) (-6)

(c) -(1-71 + 1-61)

(d) 6 +:(-4)

(e) (14) + 6

3. Whendne number is positive and the other is negative, how

.do you' know whether the sum is positive omnegative?"

(f) 161

(g) 0 + (-,3)

(h)' -(1-31 191)

+ ((- ?) +

$1.

*

$o far, we have considered the sum of two non-negative numbers,

and :the, sum of two negative numbers. Next we consider the sum of '

Iwo numbers, of which one is positive and the other `is negative.

4let us look at a'few.examples of gains and 16sses:

Profit of $7 and loss of 43; 7 +^(-37= 4; '171

P.rofit of ,43"and"loss of $7; 3+ (-7) = - 4;_1 -71

Loss of 47 and profit of $3; (-7) + 3 = -4; j-71

L6ss of 43 and profit of $7; (-3 + Z. 4; /471

Loss 6f,/$3 and profit of $3; (.13) + 3 =
,

0; 134

Consider these examples on the number line. From these 'it

appears that the sum of two numbers, of which one is 9ositive (or

0) and thee othervis negative, is obtained as,follows:

)

10.3
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The 9bsolute valae'of the sum A :the difference

of the absollite values of the numbers. -

The sum is positive if the positive numbei4 has

cthe gr!eater absolute value.

The sum is negative if the negative number has

the greater absolute value. ..

The pum is 0 if the positive sand negdtive

- numbers have the same abso.lute value.

I the,languaip of algebra,

If a > 0 and b'< 0, teen:
/** a + b = 'at - Ibl, if lal Ibl

and

'a + - if lb' >Alai.

If b > 0 andi. a < 0; then:

a + b = ibl - Jai, if Ibl > lal

and

a + b = Ibl), if lal > Ibl.

*. Problems

)

:.

9

'l. In each of the following, find the sum, first according to
.

the definition; and then by any other method you find con-

venient:,

(a) (-5) + 3 (e)
,

18 + (-14) -

lb) (-11) .1- (-5) (f) 12 + 7.4

, 8
, (c) (-7) + 0 .

(g) '' 4) + 5 .
..,...

(d) 2 + (-2) (h) '(-35).:1- (-65)
v

2. is the set of all real numbers closed under the'Operation of

addition?,

3. .Is the set of all negative real numbers closedunder addition?

-,,Justify your answer.

10

11
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4. For eg.ch 6f the following open sentences, find a real number

which-will make the sentence true:

(a) x + 2 = 7. (f) c (-3) =

J

(b) 3 + y = -7 (g) y +

(c) 'a 5 = O. (ri) ;x + (-4)

(d) b + (-7) = 3. -(i) (y + (-2)) + 2 .3
,

.(j)(e)- (4) + x (3 + x) + (-3) -1

5. Which of the following sentences are true?

(a) -(1-1.51 - 10) -1.5

(b) ( -3) + 5 = 5 + (-3)

(c).. (4+ + 6 4 + ({6) +6)

(1). ( -5) (-(-50,) -10

(e) -(6 + (-2) (-6) +' (-2)

6.( Translate the following English sentences into open sentences.

-For example: Bill spent 6o' on Tuesday and earned. 400 on

Wednesday. He couldn't remembeg what happened on Monday, but

he had 30%' left on Wednesday bight. ,What amount did he

have. orAondayZ

If Bill had x cents on Monday, then

x + (-60. +,,0 = 30.

This-can be. written

x + (-20) = 30.

(a) If you drive 40 miles north an4 then drive 55' miles

south, how far are you from your starting point?

(b) The sum of (-9), 28, and a third number is (-52).1i

Whatis the third number?
's

10:_3
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(c) At 8 A.M. the temperature was -2°. Between 8 A.M.

and noon the temperature increased 15°. Between noon

and- 4 P:M. the temperature increased' 6°. M 8 P.M.

the temperkure was -9°. What was the temperature

change between 4 P.M. and 8 P.M.?

(d) If a 2007pound man lost 4 pounds, one week, lost 6

pounds the second week, and at the end of the third week .

weighed 195 pounds, how much did he gain in the third

week?

(e) A stock which was listed at 83 at closing time Monday

dropped 5 points on Tuesday, Thursday morning it was

listed at 86. What was the change on Wednesday?

Properties of Addition. We were careful to describe,and

list the properties of addition when we dealt with the numbers of

arithmetic. 'Now that we have decided how to add real numberA, we

want to verify that these properties of addition hold true for the

real numbers generally. 6

We know that ?ur definition of addit1.on includes the usual

addition of numbers of arithmetic, but we also want to.ba able to

add as simply as we could before. Can we still add real numbers

in any order and group them in any way to suit our conyenience?

In other words, do the commutative and associative properties of

addition still hold true? If we are able to satisfy 'ourselves that

these properties 'do_ carry over to the real numbers, then we are

assured that tie structure of numbers is maintained as we move from

the numbers of ta4ithmetic to the real numbers. Similar questions
O

A about multiplication will come up later.

Consider the following question: Are 4 + (. -3) and (-3) + 4

names for the sameilumber?

I1 appears that the sum of:any two real numbers: is_ he same

for either order of additiOn. This is tfle

106.
ti
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/

CommutativeProPerty of Addition: For any two

real numbers. a and b,

a + b = b +Th.

.Next, compute the following pair of 'sums:

+ (-9)) +3, and 7 + ((-9) );
4

What,do you observe about the results?

We could list many more examples. Do you think the same

results would 'always hold? We have the

Associative Property of Addition: For any real

numbers a, b, and c,

(a + b) + c.= a + (b + c).

' Of course, if the associative and commutative properties hold

true in several instances it is not a proof Aat,they will hold
s
true in every instance. A complete proof of the properties can be

then by applying the preclsp definition of addition of real numbers

to every possiblecase.of the properties. They are long probfs,

especially of the associative p roperty, because there are many
cases. We shall not take the time to- give the proofs, but perhaps

.yOu'may want to try the proof for the coWmutatitre property in some
of the cases. q

0

The associative property assures us that in a sum of three

real numbers it doesn't matter which adjacent pair we add first;

it is customary to drop the parenthese and leave Such suns in an
.

unspecified form, such as 4 + (-1) + "3.

Another property of addition, which is new for real numbers'

and me that we shall find useful, is obtained from the definition

of addition. 'Forexampie, the definition tells usitat

-4 + (-4) = 0; that (-4) + (-(-4)) .-0. in general; the sum of

a number and-its opposite is ,O. We state this as the,

Addition Property ofOpposites: Yor every

real number a,

a + (-a) = O.

1 0 7 fr
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One, more property that stems directly from th'e definition is

Addition Propdrty of 0: For every real' number a,,

a + 0 = a.

Problems"

J.

: .

1. Showl4tow the . properties of addition can be used to explain

why, each of the following sentences is true:

Example:

''%.4... 5 + (3 + (-5)

The left numeral is
, 5 + (3.* ( -.5))

tr

The righnumeral is

(a) .34- ((-3),+ 4)

=

=

.7

.

(5

0

3

0

+ (-

+.3

0,

+ O.

+ 4

+ O. \
associative and_
commutative,prorertles
of addition., 1

addition property of-
oppositbs. ..

4

commutative property .

1

of addition.

(b). (5 + .7 = ((-3) + 5) + 7

(c) (7 6 . 6

(d) 1-11 +. 1-3f + (-3) 9 1

(a) (-2) + (3 + -4)) ((-) + 3) + (-4)

(k) (-1-51) f 6 = 6 +

k

*

m

I 11

";'z-

1'0 8

O
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2. Using the associative and cothmutative properties of addition,

write a,simpler name for one phrase ofeach of.the following

sentences, and find the truth set of each:

(a) X: = X t 0 -X ) .

(b) m (7 ( -m)) = m :

,

(c) n + (n+ 2) + (-n) + 1 + (-3) = 0 4

(d) (y + 4) + (-4) = 9 + (-4)

A

The Addition Property of Equality. There is another fact 4

about addition to which we must' give attention. We know that

4 (1 5) =

This means that 4 + (-5) and (a,1) are two names for one number.

Let us add 3 to that number. Then (4 + (-5) it- 3 -and (-1) +

are again two, names for one number. Thus,

(4 + (-5)) + 3 = (-I) + 3.,
1 .

Also, for example,

+ (-5 + 5 = (71) + 5.

Similarly, since

7 = .].5.+ (-8),

7 + (-7) = (15 + (-8)

This suggests the
-t

Addition Property of Equality: For any real

numbers a, b, c,

if a = b, then = b + c.

In words, if a and b are two names for one number, then

a'+ c and b +, c are two names for one number:.

t 10,9



Let us use the previously'stated properties of addition, and

the above property of equality in some examples.

Example 1: Determine the truth set of theopan sentence

3
x + 3 -2. . (

Can you guess numbers which make this sentence true? If you don't

see it easily., could you use properties of addition to:heap? Let.

us see. We do.not really 1-Cnofq whether there is any number making

this sentence true. If, however, there J.; SOMIlilw number x which

makes the sentence true (that is, if the truth set is not empty),
3then x + 3 and -2 ape the same number.

f

Let us add td this number; then by the addition .property

of equality we Kaye

(x + j) + (-4) = (a-2) + (4):

Why chid we add -393. Because in this case we wish to change

the left numeraf:so it will contain the numeral "x" alone. Watch

this happening in the next,few lines. 2,

Contin g, we have

I (:21 (_4).

x + 0 = _ 13

1x =
13

-

(Why?)

(why?) r

(Why?)
...44.,r,,,,p),,,,
t .4. -,, . >-

Thus, we arrive at:pe new Oteri'S*Iteti&e ,:x = - =14. If a number

x makes the original sentence true, it also Makes this new sentence .

-- true. Of t -01.wa,--e.re.a.i.pr.laeiaaameiwe!41-131/cilrekttletepliidh's --t'''<,1

hold trt or all real numbers. -This tells us that - -24... is the
r,---

,
, , 7

o ossible truth value of-the original sentence. But it does

ti

original

that it It a truth value,,;
T'

original sentence true? Yes, becau4S6

'

atr

,

(-

.

Does

+

-:- 25'.1

3 .3 =

make-the

-2.-5--)

Yi
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Here we have discovered a very important idea about sentences
such as the above. We have shown that if there is a-number x
making the original sentence true, then the only number which x

13
13.can be is --Tr. The minute we check and find that -

,

does

make the sentence true, we have found the one and only number which
belongs to the truth .set.

The sentence in the previousexampl,e is an equation.' We_shall
often call the truth set of an equation its solution set, and its
members solutions,Qand we shall write "solve" instead of "determine
the truth set of".

*Example 2. Solve the equation

If, =

then (5+4).+.-s.

X +

(X +

5 + 7 = x + (--;) .

is true 'for some `x,
S

is true for the same x;

5 + 2 = x + 0 ig true for the same x;

7 =x ;
is true-Tor the same x.

x = 7,

the left side is:

the right side is: 7 + (-;) =

.

10

13
-32-

-;11-

13

, 3

,

+

Hence, the truth-Set is CT).

I

I

4k.

'I
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0

Solveeach of the following equations. Write your work in the

form. shown for Example 2 above.

1. x + 5 = 13

. 2. (-6) + 7 = (-8) + x

3; (-1) + 2 + (-3) = 4 + x + (-5)

4 . (x + 2) + x = ( +x

5. (-2). + x + =x+

6. 1)c1 + (t-3) 1 -21 ÷

7.. ( 4) ; 1x1 = (4) ( 1)

8: x (-3) + (-3)

(4' + (x, +4) = x + (x +9

The Additive Inverse. Two numbers whose siun its 0 are

related in a, very special way,. For example,, what number when added

to .3 yields the sum 0? What number when added to yields^

0? In general, if x and 7 are real numbers such that

x + y = Q, -

we say that y is-Lan additive _inverse of x. Tinder this. definition,

./is x then 'also an a 1itive invers-e-of --y2 *

/ Now let us think about any number z which is an additive

inverse'cif, say, 3. Of course, we know one such number namely,

-'-3;. for by the addition property of opjosites, 3 + (-3) = 0. Can

there be any other number z such that

Problems

0
3 + z = 0?

I J,
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/-,
A'll of or experience ,With numbers tells us "No, there is ho other

uch number". But how can we be absolutely sure? ye can settle

this question with the
,

up.,,e of our properties of additiOn, just as
`N.....*

we did in Example 1 in the preceding section. If, for some number
-_,z,

3 + z = 0,

is a true sentence, then

(-3) + (3 + z) =(-3 ) +.0 '

_ is also a true s Atence,:by the addition property Of equality.

(Why did we'adq -3?) Then, however,

/ --..J.--

is true for t e same x by the associative property of addition

and the 0 roperty of addition. This finally tells us that--

z = -3
mast also b true; we have, for thiSlast step,.used theaddition

property of opposites.

What have we doe here? We started out by choosing z as

any number which'37,:nadditive inverse of 3; we found out that
z had to equal i-3; that is, ''that -3 is not just an additive
inverse of 3, but also the only additive inverse of 3.

Is there anything specIa.14bout 3? Do you think 5 has more
than one additive inverse? How about ( -6.3)? We certainly doubt

it, and we can show that they do not by the same line of reasoning
as the 'above': Can ire,, however, check all numbers? What we need is

a result, for any real number x, a result,which is supposed to tell

us something like the following:,, We know that: ,-)c) is one add Live
inverse of X; we do(ibt if there is any other, and this is how we

.prove there is none. Let us parallel the reasoning we used in the
- special case in which x = and see if we can arrive at the,-

corresponding conclusion.

Suppose, z is any-additive inverse of x, that is, any number

such that A

O a 0.,

X + z = 0.

1 3

7
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What corresponds to the first step.in our previous special case?

Weluse the addition property of equality to write
.

'(-x) t (x + + 0.

We then have that

((-x) + x) + z -x.

What are the two reasons we have used in arriving at this last

sentence?

Then

and finally

0 Z = -X,

--=

(why?)

(why?)

". We have succeeded in barrying'out our program, not just when

x = 3 but for any 'x. Each number x has a unique (meaning

"just one")._additive inverse, namely, -x.,

e,first

You probably have all kinds of qualms and quest ons at this .

.point, -and are to be'expected since Vhis is t

which yo n in thii3 course. What we have d

facts which we have re ous '1amomn about all real

order to,argue out a new act about all real number

which you certainly texpect to be true, but which

took this kind of checking. We shall do a number o

. course, and you will bec-dMe m re and more accpstome

of reasoning as you progress. In the meantime, let

more'comment about 'the proof j t completed. The s

-lie took were of,coprse chosen qPite deliberately in

the proof succeed. This might give you the impressi

Aof was "rigged", that it'couldn't come but any of

this fair? Yes, it is, and in fact every proof is "

ne-is to use

numbers in

, a new fact

evertheless

proofs in this

to this kind

make one

cessVe stei5S

rder to make

n that the

er way. Is

igged" in the

sense that we take only ateps tQ\ help us towards'our goal, and do

dot take steps which fail to do us any good. 'When we started from

3 + z 0, '

we chose to use the addition propeity of equality to add ( -3);. we

could have added any other number instead, but it wouldn't have

helped us. And'so we didn't add a different number, but added -3.

P y
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Statements- of new facts or properties, which scan be shown to
follow from previously established properties,are frequently
(but not alwaysi) called "theorems". Thus, the property about
additive inverses obtained above can be stated as a theorem:

. 4'

Theorem Any real number x has exactly one

additiire inverse, namely, -x.

An argument by which a, theorem is shown to be/ consequence of
other properties is called a proof of the theorem.

Problems

1. For each sentbnce, find its truth set.

(a.) 3 +'x 'T., 0
k

(f) (.(-4)) y a 0

(p) (-2) 0 (g) + 710 + a,. 0 /

(c) 3 + 5 + y =-0 (h) ' 2 + x (-5) 0

(d) X + 2) = (i) 3/+ (-x) . 0

(e) 1-41 + 3,+,((-4) + c = 0

2. Were you able to use the above theorem to save work in
solving these equations?

Let us look at hnother example for this technique of showing
4

a general property of numbers. Of course, we cannot prove,a general

property of numbbrs until we suspect one; let us find one to suspect.
Recall the picture of addition on the number line, or the definition
of addition if you prefer, to see that

(-3) + (-5) = -(3 + 5).

11 5



Another way of writing that ( -3) + ( -5) and -(3 4:5) are names
For the sane number ,that

4 -(3 5) = (-3) (-5).

' This might le'ad us to suspect that the opposite of the sum of two
0--

numbers °J.'s the sum of. the opposites. Of course, we have checked
this oniy for the numbers '3 and 5, and it is Wise/to check a
few more eases .:.Is

-(2 + = (-9)1?

Is

(4 + ( = (-4) + (-(-2))

(What is another rame for (-(-2)) ?)

IS

-1) + (-4)) = 1 + 4?

Our hunch ,seems to true; at le

have tried. Let udicnow

arithmetic, State' the

theorem.

Theorem. .1,py real numbers a and b

in all the,examples we

of checking any more examples by

property which we hope to prove as a

(. + b) + (-b).

Proof. We need to in, e that (z a) + (-b) naltteb the same

number as ^-(a + b). Lei us e9k that (-a) + 4-b) acts like
the opposite of (a + b). w9 look at (a .: b) + ((la) + (..b)) ,

for if this expression is 0, (-a). + (-b) will be:the opposite
of '(a + b)

(a b) + (-b)) = a + b + (-a) 4.1(.'..b)

,= a + (-a)) + (b + (-b)) (w ?)

0 + O. (Why?)

= O.

16

N.
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And so we find that for all real numbers a and b,
.

( -a) (-b)

Is 6.-i-1-additive inverse of (a + b),, and, since there ism only- one

additive inverse, that

4a.`+ b) and (-a) ( -b)

name the same number. .

Problems

1 _Which of the following sentences are true for all real numbers?

Hint; Remember that the opposite of the sum of two numbers Is
the sum Of their 'oppssites.

(a) -(x + y) = (-x) + (-y)

(b) '-x = -( -x)

.-(-x) = x(c)- (e)

(I)

(g)

-(a.'+ (-b))

(a4

-(x + (-x))

(-a)

+, (-a)

= x.+

+ 1)

= b

(d). -(x + (-2)) .= (-x) + 2

2. In the follaKing'proof bupplythe reason for each step:

For all numbers 'x, y and z,

(-x) + + (-z)) = y +( -1(x + ,Z))
Proof:

(-x) (Y (-z)) -=.(-1c) (-Z) y)

= (-4). +

= y (-(x z)) .

c
A;

7
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. 3. Is + 5 = (-3) + ( -6) + 4 +45)? 'What do

you think is true for the opposite of the sum or more than

two numbersl

Tell which of the following sentences are true.

(a) -((-2) 6 + (-5)) = 2 (-6) +! 5

(b) -(3a + (-b) + = 3a + b + 2
.0

(C) -(a + (-b) + (-Sc) .7d) = (-a) + b 5c + (-.7d) .,.,
(d) + 2y + (-2a) t (-31 = (4c) + ay t (-2a) +

)-
4. Prove the following property 'of addition: " 4

For any real number a and any real number b
Pe

and any real number c, .

if c = b c, then '. a = b.

Summary.

We have defined addition of real numbers as follows:

ti

The sum of two positive numbers is familiar from arithmetic.

The sum of two negative numbers is negative; the absolute

value of this sum is the sum of the absolute values Of

the numbers.,

' The sum cf two numbers, of which one is positive (or 0)

and the other is negative, is obtained as folloWs:

The absolute value kis: the 'sum' is the difference

of the absolute values of the be

The sum is,positive.if the pos ber has

the greater absolute value.

,sum driieltative if the negative number has

great-e-r iiii'aute value.

The sum is 0 if the positive and negative

numbers have the same absolute value.

A.

1 8
4
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We have satisfied ourselves that the follOwing properties

hold for addition of real numbers:

Commutative Property of Addition: For any two real numbers

a and b,

a + b = b + a.

Associative Property Of Addition: For any real numbers a,

b,, and- c,

(a + b) + c = a + (b + c),

Addition Property of Opposites: For every real number a,

a + )Ip-a) = O.

Addition Property if 0: For every real number a,

a + 0 = a.
Nbc

Addition Property of Equality: For any real numbers a, b,.

and c,

if ao= b, then. a + c = b + c.
. .

We have used the addition property of equality to determine

the truth sets of open sentences.

We have proved that the additive inverse is unique , that is;

that each number has exactly one additive inverse, which we call

its opposite.

We have discovered and proved the fact that the opposite of

the sum of\two numbers is the same as the sum of their opposites?.

Review Protlems

ti

1. Show how the properties of addition can be used to explain

0 why each of the following sentences is true:

(a) + (7.+ (-4)) =7

(b) I-51 + (-.36) + = 10 + (2 + (-1
Alt

,
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2. Find thetruth set of each of the following)

(a) 3 + 32 = x + 3'

(b x 5 + ( -x) 12 + (-x) + (-3)

(c) 3x + + x = 10 + 3x + (4),

(d) lx1 + 3 = 5 + lx1

3. For what set of numbers is each of the following sentences
true?

(a) 131 + lal > 1-31

(b) 131 + lal = 1 -31

(c) 131 + lal < 1-3.1

4. Two numbers areadded. What do you know about these numbers if

(0 their sum is negative?

(b) their sum is 0? .

(c) their sum" is positive?

5. A figure has four sides,' Thee of them are 8 feet,- 10
feet, and 5,./iN! respectively. How long isthe fourth side?

(a) Write
44,

a
;

coppound open sentenfor this problem.

6.

*(b) Graph the truth set of the open sentence.

If a, b, and c are numbers of arithmetic, write each of

tile indicated sums as an indicated product, and each of the
,indicated products as an indicated sum:

(a) 12b + c)a

(b) 2a(b + c)

(c) 3a + 3b-

(d) 5k + 10ax

3

(e) x2y + xy

6a2b + 2ab2

(g) ab(ac + 3b)

(h) 3a(a__+ 2b + 3c)

120
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7. Given the set (-5, 0, =47, -.75, 5):

(a) Is this set closed under the operation of taking the

-oppostte'of each element of the set?

(b) Is this set closed under the operation of

absolute value of each element?

(c) If a set is closed under the operation of

opposite, is it closed under the operation

the absolute value? Why?

8. Given the set (-5, 0, 5 7):

(a) Is this set closed under the operation of taking the

absolute value of each,,eleMent of the set? , T

4 (b) Is this' set closed under the operation of taking the

taking the

taking the

of taking

opposite of each element?

(c) If a set is closed under the operation of taking the

absolute value, Ls it closed under the operation of

taking the opposite? Why?

0

121
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PROPERTIES OF MULTIPLICATION

Multiplicationof Real Numbers. Now let us decide how we

Should multiply two Beal numbers to,obtain another real number.

All that we can day at.present is,that we know how to multiply two

non-negative numbers.

Of primary importance here, 'as in the definition of addition,

is that we maintain the "structure" of the number systeht. We know
that.if a,' b, c are any numbers of .arithmetic, then

ab = ba,

(ab)c = a(bc),

a1 = a,

a.0 = 0,

a(b e) = ab ac.,
o

(What napes aid we give to these properties of multiplication?)

Whatever meaning we give to the product of two real numbers, we

must be sure that it agrees with the products which we already have

for non-negative real numbers and that the above properties of

muXtiplidation still hold for all real numbers.

ConsViell some possible products:

(2) (3)0, (3)(0), (0) (6), ( -3) (o), (3)(-);(-2)(-3).

(Do these include exampi4 of every baseof multiplication of

pOsitiva and negative numbers ar)d zero?) Notice that the first

three products involve only non-negative numbers and are therefore

already determined;

(2)(3) = 6, (3)(0) = 0, (0)(0) .-(0).

Now let us try to see what the reaminirig three products will have

to be in order to preserve the basic propepties, of multiplication

listed above. In the first place,- if we want the mAtiplieation

. 1 2 2
a
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0

property Of 0 to hold fgrell real numbers, then we must have,

(-3)(0) = 0. The other two products can be obtained as follows:

0 = (3) (0),

= (11)(2 +

= (3)(2) + (3)(-2),

.o =.6 (3)(-2),

by writing 0-= 2 + .(-2); (Notice how
this introduces a negative number
into the discussion.)

if- the distributive property is to
hold for real numbers;

since (3)(2) = 6.

We knOw from uniqueness of the additive inverse that the onlyileal

number which yields 0 wheh added to 6' is the number

Therefore: if the properties of numbers are expected, to hold, the

only possible value for (3)(r2) which we can accept is -6.

Next, we take a similar course to answer the second question.

0 = ( -2) (o)

0 = (-2) 3 + (-3) ,

9 = ( -2)(3) (-2 (-3),

(3)(-2) (-2)(-3),

°P..= (-6) + (-2)(-3),

if the multiplictioh property of 0
- is ,,to hold for real numbers;,,

by writing 0 = 3 + (-3); 114

if the distributive property is to
hold for real numbers;

if the commutative property is.s.to --

hold'for real numbers;

by the previous result, which was
(3)(-2) =

,

Now we have to come to a point where (-2)(-3) emit be the opposite

of -6; rhence, if we,want'the properties, of 441tiplicAion to hold

for real numbers: then (t-2)(-3) must be 6...

Let us think of these examples now in terms. of absolute value.

Recall that the product of two positive numbers is a positive

number. Then what are the values of 131121. and 1-211-31? How

do these compare, respectively, with (3)(2) and (-2)(=3)?

Compare -(73)(4) and -(1-31141); -(-5)(-3) and 1- 511 -31;

(o)( -2) and '1011-21.

-12'3

^e,

t

4
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This is the hint we needed: If we want the structure of the

numtke;Lsystemto be the same for real numbers as it was for the

numbers of arithmetic, we must define the product of two real'

numbers a and b as folYOws:

If a and b are both negative or

both non-negative, then ab

If one of the numbers a and b is

non-negative and the other is negative,

then ab = -(Iallb1).

It is important to recognize that lal and Ibi are numbers

of arithmetic for any real numbers a and b; and we already know

the product 'alibi. (Why?) Thus, the product 'alibi is a posi-

tive number or zero, and we obtain the product ab as either

or its opposite. Again we have used only the operations

with which we are already familiar: multiplying positive numbers

or 0, and taking opposites.

T4e product of two positive numbers is a number.

Tile product of two negative numbers is a number.

-' The product of a negative and a positive number is a

number.

The product of a real number and 0 is

Since the product ab is either IaIIbI or its opposite and

:_since lallbl is non-negative, we can state the fo'lowing property

-of-multiplication:

For any real' numbers a,

lab' = 'alibi:

. 124
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Problems

1. Calculate the folloWing:

(a) ((- ) f2 )) (-5)

A

(b) (- 4)((2)(75)) ,

(d) (-3)(-4) + (-3)(7)

(d) (-3) ((-4) + 7)

.(e) (-3)(-4) + 7

1-31(-4) + 7

(g) 1311-21 + (:-6)

(h) (-3)1-21 + (-6).

(i) (-3) (1-21 + (-6))

(.1) (-0.5) (1-1.51 + (-4.2))

2. Find the values 'of the following for x = -2, y = 3, a = -4:

(a) x2 + 2(xa) + a2 (c) x2 +(3lal + (-4) 11)

(b) (x + a)2 (d) Ix + 21* (- 5)I(-3) + al

3. 'Which of 'the following sentences are true?

2(-y) + 8 = 28, for .y = -10

(b)- (-5) (( -b)(-4) + 30) < 0, for b F 2

(d) Ix + 3I-+ ( -2)(Ix + (-4)1) > 1, for x = 2

4: Find the truth sets of the following open sentences and draw

their graphs.

Example: Find the truth set of (3)(=3) + c = 3(-4).
r

It" (3)(-3) + c = 8(-4) .is true for some c,

then -9 + c = -12 1 is true for the same c

(-9 + c) + 9 '=, -12 + 9 is true' for the same c;

c

If c = -3,

then the left tnember is

and the right member is

Hence, the truth set is

(3)(-,3 ) f (-3) = -12,

3(-4)'= -12.

'1 (3).
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(a) x (-3) (-4) = 8.

(b) x + 2 = 3(-6) + (-4)(,8) .

(c) I-2J(3)-

(d) x .> (-4) (.5)(2)

(e) Ix! =,(- (-1) ('-5)

5. Given the set R of all real numbers, find the,set= Q of all
products of pairs of elements of R. Is Q the same set as
R? Can you conclude that R is closed under multiplication?

6. Given the set V = (1, -2,, -3, 4), find the set K of-all
positive numbers obtained as. products of pairs of elements of
V.

7. Prove that'the absolute value of the product ab is the
product lallbl of the absolute values; that is,

Iabj = lailbi.

8. What can you say about'two real numbers a and b in each
of the following cases?

(a) ab is positive..

(b) ab' is negative.

(c) ab is positive and a is positive.

(d) ab is positive and a is negative..

.(e) ab is negative.and a is positive.,

(f) ab is negative and a is negative.

9. Give the reason foeach numbered step in the proof of the-
following theorem:

Theorem. If a and )) are numbers such that both a and
, ab are positive, then b is also positive.
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', Proof. We assume that 0 < a and 0 < ab.- Then:

1. Exactly one of the following is true

b < 0, b =:0, 0 < b.

2. If (b = 0,

Therefore,

0 < ab are

3. If b < 00

then ab = O.

"b = 0" is false, since ab = 0 and

contradictory.

then alp' = -(lailbi).

4. If b < 0, then ab is negative.

Therefore, "b < 0" is false, since ab is negative

and 0 < ab are contradictory.

Therefore, 0 < b; that is, b is positive, since

this is the only remaining.possibility.

Properties At Multiplication. -The definition of

multiplication for real numbers givenin the preceding section,was

suggested la the Structure properties which we wish to preserve

for all.numbers. On the other hand, we have not actually assumpd

these properties, since the definition could have been given at

the outset without any reference to the properties. However, now

that we have stated a definition for multiplication, it becomes

Important to satisfy ourselves that this definition really leads

to.the desired properties.,,rIn other wordW;we need to prove that

multiplication so defined does have the properties. Since the

definition is stated in terns of operations on positive numbers

and 0 and of taking oppcIsites, these operations are the only ones

available to us in the proofs.

M4tiplicatiolf property of 1: For any real number a,

a1 = a.

127
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Proof: If is positive or (0, we know that a(1) = a.

If a is negative, our definition of multiplication states that

a.1 = -(la .1)

= -IaI

= a.

...-

Try to explain the reason why each step in the above proof is

true.
%

Multiplication property of 0: For any real number a,

a0 = 0.

.Write out the prbof of this property for yourself.

Commutative property of multiplication: For any real numbers

a and b,

ab = ba.

Proof: If one or both he numbers a, b are ziro, then

ab = ba. (Why?) If a and b are both positive both negative,

then

ab and ba = IblIal

Since lal and 1b1 are numbers oferithmetic,

1411b1 = lb Hal.

Hence,.

ab = ba

for these. two cases.

If one of a and b is positive or 0 and the other'is ,

negative, then

ab = - (IailbI): and ba = -(IblIal).

Since

; !alibi,. IblIal,

and since if numbers are equal their opposites are equal,

= -(141a1).:

'Hence,

for this case also.

ab = ba

128
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Here we have given a complete proof of the commutative property

for all real numbers. We have based this proof on the precise

definition of multiplication of real numbers.

Problems

1. Illustrate the proof of the commutative property by replacing,

a and b as follows:"

(a) (-3)(5) Example: <-3)(5) = -(1-31151)

(b) (3)(-5)

p., (c) (- 4)(0)

= -15c

(5)(-3) = -(15[1-31)

. -15

(d) (-3)(-4)

(e)' (-7) (4)

Associative property of multiplication: FOr any real'numbers

'a,. b, and c,

(ab)c = a(bc).

Proof: The property must be shown to be true for one negative,

two negatives, or tree negatives. This is lengthy, but we shall

by able to simplify it by observing that

and

.1(ab)c1 ,. labile! (Why?)

= lallbilel,

Ia(bc)I = 18.111)4

=

Thus, I(ab)cI = Ia(bc)I for all real numbers a, b, c.

This reduces the proof of the associative property of multi -

plication to the problem of showing that (ab)c and 'a(bc) are

either both positive, both zero, or both negative.

1 2 9
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For example, if both (ab)c and a(bc)

1(ab)cl -(a(bc)) and la(bc)1 = -((ab)c). Thus,

-(a(bc)) -((ab)c) and hence, a(bc) = (ab)e. .

If one of a, b, c is zero, then (ab)c = 0

(Why?) Hence, for this case (ab)c = a(bc).

If a, b, and c/ are all different from zero, we

sider'eight "different bases, depending on which numbers

and which are negative,: as shown in the table below.

are negative, then

and a(bc) = O.

need to.con-

are positive

If a is + + + + - - - -

and .,- b Is + + - - + + - -

and c is + - + - -1-.A + -

then ab is -

bc is , *

(ab)c is
.

+
.

.

a(bc) is +

One column ha been filled in for positive a, and n gativa b

and 'c. In thi case, ab is negative and be is positi e. Hence,

(ab)c is pos ive and a(bc), is positive. Therefore,

(ab)c = a(bc) in this case.

The ass ciative property states,that, 4.n multiplying three

numbers, may first form the produCt of any adjacent pair. The

effect of associativity along with "commutativity is to allow us to

write products of numbers without grouping symbols and to perform

the multiplication in any groups and any orders.

130
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Problems

1. Copy the table given in the text and complete it. Use It to
check the remaining cases and finish the pr&f.

2. Explain how the associative and commutative properties can be
used to terform the following multiplications in the easiest
manner.

(a) (-5)(17)(-20)(3) (c) ()(-19).(-3)(50)

(b) (- (I) (3) (- (d) (-7)(-25)(3)(-4)

4
Anothe' property is one whic ties together the operations of

addition an multiplication.

Distributive property. For any real numb's, a, b, and
a(b + c) = ab + ac.

We shall consider only a few examples:

(5)(2 + (-3)) = ? and (5)(2) + (5)(-3) = ?
(5)((-2) + ='? and (5)(-2) + (5)(4) = ?

(-5) ((-2) + (-3)) = and (- 5)( -2).+ (-5),(-3) = ?

The distributive property does hold for all real numbers. it'
coAld be proved byloapplying the definitions of multiplication and
addition to all possible cases, but this is evenmore tedious than
the.prdofof Associativity.

Problems

Use the distributive property, if necessary, to perform the
indicated operations with the minimum'amount df work:

1. (-9)(-92) + (-9)-(-8) 3. (-7)(- + (-7)( )
2% ( - 4)((-4) + 6)

4-° (- + (-7)) ,

131
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We can use the distributive property to probe another' useful

.property of, multiplication.

Theorem. For every real number aq

(-1)a = -a.

To' prove this theorem, we must show that

opposite of a, that is, that

a (-1)a = O.

0
Proof..

a + (-1 )a = 1(a) + (-1)a

= + (-1)) a

. 0-a,

= 0.

i§ the

Here.we have shown that (- a i an additive in;lerse'of' a.

Since we also know that -a is an additive Inverse of a and

that the additive inverse is unique, we have proved. that

(-1)a = -a.

:Elise the previous theoreM to prove the following:

'1. For any real numbers a and b, ( -a)(b) = -(ab):

2. For any real numbers a and b, (-a)(-b) = ab.

3. Write the common names for the products:

(a)
'

(-5)(ab) (c). (3x)(-7y) ',/,

/

.1p) (-2a)(5c)77.- (d) 4-0.5d)(1.2c)
e

\ /

132
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Use of the Multiplication Properties. We have seen in
the previous problems that we may now write

-5a for (-5)a ,

-xy for (x)(-y),,

6b ' for (-6) (-b) .

In fact,

-ab = -(ab) = (-a)(b) = (a)(-b). .

Now that we can multiply real numbers and have at bur disposal
the properties of multiplication cif real numbers, we have a strong

.

basis, for dealing with a vaiety of situations in algebra.

Problems

1. Use the distributive property to write the'following as

indicated suns:

(a). 3(x + 5)

(b) 2(a + b c)

(c) ((7p) + q) (-3),

2.

(d) (-1)(y + (-z) + 5)

(e) (13 + x)y

(-g)(r + 1 + (-s) + (-0)

'Use the distributive property to write tI following phrases
as indicated products:

(a) 5a + 5b

4(b). (-9)b + -9)c

(d) 12 + 18

(d) 3x + 3y + 3z

(e) (a + b)x + (a + b)y.

(C) 7($) + 3($)

(g) (-6)a2 + (-6)b2

(6) ca + CV+ c

3. Apply tie distributive, and other properties to the following:
Example: ax +.2x = (3 + 2)x = 5x \

f
(a) 12t + 7t (f) (1.6)b + (2.4)b

(b) 9a + (-15a) (g) 3a -17 7y ' (Careful:,)

(c) '12z +'z (Hint: z = 1.z) (h) p + 3p + 9p

(d)=-(' -3m) + (-8m) (i) 6a +.(-4a) 5b * 14b

(e) +

1'33
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In a phrase which has the fqFm of an cated slim- A + B,

A and B are called terms of the phrase; in a phrase of the form

A + B + C, A, B, and C are called, terms, etc. The distributive

property is very helpful in simplifying a phrase. Thus, we found

that

)5a + 8a = (5 + 8)a = 13a

is a possible and/6" desirable simplification. However, in

5x + 8y

no such simplification is possible. Why?

We may sometimes be able to apply the:distributive property

to some, but not all, terms of an expi.ession. ,Thus,

6x + (-9)x
2
+ llx2 + 5y = 6x + ((-9) + 11)x 2 + '5y 6x + 2X2 + 5y.

We shall have frequent occasion to do this kind of simplification.

For convenience we shall call it collecting terms or combining

terms.' We shall usually do the middle step mentally. Thus,

15w + (-9)w = 6w.

.Problems

1. Collect terms in the following phrases:

(a) ia + ;a (e) 6a + 4b .+ c

(b) 5p + 4p + 8p

(c) 7x + (r10x) 4: 3x

(d) + 5c + (-2c) + 3c2

2. end the truth set of each of the following open sentences.

.1:Where possible, collect-terms in each phrase.)

"Ti) (-3a) + (-7a) =40 (d.) x + 2x + 3x = 42 .*

° (b) x + 5x = 3 + 6x (e) = y + 1

(c) 3y + 8y + 9.= -90 (f) 12'= 4y + 2y

4.

(f) 9P + 4q + (-3)p 4. 7q '

(g) 4x + (-2)X2 + (-5x) + 5x2 + 1

I
'.
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Further Use of the Multiplication Properties. We have

seen how the distributive property allows us to collect terms of a
phrase. The properties of multiplication are helpful also in

certain techniques of algebra related to products` mvolving phrases.

Example 1. "'(3x2y)(7ax)" can be more simply written as
"21ax3y."

Give the reasons for each of the following steps which show this
true.

(3x-0y)(7ax) 3xxy7ax
=

7 = (3.7)a(xxx)y
3

= 21ax,y.
3

(Notice that we write xx.x as x3.)

While in practice we do not write down all these steps, we

must continue to be award of how this simplifi'c'ation depends on our
basic properties of multiplication, and we Should peprepared to
explain the intervening steps at any time.

Problems

Simplify the following expressions and write the-steps which
explain "the simplification. ,-

.
.T

1. (4-abc)(.32-bc0
. . 3. . (4ab)(9a2)

2, (20b2c2)(10bd) 4. (-7b)(-4a)c

We can combine the method of the preceding exercises with the

distributive property to perform multiplications such as the
; following:

(-3a)(2a 3b (-5)c) = (-6a2) (-9ab) 15ac.

1.35
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Furthermore, since we have shown in the properties of multi-

plication section that

-a =

we may again with the help of the distributive property simplify

expressionsSuch as 45-

-(x 2 + (-7x) + (-6)) = (-1)(x2 + (-7x) 4- (6))
o .
(-x) 7x + 6.

Problems

Wftte in the form indicated in the previous examples:

1. (8 (-3b) + 7b2) 5 . -(p + q + r)

2. ---6x(3y + z), 6. - (-7)(3a.+ (-5b))

3. (-3)b2c2(4b + 7c) 7. 6xy(2x 3xy-+ 4y)

4. 10b(2b2 + 7b + (-4)) 8.. (-x)(A + (-1))

ae

Sometimes the. distributive property is used several times in

one example. '

Example 1.

Example "2. (a

adv

(x + 3)`ix + 2) = (x + 3)x + (x + 3)2

= x
2 + 3x + 2x + 6

k

Example 3. (x y z)(b 4-.5

= x
2 + (3 + 2)x + 6'

=
2
+ 5x 6

))(a + 3) =fa'+ (-7))a + (a + (-7))3
-`

= a
2
+ ( -7)a + 3a +.(-21)

= a2 t ((-7) + + (-21)

= a2 ,+ (-4)a + ( -21),.

(x + y + z)b,+ (x + y + z)5
bx + by + bz + 5x + 5y+ 5z.

I.

1

`,1 6
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Problems

1. `Perform the following multiplications.

(a) (x + 8) (x + 2) : (d). (a +.2)(a + 2)

(b) (y + + (-5)) (e) (x + 6) (x + (-6))

(c) (6a + (-5)) (a + (=.2 (f) (y + 3)(y + (-3))

2. Show that for real numbers a, b, c, d,

(a+ b)(c + d) = ac + (bc + ad) + bd.

(Notice that ac is the product of the first terms, bd is

the product ofNthe second terms, and _..\(bc + ad) is the sum
of the remaining products.)

3. Multiply the following:

(.a) (3a + 2)(a + 1) (d) (2pq + (-8)) (3pq

(b). (x +s5)(x + 3) (e) (8 (-y2)) (2 + (-y))

(c) (14+ n)(.8 + 5n) (f) (5Y + (-2x))(3Y + (-x))

Multiplicative Inverse. We haVe found that every real

number-has an additive inverse. In other word, for every real

number there is another real number such that-the sum of the two
numbers is 0. Since a given rea]>number remains unchanged when-

0 is added to it (Why?), the number 0 is called the Adentity
' element for addition.

Iivphere a corresponding notion of multiplicative inverse for
real numbers? First, we must have an identity element tor multi-

,plication. Since a givemreal number remains unchanged when it is
multiplied by 1 (Why?), the number 1 is called the_identity.

element for multiplication. For a given real numberis there

another real number such that the product-of the two numbers is 1?

Consider, for\kxample:, the number 6., ,,I0-there a real number

whose product with 6 is 1? By-experiment or from your knowledge
1of arithmetic, you will probably say that .g is such a number,

1.37
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because 6 ,* = 1. Find a number whose product with -2 is 1.

Do the same for - And for 4. Before going any further, let

us write down a precise definition of multiplicative inverse.

If c and d, are ,read. numberxs, such that

cd--= 1,

then d' is called a multiplicative inverse of c.

If d is a multiplicative inverse of c, then0s c a

multiplicative inverse of d? Why? Does every real number have a

multiplicative inverse? What is a multiplicati7 inverse of 0?

We can 'observe.something of the way these inverses' behave by

looking at them on the number line, On the diagram below, some

numbers and their inverses under multipliCation are joined by

double arrows. HOw can you test to see that these pairs Of numbers

really are multiplicative inverses? Canyou visualize the'pattern

of the double arrows if a great many more pairs of these inverses

were similarly marked? I416

7

-4 2

3
-2 2

3

4
3

- - -
3

4T
__L 4 I

4 45 i

2

4
2

3
4

....1

5

3

2

4
3

How about the number 0?.tith what number can 0 be paired? Is

there a number b such that 0b = 1? What can you conclude-about

a multiplicative inverse of 0? ,

As you look at the double arrows in the aboye_diagram, you may

get the iM/SreasiOn that the reciprocal of a number must be in a

form obtained by interchanging numerator and denominator. What

4
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about Certainly, (. /5) '13 = 2.(,./3 -1= 5 = 1, so
that N/qT and

5
--%/5 are reciprocals.

4

Thediwoperty toward which we have been working can now be
stated. It really is a new property of the reWnumbers, since it
cannot be derived as a consequence of the properties which we have
stated up to this point.

Existence of multiplic4tive inverses: For every
real number c different from 0, there exists

a real number d such that cd = 1.

That the real numbers actually have this property, if it is
not already obvious to.you, will become clearer as we do more
problems. It is also obvlous from experience that each non-zero
number has exactly one multiplicative inverse; that is, the multi-
plicative Inverse of a number is unique. We shall assume uniqueL

ness, although it could be proved from the other properties, just
as we did for,the additive inverse.

Problems

1. Find the inverses under muitiplication of the following numbers:
, 1 '1 3 5 3 1 1
"" "P. 7, t'

3 7
7-6' 100' Ibu, 0.45, -6.8.

2. If b is a multiplicative inverse of a, what values for b

do we obtain if a is larger than 1? 'What values of b -do
we obtain if a is between 0 and 1? What is a multiplicative
inverse of 1?

3. If b is a multiplicative inverse of a, what values for b

do we get if a is less than ,-1? If a < 0 and a > -1?

What is a multiplicative inverse of, -1?

4. For-inverses under multiplication, what 4alues of the inverse
b do you obtain if a is positive? If a is negative?

1 39
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Multiplication Property of Equality. We have preViously

stated the addition property of equality. Can we find a correspond-

ing multiplication property? Consider the following statements:

Since (-2)(3) = -6, then r2)(3)) (-4) (-6)(-4).

Since (-5)(-3) = 15, then (-5)(-3)) = (15)(..)..

Notice that "(-2)(3)" and "-6" are different names for the

same number, and when we multiply (-4) by this number we- obtain

"((-2)(3)) (-4)" land "(-6)(-4)" as different names for a new

number.

In general, we'have the

Multiplication property of equality. For any real numbers

a, b, and c, if a = b, then ac = bc. r

Problems

1. Which of the following statements are true?,

(a) If 2x= 6, -then 214 = 6*.
i

(b) If le 9 9,- then .sle(3) = 9(3).

(c) If 4.n 7012, then 4(4) = 12(x).

2
(d) If 7y = 16,

4
then 47(4) = 16(4)

.

r

(e) If 24 = a, then 24(4) = 4m(-35).

1 4 0

a
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5

.2. Find the truth set of each of the following sentences.
.

Example: Determine the truth set of 2x = 60.

4 ,
If -ix = 60 is true for some x,

then 5X(4) = 60(5) is true for the same x;

(Why did we multiply by 5 ?)

9)(px = 24 is true for the same x;

x=-- 24.

If x = 24;

then the left member is 5(24) = 6o, and the right member is

6o.

So 1(24) = 60" is a true sentence, and the truth set is

(24).

'(a) 12x = 6,
0

(b) 7x = 6

= 1

(d) -Tz =

(e) =

(f) 7a = 35

(g) 4x 5

(h) 14c = -2

(i) 5 =

(j) 3 + x =

(k) 0= irc

Solutions of Equations. In the past, you found possible

elements of truth sets of certain sentences, such as the equation

3x + 7 = x + 15,

and then checked these possibilities. Now we are prepared to solve

such equations by a more general procedure. (To "solve" means to

find the, truth set.)',

J

1

4.
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First, we know that any value of x for which

3x + 7 = x + 15

is true is also a value-of x for which

(3x + 7) + (.(-x) +-(-7)) = (x + 15) + ((-x) + (-7))

is true by the addition property of equality. The numerals in

each-member of this sentence can be simplified to give

t3x + (-x)) + (7 + (-7)) + (-x)) + (15 + ( -7));

2x' = 8. ,

Here we added the real number ((-x) + (-7)) to each member of the

sentence and obtained the new sentence "2x = 8". Thus, each number

of the truth set of "3x + 7 = x + 15" ia a number of the truth set

of "2x = 8", because the addition property of equality holds for
4

all real numbers.

Next, we apply the multiplication proper

obtain
.1
k7)(2x) = (1 7)(8),

x = 4.

equality to

Thus, each number of the truth set of "2x = 8" is a number of the

truth set of "x- 4U.

We can now deduce that every solution of "3x + 7 = x + 15"

is a solution of "x = 4". The sflution of the latter equation isf

obviously 4. But are we sure that It is a solution of

"3x + 7 = x + 15"? We could easily check that it is, but let us

use this example-to suggest a general prodedure.

The problem is this: We showed that, if x is a solution of

3x.+ 7 = x + 15,

then ,x is a solution of

x = 4.

What we must now show is that, if x is,a solution of

x =4,
then x is A. solution of

I % 3x + 7 = x + 15.

These two statements are usually written together As'

x is a solution of "3x + 7 = x + 15" if 'aid

only if x' is a solution of "x = 4".

142
N *

n.
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One way to show that the second of these statements is:true is

to reverse the steps in the proof of the first. Thus, if x = 4,,

we multiply by 2 to obtain

2x =8.

(Notice that 2 is the reciprocal eC Then we add (x + 7)'

to obtain

.2x + (x + 7)
, ( + 7))

3x + 7 = x + 15.

(Nptice that (x + 7) is the opposite of ((-x) + (-7)). Hence,

every solution of "x = 4" is a solution of "3x + 7 = x + 15".

That is, the one and only solution is 4.

We say that "x = 4" and "3x + 7 = x,+ 15" are

equivalent sentences in the sense that their truth 'I,

sets are the same. t

To summarize, if to both members of an,equation We add a real

number or multiply by a non-tero real number, the new sentence

obtained is equivalent to the original sentence. This is true

because these operations are "reversible ". Then if we succeed in

obtaining an equivalent sentence whose solution is.obvious, we are

sure that we have the required truth set without checking. Of

course, a check may be desirable. catch Mistakes in arithmetic.

As another example, solve the equation

5y + 8 = 2y + (-10).

:This'equation is equivalent to

(5y + 8) + ((-2y) + (-8)) =,(2y + (-10)) + ((-2y) + (-8)),

that is, to

(5y + (-2y)) + (8 + (-8)) (2Y + (-2y)) + + (-8))

and to

3y =

In other words, y is A solution of "5y + 8, =2y + (-10)" if

and only if y is a solution of "3y = -18 ". The latter sentence

is equivalent to

.2

that is, to-

(4)(3y) = (4) (" .-18),

y -6.
as.
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Thus, y is a-solution of "3y = -18" if and only if y is a

solution of "y = -6". Hence, all three sentences are equivalent,

and their truth set is (-6). Here, we wer, certain that each step,

reversible without actually doing it. When we solve an equationwas

we ask ourselves at each step, "Is this step reversible?" If it is,

we obtain an equivalent equation.

Later, we shall learn hol4 to solve other types of sentences by

means of applying properties of numbers. To do this we shall learn

more about operations which yield equivalent sentences and others

which do not.

1.

Problems

Find the truth set of each of the following equations.

.Example:

Solve: "(-3) + 4x = (-2x)

This sentence is equivalent to

((-3) + 4x) (2x 3) = (( -2x) 4-(-1)) (2x 3),

6x = 2; 6

and this is equivalent to

Z.
1(6x) = 1

X =7.

Hence, the truth set is 41.

(a) 2a +.5 = 17

Ob$ 12X' + (-6) = 7x 24 '

(c) 8x -1-(73x) 2 = 7x +8 (Collect terms first.)

(d) 12n 5n 4- (-4) .=3n (-4) 4-'2n

(e) (-6a) (.-4) 2a = 3 ?? (-a)

(f) 0.5 1.5x (-1.5)'= 2.5x o+ 2

II 04

14 'J

.51

TP
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(g) (-
(- 4e + (-2) + (- ;0)

(h) (x + 1) (x + 2) = x(x + 2) = 3

2. Translate' the following into open sentences and find their

truth sets, phen'answer the question in each problem.

(a) The perinieter of a triangle is 44 inches. The second

side is three inches more than twice the length of the

third side, and the first side is five inches longer

than the third side. Find-the lengths of the three sides

of this triangle.

(b) If an integer and its successor are added, the result is

one more than twice'that integer. What is the integer?.

(c) The sum of two consecutive odd integers is 11. What
are the integers?

(d) Four times an integer is ten more than twice the successor
of that integer. What is the integer?

(e) In an automobile race, one driver, starting with the first
group of cars, drove for 5 hours at a certain speed and

was then 120 miles from the finish line. Another

driver, who set out with a later heat, had traveled at

the same rate as the first driver for 3 hours and was
250 miles from the finish. How fast were t se men

driving?

7 (f) Plant A grows two inches each week, and it now 20

inches '6.11. Plant B grows three inches each eek
'

and it is now 12 inches tall. How many weeks from ow
Will they be equally tall?

(g) A number is increased by 17 and the sum is multiplied ,

by 3. If the resulting product is 192, what is the.

number?
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Reciprocals. We shall find it convenient to use the

shortpr name "reciprocal" for the multiplicative inverse, and we

represent the reciprocal of a by the symbol
Hl "

. Thus, for
a

every a except 0, a
1

1.

You probably noticed that for positive integers the symbol, we

chose for "reciprocal" is. the familiar symbol of a fraction. Thus,
1.the reciprocal of -5 is 3. This certainly agrees with your

,formerexperience.
2' ' 1 1

The reciprocal.of 7, hoWever, is -; of. -9 is _75.; of

7
2.5 is 25 . Since is the reciprocal of ., and

2 3x = 1, it follows that and must name the same

1
number;o since iss the reciprocal of and since

1
-9 x (-

(2.5)(0./i)

1,

1,

1
_In.

0.4

and

and

shall be in a

-7. must name same number. Since.

-213. must name the same number. We

etter position to continue this discussion after

lcwe consider div ion of__real numbers in a later section.

4 - °
Problems

, .

If the reciprocal of any non-zero number a.; is represented

by the smbo Hln
.5.- represent thejeciprocak_of:. fl A,

,

.. , y

146

(f) 0.3

(g)

ty

I
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2. Prove the theorem: For each non-zero real number a there is

only one multiplicative inveYse of a. (Hint: We know there

is a multiplicative inverse of a, namely, .a. Assume there

is another, say x. Then ax = 1.)

Why did weNexclu4e 0 from our definition o reciprocals?

Suppose 0 did have a reciprocal. What could it be? If there i

were a number b which is the xeciprocal of then 0b = 1.

What is the truth set of the sentence 0b = 1? You should conclude

that 0 simply cannot have a reciprocal. Here, we have an oppor-

tunity to demonstrate, using a rather simple example, a very power-

ful type of proof. This proof depends on the fact that a given

sentence is either true or 1t4a false, but not both. An assertion

that a given sentence is oth true and false is called a contradiction.

If we reach a contradict in a chain of correct reasoning, then we

are.forced to admit that the'reasoning is based,on a false statement.

This is the idea behind the proof of the next theorem.

Theorem., The number 0 has no reciprocal.

Proof. The sentence "0 has no reciprocal" is either true (::;

false, but not both. Assuming that it. is false, that is, assuming

that 0 does have a reciprocal, we have the following chain of

reasoning:

1. There is a real number a Assumption.

such that 0a = 1.

2. 0*a = 0

3. Therefore 0 = 1.

The produCt.of 0 with any
real *umber is 0.

Thus, we are led to the assertion that "0 = 1" is a true sentence.

But "0 = 1" is obviously a false sentence, and so we have a-con-

tradiction.- Conclusion: Step 1 of the argument cannot be true.

Therefore, it is falde that 0 has a reciprocal; that is, 0 has

no reciprocal.

A proof of the above type is called indirect or a proof

12z contradiction or a reductio ad absurdum.

1 4 7
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WS snbuld like now tb see what we can disco4er and what we

can prove about the way reciprocals behave.

In each of the following sets-of numbers, find t//1e reciprocals.
What condlusion do you draw about reciprocals, on .ex&ining the two

sets?

8
I: 12,

1
150e 0.09/-7 a

II: -5, -700, -2.2, -
1

Observation of reciprocals on the number line'strengthens our

'belief that the following theorem is true.

1.

Theorem. The reciprocal of a positive number is positive,

and the reciprocal of A negative number is negative.

Proof. We know that a T: = 1; that is, the product of a

non-zero number and its reciprocal is the positive number 1. Let

us first assume that a is positive. Then exactly one of three
00

possibilities must -be trUe.!

1 1
s

-a- < 0, 7-9. = 0, 0 < 1

1We see that if . 7 is negative, then a 1 is, negative, a con-

tradiction 1 1tradiction of the fact that a is positive. Also, if = 0a a

when a is positi'e, then a a = 0, again a contradiction. This
It

leaves but one remaining possibility: 1
is positive.

a

In the same way, we may show%that ifs a is negative, then 1.

is negative.

For each of the following numbers, find the reciprocal of the

number; then find the',reciprocal of that reciprocal. What conclu-

sion is suggested? .-

4,

-12, 80, g - ;-6 1.6

148
I
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Theorem. The reciprocal of the reciprocal of a non-zero real

number a' is a itself.

1
Proof, The reciprocal of the reciprocal of a As -T-.

1
a

1
Since a-and a are both reciprocals of (why?), and since

"a".

1T n 1 nthere is exactly one reciprocal of , it follows that

and "a" must be names of the same number. Hence,

1
= a.

Problems

1. Fbr what real values of a do the following numbers have no

reciprocalel

a + (rl), a +'1; a2 +'(-1), a(a + 1), a2 + 1, 14.

2. Consider the sentence

(a + (-3))(a + 1) = a + (-3),

r which has the truth set (O, 3). (Verify this fact.) If botS -f

members of the sentence are multiplied by the reciprocal of

a + (-3), that is, by
(

and some properties of real'

numbers-are used (which properties?), we obtain the sentence

a + 1 = 1. .-

For a = 3, we have 3 + 1 = 1, and this is clearly a false
t sentence. doesnitthe new seriAnce have the same truth

set as the original sentence?

3. Consider three pairs of numbers: (1) a = 2/ b = 3;

(2) a = 4, b = -5; _(3) a = -4, b = -7. Does the sentencetill-g B. = ay hold true in all three cases?

1 4 9

e -
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1
4. Is the sentence -

1
a- > .true in all three cases of Problem 3?

5. Is it true that if a > b and a, b are positive, then

1
a? Try this for some particular'values'of a and b.

.

6. Is it true that if a > b, and a, b are negative, then

IF
1 > e1 SUbstitute some,particular values of a and b.-

7. Could you tell immediately which reciprocal is greater than

another if one of the numbers is positive and the other is

negative?

In Problem 3 on the previous page you showed that for three
1 1-0particular pairs of values of a and b, -a

1
-. E = -0.- In other

words, the product of the reciprocals of these two numbers is the

reciprocal of their product. How many times would we need to test

this sentence for particular numbers in order to be sure itLls

true for all real numbers except zero? Would 1,000,000 tests

be'enough? How'would we know that the sentence_ would not be false

for the 1,000,001st test?

We' can often reach probable conclusions by observing what

happens in a number of particularreases. We call this inductive

reasoning. No matter how many cases we observe, inductive reason-
..

ihg alone cannot assure us that a statement is always true.

Thus, we cannot use inductive reasoning to prove that

I I 1
E = lar. is always true. We can prove it for all non-zero real

numbers by deductive reasoning as follows,. (Remember that,in the

proof we may use only prtoperties which have already been stated.)

Theorem. Fere-any non-zero real,numbers a and b;

1. 1 1

F. F as.

r

4
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dscussion: Since our object is to prove that i 4." 'is the

reciprocal of-\ab, we recall the definition of reciprocal: Then

we concentrate on the product ab 4) and try to show that.

it is 1.

Proof. ab 4 = a(k) b(4) by commutative and
associative properties

1 --=1 1 since x
3F

= 1

1.
1

Hence, -- E is the reciprocal _of ab. In other words,

1 1 1
-a- E7, T6'

Notice how closely the proof oftils theorem parallels the

proof that the sum of the opposites of two numbers is the opposite

of their sum. .Remember how this result was proved:

(a + A + ((-a) + (-b)) = (a + (-a)) 4.( b + (-b)) = 0; hence),

(-a) + (-b) = -(a + b).

Problems

1. Do the following multiplications. (In these and in future

problem sets we assume that the values of the variables are

such that the fractions have meaning.)

(a) (97.)

(b) (y) (z)

(b) ( )( 1 )

2. Is

3. If

If

( )( 1

-2m
(d,

(e) (31)( i -)

ab 9a,

8 17 = 0 . a true sentence? Why?

n 50 = 0, what can you say about

p 0 = 0, what can you say about

n?

p?

ti
,
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5. If p q = 0, what can you say about p or q?
-10

6. If p q'= 0 and we know that ,p > 10, what can we say

about q?

r.

4.

.

The idea suggested by the above exercises will be a very use-

ful one, especially in finding truth sets off' certain equations..

We are able to prove the following theorem now by using the proper-

ties of reciprocals.
<

Theorem: For real numbers a and b, ab = 0 if and only
if a = 0 or b = 0 .

Because of the "if and only if", we really must prove two theorems:

(1) If a = 0 or b*= 0, then ab = 0;, (2) If ab = 0, then
a = 0 or* b = O. 1

7

Proof. If a = 0 or p = 06, then ab = 0 by the multiplica-

tion property of-0. Thus, we have, proved one part of the theorem.

'To prove the second part of the theorem, note that either

a = 0 or a / 0, but not both. If a = 0, theequirement that
a = 0 or b= 0 is satis ied. Why?

If ab = 0 and a / 0, t en there .2(reciprocal of a and
4

(1.i)(ab) = (Why?)

(a)(ab) (Iihyq

(-
1

a)b = 0, ,(Why?)a

1 b = 0, (Why?)

b = O.'

Thus, in this case also the requirement' that 4r= 0 b' = 0' Is

satisfied; hence, we have proved the second part of the theoxem.

-74,6
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Problems

1. If + (-5)) 7 = 0, what must be true about° 7 or

(x + (-5))? Can 7 be equal to 0? What about x + (-5)

then?

,2. Explain how we know that the only value .of y which will make

9 x'y X 17 x = 0 a true sentence is 0. -

1
3. If a isbetween p and q, is

1 between
p

and
1a,

Explain.

4, This last theorem enableitive to determine the Vuth. set of ail
equation such as .. -w

(x + (-3))(x + (.18)) = 0 . . .
. ..

.. thout guesswork. 'With a = (x + (-3)) and b.="(x + f -8)) , .e.

the 'theorem tells 'us that this, sentence is equivalent, to the

sentence

x + (-3) = 6 or x (-8)=.o.
From this sentence we read off the truth set as (3, 8). Find

the truth set of Tell of the following equations:,`

(a)- +,(720))(x..+ (-100)) =

(b) (x + /6) (x 9),,
(c) x(x +.(4)) =.0

(d) '(3x = 0

(e) +(-1))(x ± (-2))(X,7,,+ (-3)).= .0

(2) 2(x+(- 4)) `(x +4) =,0

-(13).:-. 9 + (-6)1 = .6 . °

.
(h) x(x + 4) --.. x2. + 8 ',a . .

\ .
, .

A
5. Prove: If a, lb, c 44,e real numbers, .E(nd if ac =.bc and

.
c / 0, then a = b.

, .
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The Two Basic Operations and the Inverse of a Number

Under These Operational. We have focusecr,our attention on _

addition and multiplication and on the inverses under these twq,

operations. These foUn concepts are basic to the real number sistem,

rldditlbri-afia-mxili`ii0;ilakeTaidVe a number of properties by them4ielves,

and ore property connects addition with multiplication, namely,,the

distributive property: .All our work in algebraic simplificatioh

rests on -th'666-15",reDerties and on the various consequences of them

which relate addition, multiplication, OppOiite, and reciprocal.

We have pointed out that the distributive property connects

addition and multiplication. It is instructive to see whether some

relationship occurs which connects every combination of addition,

multiplication, opposite, and reciprocal In pairs. 'Let us write

down all possible combinations.

4

a

1. Addition and multiplication: The distributive property,

a(b + c) = ab + ac; for example,

2(3'4- 5) = 2 3 + 2 5 =-6.4- 10 T. 16;

4(7 -4-.(.-2)).= 4 7 + 4( -2) = 28 - 8 = 20.

2. Addition and opposite: We have proved that

1(a + b)= ( -a) + (-b); for example;

-(3 + 5) = (-3) + (-5) = ( -8).

-(7 + (-2)) (-7) - (L2) = -5.

3. Addition and reciprocal:. We find that'there is no simple

relationship connecting 17 1E and T.-T-B.; fqr example,
1 1 -+ - does not equal In In fact, there are no real.

numbers at all for which these two phrases represent, the

same number. This unfortunate lack of relationship`is

considerable'cause of trouble idalgebrafor students

who unthinkingly assume that thepe expressioni represent

the same number.

4. Multiplication and opposite: We have proved 'that

-\cab). = (-a) (b) = (a)(-b);- for example, : .

-(2 5) = (-2)(5) = (2)(45) = -10;'.

-((*-3)(4)) = (3)(4) (-3)(-4) = 12.

I

5
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A

Multiplication and reciprocal: We have proved that
1 1 /*1. 1for example, 6 3 r.

6. 0 posite and reciprocal: - vv.

T1-is ,ast relation is a new one and should be piloved.

The proof may be obtained from -(5) above by replacirii

b by -1. The proof is left to the students. (Hint:

What is the reciprocal'of -1 ?)

State (1), (2), (4), (5), (6), in words. Do you see any

similarity between addition and opposite, on the one hand, and

multiplication and reciprocal, on the other, in these properties?

Explain.

At thispoint, we should be

the more important ideas of this

ideas about real numbers?

c

sure that we are familiar with

section. Can you summarize these

ti

O
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Part 4

PROPERTIES OF ORDER

The Order Relation for Real NumberS. In Part; III e

extended the concept of order from the numbers of arithmetic to

all real numbers. This was done by using the number line, and4We

agreed that:

"Is less th ", for real numberi, means

to the left f" on the real number line.

If a, and b are real nthtbers, then

"a . is less than b" is written "a < b".

We speak o f t he relation "is less than" for real numbers as

an order relation. It is a binary relation since it expresses a

relation between two numbers.,

Two basic properties of the order relation for peal numbers

were obtained in Part III.

Comparison property: If a is a real

';number, then exactly one of the following

is true:

a < b, aFb, b a.

Transitive property: If a, b, c are real

, numbers and- if a < b and b < c, then
s

a < c.
t't

Another property of Order which was obtained in Part III

ects the order relation with the operation of taking opposites:

If' a and b are real numbers and if

a < b; then -b < -a.

You.may wonder at this-point why we are so careful to avoid

talking about "greater than". As a matter of fact, the relation

"is greater than", for which we use the symbol 5", is also an

order relation. Does this order relation have the comparison,

property and the transitive property? Since it does,: we actually

air

15 6

9.
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have two different (though very closely connectedt) order relations

for the.real numbers, and we have chosen to concentrate ou ten-

tion on "less than". We could have decided to concentrate on

"greater than"; but if we are going to study an order relation and

its properties, we must not confuse the issue by shifting from one

order relation to another inthe middle of the discussion.

We need not concern ourselves undilly with this problem since any

sentence involving ">" can be written as one involving "<".

Does "a,< b" imply that "b X'a."? Try this with some 'unequal

pairs of real numbers.

Thus, we state the-last property mentioned above in terms of

"<", but in applying the property we feel free to say, -If a < b,

then -a > -b":-

In the next two sections we obtain some properties of the

order relation "<" which involve the operations of addition and

multiplication., Such properties are essential if we are to make

much use of the order relation in algebra.

Pr9blems

1. For each pair-of humbers,-determine their order.'

<4. .#

(c) c, 1', ("Consider the comparison property).)

2. Continuing Proolem 1(c), what can you say about the order

.of d and 1 if it is knOcih that c > 4? What property

of order did 57.611 use here?

3. Decide in each case whether the sentence, is true.

(a) -3 + (-2) < 2 + (-2) (f) (-3)(0) < (2)(0)

(b) (-3) + (0) < 2 + 0 (g) (-3)(-2) <:(2)(-2)

(c) (-3) +.5 < 2 + 5 (h) . (-3)(a) <1 (2) (a) (what

(d) (-3) + a < 2 + a
is the truth,set of.this

sentence?)

. (e), (-3)(5) < (2)(5)

1 5 7

r
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(i) + (-2)) < 1-61.(27F (-3))

4. A given set may be described in many ways. Describe ih three

ways the truth set of:

5.

(a) 3 < 3 + x (b) + x < 3

Determine the truth set of

(a) y < 3 (e) -1Y1 < 3

(b) 1371 <3' (d) -y < 3

Addition Property of Order. What is the c nnection

between order of numbers and addition of numbers? e shall find a

basic property, and from it prove other properties which relite'

order and addition. As before, we concentrate on, the order'relatioh

"<";" similar properties can be stited for the order relation ">".

It is helpful to view addition and order on the number line.

We remember that adding a positive number means moving.to the right;

adding a negative number means moving-to the left. Let us fix two

points a and b on the number line, with a < b, and, hence,

a to the left oft- b. If we add thg same number c to a and te

b, we move to the right of 'a- and of b if c is ositive, to

the left if c is negative. Whether c is pogTtive or negative

we see from the figure that a + c is still to the left of b + c.

a a c b b+C a+c a b+c

2*

Here we have found a fundamental property of order which we shall

assume for'all real numbers.

Addition Property of Order. If a, b, c

are,real numbers and if a < b, then

a + c < b + c.

158
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Illustrate this property for a = -3 and b = .0

having, successively, the values -3, 4,, 0, -7. Here,

-3 < - Is "(-3) + (-3) < (- + (-3)" a true sentence?

Continue with the other values of c. Phrase the addition property

of order in words. Is there a corresponding property of equality?

Problems

1. By applying tht addition properties of order,. determine which

of the following sentences are true. \

(a) (- Ee61) + 4'4; (- ) +4

(b)

(0)

(d) (;)(- + 2 >.(- ) 2

2. Iormulate an addition:property of order for each of the

relations "<", ">", ">".

An extension of the order property states that:

If a, b, c, d are real numbers, such that

a < b and 'q < d, then a + 0 < b + d.

(- + (-5) > (- (-5)'

(-5.3) + (-2)(- -134) < (-0.4) + N

This can be proved in three steps. Give the reason for each

step:

If a < b, then a + o < .1) + c;

if et < d, then b + c < b + d;

hence,

a.'+ c < b + d.

159
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4. Find the truth set of each of" the following Sentences.

Example:4 If (-1!) + x < (-5) + is true for some x,

then x < (-5) + 3
+ is true for the same_ x.

x < -2 is true for the same x.

Thus, if x is a number which makes the original sentence
4

,true, then x < -2. If Itx < -2" is true for some x, then

(- + x < (- + (-2) is true for the same x,

(- i) + x 2) + (( -5) + 3)p

(- ) + x < (-5) + (3 + (- 4)), ,

(- -)Lt x < (-5) + is true for the same x.

Hence, the truth set is the set of all real numbers less than

(f) (-x) + 4 < (-3) + 1-31

,(-5) + (-x) < + 1- d

(h) (-2) ,+ 2x < (-3) + 3x + 5

(i) (- ) + > x t I_ 41

Gri the truth sets of Parts (a), (c), and (h) of Problem 4:

The following property of orderhas been previously stated:

"If a < b, then -b <'-a." Prove this property, using the

addition property of order. (Hint: *Add ((-a) + (-b)) to

both members of the inequality a < b; then useproperty of

additive inverses.),

7. Show that the' property:

"if 0 <y, then---x-< x + y,".

is a spedial case of tpe addition property of order. (Hint:

In the statement of the addition property of order, let

a = y, b =0, c = x.)

160
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Many results about order can be proved as,,c.onsequences of the
addition property of order. ,Two of these are of special interest

to us, because they give direct translations back and forth between
statements about order and statements about equality.

The first of these results will be a special case of the

prop y. Let us consider a few numerical examRles of the property
with a = 0.410If a = 0, then "a < b" becomes "0 < b"; that is,
b is a pdsitive number. Thus, we may write: If 0 < b, then
c + 0 < c + b.

Let a = 0, b = 3 and c = 4; then 4 +0 < 4 + 3;
that is, since 7 = 4 + 3, then 4 < 7.

Let a = 0, .b = 5 and c then (-4) + 0 < (-4) + 5;
that is,i since 1 = (-4)'+ 5, then -4 < 1.

These two examples can be thought of as saying:

Since 4 + 3 and 3 is a positive number, then

4 < 7.

Since 1 = (-4) +5 and 5 is a positive number, then

-4' <

This result we state as

Theorem. If z = x y and y is

a positive number, then x < z.

Proof. We may change the addition property of order

to read:

If a < b, then c + a < c + b. (Why?)

Since the property is true for all-real numbers a, b, c, we may
let a =,0, b = y, c = x. Thus,

if 0 < y, then x + 0 <4.,?c + y.

If z = x,+ y, then "x + 0 < x + y" means "x < z". Hence, we
have ploved that-if z = x + y and 0 <,y (y is positive) then'

x < z.

161
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This theorem now gives us a translation from a statement about

equality, such as
°

-4 = (-6) + 2,

to a statement about order, in this case

-6 <

Notio_e_that-adding 2, a: positive number, to (-6) yields a

number to the right of -6.

Change the sentence

4 (-2) + 6

to a sentence inAaving order.

The second, result of the addition property is a theorem which

translates from order to equality, instead of from equality to

order. You have seen that if y is positive and x is any number,

then x is always less than x + y. If x < z,' then does there.

exist a positive number y. such that z = x + y? Consider, for

example, the numbers 5 and' 7 and note, that 5 < 7. What is the

number y such that

7 = 5 + Y?

How-did you determine y? Did you find y to be positive?

Consider the numbers -3 and -6,- noting that -6, < -3. 'What.

411'is the truth set of

-3 = -4 + y?

Is y again positive?

ti
4 '< 9,

- 3 < 5,

- 4 < -1,

- 6 <-43r,

9 4 + ( )

.5' = (-3)4 )

-1 (-4) + ( )

0 (-6) )

What kind of number/makes each Of the above equations true?

In each Base you added a ositive number to the smaller number to

get the greater.

1 2

4.
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By this time wu see that the theorem we have in mind is

\Theorem. If x and z are two real numbers-
such that .x < z, then there is a positive
real number y such that

sz = x + y.

Proof. There*etre really two tilings to be proved. .Fkrst, we 0must find a value of- y such that >z F x + y; second, we must
prove that the y we found is positive, if x < z.

It is not hard to find a val of y ,sx.uch that z = x + y.
Your experience with solving equati s probably suggests adding(-x) to both members of "z = x + y" to obtain y = z + (-x).

Let us try this value of y. Let

y = z + (-x).
Then

X + y = x + (z + (rx)) (Why?)°
= (x + (-x)) + z (Why?)
= 0 + .z.

x + y =

Thus, we have found a y, namely, z +-(-x), such that z = i'+ y.
It remains to show that if x < z, then this y is positive.We know there is exactly one true sentence among these: y isnegative, y is zero; y is positive. (Why?). If we can show thattwo of these possibilities are false, the third must be true. Trythe first possibility: If it were true that y is negative andz = x + then the addition property of order would assert that.z < x. (Let a = y, b = 0, c = x.) But this contradicts thefact that .x < z;, sorit cannot be true that y is negative. Trythe second possibility: If it were true that y is zero and'z = x + y, then it would be true that z = x. This agaln contradictsthe fact that z < x; so it cannot be true that y is zero. Hence,we are left with only one possibility, y is positive, 'which mustbe i'rue. This completes the proof.

\ 163
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This theorem allows us to trandlate from a sentence Jalvolving

order to one involving equality. Thus,

5 < ;..2'

canibe,replaced,,by :

-2 = (-5) +

which gives the same "order information" abox47 -5 and -2. That

is, there is a positive-number, 3, which when added to the lesser,

-5, yi.9,141eitie greater, -2.

Problems

1. For each pair of numbers, determine their order and nd the

positive number b which when added to the smallei, gives he

larger.

.(a) -15 and -24

(b) §43_ and 7 -
(c) i and 45

P, (.) an

(e) -254 and -345 -

(f) - ,34 and -

(g) 1.47 and -0.21

(h) (- )(5) and (4)(-

2. Show that the following is a true Statement: 'It a and c

are real numberk_and if ,c"< a, then there is a negative

real number b stop that c-- + b.. (Hint: Follow the

similar discussion for b positive.)

3. *Joh of .the following sentences care true for all rea

of the variablestp'

(a) If- a + 1 = b, then: a < b.

(b) If + (-1y = b, then a < b.

(q) If (a + 2 = (b 411%),. then 'a +so < b + c.

(d) If (a + c) + (-2) = (b + c), then, 1)_+ c < a + a.

'"

6

3
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(e) If a1 then there is a positiV'e number. d such

that, -2 = a d.
4

(fl If -2 < a, then there'is a positive number d' such ,

'` that a 1 (3) + d. 1

4. (a) Use 5 + 8 = 13 to suggest two true sentences involving

He relating pairs Of the numbers 5, 8, '13.

(b) Since (-3) + 2 = (-1), how many true sentences involving

"<" can you write using pairs of these three numbers?

(c) If 5- 7, writes two true sentences involving "="

relating the numbers 5, 7.

5. Show on 'the number line that if a and c are real numbers

and if b is a negative, number Such that q = a + b, then

c < a.

6. Which oci,the following sentences aide true fOr all values of

the variables?

Aw
(a) If b < 0, then.3 +.b < b.

(b) If b < 0, then 3 +,b < 3.:

(c) rf x < 2, then 2x < 4.

7. Verify that each of the. following iq-true..

(a) 13'4- 41 < 131 + 141 .

1(-3) + 41 + 141

c) I( -3) + -( -4)I < 1-31 + 1-41

(d)% Statea general property relating la +'bf, lel., and 1bl

for any real numbers a, and b.

8: What general property can be stated for multipioation similar

to the property for addition in Problem 7?

J

1 6 5
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9. Translate the following into Open sentences and find their

truth sqts.
)'

(a) The sum of a number and 5 is less than twice the numbers.,

What is the number?

(b) When Joe and Moe were planning to buy a sailboat, they

asked a salesman about the cost of a new:type of a boat

that was being designed. The salesman-replied; "It

won't,cost more than $380." If Joe'and Moe had agreed

that Joe was to contribute $130 more than Moewhen the

boat was purchased, how much would Moe have to pay?

(c) Three more than six timeaa number is greater than seven

increased by.five times the number. What is the number?

(d) A teacher says, "If I had twice as many students in my

class as I.do'have, I would:have at leapt 26 more than

I now have." How many students does he have in his class?
*NO

(e) A student haWs test grades of 82 and 91. What must he

score on a third test to.have an average of 90 or

higher?

(f) -Bill is 5 years older than Norman, and the sum of their

ages is lesS than 23. How old is Norman?

Multiplication Property of Order. We have stated a basic

property giving the order off' a 0'. and .b c when a < b. Let

us now ask about the order of the products ac and be when 'a < b.

Consider the true sentence

5 < 8. .-

If each of these numbers is multiplied by the products are

involv.ed in he true sentence

(5)(2) < (8)(2)

What is your conclusion abobt a,multiplication property, of order?

Before making a decision, let us try more examples. "Just as above,

where we took the two numbers 5 and 8, in the true sentence
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1

4\
"5 < 8" and, inserted t em in "( )(2) < ( )(2) '4 to make a true
sentence, do the same In-the follOwing.

1. 7 < 10 and ( )(6) <( )(6)

'2. -9 < 6 and ( )(5) < ( )(5)

3. 2 < 3 and ( )(-4) < )(-4)

4. -7 < -2 and ( )(2) < ( )()

5. -1 < 8 and ( )(-3) < ( )(-3)

6. -5 < and ( )(-6) < ( )(-6)

We are concerned here with the order-relation "<", observing
the pattern when each of the numbers in the statement "a < b" is
multiplied by the same number. Did yoU notice that it makes a

difference whether we,multiply by a positive number or a negative
number?

The above experience suggests that if a.< b, then

ac < bc, provided c is a positive number;

bc.< ac, provided t is a negative number.

Thus,.we have found ariotriet; importaAt set of properties of
order.

How can yoU use these properties to tell quickly whether the
following sentences are true?

2 5 10Since .

1 7< , then <

5 14
.177Since - .6. < - , then )521. <

Since then .- 77.6 < -

These properties of order turn out to be consequence'S of the
other properties of order, and we state them together as

Theorem. Multiplication Property of Order.
If a, b, 1 and c are real numbers and if

, < b, then

ac < bc, if c, is positive,

6 be < a, if c is negative.

.1

%

rk '
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Proof. There are two cases. Let us consider the case of

positive c. Here we must prove that if a < b, then ac < bc.

Fill in the reason for each step of the proof.

1. There is a positive number d such that b = a + d.

2. Therefore, bc =V(a + d)c.

3. ac +

4. The number dc is positive.

5. Hence, ac < bc..

The woof of the case for negative c is left to the student in

the problems.

We could equally well have discussed the multiplication property

of the order relation "is greater than" instead of "is less than".

When *e are comparing numbers, the two statements "a < b"

and "b > a" say the same thing about a and b. Thus, when we

are concerned primarily with numbers rather than a particular order

relation, it may be convenient torgRift from one order relation to

another and write such sentences as:

Since 4 <.5, then 3(-2) > 5(-2).

Since -2 > -5, then (-2)(8) > (-5)(8).

Since 3 > 2; then (3)(,-7) < (2)(-7). )10

Verify that these sentences are true.

When'we are focusing on the,numbers involved instead of on an

order relation, we can say that

ac < bc if c is positive,
if a < b, then

ac > be' cif c is negative.

State these properties of orders in your own words.

In our study we shall also need sOme results.sudh)ras

Theorem. If x / theft x2 > 0. -I

Proof. If x L 0, then either x is negative or x is

positiVe, but not both. If ,x is positive, then

J x > 0,

(x) (x) >.(0)(x),

x
2

> O.

(why?)
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If x is negative, then

164
s.

o.

x < 0

(x)(x) > (0)(x),

x2 > O.

In either case, the result is the desired one.

(Why?)

The previous theorem states that the square of a non-zero

number is positive. What 'can be said about x
2

for any x?

The properties of order can be used to advantage in finding

truth sets of inequalities.' For example, let us find the truth

set of

(-3x) + 2 < 5x + (-6).

By the addition property of order we may add (-2) + (-5x) to

both' members of this inequality to obtain,,

((-3X) + 2) + ((-2) + (-5x)) < (5x +'N (-6)) '+ ((-2) + ( -5x)),

which when simplified is

-8x < -8.

Since ((-2) + (-5x)) 4.s a real number for every value of x, the

new sentence has the same truth set as the original. (What must we

add to the members of "-.8x < -8" to obtain the original sentence,

that' is, to reverse the 'step ?)

Then, by the multiplication property of order.

1

8
(-8)(- < (-8x)(-

1 < x 0
Here we multiplied by a non-zero real number. Thus, this sentence

is equivalent to the former sentence. (What must we multiply the

members of "1 < x" by to obtain the former sentence?) Obviously,
6

the truth set of "1 < x" is the set of all numbers greater than

'1, and this is the truth set of the original inequality.

.7
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Problems

/

1. Solve each of the folloWing inequalities, using the form of.

the followpg example. (Redb.11 that to "solve" a sentence is

to find its truth set.)

Example: -(-3x) + 4 < -5.

This sentence is equivalentt6

-3x < (-5) + (add to both memhers)

-3x < -9,

which is equivalent to
k

(- ..;)(-9) < (Multiply both members by (- 4))

3 < x.

Thus, the truth set consists of.all numbers greater than 3.

(a) (-2x) + 3 < -5

(b) -(-2) + (-4x) > -6

(c) (-k) + 7 < (-2x) -( (-5)

(d) 5 + (-2x) < 4x + (-3)

CO ;Pc + (-2)'< (-5) +

4
(0 '2X < + 1-211- 71

(g) -(2 + x) < 3 + (-7) .

2. Graph the truth. sets of.Parts (a) and (b) of ProVlem 1.

3. Translate the following into open sentenced and solve.

(a) Sue has 16 dore books thin-Sally. Together they have

more than 28 .books. .How many books does Sally have?

'(b) If a certaip variety of blabs are planted, les's than

of them willagrow into plants. If; however, the bulbs

$are givenproper care more than 7 of'them will. grow.

If a careful gardener has 15 plants, how many bulbs

did he plant?.,
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4. Prove that if a < b and c is a negative number, then

be <ac., Hint: There is a negative number e such that

a = b e. Therefore, 'ac = be ec. What kind of numbers

Is ec? Hence, what is the order of ac and bc?

5 If .a < b, and a and b are ?oth positive real numbers,

_prove that Hint: Multiply the inequality a <-b by
(a 4.). Demonstrate the theoremlon the number line.

6. Does the relation < 2a-- hold if a < b and both a and b

it.or,hispr$ve it.

7. Does the relation 1
< hold if 'a < b and a < 0 and

b > 0? Prove or disprove.

8. State the addition and' multiplication properties of the order
tuts

1;
9. Prove: If 0 < a < b, then a

2
< b2. Hin) Use properties

of order to obtain a2 < ab and ab < b2.

11$i aPundamental Properties of Real Numbers. We have been

' dealing with two main problems. The first problem waa to extend

the order relation and the operations of addition and multiplicatiqn

from the numbers of arithmetic to all real numbers., Until this was

done we really did not have the real number system to work. with.

The second problem was to discover and state carefully thefundamental

properties of the real number system. The two problems, as we,have

been forced to deal with them, are closely intertwined. In thiS

section we shall separateoutthe most important problem, the second

one, by summarizing'the fundamental properties which have been

obtained.

Before, continuing, we should admit that the decision as to

what is a fundamental property is not made because of strict mathe--

matical reasons but is to a large extent a matter of, convenience and

common agreement. We tend to think of the real number system and

1 171_
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its many properties as a "s.tructure" built upon a foundation lir
consisting of fundamental properties. This is the way yOu should

0 -

begin to think of the real number system. A good question, which
can pow be answered more precisely than before, is: What is --tKe

It,real number system?

The real number system is a set of elements for which binary
operations of addition, n+n, and multiplication, ".", along
with an order relation,- "<", are given with the following,
properties.

1. For any real numbers a and b,

a + b iS a real number. (Closure)

2. For any real numbers a and b,

a + b = b + a.

.3. For any real number a, b, and c,

I

.

(a + b) + c = a + (b-+-c-). (Associativity)_

(CommUtativity)

4. There is a special real number 0

such that, for any real number a,

- a + 0 = a. .

5, For every real number a there is

a' real number -d such that,

4
a + (-a) = 0.

6. For any real numbers a and b,

a b is a rea number. ,

(Identity element)

(Inverses)

(Closure)

7. For any ,real numbers a and b,

a b = b a: (Commutativity) lft
. _ .

8. For any %real numbers a, b, and c,

(a b) c = a, (b .'c). (Associativity)

9 There is a special real number 1
,I

such that, for any real number a,

- a f = a. ,. (Identity elementr

172
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10. For any real number a different

from. 0, there is a real number
1

such that,
a

a () = 1.
a

.

11. For-any real numbers a, ,b, and''" c,

a (b + c) = a b + a c.

12. For any real numbers a and b,

exactly one of the'following is

true: a < b, a .,b, b < a.

4 , ,

/ 13, For any real numbers a, b, and c,
A

I (Inverses)

(Distributivity),

(Comcarison)'

if a < b and b < c, 'then a < c. (Transitivity)

14. ,For any real numbers a, b, and c,

if a < b, then a + c < b + c.

15. For any real numbers a, b, and c

if a < b and 0 < c, then

a c < b c,

if a < b and c < 0, then

b c < a el.:\ (Multiplication
property)

You have p'obably noticed that there are several familiar and

useful properties which we have failed to mention. This is not an

oversight. The reasons for omitting them is that they pan be

proved from the properties listed herupp In fact, by adding just

one new property, we could obtain a 1 of properties from which

everythinE about the real numbers could be proved. We shall not

consider this additional poropezlt,y'since that would take us beyond,

the limits of this course.

Practically all of the algebra in this course can be based ope

the alove list of properties. It is'by means-of proofs that we

bridge the gap between these basic properties and ;Al Of the many
.

ideas and theorems which grow out of them. The Chains of reasoning

involved in proofs are what hold together the whole structure of

mathematics -- or of any logical system.

(Addition property)
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Thus, if"we are going to appreciate fully what mpthemo.tics is

like, we should begin to examinehow_ideas are linked in these

chains of reasoning -- we should do some proving and not always be
satisfieTwith a plausible explanation. It is true that some Of

the statements re have proved seem very obvious, and you might

wonder, quite justifiably, why we Should bother to prove them. As

we progress further in mathematics, there will be more ideas which

are not at all obvious and which are established only through

proofs: During,the more elementary tages'of our training we need

the experience of seeing some simple proofs and developing graduall
some feeling for the chain of reasoning On which the whole struc
of mathematics depends. This is our reason for looking.clos at

proofs ofOmerather obvious statements.

The ability to discover a method for proving a theorem is
something which does not develop overnight. It comes with seeing
'a variety of different proofs, by learning to look for connecting

links between something you know and *something you want to prove;
by thinking about the-suggestions whith are given to lead you into
a proof. On the other hand, the kind of thinking required is not ,

used only in mathematics but is involved in all logical reasoning.

Let us n614 return to the fundamental properties of real numbers
and summarize a few of the other properties which,can be proved from _

those given on the previous page. Some of these.were proved in the
text and some were included in exercises.

1

16. Ariy real numbe5 x has jiast one additive inverse,

namely, ..x. I

17. For any real ,numbers a and b,

-(a + b) = (-a) +,( -b).

18.' For real numbers a,.b11' and c, if a + c = b + c,

then a = b.

19. For any real number a, a 0 = O.

r

20. For any real number a, T-1 = -a.

17
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21. For any real numbers a and bs (-a)b = -(ab) and

(-a)(-b) = ab.

22. The opposite of the opposite of a real number a is a.

23. Any real number x different from 0 has just one

mul.t-Iplicative inverse, namely,
1

.

24. The number 0 has no reciprocal.

25. The reciprocal of a positive number is positive, and

the reciprocal of a negative nlimberis negative.

26/ The reciprocal of the reciprocal of a non-zero real

number a is a.

?"7
For any non-zero real numbers a and b,

1 1 1

-a-. b -8-5*

28. For real numbers a and b, ab = 0 if and only if

a = 0 or b = 0.

29. For real numbers a, b, and c with c / 0, if

ac = 'then a b. 40,'

30. For any real numbers a and b, if -J < b, then

-b < -a..

31. If a and 13 are real numbers such that a < b, then

there is a positive number c such that b = a + c.

32. If x 0, then- x2 > O.

1 1T33. If 0 < a <.b, then B. < . --

34. If 0 < a < b, then a
2
< b

2
.

You- may have noticed that we have given a proof of the

multiplication property of order in the,precedin s ction. In

fact, this property (No. 15 in the list) foI ows from the other

14 fundamental properties. Therefore, it could have been omitted.

from the list without limiting in any way its scope. However, we

have included the property in order to emphasize the parallel between

the properties'of addition and the propeities of multiplication.
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You may have noticed alsd that nowhere in he previous

discussion of fundamental properties is there any mention Of absolute

values. This important TIcept can be brought into the framework of

the basic properties by the definition:
45.

If 0 < a, then lal = a.

If a < 0, 'then lal = -a.

We close this summary''with a mention of some properties of a

rather different kind, namely,"the properties of equality: These

' are prApperties of the language of algebra rather than properties

of real numbers. Recall that the sentence "a = b", where "at'

and "b" are numerals, asserts that "a" and "be name the same

number., The first two properties of equality which we list have

not been stated before but have actually been used many times. "-N....

In the following, a, b, and c are any real numbers.

35. If a = b, then b = a. (Symmetry)

36. If- a = b and b = c, then a = c. (Transitivity)

37. If a = b,

= b,

then

then

a + c = b + c.

ac = bc.

(Addition property)

(Multiplication
property)

39. If a = b, theri = -b.
t

40. If- a = b, then lal = IbI.

9
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FIELDS AND MODULO SYSTEMS

_---//At this point, it might be worthwhile to "broaden our horizons
a bit". Let "consider some of the properties we have. Just
summarized, namely:

/ .

1: The real number system consists ofQa set of elements
and two binary operations, addition and multiplication,
such that:

2. This set of elements is closed under these operations.
(Numbers 1 and 6.)

3. The operations of addition and multiplication are
commutative: (NUmbers 2 and 7.)

4. The operations of addition and multiplication are
associative. (Numbers 3 and 8.)

5. Thy operations satisfy the distributive property which
states that a(b + c) =ab+a c. (Number 11.)

6. There are distinct identity elements fqr addition and
Multiplication, namely, 0 and 1, respectively, for
the real numbers. (Numbers 4 and 19.1

7. For each element there exists an additive inverse,
such that thesum.of any element and its additive inverse
equals the identity element for addition. (,Dumber

8. For each ele othe an there exists a
multiplic ive inverse, such that the pi,oduct of any
non- o element and its multiplicative inverse equals
t e identity element for multiplic4tion.

Mathematicians call such a system, which satisfies these
properties, a field. The real number system satisfies these
properties and is obviously a field. This #s-not the only system
Which is a field, however. The set of rational numbers with
addition and multiplication also is a field; as is the complex
number system, to name.a few.' It should be noted that the sets
in these systems are infinity; i.e., there is no limit to the

1 77
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be c

number of elements in set.

The question ar as to the possibility'of constructing a

field with a finit of elements,

Let us cons er the system consisting of the finite set of

integers. (1, 3, 4, 0) and the operations of "addition" and

"multiplicat defined as follows. Imagine a clock with these

numbers on its face as follows:

We ,see that' one unit more than (f is 3, or 2 + 1 = 3;

and that 1 + 3 = 4. HoWever, what is 3 + 4 in this system?

Clearly,'itis 4 'units More than 3, or 2; hence, 3 + 4 = 2 0

also, 1 3 = 3, 2 a etc. We call such a system,

"integers modulo 5", which means thatye can count to 4 and

must start all over again. Our usual system of telling time is a

modulo system:, How would you describe it?

Let us proceed to construct-addition and multiplication

,0* tables, remembering that we will be working in the modulo 5

system.

One table will look like this to start,

0 I 1 i 2 3 4

0 I

1 I -4
2 4- 31
3

7F

I

4
I I

and will read something like a mileage chart on a road map. To .

find 2 + 1 we would locate the row containing 2 and the column

containing 1 and notice where they cross. To complete the table

ge may have to refer back to our clock, but when' finished it

look like this:

1 7 8
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0 1 2 3 4

0 0 1 2 3 4
1 1 2 3' `)4 0

2 3 4 0 1
3 3 4 0 1 2

4 0 1 2 3

Now, does 4 + 2 = + P-? Is this "addition" commutative?
Is *there an identity element for addition? How many other field
properties of "addition" hold in this system? *,

The follows a partially constructed table for the operation
of multiplication

the -blanks.

() in this system.

0 1 2 3

The reader is to fill in

,p, 0 0 0
\1 0 1 2 3 4

2 p 2 4 ,1 3 .

.3 0 3 1 IMI
ee4 0 , 1

Before attempting to complet.ethe table the following disctission
might be helpful.

0 =
1 =

2 =

3=
4 .
5 =
6

,7 =,

.

Le_t us consider the following

0 5 + 0 - 9= 1
0 5 + 1 10 = 2
0 . 5 + 2 3.1 = 2

1

0 5 +-3 12 = 2

0, 5:.+ 4 : 13 = 2

1 5"+ 0_ .14 . 2

1 5 + 1 i 15 . 3
1 5 16 . 3
1 5 +

products:,

5 +.4
.5 + 0*
5 + 1
5+ 2

5 + 3

5+ 4
54. 0

.,

; 5 + 1

-..."

\
1 0.

_.-

\ ' \ 5_
\ 4

X
A \ e
.i
IA \

179
a

4
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By combing this information and the number s in the table, it

i/iaseen that the pro ducts modulo 5 are nothing more than the

remainders when division of the ordinary products has been performed

by 5 or a multiple of 5. For example, 2 4 5 8 but

8 = 1 5 + 3, hence, we see that 2 *4 = 3 (mod 5)1.

Although' we have used this idea for multiplication it may be

used just as easily to construct the addition table in fnodulo 5

arithmetic. All that must be done is to divide the ordinary sums

by 5 or a multiple o 5. The remainder is the corresponding

entry of the addition tale. The reader should verify this With

the addition table on pag 174.

Now to400swer our basic question, "Is the system of integers

modulo 5 a field?" To determine this, we must see that all of

the 8 properties of a field are satisfied.

From the tables it is fairly obvious that the closure,

.commutative, associative a144,distributive properties are satisf ed.

We also see that the identity elem.& ts 0 and 1 appear. Fiarth

examination is necesekry to verify i _there are such things as

additive inverses. We see tilk. 4 = 0, 2 + 3 = 0, 3 + 2 = 0

and 4 + = 0. Hence, the additive inverse of 1 must be 4,

of 2 must'be 3, and so on. In a like manner we can check and

see that every element (except 0) has one and only one multipli-

cative inverse, (2 .3 = 1, for .'example.)

Evidently the system of integers modulo 5 is a field: Notice,

however, that we must be very careful concerning the o

between

modulo sy

of order.

Is

is neither safe Apr wise to do so... for no
4

fields.

der relations

e elements of this set. In'fact, we shall f nd that

tems such as this,do not S*atis.fy all not the properties

(Numbers 12-15 on page 168.)

sate to assumestbat,all modulo jsystems sire fields? It

all such system's- are

1 8 0 0

0

o.
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, Some modulo systems will satisfy all of the field properties

except one, (the same one) and, hence, they, cannot qualify, for

membership the "fields" club.

Problems

1. As was done in the text, construct tables for addition and

/multiplication for the following systems of iptegeral

(a) modulo 2 (c) modulo .4

(b) modulo (d) modulo 6

2. Which of the systems in Problem 1 are fields?

3. What is the only field property that a modulo aysted does

not satisfy if it is nit a field?

14.

O

1 8 1
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Part 5

, ADDITIVE AND MULTIPLICATIVE INVERSES

Definition of Subtraction. Suppose you makea purchase

---"which amounts to 83 cents, andgive the cashier one dollar..

What does she do? She puts down two cents and says "84 one

nickel and says "90 ", and one dilate, and says "one dollar". What

has she-been doing? She has been subtracting 83 from 100.
How does she do it? - by- finding what she has to add to 83 to

obtain 100. The question "100 - 83 = what?" means the same as

"83 + what = 100?". And how have we solved the equation

83 + x = 100,

so fad in this course? We add the opposite of 83, and find

x = 100 + (-83).

Thus, "100 - 83" and "100 + (-83) ", are names for tile same number.

Try a few more examples:

- 20 - 9 = 11 20 + (-9) .,--, 11 .

8 - 6 = 2 . 8 + ( ) = 2

5,- 2 ,= ( ) 5 + ( ) = '3

8.5 -( ),,T, 5.3 8.5 + (-3.2) = (.).

real numbe ..' have now .desc4dbed s traction in the'lfamiliar

Our now is to how t define subtraction forall

From these examples you will airee4bhat. subtractingsa positive

number b from a larger positive number a, gives the same result

as adding the opposite of b po ,a.

deckde

case of the positive numbers in terms f opera ions we know, how to
.

.
do for all real numbers, namely, add and g opposites. And

so we'define subtraction for all real ers as adding the opposite.
,

In this way; we extend subtraction to al numbers so that it still

has the properties" we know from arithmetic; and ow definition has

'used only_ideas.witb which we'haveprgviously become familiar.

1 8 2
0
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To subtract the peal number b from the real number a, add

the opposite of b to a. Thus, for-real numbers a an4 b,'

a - b =ra, + (-b) .

ExaMPles:- 0 2 - 5 = 2 + (-5)

5 - 2 = 5 (-2) = 3

(-2) 5 = (-2) (-5) = -7

2- (-5) = + 5 = 7

(-5) - 2 ='?

5 - (-2) ?

(-2) (-5) = ?

(-5) (-2) = ?

Read thg expression "5 - (-2)". Is the symbol "-" used in

two different ways? Whatl.is the meaning of the first n-n? What

is the meaning of the 'second "-"?

To help.keep these uses ofcthe symbol clear, we make the

following.parallel statements a out-them.

In "a - b",

"-" stands between two num_-_,___
and indicates the operation

subtractpn. We read the above'

In "a +

"-n is part of one ral

and indicates the o osite

of. We read the above as

as 'fla. ?inus "a plus the opposile'of b".

We see that the operation of Subtraction is closely related to

that of additioh.; We may state this at

Theorem. For any real numbers a, b, c,

. ,

a = b + c if and only if a - p = o.

Proof.* Remember thatin order to prove a theorem involving

"if and ()ply if," we realay must prove two theorems

Let us first prove: if a = b c, - b c.

a = b -4-*c

a 4, (-b) = (b + c) + (-b)

a - b = *(11. + (-b)) +e
a - b = c.

4r

1 8 :3

(Why ?)

(1411:7?)

1whyl)
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Next we prove: If a Nir b = 0,- then a =,b + c. To do this,

note that "a - b = c" means "a +-(-b) = c". The reader may now

complete the proof.

Problems

1. - (_1.79) - 1.22

2. (-0.631) - (0.631)

5. Subtract -8 from 15.

6. From -25, subtract, -4.

7.ow much greater is 8 than -5?

4.° 75 - (-85)

ci

8. Let -R be the set of all real numbers, and S the set of all

numbers obtained by performing the Operation of subtraction on

pairs of numbers of R. Is S a subset of R? Are the real

numbers closed ufider subtraction? Are the-;umbers of arithmetic
0

closed under subtraction?

9. Find the truth set of each of the following equations:

(a) g - 34 = 76

(b4 '2x + 8 = -16

From a termperature

dropped '10°,.. What

question is related

The bottom of Death

topoft4t. Whiti;ey,

altitud$ Of' 14,495

Death Valle

-

(c) z + (- i) =

of 3°' below zero, the temperature

was the new termperature? Show Plow this

to.subtracion of real numbers.

Valley is 282' feet below sea level. The

which is visible from Death Valle4, llas an

ieet Cve sea 1 vel. How high abe4
NJ

Wiiitney P

A

t.." . 0,

4

r

115 Sr.,
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Properties of Sbutraction. What are some of the

properties of subtraction? Isr-

5 - 2 = 2 - 5?

1(ihat dg you conclude about the comMutatiNhty of subtraction?
.

N4xt, is

8 : (7 - 2) =,(8 - 7) - 2?

Do you think subtraction is associative?

If subtraction does not haye some of the properties to which.

we have become accustomed, we shall have to learn to subtract by

going back to the definition in terms of adding the opposite.

Addition,.after all, does have the familiar properties.

For example, since subtraction is not associative, the ex-

rssion t.

3 - 2 - 4

really-its not a numeral because it does not.name a specific number.

Recall that subtraction is a binary Operation, 4ilat Is, involves

two numbers. Then does "3 - 2 - 4" mean "3 -,(2 - 4)" or does

a decision, we convert subtractionit rtteini..."(3. - 2).- 4"? To make

to.addition of opposite. Then

3 - (2 - 4) = 3 + (1(2 + (-40
= 3 + ((-2) )))

-
4 = 3 + (-2) + 4

On the other hand, -

(3 2) - 4 = (3 + (-2)) + (.702.0

= 3 +,(-e) + (-4).

The second of these is ;11e meaning we decide upon. We shall
.

agree that

, that iS,

f

a - b - c means (a - b))/- c,

a '- b - c = a + (-b) + (-c).

18
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Example 1. Find a common name for

V/
6

CnA
15 )

We can think of this as +, 2) + and then we know that we

can write

a

+ 2) - . + 2) + (- -2')

- + (- )+ 2

1 + 2

= 3.

Example 2. Use the properties of'addition to write

-3x + 5x - 8x in simpler form. L

-3x + 5x - 8x = (-3)x +5x + (-8)x,

where we have used the theorem, -ab..F (-a)b, for the first term,

and the definition of subtraction and the same theorem for the last

term. That is, we think of -3x + 5x = 8x as the sum of

( -3)x, '5x, and (-8)x. Then

-3x + 5x - 8x = ((-3) + 5 + (-8))x by the distributiv
property

-6x.
t,

..,

While it is not as precise, we use the commonly accepted word

"simplify" for directions such as "find a common name.for" and

"usOhe properties of addition to ite th following 10.1 simpl r

I
form". When\here is no ossibilit ofcontusion, this term wi 1

appear henc rth.

li,4%,.ExamPle . Simplt (5y - 3) .- (6y - 8).
1 .

(5y 1 3) - (6Y8)'= 5y + (-3)\__,. + ;.<6y;.<6ye + ( 0 , )M4
,

, !

.

..

. 5y + (-3), -F: ((6y)) + -(-8):), since the 1

opposite of the sum is the

(;, :)1-

sum of the oppositesc

+ -(76)y +.8 (Why2)J+

= (71)y + 5

/.

l86

tcts
4

_4A

,

1
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Instead the fact that the opposite of a sum is the_sum of
the opposites, we could also kit.lie used the theorem which states
that -a = (-1)a, and then'the distributive,gr.Q erty. Then our

'example would have pro6eeded as follows:

0
(5y - S),- (6y-- 8) = 5y - 3

= 5 y - 3

o
= 5y - 3

= 5Y - 3

= -y + 5

+ -(6y - 8)

+ (= 1 ) ( 7 + (- 8 ) )

+ (-1)(6y) + (-1) (-8)

- 6y + 8

When you understand the steps involved., you can abbreviate the
steps to:

(55, - 3) - (6y - g) = 5y - 3 - 6y + 8

= + 5

You may be impressed,by the way we_are now doing a number of
steps mentally. This ability to comprehend several steps without
'writing them, all down is a sign Ol%our mathematical growth. We
must be caref4, however, to be able at any time to pick out all
the detailed steeps arid explain each one.

1.

------ Problems

Simplify:

(a) -3Y - 5Y +

0) -3c + 5c -

-(ax - 4;)

1

/3
1.61\

/1 1N

( c ) 3a2 -

O

. (3x - 6), + (7 ekx)

5... (5a - 17b) (ka -.6b)

"(2;+ 7) + (4x24-8 - x)
7 . (3a + 21; - 4) - -.3b + c)

1'8 7

+ 6a

e
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(5x - 3y) - (2 + 5x)+ (3y -.2).

What must 1* added to 3s - + 7u tar obtain -9s - 3u?

Prove( If a > b, then d-- b is positive.

If (a , lk-isa positive number, whidh of the statements,

a < b, a = b, a > b, is true? What if (a - b) is a

negative number? What if (a -14b) is zero?

12. If a, b, Sand c are real numbers and a > b, what can we

say about the order of a -c and b - c? Prove your

statement.

The- definition of subtraction in

to,extend further our applications of
,

and to describe in different language

truthiets.'

Example. Simpl

terms of addition permits us

the distributive property,

some of our steps in finding

(-3)(2?c -.5).

By applying the definition of subtraction, we have

(3)(2x - 5), = (-3)(2x + (-5))

= (-3)(2x) + (4I)(-5) (Why?)

= ((-3)(2)) x +'15 What properties
multiplication.

I

1,
nave we used her.

(-6)x + 15

= -6x + 15.

You would perhaps have done some of these steps'mentally, and

would nave. wri ten directly:

(-3)(2x - 5) -6x +'15,,

thinking "( -3) times (2x) is *.:.6x11';

"( -3) times (-5) is 15."

4
4'.
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Problems

4.

1. .Perform indicated operations and simplify where

.(a.) (-3) (-a + 2b - c)

(b) (-3x + '2y) + 2(-2x -, y)

(c) (-2)(a '- 2b) 4 3(a - 2b)

(d)' 3(a - 13,+ c) .. (2a - b - c)

(e) a(b + c + 1) - 2;(2b + c

2. 44olVet

(a) a - 1 = 4a - 3 (d)

(b) -3y = 2 - y - 6 (e)

(O.: -.2 - 2y < -1,

4u:-+ 3> -5u -.3

3a+-3 = 7a - ka - 1

3. (a) The width of a rectangle is : 5 inc 19 than its

length. What is its length if per eter is 38

e inches?

(b) If 17 is subtracted from a.number, and. the result is

multiplied by 3, the product is.., 102.. What is the

(c)

number?

A teache 4says, "If I had 3 times as many students in

my class as o have, I would hay': less than 46. more
I,

than I now ha e. it How many stUden s does. he have in

his class?

k 189

7 4
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Subtraction in Terms of Distance. Suppose we ask: On

the number line; how far is it from 5 to 8?' If x

the number of units.in this distance, then

5 + x = 8.

ThAsolution this equation, as we have seen, can be written as

x = 8 - 5. III, 8 - 5 can be in erpreted as the distance from

to 8 on the number line.

11111 I t, 1111
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7. 8 9 10 II 12

Let usnow ask hor'far it is from 3 to (-2). If y repre-

sents the number of units in this distance, then

3 + y = (-2)

y = (-2) - 3.

,Thus, (-2) can be interpreted as the distance from 3 to

(-2).

`( 2 ), 3

1 6

-2 0 .1 2 '3

The quantity 8 - 5 = 3 is positive, while

negative. What does this distinction tell us?, I

the distance from 5 to 8 is to the right, whi

(-2) 3 is

tells us th

e from 3 it

(-2) is to the left. Therefore, a - b really gives, us the

distance from b to a, that.is, both, -the length and its directiOn.

Suppose we are not interested in the direction, billonly in the

distance between a and b. Then a - b is the distance from b

to a, and b is the distance from a to b, ana'the d'istan&e--/

between a and b is the positive of these two. From our earlier'.

Work, we know that this is la - bi.

4

190
L
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For example, the, distance from 3 to (-2) is (-2) - 3,

that is, -5; the distance between .3 and (-2) is I( -2) - 31,

that is, 5. Inethe same Way, the distance from -'2 to x is
N

X - 2; the distance between 2 and x is Ix - -21.

Problems
4

1. What is the distance

tip

la) from ".#to (f) between 5 and 1?

(b) between -3 and ,5? (g) from -8
)

to -2?

(c) from 6 to -2? . (h) between =8. d =2?

(d) between 6, ai -2? (i) from 7 to

A' .'
(e) fro'xii 5 to 1? (j) between 7 and 0?

2. What,is the distance
.

(a) "'from x 4to 5? CO from -1 to -x?

(b) between x and 5? (f) between -x and -1?

(c) from -2 to x? (g) from 0 to .x?

(d) between -2 and x? (h) between 0 and x?

3. For each of the following pairs of expressiOns, fill in the

or or 5", which will make a true sentence.sym'ols "<"1,

I

(a) 9 4 21 ?

(b) 12 91. ?

(c) 19 (-2)1 ?

(d) I( -2) 91

(e) I( -9) 21 ?

. 191.
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14. Write a s5hilippl between e)
jp. - bj and lal - 14 which. willL,

`c, ..

make a true sentence for sill real numbers a and b, Do the

. same for la-- bl an&lbj.- Lai. For la - bl and

5. What, are thf two numbers x on the number line such thatf
g ,

.

ix - 41 .=.: 11

6. What is the truth set of the sentence

lx - .141 ,1?

Draw the graph of thiS set on the number line.

7. What is the truth set of the sentence_

,Ix - 41 > 1?
1 '

8. Graph the truth set of

'x >-3.,and x

owthe number line. Is this set the said as the truth set of

Ix - 41<,1? '(We usually write "3< x < 5" for the sentence .?

"x>'3 'dhd x < 5".)

9, Find the truth set ofoo'pach of tte following equations; graph
.

each of these sets:
,- 1

(a) lx - 61 = 8

y 0- 1-61 = 10

(c) 110 - al = 2

(a) lx) <

(e) -3

(f) Iyi +, 12'= 13

(g)' ly 81 < 4 (Read this: The di t .between ..y and 8 -:

is less than 4.) .1

,

(4) W + 12 = 6 --

(i) ix (-19)1 = 3;

1Y +,51'= 9 ,. ..

1 92

-

lk a
o
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10. For each sentence in the left column pick the sentence in the
I

right column which has the same truth sets:

l x 1 = 3 x = -3 'and

lx, < 3 x = -3 or

Ix' < 3 x > -3 and

lx, > 3 x > -3 or

lx1 $'3 x < -3 and

x < -3 or

x >-3 and

x = 3'

x-= 3.

x,< 3

x .< 3

x > 3

x > 3

x < 3

11. From a point marked Q on a straight road,' John and Rudy ride

bicycles. John rides 10 miles per hour and Rudy rides ,13

miles per hour. Find the distance between them after

(]..)' 3 hours, (2) 1 hours, (3) 20 minutes, if

They start 'from the 0 mark at the same time and John

'goes east and Rudy goes west.

John,is 5 miles east and Rudy is 6 miles west of the

0 mark when they start and they both go east.

John Starts from the 0 mark and goes east: Rudy starts

from the 0 mark 15 minutes later and goes west.

/(d) Both'stert at the same time. John starts frOm the 0

mark' and goes west and Rudy starts 6 miles west of the

0 mark .1-1d also goes west.

Division. You will recall that we'defined subtraction of

a number as addition of the opposite of the number:-

a ='b = a + (7b). 7,
In other words,'-'we defined subtractibn in terms of f-AdditiOn and

the additive 4nverse.

9 3
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Since division is related to multiplication in much the same
waitas subtOction is related to addition; we might expect to define.

division in'terms of multiplication and the multiplicative inverse,

4exactly what we do.

For any real numbers a and' b (b 0),

"a divided by b" means "a multiplied by

the reciprocal of b".

un n
We stiall,indicate "a divided by''b" by the symbol. . This

.symbol'is not new. You have used it as a fraction indicating

division. Then the definition of division is:

a 1
= (p / o)

As in arithmetic, we shall call "a" the numerator and "b"
1111

the denominator of the fraction b. - When there is no possibility

of confusion, we shall also call the number named by "a" the '

numerator, and the number. named by "b" the denominator.

Here are some examples of our definition. By -71-10, we mean

1 310.p or by r we mean 3(7) = 3(5) = 15.

7
Toes this definifionof division agree with the ideas about

dgiision which we already have In arithmetic? An elementary way
10'to talk about is to ask "what'times '2 gives 10"? Since

10, then = 5.,

' Why in the definition of division-did we make the restriction
"1:; ,60"I Be on your guard againSt being forced into an impossible

situation by inadvertently trying to divide by zerp.

<4.
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Problems

,W4te copon names for the following:
( _../

'

f

1.

2.

3.'

4

-30
-3

,

30
7,-

-30
--5-,

4Tr
7

5.

6.

7.

.

2

-T-
6
1.
8-7

2b
"F

Is /the following theorem consistent with your experience. inarithinetic?

Theorem.. For b / 0, a = cb
if and only ,if = .. .

This amounts to saying that .a divided by b ,is the number .which-multiplied by b giyes Cbmpare this with". the theorem whichsays that b subtracted from a rs the number which added to
°

bgives a.
Again, in order to prove a theorem involving "if and only if"we must prove t...tto things. First, we must shoy that if = c(b 0).,., 'then a = cb. Thaqa.ct that we want to obtain cb onthe right

n
suggests startinae6-proof by multiplying both membersaQf E = c n by b.

Proof. "If b = c (b,/ 0), theai,-a r-,= c,1

'1,)b = cb,a

= cb,;

0

cb,.,

a = cb.
4

1
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Second, we must show that if a = cb / 0)., then =-c,--This

time, the fact that we do not want b on th right suggests start-

ing the prooY4by multiplying both members of "a =cb by F
This is possible, since b, / 0.

Proof. If a = cb(b / 0), then a.... = (cb).%1 ,
u , u

= c(b),

a.b = J.1,

1
= c,

a
= c .

Supply the reason fOr each step'of the above proofs.

Theusec.ond part of this theorem agrees with our customary

method of checking division by multiplying the quotient by the

divisor. p

The multiplication property of ,1 states that a = a(1), for

any real number a. If we apply this theorem here, we obtain two

familiar special cases of division. For any real number a,

.1

.T

and for any non-zero real number ,a,,

Problems

A
1. Prove that for any real number a,

,a
.7-- a..4-

2. Prove that for any non-zero real number a,

a
= 1.

.01

41,
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3. In the folrbwing problems perform the indicated divisions and

check by multiplying the quotient by tOe divisor.

(e)
12

(f) 4)13,

4. When dividing a positive number by a negative number, is the

quotient positive or is it negative? What i we divide a

negative number by a positive number? What.if we divide a

negative number by a negative number?
.

I

5. Find the truth set of each of the following equations:

(a) 6y = 42 (f) -= 15 .

(b) -6y = 42
(g) 9 .

4
(c) 6y = -42: (h) b = 0

(d) ,-6y = -42

(e) 5x =°20
a

6. Find the truth set of each of the following equaAbns.

(a) ,5a - 8 = -53 (c) -x + ,30x = 6.50

. (b) 4y + = 25

T. If six timeia-number is decreased by 5, the result is -37.

Find the number.

0.

0

o

4

8". '-If two - thirds of a number is added to 32, the result is 38.
%J What is the number?

197
..e

- / 0
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9. John is, three times as old as Dick Three year ago the, sum 4)

. of their ages Was 22 years. How old is each now?

ld, Find two consecutive even'integers whose sum is' 46.

11. Find two consecutive odd positive integers whose sum is less'

than 'or equal to tai.

12. Two trains leave Chicago at theisame time; one travels no th
at 60 m.p.h. and the other south at 40 m.p.h, After' ow

many hours will they be* 125 miles apart? `

13. One-half of a number is 3 more than one-sixth of the same

number. What, is the number

14. John has- 50 coins whIch arenickels, pennies,:and dimes. ',He
A

has four more dimes than pennies, and six more nickels than

- comes. HQW many of each kind of'coin has he? How much money

does he have? t
15. ,John, who is saving his money fora bicycle, .§did-i In five

.1 weeks I shall have one dollar", more than three times the aM6Unt

I now'have. I shall then have enough, money for my bicycle.".

' If the bicycle costs. $76, how much money does John have now?

16: ,The sum of two s4 uccessive positive integers is less than 25.

Find the integers. :
.

7

17. A yrup.manufacturermade 160 gallons of'syrup worth $608.

,,

Faxing maple syrup worth $2 per quart with corn. syrup

worth 0 cents per quart. How many gallons of each Wiild

did he use? .-- , .
,.)

.' 1 . Show that if the quotient_of two real numbers.ia,poditive, the

product of the numbers also is positive; and if the quotient
. r

,

is.n. egAtive, the product is negative:

)

MI*



Common Nameb. In Part 1 we noted some special names for

,rational numbers which are in some sense the simpleatmnames for

these numbers, and whio4i we called "common names". WO particular

items of interest about indicated quotients were the following:

We db of call' -
"

, D
a.common,name for "Tbur",

..
ecause "4"* is"t

P
F--'

simpler; siTilarly, j2r is not a commonnamefor "two, thirds ";
non

)yecause I 1,, is simpler. Weobtain these common names by using
, ,

,.

the property bl! g. and the theorem a = 1.
c., .

.

.../ 5
3., 7 - -5- - LIA-5)

t
9

and' 1.. \
,

1 1'4' 2.T 217 N 2' ,N 2 ) '-

i -I 7 . ,, .

t i

On the Other hand, we cannot simplify '4' and 47. any further)
tIbli

r qv

., ) In the above example, what permitted
. // .7
us to write as 7

2(7)9 This familiar practice from arithmetic it one whidh can be
7 7 9.,.

.

proved for all real numbers. ,.

.

. Theorem. , Ai' any real numbers a-,.br.,

c, d, if b / 0 and d / Oar, then

a: c ac .9 ,>

. VU = ET. :

-..-

(Why?)

. = ( )(;120
. 1

(Why?).

-(Why?).

k

z
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3a
2
b

Exatouple. 1. .Si4litY. 5aby

C

3a
2
b._ 3a(!ab)

4

5,377 37( UP.
by associative and
commutative properties,

3aab..
=
t,

(Why ?)
,e

.3a" by the property-of 1.

3
.Example 2. Simplify (Note: When ,we write this'

,

.3y -

phrase, we assume automatical-
ly that the domain of y
excludes 1. Why?)

by the distributive
e4 2ly-1) Y property,

.= 4(3.-7:4), (Wh5q)-

= (1) , since 2.,:a =

a = y

1, (here

by the multiplicA:tion
property of 1.

After further experience,. your mental agility will undoubtedly

permItou to skip some of these steps.

Example 3; Simplify
(2x + 5) - (5 - 2x)

By the definition of subtraction,

(2x 5) - 2x + 5 - 5 + 2x

-8 -8
kx

by the multiplicatiOn
property of 1..

The numerals and- - and - all 4-lame the same number,

and alr look equally simple; the'accepted common name is the last

of these. Therefore,

//
2x + 5 - (5 - 2x) -x

-13

200
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Problems

1. We have used the Property of real n11.Mberq a and b that if
b/ 0, then

-a
=

Prove this theordm.

In each of the Following problems, simplify:

7 1012 1

-S. (a)
12".

(b)

2

ii.
(b)3. (a)

-n

-n

2Cx - 2)
a(2 - x)

4. (a)
2(x = 2)
3(x - 2)

(b). 3); :

5.. (0 7i-.Ff.

(b) .x.;Jr c' : I

lo
6. (a)

"iJ.. v

(b)
8b - 10'

7. (a)

(b)

x + 2

-2x - 3

2Y - 3

(c)

(c) xy + y

0)

(,c) 8(14; b) ,2

A (c) 1

te 2124..§:\/

a - a8. (a)
2a = a2

(e)
2

2

a
. a - 2a ti,

(p)
2a - a2

a - 2 ..



(x + 1) (x - 1)

e4
197

(d)

(x - 1) (2x - 3 + x)1:(a).'

x + 1
.

(b) (x-+ 11(x - 1)

4x - 4

(-5x 5)(2 -.2x)
4x -.4 10x + 10

Fractions. Let us'recall two conventions on common names

which we have been using ever since Part 1: A common name contains

no indicated div.ision which can be performed, and if it contains an

indicated division, the resulting fraction should be "in lowest .

terms". Then in this part,' we stated another convention, this one

about opposites: We prefer writing T § to any of the other

simple names for the same number, 1, .4.

Let us return to the conventions about fractions. In thiS

course a "fraction" is asymbol which indicates the quotient of

two numbers. Thus, a fraction involves two numerals, a numerator

and denominator. When there, is no possibilityiof confusion, we

shall use the word "fraction" to refer also to the number itself

whioh is represented by the fraction. When there isa possibility .

of confusion we must go back to ouP strict meaning of fillb.Ction as,

a numeral.

In some applibations of mathematics the number giyen by

is called the ratio of to b. Again we shall sometimes speak

of,the: ratio when we meanthe symbol indicating the quotient.

\\ Example 1. Simplify 3i.
---,

,

\ I i,, x x5 )

--
1

7 , (What theorem is used here?)

,

4

9 0 "



3 /14,Example 2. Simplify (7) k-g.) .

\ 314 3.14
k-27-9.-/ 2.9

c.

312.1'
2* 3'.3

7122.317.
(72.3)

7 7`1
3

Problems-

1 In Problems 1-8 simplify:-
. 37\ 70

(a)2.

(a) (-2)

9

4. (a)
,

105 (a)
3

(why?)

14 =,.2.7 andbecause

(Why?)

(Why?)

by the property of 1

4 7 + 14(b)

(b )ti **(( -5) ( -2))

3
(b)

,x
73c

10
(b) +

f3
(d)

6.
4,,x42c

(b)

7. (.a.)
2 - 3

n + 3,n + 2

n '+ 3 .2 n

ti

4(2) (_ 4)

3,(x 2)

-n + 3 2
n 2 7 ,

901.3

L\
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9. Can every r4opal number be represented. by a fraction? Does

every fraction represent a rational number?

2
10. The ratio of faculty to students in a college is 17. If

there are 1197 students:how many faculty members are there?

11% The' profits from a student show areto be given to two
2

scholarship funds in the ratio 7., If the fund receiving the
r

larger amount was.given 4387, how Much was given to the

other fund?

, -
We can state what we have, done so far in another way. A

product of'.two indicated quotients can always be'writtetl as. one

indicated quotient..* ,Thus, in certain kinds of phrases, which

involve the product of several-Tractions, we can always simplify

'the phrase to just one fraction. If a phrase contains several

fractions, however, 'these fractions might be added or subtracted,

or dividei: We shall see in this section that in all these case ;,

viemay alwaiys.hrid another phrase for the same number which in-

volves only one indicated division. We are, thus, able to state

one more convention about indicated quotients:- No common name.for

a number shall'contain more than one indicated division. Thus, the

instruction "simplify" will always include'the idea "use the proper-
,

ties of the real, numbers to find another name which contains at
, .

most one indicated divIsion."

The key to ,simplifying the sum of two fractions is using the'

property,sof one to make the denominators alike.

a.

I

,.e

w e'
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Example 3. Simplify +

200

= 34(i) i( 2.) by the property
of 1,

= )4(;) + i(4), since a = 1,

Or

, What Theorem?

,i, ,
= 5X k 13 ) ÷ 337A-9-), by the definition

D of division,

= (5x + 3y)-1.2k, by the distributive
-I property,' / te

5x.j _y-3
15 ' ,

by the ,definition
of division.

Once again., you will soon 1barn to telescope these` steps.

Problems

P----.----,' '

In Problems 174 simplify:

1. (a) -.p+ .3. (c) -3- ..4

2:
(a)

4' 5
k d-i0 g. + 5.*

., (c) -g + --2. J4 5 ,

a

(b) 1+ --

.': (a) + (c) i Sx x
i

O- : , r

(b)
V 7 i--, (d) S 7 )4
x x

'
, ,

4.

'5.

4a a ,
(a)

7-_ .55
4 a

(b) 7." 7
x +.8, x - 4+
10 2

(c) -.',-. 4

FGA

A

.01

..r

'I
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, .

6. Find the truth set.of each of the following open sentences:'

Example -
2

2
.9x

Two different pro dures are possible.

3x

3x - 2x = 2
9

= 2

x = 18

: 3x -1,8 =

x= 3.8

*ie AltTplied by 9 ,because
we could see that the result-
ing equation would contain no
fractions..

(a). + 3 = y (e) 4. . 35 - x

(b) ag = 1 (f) 31WI '8 =

(cr) 242!
lx 7 31 <

f

(d) iC = 4. 4- 8
.

.

7. The sum of'two numbers is 240, and one number is 4 time%

th other.fnndthe two numbers.
,/

8. The nugiecator of (the fraction is increased by an amount

x. The value of the resulting fracpiOn 4. By what

amount 'was the numerator increased?

9. The sum of two positive integer's is 7 and their difference

is 3. What are the numbers? What lb the sum of the'recip-

rocals of these number lipat is the difference o the

reciprocals?

10. . (a) If it takes' Joe ,7 daiato paint his hOuse, what part

of-the job Jie do in one day? How much-in d days -?

(b) If takes Bob .8 ''olays.to paint Joe's house, what part

oil the job would he dO in ohe day? In d days?

\..(c) If Bob and Joe work together what portion of the job

would they do in one day? What portion in d days ??

206
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.(4) Referring to Part a),,1 (b), (c), translate the following
into an English sentence:

d7 = 1. 4

Solve this open sentence for d. What does d 'represent?
(e) What portion'of the painting will Joe and Bob, worklng'

together, de- in one day? / 4

11. A ball team on Amust 1 had won 48 games and lost 52.' Theyhad 51 games left on their schedule. Let us suppose that towin the p'nnant they must finish with a standing of at least
.600. How many.of their remaining'games must they win? Whb,tis the'highest standing they can get*? The lowest?

, Far simplifying the indicated, product of twfractions, a,key
abproperty was the theorem4hich stated f" ..; for simplifying

the indicated sum of two fractions, a key property, was the property6

0
of 1. When handling the indicated quotient of two fractions, wehave several alternative proCedures involving these properties.Let us consider an example.

Example 4'. Simplify

Method 1. Le6

6

t us apply the'property of 1, where we shall
think of '1 as. r. (you will see why we chose as_ the work
proceeds.)

.4 6
-r -1-(e
7 7

-5 6X
=

r
).< 6

= by our previous
work,on multiplication.

9 0 7 -'4%/
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1.

Method 2. Let us use the property of 1, where we shall think

of 1 as
;.. We choose 2 because it is the reciprocal-of

5 5
7 7 2 v

-r- -1-(7)then

x 2

10 )

-r- numerator by previous work 1
denominator by choice of reciprocal of 7

lo
= because i = a for any a.

'Method 3. Let us apply the definition of division

-r- 4(717)
as."./

= 5(2) Since
1I a

10= by previous work on multiplication.

You may apply any one of these.methods which appeals to you,

provided that (1) you always,underseand what you ape doing, and

(2) you receive no instructions to the contrary.

c

I

208
4
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Problems

In each of the,fllowing, simplify, using the most appropriate
-11,,

method: 1

? 1-- ',..,,, .

2
.4

a
2

1 1 1,
r- 7 +2.
a . -1
lr 7/

, ax , ,

8
3.

ad

_AZ
.

8.

;

------7

-27T
,

..-
s ,7"

, .

2 1
, xy

,_
y

.

---5--
. 4

9.4

..6

. 3E

5,
12

3 .1

- Summary.

Definition of subtraction: To subtract the real number b
from: the real number a, idd the opposite of, b to a"

Theorem. For any real numbers a, b, c, a = b + c if and
only if a - b =c.

'A&eemerit: a --b c = a + ,(-b) + ( -c)

On the number line.

a b is the distance frpm b to a

b "- a is the distance from a to b

la -bL ° ip the distance between a and b.
4

2 0 9
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t
Definition of division: To divide the real number a by the

non-zero real number b, multiply a by the recipropal of b.

Theorem. For any real nUmbers a4, b, c, where b 0,

a = cb if and only if = c.

Theorem. .For any real numberd- a, d, if b / 0

and d 0, then

a c ac

The simplest name for a number:

(1) ShOuld have no indicated operations which can be performed

(2) Snould intany indicated division have no common factors in

'Ole numerator and denominator.

(3) Should Kaye 'the. form - in preference to or-a

(4) Shoild have at most one indicated division.
,,

ti

r , .

2

Ift

=s

R.
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FACTORS AND_EXPONENTS

Factors and Divisibility. Consider the following
4ilotients: 6 3; 84 4- 28; 27 4- 9; 12 4. 3; 17 4 5.We see
that in all but the last of these the division is exact; i.e.,
there is no remainder. In other words, "3 divides into 6 exactly
2 times", "23 divides...into 84 exact14, 3 times", and so on.
It is'a bit clumsy to write "divides into exactly" all the time,
so let.uk use a more compact mathematical term for this. We could
say, for instance, that 3 is a "factor" of 12 because
3 x 4 = 12; we could also say that 6 is a "factor" of 12
(because 6 x 2 = 12). Is 4 also a factor of 12? -Is

The number 5, however; is not a factor of ,12, because we
cannot find another integer such that 5 times that integer equals
12; Of cou'se, 1 and 12 are also "Factors of 12. %Given any
positive integer, 1 and the integer itself are factors of that
integer; because such,factors are always present, they are not very
interesting,. So w6 4411 call 2 and 3 and 4 and 6 proper
factors of 12; these :and el and 12, are all factors. The
number 11, however, does not have any ?roper factors, beciase no
positiwe integer other than 1 and 11 is a factor of 11. Now
we are ready for a more precise definition of a factor, remembering
that a factor of n .is one of two integers whose product, is n.

The integer 'm is a factor of the integer n if mq = n,
where q is an integer. If the integer q does not equal
1 or n, we say that m is a proper factor of n.

Is ,5 a factor of 17?

Does it follow from this definition that if m is a proper
factor of n, then m als0 cannot equal 1 or n?

.

Since 3 s a factor of 18, :then,is 18
a factor of 18?

Is it true th t if m is a factor of n, .then nhen is a factor of
n? Is the same tree for proper factors? How can you tell?

9
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Since 5 is,a factor of 15, we say that 5. divides 15.

In general, .if m and n are' ositive integers and if m is a

tacitor of n, we say that M divides ft, or n, is divisible by

m. We shall'say-that. 0 is divisible by every integer, but 0

--does not divide any number..

For each

the numbs

--answer is

Example.

Problems

0

of the questions, below, if the answer is "Yee, write'

iii. factored forth as in the definition. If the
. .

Non, justify in a similar way.

s 5 a factor of 45? Yes, since 5 x 9= 45

Is 5 a factor of 46? No, s nce there is rho

1. Is 30

2. Is 12

3. Is 10

4. Is 3

5. Is 12

integ q such that

a factor 510?

a facto

a facto

a fact

a factor

of 100,000?

f 10,101?

of 4o,4o4z

If any of the follow numbers are

proper fadOrs), find such a factor,

which equals the give
tri

number and us

Example. 69 = 3 x 23

67 is not factorable.

factorable (d..e. have

and find the prpduct

es this factor.

,. 6. 85

7 51

8. 61

9.

10.

122

141

712
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Ia there an easy way to tell whether or not 2 is a factor
of a number?

Let us now look at th:e_numbers 5 and 10. A npnber has la
as a factor, if and only if it has both' 2 and 5 as factors.
Numbers which have 5 as a factor must have decimals which end
in 5 on 0, and` numbers which have 2 as a factor must be even;'
hence, if a number is to have both 2 and 5 as a factor its
jtecimal farm must end in 0. Can you formulate what we have just
said in terms of two sets and members common t% both?

Problems

Think about a test to check whether a number is divisible by
4, and also 'a teat for divisibility by 3. The following

eamples'should give you some real hints on the solutions - ,

but dontt be disappointed if albimple rule for 3 to be a
factor of a number escapes you for a moment,Tor it is rather .

tricky..

1. Divisibility by 4: Which of the following numbers lave It

as a factor?, 28, 128, : 228', 528, 3028; 106, 306, ,806,
118,-":5618; 72, 572? -Do you see the test? How manydigits

eePk.

of the number,, do you have to consider?

2. .Divisibily by, 3: Which ,of fallowing numbers have 3

as a factor? *27, 207, 2007, t02,.y'270; 16, 106, 601,
61? Hof about'~ 36,. (observe that + 6, = 9), 306,, 351, =

315, 513, 5129, (observe that 5 + 1,+ 2 + 9 = 17), 32122?
We write'

,2358 = 2(1000) + 3(100) + 5(10) + 8(1)

= 2(999 + 1) + 3(99 +a) + 5(9 + 1) + 8(1)

= 2(999) + 3(99) + 5(9) +'2(1)1- 3(1) + 5(1) + 8(1)

= (2(111) + 3(11) + 5(1)) 9 + + 3 + 5 + 8)

= (222 + 33 + 5)9 +.(2 + 3 +,5 + 8).

The expression (222 + 33 + 5)9 is divisible by 3' (Why?); 7

is 2 + 3 + 5 + 8 divisible by 3? Notide that,the sum of

9 1 '.3
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the digits is the key to divisibility by Try to formulate,

sthis*as a rule.' ,

If a number is dividible by 9, is it divisible by 3? If a,

--nttb-e, is divisible by 3, is it divisible by -9?

4. If you know a test for both 2 and 3, what would be b. test-

for 6?
d

5. Answer the following quedtiohs and in each case: tell whici
Q

divisibility tests made your work easier.

(a') Is 3 a factor of .101;001?

(b) Is 3 .a factor of 37,199?

(c) Is 6 a factor of 151,821?

(A) Is 15 a factor of. 91,215?

.(e) -Is 12 a factor of 187,326,611:8?

Prime Numbers. We'have been talking about factors of

positive integers °vet the positive integers, in-the sense that

when we write

mq = n.
. .

we accept only positive integers for m, n and q. We could, of.

course, accept negative integers, or any rational numbers, or even 1

any real numbers, as faCtors. But if you consider these possibilir'

ties-for a moment, you will see that they da not add much to our

11146k
44E11

understanding. "'If, for example, you pe

factors,, do you really find anything new?

-3, 3 are factors of 6.

ive integers as

r e ple, -2,

C;111 get a different picture if you accept alleratfonal numbers

as possible factors of positive integers. The rational number:,

for example, would be a factOr of 13, in this extended sense,' .0

4
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because (2)( =91) 13 Can you think of any non-zeros rational-
number, in fact, which would not be a factor of 1$ in this sense?

., 39Try - 717-, for example. Since:( -17-)k- = 13, we Find that'
17

- -- is also a rational factor of 134

You see that i,f you try factoring positive integers over the

rational numbers or over the rearnumbers, then every number other .

than zero becomes,a factor of every number. Such a kind of factor-
ing, therefore, would not add much to our understanding of the

structure of the.real number system, and sa we shall not consider

it further. Usually factoring'over the positive integers gives us

the most interesting,result and so when we speak of "fctoring"

a pdsitive integer, we shal always mean over the pos.itife integers.

We have listed below a set of positive integers less than or

equal to 100. Cross out the numbers for which 2 is a proper

factor and write a 2 below each of these hunbers. (For example,

"-

1 2 3, 4 5 6 7 9 , 10

11 12 13% 14 15 16 17 18 :19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 83 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 4 45 46 47 48 49 50

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 634, 64 '65 66 67 68 -69 70

71. 72 73 74 75 . 76 77 78 79 8a-

81 82 83 84 85 - 86 87 88 89' 90

91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100
A*

What is the first number'6.fte;! 2 which has not been crossed put?

It should be 3. NOw-cOss out all numbers which have 3 as a

()proper fActor and write a 3 below each df the numbers. If a.

number has already been crossed out with a 2 do not croft it out

again but skip it.% What now is the first number after 3 which

has not been crowd

which, have as proper

After the fifth,step

out? It'should be '5. Cross out numbers

factor the number 5. Continue the process._

your pictureshould/5.00k like this.,

1
9 1 ',"3
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JI

113

2 3

13

23

31
7-3

41
2

43-

61'23
71 Te2 73

§d2- 83

.X2

917 2 ,X3

211

X2 5 .6(2 7

)'42 )4 17

.P4.2 g5 2 Y3

"%342

*42 03

242 255

9(2 §55

. *P4?

242 05

37

'6'2 47

262 213

2 67

7(7.

5a2 \ 03

262' 97

/c /9/3 ,

Yg2 19 no(
,g-12

29 02

)A62.

Ier2

762

P()2

9.62 ,

%9°2

03

02 )47

2 ,29

2 'OS

762

4

79

P(62 89

962 243

Did the picture change from the fourth step to the Fifth step?

Why or why not? If you are.having difficulty with this question

perhaps it would help if you would consider the first number

crossed out in each.step. How far would the set `of numbers have to

be extended before the picture after the fifth step wouldbe

different from thapicture' after the fourth step?
`, .

In the set/ofthe first lop positive integers, you have

crossed out all the numbers which have proper factors. !Thus, the

remaining numbers have no proper factors. We call each of these

numbers, other than 1, a prime number.

A prime number is a positive integer greater'

than 1 which has no proper factors.

Is it possible to find all the prime numbers in the set of

positive integers by the method we have just used (called the

Sieve of Eratosthenes)? Is it possible to find all the prime

numbers less than some given positive integer by this method?

What is the next prime number after 97?

2U
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Prime Factorization. Let us now return to the Sieve of
Eratosthenes -and see what, else we 'can learn from-rt. Consider, for
example, the number 63. It is crossed
a prime. We see from the diagram that

were working with 3. This,means,
factor of 63.

out,, and hence, 63, is not

63 ;'bras out Wien we

3 'ls the smallest prime'

-

. I
Since 3 is the smallest' prime factor of 63, let US divide

it out. We obtain 21, .and once again we ban look in our chart;to
see ir 21 is a prime. We'find that it is not, and-that in fact
3 is a faetbr of 2. Diide 21 by 3, and you obtain 7; if
you look for 7* on the chart you find that it is not crossed out,
so that 7 is a prime and can be l'astored no further. We have.
obtained' _63 as 3 times 3 times 7;, and the significance of 1

this is that these factors of 63 are all primes. :Intother words,
we have succeeded in writing 63 as a product of prime factors:,
63=3<3x7. ,

Let na try the same procedure again with 60. What prime were
you considering 4hen you crossed out 60? If you divide 60 by
this prime, What do you obtain? Continue the process. What
factorization of 60 as a product of primes do yoli obtain?

14.

Prbblems

1. Using he Sieve o,f Eratosthenes, write each of the following .
4

numbers as a product of prime factors:

84, 16, 37, 48, t50, 18, 96, 99, 78, 47, 12.

9 1 7
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A positive integer, you seg, can be thought of as "made up"

of a number of prime fctors. Thus, 63 is made up of two 3's

and one 7;. 60 is-made up of two 2's, one 3, and one 5. ,

We shall have many uses for this "prime factorization ", as it is

called, of a positive integer. But now we faC'e a problem: How do

.we ethq same thing for a number which is not on our diagram? If
.A . .

you are asked for the prime factorization of 144, you might per-

haps consider extending the diagram from 100 to 144: But
suppose you are asked for .1T640

. Let us now bee if 1764' is divisible by any integer. We

first try 2. (It is convenient to start with the smallest prime

factor.) 1764 = 2 x 882. So now let us try 882, as iT we had

the sieve before us. 882 = 2 x 441. Now let us work on 441.

Since 2 is not a^ factor of 441, we must test next whether or_

not 441 is a multiple of 3. If you 'check 441 for divisibility

by you find that 3 divides (4 + 4 + 1), and hence, 3 is

a faolor of 441. We now obtain 441 as 3 x 147. There is no

sense trying the factor 2 on /147, since if 2 were a factor

'of 147, it would also have been a factor of 442. (why?). But 3

ivides 147, and we obtainl 147 = 3 x 49. ,49,, in turn, is

/ x 7, and 7 ,is a prime number, so that the job is finished.

To stipmfkie: We have found that 1764 =-2x2x3x3x7x 7,
and this is the prime factorization.whichwe a're looking for.

All this welting is rather-clumsy; a more compact way to write

it is:

1764

882
441\
147

7

1

2

2

3

3

7

7
a

f
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Problems

Find the prime factorization of each of the following numbers:

1.. 98 7. ,378 §

2. 432 8. 729

3:' 258- 9. 825,

4. 625_ 10. 576

5._ 180 11. 1098
L

6. 1024

YOu may have noticed that we have been speaking of "then

prime factorization of a'positive integer, as, if we were sure that

there was only one such factorization. Can you give an convincing

reasons-why this should be the case? The act that every positive

integer has exactly one prime factorize on is>ften called the

Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic.

Adding and Subtracting Fractions. One of the many uses

of prime'factorization,of integers is in addition and subtraction'

of fractions. It is easy to add or subtract two fractions if their

denominators are the. same. We have already found it .possible to

use the property of 1 to change one fraction to an equal fraction

having a different denominator. In this way we can change fractions

to be added or subtracted into fractions having the same denominator.

To make addition-of fractions as easy as possible it desirio

able that this common denominatOr shall be the least common multiple'

of the denominators. We define the least common multiple of two or

More given integers as the smallest integer which is divisible by

all,ttgiven-integers.

21 9
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Consiar the problem of simplifying

'1 3 4 1

.43

We can readily see that one common multiple of the denominators is

their product 4 x 10 x 45 x 6, or j0,800. This seems very

large. Perhaps what we have learned about prime factorization can

help us to find the smallest integer which has 4 and 10 and 5

and 6 as factors.

COnsider the prime factors of each denominator:

4 x 2,

10.= 2 x 5,

4 45 x.3 x 5,.

6 2 x 3.

Since 4 must be a factor of the common denominator, this denom-

inator must, in its own prime factorization, contain at least two

2's. In order that 10 be a factor of the denominator,.the

latter's prime factorization must contain a 2 and a 5; we

already have a 2 by the previous requirement that 4 be a faCtor,

but we must also include a 5 now. To summarize what we have so

far: in order that both 4 and 10 be factors of the denominator,

the prime factorizationof the denominator must contain at least

two 2's and one 5.

Next, we must have 45 as a factor. This means we have to

supply two factors of 3 as well as the,two 2's and the 5 we

already have; we don't need to Cupply another 5 because we

alredy have one. Finally, to accommodate the factor 6, we

need b h a 2 and a 3 in the factorization, but we already

h each of these.

COnclusion: The denominator will have the prime factorization

2 x 2 x 3 x 3 x 5. We need each of these factors, and any more
-26

would be unnecessary. Whatiunnecessary factors did the denominator

10,806 contain? .

.,/

t-
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Now that we have found the least common denominator, we can

complete, the problem of changing each of theme fractions in our

problem so that it has this denominator. An easy way to do this

is to use the factored form of the least common denominator and

the factoredvform of 4. 4 contains otwo 2's and nothing. more,

while thecompn denominator contains two 2,6, two 3's and
one 5. Thus, to change 4 into the'desired denominator, we have

to multiply* two 3,s and one 5 to supply the missing factors.

1 1 1 3 x 3 x 5 '45
7 2x2 2x2 3x3><5 2x2x3x3x 5'

. Similarly,

3 3 , 3 2 x 3 x 3 54'
T -.2x5 2x5 2-x 3x3 2x2x3x3x 5'

4,We can now do the same with 73 and 1.
If you_have completed

the arithmetic correctly, you will, have

1 3 k'_,_ 1 45 - 54 -,16 + 30
7-TU 75 -r r -- 2Ix 2 x 3vx 3 x.5

5 1 1

2x2x3x3x5 2x2,x 3x3
What are the advantages of this way of doing the problem? One

advantage is the avoidance of big numbers; the denominator is left

in'factored,form until the very end, and you see that we never had

to handle any number larger than 54. Another advantage of having

the denominator in factored form is that we need only test the

resulting numerator for divisibility by the factors of the

denominator in order to change the fraction to "lowebt terms".
A 10,
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.Problems

1. Find the--faa4..pping sums.

,

\a, -

(b) - _ 7.8.

(c)

(d)
3x 5x

(e) "2.15

f)

3k 2k k'

( re5

* sx

r

2. Are the following sentences-true?

8 13 14 6
(a) 7 74.

(

sc) 63 27

3
(b) < 11

3. We recall that for any pair of numbers a and b, exactly

one Of 'the following must hold: a > b, a = b, or a <

Put in the symbol for the correct relation for the following

pairs of numbers.

(a) 40
(c)

(b) 4,

r

4. Sohr? and his brother Bob each received`an allowance of .31.001

per week. One week their father said, "I will pay:each of
A

you 31.00 as usual or I will pay you in centsf,any number

less than 100 .plus its largest prime proper factor. If you

are not too lazy, you have much to gain." What number should

they choose?

5. Suppose John's and Bob's father forgot to say proper factor.

How much could the boys'gain by their father's carelessness?

9 9 s)
-lit id
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6. A man is hired to sell suits at the AB

is given the choice of being paid $200

saler6i, a straight 4.'rOt:s4es:' If he

4.600 worth o f suits per month, which is

Clothing Store. He
1

plus -ff of his

thinks he can sell

the better choice?

Suppose he could'sell $700 worth of suits, which is the

better choice? 41000? What should his sales be so that the

offers are equal?,

Some Facts About Factors. suppose that you.wers lodking

for two integers with the property that their sum is 22 and their

product is ,72. Or}e way to find them would be to 'try all possible

ways of factoring 72, and keep looking until you found a pair

that met the condition. We are now going to see, however, that

factors of nuMbersalve properties which allow us to rule out many

possibilities without actually trying them., The prime factorization
s

of 72 is 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 3. The two factors of 72 which we are

seeking must use tp',the three 2's and two 3's in the prime

fajcrization"o 72. Suppose three 2's were ,all in one factor,

and no 2's in the other;.that is, ether (2 x 2 x 2)(3 x 3), or

(2 x 2 x 2 x 3)(3) ore' (2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 3)(1), then one factor

would be even, while the other facyor would be odd, because it

contained no 2's. But the slAm of an even and an odd number is

.odd, and ,22 is not od.1:1 that is,

(2 X 2 x 2) + (3 X 3) = 17 or

(2 x 2'x 2 x 3Y + 3 = 27 or

(2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 3) + 1 = 73.

So this split of 72: won't work; we will have to split the three

2's between then two factors, and ihUs, put two '2's in one
_ .

factor, and one 2 in the other. ,....-

0

223
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Next, let us look at the 3's. Do we split the two 3's, or

do they both go into one of the two factors? We know 22 does

not have 3 as'a factor; but if we were to .split the two 3's iri

72' between the two factors of 72, then each would have 3 as a

factor, an then the sum would have 3 as a factor. The sum could

6ettainly t be 22.

We have thus, found that the two factors of 72 must be "put

together" as follows: one factor contains two 2's while, the

other factor contains one 2; one factor contains both 3's, while

the other contains no 3's. There are only two possibilities; the

two 3's go either*th the one 2 or with the two 2's, that is,

either (2 x 2 x 3 X 3)(2) or (2-x 3 X 3)(2 X 2). But two 2's

with two 3's makes 36, which is clearly too big, so that the

-L1VD, 3's go with.the one 2 (making 18) and the other two 2,,s

(making 4) form the other factor.' Since (2 x 3 3) + (2 x 2) =

22 and (2 x 3 x 3)(2 x 2) = 72, we'have our ans r.

The kind of reasoning which we have just done.) epends on two

ideas, namely.: if 2 is a factor of One,ofIltwonumbers, and 2

is a factor of their sum, then 2 is a factor of the other number;

and if 3 factor of one of two* numbers and 3 is not a

factor of their sum, then' 3 isnot a factor of the other number.

Let us first prove a similar theorft.

Theorem. For positive integers b and c, if 2

is a factor of, both b and c, then 2 is a,,

factor of (b + c).

Proof. 2q = b, q an integer, because 2 is a factor of b;

2*,= c, p an integer, because- 2 is a factor of c.

Therefore,

2q + 2p =fb + c, (Why
2(q + p) = b + c, distributive property.

Since, q + p is an integer,

2 is a factor of,(b + c).

2 2
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For example, this theorem guarantees that since 2 is a factor of

both 6 and 16, it follows that 2 is a factor of (6 + 16).

Since 7 is a factor of both 21 and 35, do you think it,follows

that 7 is a factor of (21 + 35)? If we replace 2 in the theorem
,

by any positive intepr a, we can prove the general result.

Theorejp. For positive integers a, b and p, if

a is factor of bqh b and c, then a is a
-.....

factor of (b + c).

The proof of this theorem is left to the student as an exercise.

Another useful theorem is

Theorem. For positive integers a, b and c, iT

a is a factor of b, and a is not a factor of

(b + c), then a is not a factor of c.

Proof. Assume a is a factor of c;_ then- a is a factor

of both b and c and, hence, is a factor

416 this contradicts the given fact that a

(b + c). ,Hence, a is"not a factor of c.

Since. 3 is a fact' of 15, and 3 is not a factor of

(15+ 8), we are certain hat 3 is not a factor of 8.

'A third theorem useful

of (b + c). (Why?)

is not a factor of

dealing with factors is

Theorem. For positiVe integers al'b and c, if

a is a factor of b, and a is a factor or

(b + c), then a is a factor of c. .

Problems

1. The prime factorization of 150" is 2 x 3 x 5 x 5. Find two

numbers whose product is 150 and (a) whose sum is even; .

(b) whose sum Is divisible by 5; (c) whose sum is not,

diviiible by 5.

2. Write'the prime factorization of 18. Find two numbers whose
ti

product is 18 and whose sum is 9; 11.

9 2
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3. Write the prime factorization of the first number in each of

the following and use it to find two numbers whose product

and whose surare as indicated below.

(a)

(b)

lc)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Product is

tt II

tt lit

tt lit

lit II

4

it 11

288

972

216

330

500

270

and sum is

II n tl

it II it

n tt tt

n n -fl

11 tt II

34

247

217

37

62

39

4. The perimeter of a rectangular field is 68 feet and the

area is 225 square feet. If the length and width are

integers them.

Show that if y is a positive integer, then y is a factor
of (3y + y2).

5.

6. For what positive integer x is 3 a factor of 6 + 4x?

7. Refer to the theorems of this section and answer the following:

(a) 3 is a actor of 39.

Does follow that 3

and 39 is a factor of

is a factor of 195?

195.

(b) 3 s a factor of 39, and 5 is a factor of 20.

Do s it follow that 3 + 5 is a' factor of 39 4: 20?

(c) is a fadtor of 39 and 5 is a factor of 20.

Does it follow that 3.5 is.a factor of 39.20?

(d) 3 is a factor of 39

toes it follow that 32

and 3. is a factqr of

is a factor of 39.27?

27.

(e) 3 is a. factor of 39 and 3 is a factor of 27.

Does it follow that 3 is a factor of 39 + 2f?

(f) 3 is a factor of 39.

factor of 39
2
?

Does it follow that 32 is a

226
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(g) 32 is a factor of 152. Does it follow that 3 is a

factor of 15?

(h) 3 is a factor of 39 and 5 is kfactor of 135
Does it'follow that 3 is a factor of 135?

8. Proveithe theorems:

(a) For positive integers a, b, c, if a. is a factor of b,

and b is a factor of c, then a is a factor of c.

(b) For positive integers a, b, c, d, if a is a factor

of b, and c ,is a factor of d, then ac is a factor
of bd.

(c) For positive integers a, b, c, if a is 43. factor of. b,

and a is a factor of c, then a
2
, is a factor of bc.

(d) For positive
2
integers a and b, if a is a factor of//

b, then a is a factor of b .

41
,g. Whial theorem in Problem 8 justifies the following:

(a) 25 is a factor of (35)(15).

(b) 6 1; a factor of (30)(7).

(c) (13)2 is a factor of (39)(26).

(d) 49 is a factor of (14)(35).

(e) c
2

is a factor of (5c)(9c) it c- is a positive integer.
%

(f) 20ab is a factor of. (15)(24)ab if ab is a, positive

integer.,

Introduction to Exponents. We have seen that we can
I

writes positive integer factored into its prime factors, so that,
4for exasppl4v- t.

.,'

288, 2 x 2 x 2 x? x 2 x 3 x 3.

0 0 t

A

227
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This notation is somewhat inconvenient because it is so lengthy;

it would, not be necessary to write the "2" five time__s if _there

were some way, more compact than 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2, of writing
,

"ire 2's multiplied together".

. As a first step in this direction, you'already know thbt

3 x 3 can be written as 3
2

.

.

This is-pronounced. "3 -squared";

the "3" indicates that we are going to multiply. 3,s- together,

and the. "2" that vie are going to multiply two of thethr. .14:y4 would

we write 2k2x2x2x2 similarly? The number 288 can thus,

be, written in factored form more/comPactly as 25 x 32.:

In an expression of the form an, we neea some way of des-

cribing the numbers involved. The "a", which indicates -which

* number we are going to use as a factor several times, is called

the base; the "n", Which indic:te7/ how many of the factors "a"

We are going to use, is called e exponent. 'Thus,. an means.a

number consisting of n equal factors a; an is. called a power,

or more precisely, the nth power of a. We can write

an.ax x a.

n fa tors

a
2'

is read "a squared" or "a square".

a
3

is read' "a cubed" or "a cube".

an is read "a to,the nth power", or just "a to thee nth".

4"

Problems

1. Find the prime factorization of each of the following numbers,

using exponents wherever appropriate. 64, 80, 128, 81).,

tl 49, 32, 27, 56,' 243, 512, 625, 768.

2. In describing the number a , what kind of number. must n be?

Must a be?

928
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3. The expression cancan be thought.of as defining a binary

operati6n which, for any two positive integers a and b

produces the number ab. What does, it mean-to ask if this

operation is commutative? Is it? What would it mean to ask

whether or not this,operatiOn is associative?

,

Let usLIB extend our notions about exponents. 'Since we know that

the set of real numbers is closed under multiplication, it Must be

true that - a
3
-a
2

names a real' number_ Is there a simpler. name?

Since a
3

means that a is a factor three times and a
2

means

that a _is a factor twice, it follows that :a 3
-a
2

has a as a.

factor five times. That is,

5 factors II..

3 2 ',---/\-------\ 5 \---a .a. = a.a.-a. a-a = a
/--/ \ --\,-/

31efactors 2 factors.
4

Write simpler names for each of the fdllowing: a2a3; b3.0;
33.34; (x2)(x5); a4:a3a2; 05.08;. a2133; 22.33.

Suppose,we

consider the number aman, where m and n allOPOSitive integers.

m + n factors

m, + nm n
a -a =a/ xaxax...xa.xaxaxa ...xa= a

m factors n factors

Does it seem reasonable, therefore, to sv that aman

am + n
are names for the same number? \,

Have you noticed that we have been talking about a
2
; a

3
,

_ ....1

a5, a7, etc., that -1., forms of the type an., wiler4 n a

positive.integer; but we have not mentioned al?. Certainly,
.

is a positive integer and we'shall define a1 = a.

9 2
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Prot ems

1. Write simpler names for the following.

Example. (9x
2
)(3x

4
) = (3

2
x
2
)(3x

4
)

(f). (16a2)(32a8)(a)

= 3
3x6 .

m3m
(b) (x3)(x9) (g)

(x2a)(ta).

(c) (2x)(2x3) h) 3
4
-3
2

(d) (2x)(23x3) (i) 3
4
-2

3

(e) (27a)(3
4
a
3

) (j.) 2 .3
2
.5;2

2
.3
3
.5
2

(Hint: Replace 27 by
(k)its prime,factorization.)

(3k2t)(3m2t)

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

13.

In Problems 2-12 tell which sentences are true and which are

false and show why in each' case.

3 3 53 .23 A23 24 4.2 + 3, = 5 8.

2
3
.3

i
6
3

9. 33 + 33 = 34

23 + 33 = 63 10. 3
3 + 3

3
+ 3

3
3
4

2 .33 6
6

11. 43 + 41'+ 43 44

2
3
.3

3 69 .12. 4
3 + 4 3 + 43 + 4 3 . 44

3 3 26
2 + 2 = 2

Write other names for:

4"(a.) 23(22 + 2) (c) (a2 +°2a3)(a - a2)

) 2x3(2x2 4x3)

a

230
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Further Properties of Exponents. Now let us examine the

5
fraction afO. Is there a,simpler_name for this fraction?

a'

From the meaning.. of a5 and a3 it-is evident that
tt,

a5
axaxa

axax axaxa= axaxa
2= a .

x5 b? c6 3
7

a
2

m3 ...Write simpler names for: -75,; --,3%; --; .-75, --ps, --r; where-none
' b' c 3' a' m.

1of the variables has the value 0. Can you generflize the results ?' -d

'a
5

Suppose we consider 7 again, but reason in this way:
a

Then

That is, if

a5 = a
3 2

, because a
m
.a = am m + n

.5

825 ai

(1 .a)at-

="1-a2

= a2

2t:= 24n.am n)
a a

11--an)am
an

lam - n

= am _ n

23i

(why?)-

(why?)

(why ?)
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We specify that m > n because we ,want m - n to be a positive

integer.

If" = n,

a am

8 an a

If m < n,

= 1.

am `dam(
ni

n - 111,
a el a

am(
1' 1

am an
m)

(a111.1 1

a a
n -

a% °= 10 1

an - m

To .s ummarize : When (a / 0)

am
If m > n then = am

a

am
If m = n then - - - = 1 .

a

am
If m < n then n

-

a an

1. Simplify:

1
m

1

Jan
m

For example,

For example,

For example,

Problems

216 22 34
(a) 172 (c) 711-

23 .35
(b)

210 ( u.)
172 2`

9 3 2

65 g2..

6 5 . 1.

65 1
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...,_ItIPioblems 2-5 simplify each expression. (We assume that no

variable 'will have thp value 0.)

2x
6

5b-zr
4

2. (a) (c)
5b

g

(b )

3. (a)

(b)

4.' (a)

2 63

3b

a2 b 3c'
"'c

a4b3C

(a2b3c)(5.4b3c4)

(5x)(5x)
5 x3

(b)
5x(5 + x)

53x 3

(al 2L34;
48x

6y

(b)
54x2 3

153x pc,

d)
4
2
a

(c) a2b3c + a4b34

(c) (5x45x)

(c)

In Problems 6-10 tell which sentences are true and which are

fale'and show why.

.9
43 3 3

. (-3-)(7)
3

10. -633- = 23

3

34 4 ,

8. --fr = (7) 11. Why must,we be careful to
2 avoid 0 as the value of

the,variables in Problems
. 2-5?

.

6.

7.

..

3
2

7, .=
2

63
3. =

3

37

2

-

9 433
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Having three properties of exponents for handling division

is never as satisfacto as just one which will do the same job.
.

It happens that it ia, possible to reduce allthree to just one,

namely:
AgOOa m - n

=
a

if we drop the condition m > n. Let us work some problems in two

ways, first, using whichever property of the last section is

appropriate and second, using

a
m

= a
m n \

an

It is convenient to tabulate the results:\,,

Complefe,the table.

a7 a7 4
Compare = a

7 - 3-
= a

4
with = a

7 - 3
= aa a'

a
3

a
3

a3
3 9

Compare --1. = 3. 'with .7 = a = a'a a'

a
-a 1

a5

1 a

7 a

a 3
3 5Compare a

- 3
= ..-..m with = a?

a-) ac 5

. ,.../ .

a
4

a ..,4 4 ? ".
Compare --Tr = 1 with -T. = a = a

a' a7

a2, 1 a2 a2 3 9
Compare A.

3:
with -rjo = a = a'

a a'

We have extended notions of numbers in many instances before;

can you now extend your notion of 'exponents? Examine the above

table carefully to answer the followipg questions:

ig

a.
0

= ?

a = ?

-2
a =?

234
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to

-Do zero and negative exponents make any sense in our definition ofik
a
n = aaa... to n factors? Of course, it is senseless to

think'of a as a factor (-3) times. But the 15Pevious comparisons
suggest a way to write just one IfieNerty of exponents for division.
If we define, for m and n positive integers and a / 0,

0a = 1,
and

-n 1a =
n--, a /...)0

athen

Example 1:

as
= am -1

anan a

= am -n

am m -n
'` aa

3
15 . 73 5

= 7-2

Is this the same result you get, using the former definition?'

Now that. we have a meaning for a negative exponent and for a
zero exponent, the properties

aman = am + n
and am am - na

a
n

hold for any integers m and n, whether positive, zero, or
negative.

,
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Example 3.

231

_-2

) y )' x 0,

x- 2- 4y- 3 -(-2)-3-(-2)

X6 y-1 .

10
3
x 10

-4
10

34( -4)

0-15
-1

=

= 10-1-(-5)

= 10
4

Problems

y/ 0,

V

1. Simplify each of the following, first by the sing1R property

a
m

= am - n

an
and also in a

4

form using only poSitive exponents. _(Assume

none of the variables takes on the value 0.)

a7 -2
Example. = a

-2

a-

22 6
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(0)

(t) 105 x 102

10
8

_10
2

x 10
4

10
3

( f)

(g)

104 x 10
3

10
2
x 105

akb3ab
(h) 36x

y

(1)
3t

2. Simplify to a form with only positive exponents. (Assume

none of the variables takes on the value 0.)

(a)

(b)

(e)

(d)

(e)

10 x 10
-2

, 10

.

10210
3 x 10

10-2

.007 x 104 x 10-4

12a4b

3a
7
b
2

Ax y2

(f)

(g)

(h)

2 -2

x y

3
2

x 2
-3

2
3 x 3

-2

10
3 x 10

-4
x 100

10
2

x 10
-3

2-3x-2y4

kl) 2-2x2y-1

3. The distance from the earth to the sum in miles is approxi-

mately 93,000,000. .

(a) How many millions of miles is this?

(b) How many "ten millions" of miles?

(c) Is 9.3 x 107 another name for 93,000,000?

237
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4. In the following, what integral value:(or values) of n makes

the sentence true?,

(a) 103 x 103-= le (e) ion x le 108

(b) 10-1 x 10-1 = le (f) le x le = 10-6

(c) 10-4 x 10-4 = 10n (g) 10n x 10n = 1018

(d) 107 x 107 = 10n (h) le x le = 104

5. If n is a positiire integer and a / 0, p'ove that

a =
1

a "

5'

What is the meaning of (ab)
3
? We know ab names a number,

and we also know that a number cubed means that the number is a

factor three times. Therefore, cat)
3

must mean (ab)(ab)(ab).

By the commutative and associative properties of .multiplication

for real numbers we know that

3 (ab)(ab)(ab) = (aaa)(bbb) = a3b 3 .

Thus

(ab)3 a
3
b
3
.,

Write another name for 1)3, 'using similar reasoning. Writ:

another name for (a2b3)3 using similar reasoning. In general,

we have
ab)n anbn.

a

2 2 8
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Problems

In Problems 1-8 simplify (assuming no variable has the value

0) and write answers with positive exponents only.

1. (a)

(b)

2. (a)

(3a3)2

3(a3)2

,2 ,

-'=-75

15xy-

(c)

/7-

(d)

(c)

(3a2)3

3a<32)'

5x2

15(xy)2

2

(5x)2

15xy

(_3)2a

9

-3
2a

4. (2Y2),3(2Z)
(2y) (25,)

-72z15

5
49z

In

a3 3
6. (284-5-)()2

2a

7 (a) xa
x

(b) x2a.xa

90(ab)2

8.
16a '3

81ab3
108b

(c) (1)2

(d)

(c)

9 9

41d
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9. Is each of the following true? Give reasons for each answer.

(a)
i60 2

22 -/

2 2
2

7 7 7

()
2

52a2
4

72b2

5
2a 2

5a
2

.1,

7
2b27h

A

(e) 33 is a factor of

(33 + 35).

(f) 32 is a factor of

(62 92).

(g) (2x + 4y2) is an even
number, if x and y
are positive integers.

10. (1) Take a number, (2) dOuble it, (3) then square the

resulting number. Now start again: (1) take the original(

number, (2) 'square it, (3) then double the resulting

number.:

(a) Is the final result the same in both processes?

(b) Using a variable, show-whether.ornot the two procedures

lead to the same result.

11. Simplify the following, that is, change to a form involving

one indicated division.

Example.

3x

11' 4 5 3.2y2 11 2m 4 2x2

6xy 3.2y2 "14. 6xy 3xy

4

.c4

2

30y
2
+,83 - 8x2

32.2x2y

. .

30y
2
+ 33 - 8x2

1,8x2y

240
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(Notice that 32.2x2y2 is the least common multiple of 3x2,

6xy, and 9y2, because 32.2x2y2 is the smallest set of

factors which contains 3x2, 3.2xy, and 3.3y2.)

Prove: If a
2

is odd and

odd. (Hint: Assume a is

Prove: If a
2

is even and
even. (Hint: Assume a i

Let a be 2, be be -2,

determine the value of:

(a) -2a2b2c2

(br (-2abc)2

a
11 13 7(b)

25ab 5b

if a is an integer, then a is

even and obtain a contradiction.)

if a is an integer,

s odd.)

c be 3, d be -3., Then

(c)
-4a d

6b2 3

(d) c)2
2+ c

is

15. Multiply:

Example. (a2 - 3Y(a2 -a 2a + 1) = a2(a2- 2a + 1) -3(a2 - 2a + 1)

= a4 - 2a3 + a2 a'3a2 + 6a - 3

= a4 - 2a
3

-2a f 6a - 3

; (a) (x2 + 1)(x3 + x2 + 1) .(c) (a + b)3

(b) (2x = 3y)2
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POLYNOWAL AND RATIONAL EXPRESSIONS

'Polynomials and Factoring. We have found that there are

many advantages to having a numeral in ,factored form. Consider,
e
for example, the number 288. The common name for this number is

actually an abbreviation of "2(100) + 8(10) + 8". This is the

forni on which most of the arithmetic involving the number is-based.

We also have the factored form "25.32". If you want to tell

whether or not 288 is a perfect square, which form would you use?

What if you wanted to find the simplest form for ../.038? In algebra,

the factored form for a positive integer is frequently the most

convenient.

Since the prime factored form for integers has turned out to

be so useful, it is natural to ask whether we can similarly write

algebraic expressions in "factored to4a", that is, as'indicated

products of simpler phrases. You have alreadyldone problems.of -

this kind. What, properties of the real numbers enable us to,write,
Igt

for any, rea\n2Imber x,

3x
2
+ x x(3x + 1)?

We could also write 3x
2
.+ x in the factored form p2

aX k-+ x = X + 1)/ 2' , .11

Why is this latter formndt a, interesting as the fi4Ot? --One.
q.2 Hq f 4 ,

.

reason is that -the factor it''c'
2
' - is more compliCaAedthah4he -

-TY.4X + 1
''' tt' 2', .'" 4.

given expression; it involves division, while -3x + x4 involves -

.
C 0 . o. :

only addition and multiplication. We are reminded olour_stuq Or
rA

positive integers; it was useful to factor pos,itive integers, eke,' .',,...

the positive integers, but not over the rationals or rea . -
/-,' .?' *-

What type of expression should Correspond here tola pbsitive
integer? In other words, for what types of expressions will/ the

1,

- 4,2

.
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problem of factoring be interesting? Certainly, phrases such as

3x2 + x, x and .3x + 1 must be included, while phrases such as

3x2 + X should be excluded.
x + 1

Let us look more closely at the form of the phrase

'3x
2

+ x.

rt involves the integer 3, the variable x, and indicated oper-

ations of addition and multiplication. On the other hand, the

phrase

3X2 A- X

X 1---%

involves the integers 3 apd 1, the variable- x, and indicated

operations of addition, multiplication and division. As we have

seen 0he essential dip erence between these phrases is that the

second involves division while the first does not.

Thus, we are led to a general definition of phrases such as

"3x2 + x ".

A phrase formed from integers and variables, with

no indicated operations other than addition, sub-

. traction, multiplication or.taking opposites, is

calledva polynomial over the integers.

If there is just one variable involved, say x, we have a

polynomial in x. Thus, "3x2 + x°, "3x + 1",' "x" are poly-

nomials in x over the integers.

Later we will/Gtend our 'study to polykomials over the real

numbers, but for the time being "polynomial" will mean "polynomial

over the integers".

9 4 3
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... . Problems 4

Which are polynomials over the integers?

1. (a) 3t4 1 (e) (x - 2)(x(+ 3)

v
(bi- t +7

(c) 3a2b

(d) 2

(t)

(g) rq -Yr-2-

(h) Ixl +

Simplify by performing the indicated multiplications and

collecting terms. Is the result always a polynomial over

the integers?

(e) (u + 4)(u - 4)

(f) I- 2)(x 2)

(g) (3t - + 11)

(h) 2(y - 1) + y(y - 1)

1.

-2. (a) 2x(ot 2)

(b) icy(x 2y)

(c) (t - 2)(t + 3)

1(d) T='3%72)(4x2Y)z

3. Will indicated sumo and products of polynomials over the

integers always be polynomials over the integers?

4. Can an indicated quotient of two polynomials ever be a

polynomial? Can such a quotient ever be simplified to/Se

a polynomial?' Give an example.,

Let us return to,the problem of factoring expressions which

led us in the first, place to consider polynomials. Just as the

problem of factoring numbers was most interesting when it, was

restricted to positive, integers, so the.problem of factoring

expressions is most interesting when it is restricted to poly-

nonials.
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Recall the expression "3x2 + x" which we considered at the

beginning of this section. This 16 a polynomial over the integers,

and we saw that the distributive property could be used to write

it in the factored form

3x
2
+ x = x(3x + 1).

Since "x" ani "3x + 1" are also polynomials over the integers,

We say that we have factored a Polynomial over the integers.

This suggests the reason for our dislike of the factorization

/ 3x
2
+3x

2
+ x = kx2 + x

x + 1

We Want the factors of "3x2 + x". to be the same kind of phrases
2

as "3x, + x", namely, polynomials. Thus,

The problem of factoring is to write a given

polynomial as an indicated product of polynomials.
.

Just as in the case of positive integers, we also wish to

carry the factoring process for polynomials as far as possible,

namely, until the.factors obtained cannot be factored irito.

"simpler" polynomials.

Factoring can be thought Of as the inverse process what wp

have called ftsiMplification". For example, given the polynonday

x(3x + 5y)(2y - x),

we "simplify" it by performing the indicated multiplications and

collecting terms, thus, obtaining the polynomial

-3x
3
+ x2y - lOxy2.

. d

-31c2 + x2y -10xy2,

.

On the other hand, in order to faCtor the polynomial

we must somehow reversedthe simplification steps so as to obtain

.0°

x(3x + 5y)(2' - x).

I 645
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By examining'carefully the process'df simplifying indicated pro-

ducts, we shall work out in this chaptdr techniques for handling

problems of this kind.

Notice that the polynomial obtained in the above simplification

is a sum of terms, each of which is also a polyne01. A polyno-

mial' which involves at most the taking of oppo's-ItZs and ildicated

productsis called a monomial. Hence, each of the terms -3x3,

x2y, -10xy
2

is a monomial, and we have written the given poly-
.

nomial as a sum of monomials. Any polynomial can be written in

this way as a sum of monomials.

When a polynomial in one variable is written as a sum of

monomials, we say its degree is, the highest power of the variable

in any monomial. Thus; for example,

3x
2 -.2x-+ 4

Is a'polynomial of degree two. We also say that "3" is the
4

coefficient of x2 , " -2" is the coefficient of x, and
.
"4" is

the constant. A'polynomial of degree two is called a quadratic

polynomial.

In factoring polynomials in one variable, our -objective is to

.obtain polynomial factors of lowest possible degree.

Problems

-1. Which of the following polynomials are in factored form?

(a) (x - 3) (x' - 2) (d) (x - 3) (x - 1) + - 1)

(b) : 3) +1i(x- 2) (e) (x + y + z) (x - y -

(c) -;-3)x - 2. (f) 3z(z +' - 2z .1.

2 '4Ik
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2. Use the distributive property, if possible, to factor at

completely as you can,each of the following polynomials'.

a? + 2ab

3t - 6
ab + ac

3x(xz - yz)

(e) ax - ay

(h) a3 b3
2 2 3b+ab-ae. .

(i) 3ab 4 4bc - kac

(j) abx - aby

(k) (6r2s)x (6r2s)y

( 1) ( u2
v2 )x

( u2

(f) 6p - 12q + 30 (m) x(lx - y) - y(4x y)

(g) 2(z + 1) - 6zw (n) 36a2b2'02

3., What is the degree of each ofhe following polynomials?

(a) 3x + 2, 5 - x, (3x + 2)(5 7 x)

(b) k2.- 4, 2x + i, (x2 - 4)(2x + 1)

(0) 2x
3

- 5x2 + x, x2 , x
2
(2x - 5x2 + x)

(d) 1, 7X5 - 6x + 2, 1-(7x5 - 6x +

(e)

(f) What can you say about the degree of the product of two

polynomials if yoil know the degrees of the polynomials?
4

Factoring the Distribi4tive Property. In many of our
applications of the distributive property in previous chapters, we
changed indicated products into indicated sums and indicated sums
into indicateqproducts.. The latter is aptuapcyilifactoring and it
gives us an important technique for factoring certain polynomials.
We:saw some simple instances Of this in the preceding section.

More complicated examples will be considered here.
et,

247
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.ExamPle 1. 4t2 - 6t4.J This is a polynomial in t. Using

the distributive property we write

4t
2
- 6t

4
= 2t2 (2 --3t2 ).

-Example 2... 6a3b2 - 3a2b3\
. This is a polynomial-fin two

variables and b. The distributive property enables us to

write it in various Toms, of which some ,gre

(i) 3(2a3b2 -'a2b3)

(ii) ab(6a2b - 3a62) 4

(iii) 3a2(2ab2 - b3).

(iv) 3a
2
b
2
(2a -,b).

I

In each case we havp factored the polynomial Into polynomials.

Which factored form is simplest? In FornmAi), (ii), (iii) the.

distributive prqperty can be used to do more factoring. In the

case of (iv), thefactoring is 'complete.

Example 3. 5(z 2) + (z2 - 2z). This is a polynomial in

one variable z over the integers. We first wring

5(i - 2) ; (z2 = 5(z - 2) + z(z - 2).

by comparing with...tie form of edistributive property we
4 \ /.

Then

have

. ac + be = to 71-1)) q

st 1y I.
5(z - 2)'= (5 + z)(c=2).

Notice how we identify c with the single number (z - 2). TheN

distributive property has been used twice, first to obtain
.

z. - 2z - 2) Avid then to write 5(z A.2) + z(z 2) as the)
indicated product (5 + z)(z - 2).

We found many uses for the factored forM of an integer.

Similarly, we will find-many applications for the faeioreeform of
_4 1a polyinomial.

t.

9 4
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Example 4. Solve 5(z.-2) + (z2 - = 0.

The result of Example 3 tells us that, for any re

5(z - 2) + (z2 - 2z) = (5 + q)(z - 2).

Thus, an equiva.ent equation is

(p + 4(z - 2) =0.

umber z,

The truth set Of this equation is (-5, 2). (Why?) Notice hew

factorization-of polynomials helped us solve the equation.

. ,

410,Froblems

ti

)4.

Factor each of the following, expressions as ,far-as you can
. ..

using:the distributive property. Whidh eases illustrate'
. .

factoring polynomials over ,the integers?

1. 3x(2xz - yz) 2. 6sA - 3stu

.3. 144x2 - 216s + 180y: What have you learned to do with integers

that will enable you to find the largest cemmensfaztor here?

\

-g.u2v -).v2 \f- 3,v2 /9, a(x. 7 1) + 3(X; 1)

..z3y2 4.2xg7.2 ,,v,,.,,,2

.., 10. (x'-if 3)2 - 2(x + 3)

6. b +ia)).1ta -&112 11. (u 4.- v)x:-,(u + v)y

, k

7. s .13 +. i' vCC 12. (a - b)a + (,a. - b)b

'/3. 3a'b +.4bc - 5ac --,_ , ,

'', ---.',,

(13. (x + y)(11 - v) + (x 4 y)v
.

14.

15.,

.

(r -

33(x

,.1)(a

+ y).

+

.,

2) + (6*

57(x +,7)

*r) (a + 2)

+ (x + 59

'1

I

249
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The distributive property has enabled us to.factor polynomials
such as x2 + bx and ax + ab into

and

x2 + bx.. x(x +'b)

ax '+ ab = a(x +-b),
43,

respectively. Suppose now that we consider.the polynomial

x2 + bx + ax + ab.

You see that we can factor the Sum of the first two terms, namely,
x2 + bx, and the sum of the last two terms, ax + ab. ,Thus,

x2 +13x + ax + ab = (x2 + bx) + (ax + ab)

x(x + b) + a(x b).

We have now succeeded in writing our given sum of-four terms as a

sum of two terms Whidh have a common !actor, (x + b). Applying

the distributive property for the third time, we obtaift

rt + st (r + s) .t

1 ,

x + b) + a(i7b) = (x + a)(cE-71-b),

x-
2

+ bx .+ ax + ab = (x a) (x b)

Factoring such as we have done here, by grouping terms, depends
on the arrangement of the terms. For example, consider the arrange-
ment x2 + ab"+ bx + ax. This can be written as

x2 .ab + bx + ax p (x- + ab) + (b.+ a)x.

In this form, however, there is no common factor in the two
ter*, so it does not lead to a factorization of the given poly-
noOial. (Why?)

9 5 14

<,
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Example .5. Factor x
2 -0.4x + 3x + 12:

x2 + 4X + 3x + (x '+ 4x) -1-4(3x + 12)

x(x + 4) + 3(x + 4)

ac + be = (a + b) c

/
)

+ 3(k + 4) = (x + 3)-(x + 4).
se

Thus,
x2 + 4x + 3x + 12 . (x + 3) (x + 4) t

Again, notice how (x +. 4) is treated a8\ningle number when the

distrilutive property is applied the last time.

Example 6. :Factor xz - 8z + x - 8.

xz - 8z + x - 8 (xz - 8z) + (x - 8)

(x - 8)z + - 8)1

(x - 8)(z +.1)

Let c try another grouping of Verms:

xz - 8z + - 8 . xz + - 8z - 8

(xz + x) - (8z + 8)

= x(z +1) - '8(z + 1)

(x.- 8)(z + 1)

Example 7. Factor 2cAt + 6 jr 3s - 4t:

+ 6-- 3s ,- 4t ..(2st + 6) - (3s+ 4t)

= 2(st 3) - (3s +'4t).

This grouping leads us nowhere. Perhaps another grouping will' pe

better. Notice that 2st and -38 have a comMon factor s, and

also the remaining terms 6 and -4t. also hay8' a common factor

2. Therefore, we trf ^

V

2st + 6 - 3s - 4t 4 2st -.3S - 4t + 6 4

= s(2 - 3) - 2(2t - 3)

A, 1144e = (s - 2)(2t

21
.
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. We'should not conclude. that all polynomials of this kind can

be factored by the'method of Examples 5, 6, 7. Some polynomials

which look like these simply cannot be factored regardless of the

grouping. For example, try to factor 2st + 6 - 3s - 2t4

Problems

4

*'

Factor each of t e following polynomials. Consider polynomials

over the -integers ',henever possible.

1. ax\I- 2a + 3x + 6 6. 3a + 15b - 3a - 15b

2. ux + vx + uy + vy
, 7. ?.

2
-*alp + ac - be

3.. 2ab + a2 + 2b + a 8. t
2

- 4t + 3t - 12

4 . 3rs - +. 5r - 5 .9. p2 r. pq mp mq
.

5. 5x1+ 3xy - 3y - 5
*

10. 24 - 40p,/.5-- 3ab + 3b2../T

. 11. 2a- 2b + ua - ub + via. - vb.. (Try three groups of two terms

each.)

12. x2 + + 3. (Note that 41 = 3X + x.)

13. b
2

. (Note that a2 - b2 = a2 .!! ab + ab - b2:)

7 .

6..- Difference of Squares. Conaider, :for any two real neimbers
,

a and b, the product ., i
Ns;

6 (a + b) (a - = (a. + b)a - Ca -1.0)*

wog

= a
2
+ ba - ab.

= a2 - b2 .

This shows that the product of the sum and difference of any two

real numbers is equal to the difference of their'squares.
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Example 1. Find the product of the sum and difference of

20 and 2.

(20 + 2)(20 - 2) = (20)2 - (2)2

400 - 4

396.

Example 2. Find the prciduct of the sum end difference of

'2x and 3y.

(2x + 3y)(2x - 3y) = (2x)2 - (3y)2

= 4x
2

- 9y
2

.

Let us turn the above problem around. If we are given the

polynomial a2 - b2, 'then we .lmow that

a2 - b2 = (a 4. b)(a - b).

In other words, a difference of squares can be factored into a
_

product of a sum and a difference.

factor a polynomial if we can first

squares.' Thus, in Example 2, if we

write

Knowing this, we can always

write it as a difference of

are given 4x2 - 9y
2

, we

4x2 9Y2 (2x)2 (3y)2

= (2k f 3y) (2x =

Example 3. Factor 8y2

Usisr4he distributive property, we have

8y2 - 18 . 2(4y2 - 9)

In this form we recognize one 'factor to be the difference of

squares:

Hence,

4y2 9'L (2y)2 (3)2

= (?Y +3)(2y 3).

8y2 - 18 = 2(2y + 3)(2y - 3).

9
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Example 4. Factor 3a2 °- 3ab a2 - b2.

'By grouping, we write

3a2. = 3ab + a2 -
b2 (3a2

- 3ab) + (a2 - b2)

= 39'.(a - b) + (a + b)(a - b)

(3a + (a + b))(a - V)

(3a + a + b)(a - b)

(Ita + b)(a - b)

,

' ° Example Solve the equation 9x
2

- 4 = O.

Since 9x2 - 4 = (3x + 2)(3x - 2) for any real number" x,

the given equation is equivalent to

. (3x + 2)(3x - 2) = 0:

Moreover, for a real number x, (3x' + 2)(3x - 2) = 0 if and only

if either 3x + 2 = 0 or 3x - 2 = 0. Therefore the sentence

'H9x2 - 4 = 0" is equivalent to the sentence "3x = 2 or 3x = -2 ",

and the truth set of the equation 9x2 - 4 = 0 is (, _

Problems

1: Perform the-indicated operations.

(a) (a -2)(a + 2) (e)
:(a2 b2)(a2

-
b2)

(b) (2x - Y)(2x + y) (f) .(x a)(x - a)

,(c) ( ln + 1)(mn,- 1) (g) (2x - y)(x + 2y)

(d) 03xy - 2z)(3xy + 2z) (h) 0,2 - + s2)

V

2 5

0

4 A.'



2.' Factor the following

1 - n
2

25x
2

- 9

16x2 -\4y2

25a
2

- b
2
c
2

20s
2

- 5°

16x3 - 4x

49x
4

- 1

3. Solve the equations.

U.

5.

x2- 9=

(b), 9r2 7 1

(c) 7582 - 3

(d) 2x2 = 8

Factor 202 -

250

polynomi;as over the integers if,possible.

(h) x
2

- 4

(i) x
2

- 3

(.1) x
2
+ 4

(k) 3x
2

- 3

(1) (a - 1)2 - 1

(10 (m + n)2 -

(n)`

(m n)2

x2
3t2)

X

0 (e) 4t3 - t = 0

(f) x` + 4 = 0

=0 (g) 5, - 16 = 0

N
(h) (s + 2)

o
- 9 =,0

7
1... Solution:

202 -.1 = 20
2

- 124' (Why?)

(20 - 1)(20 + 1) (Why?):1

= 19.21.

Can you see how to reverse these steps? Suppose you are asked

to find (19)(21) mentally? Is it easier to find 202 - 1?

' Find mentally:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(22)(18)

(37)(43)

(260(34)

('23x) (fly)

(e)

f.)

(36(m + n( 44(ra - n))

(h) 0)(6)(4)(11)'

(101)(99)

(40m) (50n)

Can 899 be a prime number? (Hint:, 899 = 302-- 1.)

Can 1591 be a prime number?

Can you tell anything about the factOrs of 391?'

Canyou tell anything about the factors'of 401?'

9 5
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6. What is (2 -1--)(2 +-1-3-)?' Once again, since we'have the sum

and difference of the same two numbers, this becomes

( 2)2 - ) 2 = 4 - 3 = 1. We can apply this to-vationalize

the denominator in

1

2- ---

By the multiplication property of_ .1,

1 _' 1 2 +--.13-

2 - IT 2 - /-3- 2 +.../-3-*

2 +,./5-
2 +1-5-.

What does this say about the reciprocal- of '2

Of 2 +V-5?

Rationalize the denominator:

2 (c)
-6(a)

5 + -I-2- 2 +1T1 '

(bY 3 -I- NS (d) 3 _.
. 3 -15 -,./6 --,/ 5

\.,

7. Factor'each of the following:

. (a)
P

a
3 + b3 = a-3 - ab2 + ab2 + b 3

= a(a2 - b2) + (a + b)b2

= a(a + b)(a b) ,÷ (a + b)b2

= (a + bl(a(a -,b) + b2 )Y'

= (a + - ab + b2)

(b) t3 + 1

(c) 83 + 8

(d) 27x3 +

4b

V
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8. Factor each.of the following:

(a) a3 - b3 = ab2 + ab2

= a(a2 - b2) + (a - b)b2

= a(a - b)(a + b) + (a - b)b2

= (a - b) (a(a + b) + b2

= (a - b) (a2 + ab + b2)

(b) 'pa - 1

(c) s3 - 8

(a). 8x3 - 1

We know that the set of non-rational numbers contains the set

of rational numbers. We' must determine whether or not numbers like

"2 + /" band "2 --,n" (any numbers in the form of "a + biTY")

are closed under the operations of "+"' and "x". Are the

commutative, associative and distributive properties satisfied?

By now some of you may have the clue to what it is we are

doing. Referring back to the section on "Fields and Modulo.

Systems" in Part 4, you will see that by'this time, five of the '

eight properties of a field have been satisfied. A little more

verification of the remaining properties should convince you that

the numbers in the form of a + bVir do, in fact, form a field!!

(The identity elements for + and. x are respectively O. and

1. Can you write these in the form of a + b,r5?)

We can now speak more convincingly about the process of:

"rationalizing the denominator". Since we are working with a field,

the Operation of dividing one of these numbers by another can be

reduced to multiplying the first by `Ile multiplicative inverse. of

pm other. For example,

2 -.IT 41

5 +1-S.
2- .17T.

5 +IT
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Now since
1

is not in the form of a + b.fri, our task
5 +i-3

,is to write it in that form sethat the multiplicatipn°can be peK7

formed. We seek another form of 1
where no radicalsvappear

5 +VT
in the denominator. This is accomplished by using the multipli-

'

c%tion property of 1 as follows:'

1 1

5+,/5+I -5 5, -Ii

Why do we choose 5 -

This result is 6r - number in the form of

a + b,/F. It is now possible to multiply (2 -15)4 - 47:0

and obtain a valid result. The whole process, however, is shortened

as follows: 2 - - 7 + 3

5 + 5 -fa- 25 -

13 - 7.13
-22

Perfect Squares. For-any real numbers a and b,

consider the product

(a + b)2 -41(a + b)(a + b)

= (a + b)a + (a + b)b

a
2 + ab + b2

= a-
2
+ 2(ab) + b2

The polynomial "a2 + 2(ab) + b2", since it can be written as the

product of two identical factors, is Called a perfect square. In

the same way we can obtain
/-,

(a -,b)2 a2 - 2(ab) + b 2,

so that "a
2

- 2(ab) + b2" is also a perfect square.
.1
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The problegi is to identify a polynomial which is a perfect
square apwrite it in its "squared" form. We have already met
perfect'squares of the type ,2

5a
4
b c6 (note that 25a

4
b.2c

6

(5a2bc3 )
2
). We are interested here in the two types considered

above.

Consider ttfe example (2x -f 3y) in comparison with the
general case (a + b) 2 .

(a + b)2 = 2
+ 2( b) + 2'b

(2x-+ 3y) + 2(2x.3y) + (3y)2

= 4x2 + 12xy + 9y2 .

If we are given 4x
2
+ 12xy + 9y2 at tt. outset, the problem is

to write it in the form, (2x)2.+ 2(3x.3y) + (3y)2,, from .which the
factored form (2x + 3y)2 is obtained immediately by faking a
as 2x and b as 3y in the general form,

Example 1. Factor x2 + 6x + 9.

x2 +-6x + 9 = x2 + 2(3x) + 32

= (x + 3)2

How do yod tell at a glance Ihethqr or not a polynomial'such,
as this is ,a perfect square?

Example 2. Factor 9s2 + 12st 4t2.

9s2 + 12st + 4t2 = (3s)2,+ 2(3s2t) + (2t)2'

= (3s.+ 2t)2.

Example 3: Factor 4a2 - 4ab + b2.

4a2 - 4ab + b2 = (2a)2 - 2(2ab) + b2,

(2a - b)2

0

tl
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Problems

.- -

1. Fill in the_missing terit-*th t the result is a perfect

square4. .,,,-.

ta - 6t + ( ) (e)
r.

( ) + 6xy + 9y2

(b) x2 + 8x + ( ) al' .u2 4 i- 25

.1/1ii a2 + 12a + ( ) (g) :4s2 + ( )- 4-9

(d) 4s2 + )4st + ( ) (h) 9x'
,

+ 18x' + ( )

4t

2. Which of the following are perfect squares?

(a) x2 + 2xy + y2

2 4*
.(b) g + 2ax + 9a

2

.(c)
72 _i_2(7)(5) 52

(d) 7 + 2,17715+ 5

( e ) 4 : 2 ,./i5 +

x2 x +1 L..

(g) (x = 1)2 - 6(x - 1) + 9

(h) (2a + 1)2 +40(2a + 1) + f.J5

3. Factor each of the following polynomials over the integers,

if possible.

'Pt (a) a2 - 4a + 4 (f) 7x
2
+ 14x + 7

(b) 4x
2

- Itx + 1 . CO y2
,

+ y'+ 1

(c) x2 - IN. ' (h) Itz2 - 20z + 25

(d) x2 + -4. (i) 9s
2
+ 6st + 4t2

1,, (e) -.4t2-4. 12t 4:4
.

(0) 9(a - ). - 1

Write the result of performing the Multiplications: , a
,

(a) (x + 3)2 = (e) '((x - 1) + a)((x - 1) = a) =

(b) +,M2 = (f) ,(( ) 2 =

(c) (a -173)2 . (g) (ipo + 1)2 =

(d) (x - y)2

ts, 2 6 0
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Some polynpmi s can be factored by combining the methods of

perfect squares and differences of squares.

Example 41 Factor x2 + 6x 4- 5.

know trAt,1 +'6x + 9 is a perfect square. This suggests ---'

that we should write

x
2
+ 6x + 5 = x

2
+ 6x -I- 9 - 9 + 5 (to form a perfect square)

= (x2 + 6x + 9) -

3)2
'd2 (to form

= (x +.b + 2)(X + 3 - 2).

= (x + -5)(x + 1)

-5"/

the difference of squares)

The method used above, of adding and subtracting a number so a to

obtain a perfect square, is called ecapleting square.

Example .2. Solve the equation x2 -.8x 18 = 0'.

Completing the square, we obtaih...,

2 - 8x + 16 - 16 + 18 =-0

We know of no method for factoring this polynomial. Does this

guarantee that it cannot be factored? In this case, we can find

the truthset without

Sinbe (x - 4)2

is never less than 02

equation is empty.-

;-4

::itnio:g-n:::tplioyle51;:nllp.inxf,act(:re-d4f)1791+4.2

. Thetlfore the truth set of the given

9 6 i ,/
I
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Problems

1. Factor the following polynomials over the integers using the

method of completing the square. 1

(a) x2 + 4x +.3 (c) x2 - 2x - 8

(b) x2 - 6x + 8

2. What integer values of) p, if any; will make the following

. polynomials perfect squares?

(a) u2 - 2u + p
(c) p2t2

+ 2pt + 1

(b) x2 + px +16

3'. Solve:

(a) y2 - lOy + 25 = 0 (c) 9a2 + 1Pa. +.4 = 0 0

(b) 4t2 -,20t + 25 = 0 -(d) 'a2 = -4a -

IWO
Quadratic Polynomials. We have already pointed out that

factoring can be regarded as a.proceminverse to simplification.

Thus, it seems plausible that, if someone were to give us a poly-
.

nomial which was obtained ds a result-of simplifying a product, we

,
should be able to reverse the process and discoVer the original

factored form. This can be difficult in general but does work in

some special cases, as we have already seen In the preceding

sections.. In this section, we use this approach to factor quadratic

polynomials, that is polynomials in one variable -of degree two.

Let uA examine the product

(x + m)(x + n) (x + m)x + (x + m)n

= x2 + mx + xn + mn

= x
2 + (m + n)x + mn
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/
If we. are ,given a qu9kratic polynomial such os x 2 + (m n)x + mn;Where m -and n are specific integers, then it is easy to reversethe process:

x2 + (m + n)x + mn =
i-
(x2 + mx) + (nx + mn)

+, m)x + (x + m)n

= (x +.m)(x +.n).

Inyfact, this is just another example of factoring by the dis-
tributive property. However, suppose that m and n are replacedby some common names, say 6 and 4. Then

(x + 6)(x + 4) = x2 + lox + 24.
Now we can.see hOw trouble arises. The variables m and n retaintheir identity and hold. the form of the

expression, while, 6 andIt become lost in the simplification. The problem in factoring apolynomial such as x2 + 10x + 24 is.to "rediscover" the numbers6 and 4.

Let us look at this example more closely.

+ 6)(x.+ 4) = *2 + (6 + 4)x +(6.4)

x2 + 10x I+ 24.

Evidently the problem is to write 24 as a product of two factorswhose sum is 10. In this case, since the numbers are simple youcan probably list in yopr mind. ways of factoring 24,

1.24

2.12

3.8*-

4.6

and pick the/pair of factors whose sum is 10.
Although this method of procedure is easy when the number offactors is small, it becomes tedious when the number of factors islarge; on the other held, the number of cases which need to be

, consideed can frequently be reduced if we use some of our know-ledge about integers.

4
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Example 1. Factor the quadratic polynomial x2.+ 22x + 72.

We must find two integers whose product is 72 and whose sum

is 22. We have 72 = 2332; go the various factors of 72 appear

as products of powers of ,2 and 3'. :Since 22 is even, both

integers whose sum is 22 must have a factor 2 and, since 22

is not divisible by Pa one of-the integers mush, involve all of the.

3's. This reduces the possibilities to

' 2
2
.3
2
+ 2 = 36 + 2

or

2
2

+ 2.32 4 + 18. ,

Since 4 + 18 = 22, it follows that

x
2
+ 22x + 72 = x2 /

+ k4 + 18)x + 4.18 -lir

+ 4)(x + 18).

Example 2. Factor x
2
+ 5x + 36.

The prime factorization of 36 is 22.32. If we examine all

possible pairs of factors of 36, we find that the sum can never

be as small A -5.

Product

1.36 37'

2.18 20

3.12 15

4.9 13

6.6 12

It appears that the smallest sum occurs when the)wo factors are

equal. SinCe 5 < 12, we conclude.that x2 + 5x 1-'36 cannot be

factored because the coefficient of x is too fMall
By similar reasoning determine whether x2 - 10x + 36 is

factorable. Is x2 + 13x + 49 factorable?' .Is x2 + 14x + 49

factorable?

I
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Next try to'factor x2 + 40x + 36. In this case 40 is too

large for x2 +'40x + 36 to be factorable. (Notice the preceding

table of products and sums.)

By similar reasoning determine whether x2 - 38x + 36 is

factorable. Is x2 + 51x +,49 factorable? Is x2 t- 50x + 49

factorable.

Problems-

Factor the quadratic polynomials, if possible, using the above

method.

1. (a) a
2 + 8a +.15 (c) a2 + 2a - 15'

,(,b) a2 28a + 15 (d)-'a2 - 2a - 15
if

.\

2. (a) t
2
+ 12t + 20 (c) t2 + 9t + 20 .

.(b) t
2
+ 21t + 20 (d) t2 + 10t +'20

4

3. (a) a
2-+ 6a - 55 (d) y2 - 17y - 74

(b) x2 - 5x + 6 (e) z
2 - 2z + 18 '

(c) u2 - 10u + 24

4. (a) z6 *- 7z3 - 8 (c). a4 - 13a2 + 36

4
(b) b - 11p

2
+ 28 (d) y4 - 81

,

5. (a) 5a + a
2

- 14 (c) 108 + a2 - 21a

(b) 10a +'39 + a
2

(d) a2 + 25a - 600

61 Solve the equations:

e
(a) a2 - 9a 7 36 = 0 (d) x2 + ox = o

(b)' x2 = 5x - 6 (e) (x - 2)(x + 1) = 4

( c ) y2, - 13y + 36,= 0 (0 6x2 -4. 6x - 72 = 0

,
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7.. Translate the folldWing into open sentences and find thei

truth sets:

(a) The square of a number is 7 greater than 6 times the

number. What is the number?

(b) The length of a rectangle is 5 inches-more than its

width. Its area is 84 square4nches. Find its width.

(c) The square of a number is '9 less.than' 10" times the

number. What is the number?

8. A rectangular bin is 2 feet deep and its periMAer is 24

feet. If the volume of the bin is 70 cu: ft., what are the

length and the width of the bin?

9. Prove that if p and 4 °are integers and if x2 + px + q

is factorable, then x2 - px + q is also factorable.

In the quadratic polynomials of Examples.1,'2, 3, the co-

efficient of the second power of the variable was equal to

In order to see how to handle other quadratic polynomials let us

again consider a product.

(ax + b)(cx + d) (ax + b)cx + ax + b)d

= (ac)x
2
+ (ad + VOX + (bd)

goo - A

In order to simplify our discussion, let us call a and b the

coefficients of the factor (ax + b), c and d, the coefficients

of (cx + d), and ac, (ad +bc)-, bd the-coeffic/ents of the

quadratic polynomial (ac)x2 +.(ad + bc)x + (bd).

Notice how the coefficients of the quidratic polynomial arise.

The coeffecient of x2 is thev.prodpct of tie first ,coefficients

of the factors, the constant is the product of the constants f

the factors, and,the coefficient of x is the product of the

"outside" coefficients plus the product of the "inside" coeffi-

cients. For example:

j

266
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2,3 5.2

.

(2x + = 2.3x2 + (2.2 + 5.3)x + 5.2.
\--/

2.2 + 5.3

Foi simplicity in speaking of these coefficients, we call 2.3 the
product of the first coefficients, 15.2 the product of the last,

2.2' the product of the. outside and 5.3 the product of the inside
coefficients.

Thus, the problem of factoring such a quadratic polynomial as
"6x2 + 19x + 10" is a problem of finding two factors of 6, ,and

two factors of 10 Such that the "sum of the products of the out-
side and inside factors" is 19. In simple cases, this can 1e. done

by cbeckingall possible factorizations of the coefficients.* Since
the factors dt 6 are 1.6. or 2.3 'and the 5ctOrs 4k 10 are
1,10 or 2.5 or 5.2 or 10.1, we try each possibility.

(1). lx, + 1)(6x .+ 10

1.10 +q6 =

(2) (lx + 2)(6x + 5)

+ 2.6 =

(3) (lx + 5)(6x + 2)

IF 5.6 = 2

(4) (lx + 10)( x + 1)

1.1 + 10.6 =

0.4

617
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- (2x + 1)(3x + 10)

2.10+ 1.3 =

(2x + 2)(3x + 5)

2.5 + 2.3'1=

(2x + 5)(3 +2)

2# 5.3 = 19

Of course,,with a little practice we would have gone directly to

the desired factors (2x + 5). and (3x + 2) by eliminating the

other cases mentally. We would think:, . 6 = 2.3 and 10 = 2.5.

r
ince the middle coefficient, 19 is odd, we cannot have an even

ctor in eacA of.the,outside and inside products. This rules out

ossibilities (1), (3) and (6). Certainly, the factorization

10 = 1.10 in the other possibilities will give too large a middle

coefficient: This leaves us with possibilities (2) and (7).

Hence, we try these two and find that (7) is the desired pair of

factors.

Example 3.- Factor 3x2 - 2x.- 21.

We lobk for coefficients Suchlthat

6
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There is one factorization of 3: 3.1, and tWO factorizations of

21: 21.. or 3.7. lince 2 is not divisible by 3, we must

keep all the 3's in either the outside or inside product. Of

the remaining possibilities, which one yields -2 as the sum of

the outside and inside products? Hence,
. ,

%,.

3x
2

- 2x - 21 = (x - 3)(3x + 7)
/

Example 4. Factor- 25x2 - 45x - 36.

We have 25 = 52 and 36 = 2232. We must find a pair of

integers whose product is 25, -and a. pair of integers whose

product.is -36, such that the sum, of the outside and inside

products is -45. Since 5 divides, 45, there must be a 5 in

each of the outside and inside products. Therdfore we must have

the first coefficients 5 and 5. Since 3 divides 45, there.

----\

must also be a 3 in each Of the outside and inside products.

On the other hand, .45 is dd; so the 2ts' must all occur in

one term. We have, thus, reduced the cases to last coefficients:.

12, -3; or -12, 3; or 3, -12; or. -3, *12. The case which

gives the, desired factors 1-e-,; last coefficients -12, .3.,

Therefbre

25 -36

25x
2

- 45x - 36 = (5x-- 12)(5x + 3)

4

2

5
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, Problems

1.

Factor, if possible, the polynomials over the integers.

(a) 2x2 + 5x + 3 (c) 2x2 +.9x + 3'

(b) 2x2 + 7x +-3

2. 3a
2
+ 4a - 7 9a2 + 3a

3. ,44y2 + 23y - 6 7. 10x2 - 69x - 45

4. 3x2 17x,- 6 8. 6 - 23a - 4a2

5. 9x
2

+ 12x -12.4 9. 25x2 - 70xy + 49y2

10. '','"Factor:

(a) 6x2 - I44x 150 (e) 6x2 + 25x + 150

.(b) 6x2 - llx - 150 (fi 6x2 + 65x + 150

(c) 6x2 -4260x + 150 (g) 6x2 - 87x + 150

(d) 6x2 = 61x + 150 t- (h) 6x2 + 65x - 150

0

11. Can ,2x2 + ax + b be factored if a is even and b is odd?

Why?

12. Can 3x
2 + 5x + b be factored if 3 ,is a factor of b?

If so, choose a value of b such that 3x
2
+ 5x + b can

be factored.
A

Translate thqfollowing into open sentences and find their

truth sets.

13. The sum of "two' numbers is 15 and the sum of their squares

is 137. Find the npmbers.

14. The product of two consecutive odd numbers is 15 mo'e than

4 times the smaller number. What are the numbers?

15,4. Find the dimensions of a rectangle whose perimeter is 28
feet and whose area is 24 square-feet.
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Polynomials Over.the Rational Numbers or the Real Numbers.

Most of the preceding work in factoring was concerned with factor-

ing polynomials over the integers. The name itself suggests that

we had in mind the possibility of other kinds of polynomials.

A phrase formed from rational numbers and variables,

With no indicated operations other than aLddition,

subtraction, multiplication and taking opposites,

is called a polynotial over the rational numbers.

You give a definition for polynomial over the real numbers:

We, thus, have three types of polynomiils: polynomials over

the integers, over the rational numbers, and over the real numbers.

Consider the expression 3x2 - 4x + 1. This is a polynomial over

the integers. Since every integer is also a rational number,.

3x2 - 4x + 1 may also be thought of as a polynomial over the

rational numbers. Is it possible to regard this as a polynomial

over the real numbers? The expression u3 - .02 + u - 1 is a

polynomial over the rational numbers. Is it possible to think of

it as a polynomial over the inVOters? Over the real numbers?

The problem of factoring can now be stated more 'generally:

The problem is to write a given polynomial, which

we consider to be of a certain type, as an in-

dicated product of polynomials. of the same type.

Consider the expression "x2 - 2". This is a polynomial over

the integers and, as such, can be factored only in the trivial form

x2 - 2 =, (-1)(2 - x
2
).

This is not especially interesting since the factor 2 - x2 is not

of lower degree than ,x - 2. In_this sense, x2 2 is "prime"

as a,polynomial over the integers. .However, x2 2 can also be

considered as a polynomial over the real n ers, and we have

x2 2 = X2 - (r2-)2

= (x
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where x -1-,./T and x -/-2-' are polynomials bver the real, numbers

(but not Oyer the rational numbers or integers). Thus,' x2 - 2,

considered as a polyn6Pal over the real numbers, admits a non-

trivial fact ring. This'example shows that it makes a difference

°in factoring which kind of polynomial is being considered.

Consider the exprebsion-

n - 4p-,
v3at + t

2
- 27s2t3"

This is a polynomial in two variables over the rational-numbers.

The/ distributive property enables us to write it in the form

6P(st + 5st - 18s.2 t 3 ).

The factor n73n may be thought of as a polynomial over the rational

numbers, while "st + 5st - 188
2
t
30 is a polynomial over the

integers.. This reduction can always be made:

A po omial over the rational numbers can be

written as a'produot of a rational number and

a polynomial over the integers.

By this reduction, the problem of factoring, polynomials over

the rci9fOITa-1-numbers is reduced to the-problem of factoring poly-

nomials over the integers.

Th Algebra of Rational Expressions, When we began our

discussiop o factoring we made a special point of the similarity

between factoring polynomials and factoring. integers. This

similarity can be developed further. The integers are closed

under addition, subtraction and multiplication, but not division.

The polynomials are closed under (indicated) addition, subtraction

and multiplication, but not division. If we extend the system of

integers so as also to obtain closure under division'(except

division by zero)'Tle obtain he system of rational numbers. What

is the similar extension for polynomials?"'

I- 7 r
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A rational expression is a phrase which involves

real numbers and variables with at most the

operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication,

aividion and taking opposites.

Is every polynomial a rational expression? Ar the rational ex-

pressions closed under the indicated oPeratio of addition, sub-

traction, multiplication and division? Why is ,/2x - 1 ,not,a

rational expression? ,

As examples of rational expressions, we list

(1) 511 + 1 , (2) __2x -,____3 (3) x
3
+ 5

ky' - 9 ,5

(4) +74 5 (5) 3a - 2b (6) z z + 2
z ..7 S----*

/

Among these rational expressions, (1), (3) and (6) are in one

variablt. Notice that (2) and (3) a4 indicated quotients of

polynomials, whereas (6) is an indicated product and (1), (4)

and (5) are indicated suns of rational expressions. Just as .every

-rational number can be represented as the Tiotient of two Integers,

every rational expression can be written as the quotient of two

polynomials.

Since rational expressions are phrases, they represent numbers.

Therefore, in an expression, suCh as 6'

"ff

the value of 0 is automatically excluded from the domain of the

variable t and the value 1 is excluded from the domain of s.

Such a restriction is always understood for-. any phrase which in-

volves a variable in a denominator.

We arenow ready to study some of the "algebra" of rational

'expressions. This amounts to studying the pratedures for simpli-

fying (indicated) suns and products of rational expressions to

quotients,of polynomials. As was the case for the rational numbers;

we might expect some of the work we have done with fractions to

9 13
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apply here. In fact, remember that for each value of its variables

a rational expression is a real number. Therefore, the same

properties hold for operations on/rational expressions as hold for

operations on real nonbers.

For real numl,vra a, b,4 d we have the properties:,

(1)
ti.t=,,/lac'rd. (where neither b nor d

is zero.)015 -)

c2)/ r = 1 JP'

g*1

a ca+

If we symbolize rational expressions with the capital letters

A, B, C, D, we can write corresponding properties: 4t,

A.; g,
(whereneither B nor D.

(fi)' = 1 t
can be written as the zero

expression.)
A C A + C.

(iii) B+

What are the restrictions on the domains of the variables

involved in, B and 'D? If A, B are rational expressions and
A

B can be written as the zero expression, then is r a rational

expression?

We use the above properties applied to rational expressions'

to simplify the rational expressions. In other words, we want to

write an expression as a single indicated quotient of two poly-

nomials which do not have common factors.

Example 1. Simplify
ax - bx a

2 + 2 b + b
2

2---.
as - b

2 It

We use Property (i) with .A = ax - bx, B = x2,
S' A

C = a2 + 2ab + b2 and D = a2 Each of these polynomials

can be factored:

k = (a - b)x.

B = xx

r'

C = (a + b)(a + b)

D = (a + b)(a - b).

0
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a2ax - bx a- + 2ab + b2 ca. - b)x(a + b)(a + b)'
, 'b (1)2

x 's,a
2

- b
2 ° x2(a + b)(a - b)

-44
(a + b)(x(a + b)(a -- b))

x(x(a + b)(a - b))

a
x
+ b, by (-iA)...

The restrictions are

x 0, a / b, a / -b.

Example 2.

1 - x2 -x - 2 , (1 - 4(1 + x) x - 2

1 ±x x2 - 3x + 2 1.-+ x (x 1)(x - 2)

1
+1 2x1Pc )2%cz :

(1,- x) (1 + x) (x - 2))

(x - 1) (1 + x)(x 2)

1 - x-

(71)(x - 1)
x - 1

1

What is the' restriction on the domain, of x?

Example 3.

x2 +i - 2

2IC x -2 x - 2x2 - kx +, 14.

x -t-2 x2 - + 4 + 257-:ff

(x 2)(x ,1)(x 21*

(x 2)(x 7 2)(x + 2

(x +
X. +

ti I

gcr
2

,(411Y?)

(why ?)

(why ?)
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,Problems

Simplify the following, noting restrictions on the values of

the variables:

, 3x - 3

- 1

2.
- 1)- y
*/

x2 - x2y

// hX LiX 12

x2 - 5x - 6

4.

5

6.

ab + ab 1 -b
,A - ab2 L + b

x2-9

x
2

3x
3x + 3

x
2
+ 2x + 1

-__x
2

- 1 ..

x +

Izto

Simplification of Sums of Rational Expressions: .In.order

to use the propefty.

c a + c

O

when adding rational numbers, it is necessary first to write them

in a form so that they have a common denominator. In the casg of

xational numbers, the least (common)' denominator which would work

was the least common multiple (L:C.M.) of the two given denogiinators.

We have a similar problem in adding rational expressions, and the

actoring of

factorin of

methodis just like that for rational numbers, with

pol omials playing,exactlY the:same roll as that o

int r4,

Example 1. 72-2-"+
36a b 24b.

4

The'factored'forms of the denominators are

36a2b
?232a210

24bt = 2?3b3
0

o

0 1

/".

0.
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Choosing each factor the greateit nufber of times it occurs in

either denominator, find the L.C.M. to be 13.32a2b3. Then

7 5 7 22 , 5 32
2 2 2 1- 3" 336a b 244) 2 3 a b 2b 2 3b 3a

14b2 15a
2

.2332a
2
b
3

2332a
2
b
3

ikb2 ,a5a2

72a b 3

a 2a - 3Example 4. -sa-77-9-

The L.C.M. is 3.5(a - 3).

If a / 3; then

a 2a -1,3 a . 5 2a - 3 3
34 - 9 5a. -(15 3(a - 3 5(a -.3) -S.

6a - 9 .
3.5(a 3) 3.5(a - 3)

5a - (6a - 9)
;3.5(a - 3)

5a. 6a_ -13-

Example 3. (1 - ) 1 + x )
.

1 x + 1 I x + 1
1 3.= x r x

and

"x-= x - ++
T.7=-1 x - 7.71

Therefore, if x / 1 and x -1, than \ ,

x2(1 - )(1 x + - 1)

9 7 7. ,
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Problems
k

3 2

-7 c-
1 .

x .A....:NS

1 1
2. 8. 4i. + r + -6

1 1
.

a 2a
3. -- - 2 92

*

4. T7-1+ 1
.

10.

5' 71-=-1
3

+ E-7-1
2

, 11.

111.

X
77-7 X - 3

m
12.

a
2

- 4a - 5
+

a
-p2-

+ a

2
x _ Z_

x Hint: Multiply by
1 + X x

X'

1

7-7
13. Consider the set of all rational expressions, Do ydu think

this set is closed under each of the four operations of

arithmetic? 0
__

Division of Polynomials. Wheeyou were given.a rational

number such------171as --ris in arithmetic you recognized it immediately as

an 'improPer" fraction and .iatt9hed to writeit in the "proper"

forth 710.Ts.. Th s form really means 71+ d, since g <
l'

\--

171--does have the dvantage of teliini'immediatTse that -Ts lies
between the iintegersfi7 and 8. Thetnumber

1!
is the integral

part of Since
i '°'

7 + 7S
010 7.23

2
+,10 1,

an 'equivalent way of looking at this is to write

b

171 7.23+

X78

O
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Thus; the integer 171 -is represented as an integral multiple Of

23 plus an integer which is smaller than 23. This 411 really what

we always do'when carrying out the process of div*ding one integer

by another. How do you ohecl our "answer" in division?

We shall now study the similar Prdtlem for rational expressions

in one variable.* Consider the example:

2 x ( x 2- 3 x622 =
x - 3x- x

2
- 3x.

5x += 2x+ 1

x - 3x

Does this resemble the above example for rational
(

numbers? Notice`°

that we girst wrote the numerator in the form

2x3.- 6x2 if-5x + l'= 2x(x2 -,3x) + (5x + 1),
.

that is, as a polynomial multiple of x3 - 3x plus a polynothial

of lower degree than x3 - 3x. Let us lay for the moment/,

the question of how we did this (later you will learn a systematic

way of doing it) and st'te in general terms just whit the problem

is. ,

Let N and D be two'polynomials in one
. 'variable. Then todivide N *by D means to
'.obtain polynomials Q and R, with A of /4
lower degree than DP such that

N 1 R= @ +15.

.

Tliis prob ei is equivalent to finding polylomidisN Q and R
'such thit

..

N = QD + R.
. ...

.

As in arithmetic, N is the dividendA -D the divisor, Q
,

he quotient, and R the remainder. .411at are N, D, Q, 4 in the

',cam le considered above? It was easy to obtain Q and R if . .

-,this example since the first two lrms of N, 2.0 -.6x2, contain.'t

-

D as a factor.
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Our objective is to give a general step-by-step process for

finding polynomials Q and R, being given two polynomials

and D. Notice that, since

it "follows that

N = Of+ R,

R =N - QD

This means that if "we can find( Q,

subtracting QD from N.

Let us consider another example:
A

2x
2
+ x - 5
x - 3

en R is obtainecl, simply by

>Here,' N = 2x2 + x - 5 and D = x - 3. Let us try first to fiid

a polynomial multiple of D which when slbtracted from NA gives

a polynomial of lower degree than N (but not necessarily of

lower degree than D). All we need to do is multiply x - 3 by

a monomial so that the resulting polynomial by the same term or

highest degree as N. The highest degree term. of N is ".2x2".

ThUsr,if we multiply-.(x - 3) by 2x, the result hasthe.same.'

term of highest degree.

2x(x.- 3) =

and .

A s (2x2 + x - 5) - 2x(x - 3) = 7x - 5.

That is,

(1) 2x
2
+ x - 5 =i2x(x - 3) + (7x - ).

However, the polynomial 7x.\- 5 is not ofloper aegre than x - 3.

Hence, let.us apply the same procedure to 7x - 5. We multiply

(x -.3) 'by 7 in orderto have the same highest degree stern as

(7x = 5) 17 ( 16

(2) 7x - 5 ..!7( 3,) +.16

Combinirig,:thg' reAUlts. .(2),,twe
o-

?

.k

, ^ -f.)-1)

r *:

0

have

z

r
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2x
2
+ x - 5 = - 3) + 7(x - 3) + 16

= (2x + 7)(x - 3)+

Since 16 has lower degree than .(x -j3), the desired polynomials

are Q = 2x + 7 and R 16. (What is the'degree of 16 ?)

Therefore,

2x
2
+ x

x - 3
, (2x +,7) +

0

In this division process for polynOmials we subtract succeSive-

ly (polynomial) multiples of the diVisor, obtaining at each step a

polynomial 'of lower degree. We are finished when the result has°

lower degree than, the divisor. This process has probably recalled

to you the familiar long division process for num$ers in arithmetic

remember that long division amounts to successive subtractions

-Ilkof multiples of the divisor from the dividend. For example,

' 131 295300 13 + 20 13 + 7 13 + 2
2600
353

Subtract 260

93
91,

2

2953 =100 13 + 20 13 + 7 13 + 2,

= 13(200 + 20 + 7) + 2,

and

Thus,

2.?3 200 + 20 + 7)1+ i?"3-

'at 2= 227

a

*''--1... We can use a similar form fL arranging work in dtvi ing

polynomials. irsp, however, we must see how to armant0Vbt c ion

"vertically" as is done in arithmetic. For example, the sen noe
..

,

(-5x
4
+,2x

3
- x + 1) - (

3xt
x
2

l'

2) . -8x4 + 2x i + x -.-2X - 1

may be written "vertically" in the fd

ti

281

. A
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-5x
4
+ 2x3 x + 1

SUbtract7-------* 3x
4

- X
2
+ x + 2

.%

-8x4 & 2x3 + x 2 - 2x - 1.

Notice that the terms of the same degree are placed one abovt the

other and if Eiterm (such as, the second degree term in the first

polynomial) is mUsing, then a space is left for it. The differ-

ence is then found by subtracting terms of like degree.:

Problems

1. Subtract, using the "vertical" form.

(a) a
3 - 5a2 + 2a 4 1

a
3'

+ 7a
2

+ 9a/ - 11

-3x
4

- 5x
2

- 7x + 2

-3X
4
+ 2x

3
7 3x2 .. 6

2. Use the "vertical form in the folloying: j

(a) Subtract 3a2 - 6a_+ 9 from 3a2 + 7a - 11.

(b) From 12x3 - 11x2 + 3 'subtract 12i3 + 6x. + 9.

. ,

We can now set up a "vertical" fbrm for dividing po ynomials.

Let us use the same example as before.

2x
2
+ xr= 5

.
. x 3 *1

apple !...Ex

x 31
2x2 + x - 5 = 2x (c- 3) + -. 3) 6

2x
2

6x

7x,- 5
7x i 214,

(6`

Subtract.

-
`

Thus, 2x2 + +x - 5 =.(2x+ 7)(X - 3)/7 16,

and
,*2x? + x - 5._ 4 4. 7 -4. 3471:
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Problems

Perform the indicated divisions, us,
Example 1.

7

2x2-- 4x 4- 31.
2x -2 .

2x 3\1

3
- 2x

6

2 C2x

x -.
+ 5

Hint: Write the diVidend 2x
3

- 2x2 + 5
to allow for the missing first degree_term.

he form shoWn in

4x2 - 4x

4 3

4. 2x5 + x3 - 5x2 + 2 3x 3
- 2x2+ 14x+ 5x - 1 5. .
3x + 1

Example 1 on page number 277 can be written
more compactly as:

Dividend

Divisor

l

Check: (2x + 7)(x---3) + 16 .,2x2 + x - 5.
1

2
+ 16Therefore,. 2x x 5 - 2x + 7 -I- 7-..7.-7.,x 7 3

x - 31 2x2 + x - 5 12x +'74----Quotient

2x2-6x

7x - 5
7x - 21

16 <, Remainder

Example 2. Divide x3 +3 3x2 - 38x - 10 by x - 5..

x - $ x3 + 3x2 - 38x - 10 + 8x + 2

8x2 - 38x - 10

8X2 - 40X.

,.

4,

2x - 10
2x - 10

'9.83

-1' a

e

rt
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I

Check: (x2 + 8x1+ 2)(x - 5) + x3 + 3x2 - 38x -

Therefore,
x°41 + 3x2

x -
58x - 10 x2 + 84i+ 2

Problems

1. Divide x3 - 3x2 + 7x - 1 br x -

2. Divide
#x2 - 2x +,15 by - 5.

3. Divide 5x3 - llx + 7 by x +.2.

Perform the indicated division.

4x2 - 15
3

6,0 - X2 5x + 4
5. 3x - 2

6.

7. HOw will the division process tell you when the polynomial

D is a factor of N? Show that x + 3 is a factor of

2;4 + 2±3 - 7x2 + 14x - 3.
.r"

O

,*In the above examples and problems, we have emphasized the

case in which the divisor is a polynomial of degree one. However,

the process works equally well with any two polrnomidls.

Example 3.
I

- x2 + 1

2x3+ 1

There is nothing to do here since 14 is already ofAoIweir

degreetthan, D; so Q = 0 and Mk= R. In other words, the

rational expression is already "proper ".. :

I )

2 8 f

V :
4
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x '21 5x11-3x3+2x2 +12x +1 = + 2) -3 x3+ 2) +2x2+ 2x+ 7 .

5x4
,+ 3.0x

- 3x3 + 2x2 -4, 2x +-3.

/ - 3x3 ..,' - 6

Thiis ,

+: 2x +7

A i
5x

4
3x3. + a2

+ 1.2x + 1 = (5x - 3)(x3

a , 1and ,

5x4 - 3x3 +32x2 + 12x + 1 .2x2 + 2x.3_ 7
5x= 3)+ 3x +2 x +2'

2) + 2x2 + 2x + 7,

Written in the morea'compact form,, this becomes:

x3 + 2 51E4 - A
3x

3
+ 2x

2
+ 12x +'1

_

+ 10x

- 33" + 2x2 + 2x + 1

- 6,--'3x
3

2x
2

2x + 7

Check: '( 5x - + 2) + (2x2 + 2x + 7) = 57E4

Therefore, , .

3 2, s+i
t.
,

I1
. - x + 12x + 1 2x

2 +2x + 7I._ 3
1

x + 2 x, +-2
i

. ... .

3x
3
+ 2x2 +12x+ 1.

/

Sr

285
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Problems

1. Perform the indicated divisions.

3
- x + 4x,+ 5

.

2

3

X3 *- '212 + 7x -.1

x2 - 2x - 1

(c) 3x1r+ 4x3 - 2x2 - 7
2x - 4

db.

2. Obtain the second fadtor in each of the following:

(a) 9x
6

- 25x
4
+ 3x + 5 = (3x + 5) ( )

(b) x9 + 1 = (x3 + 1)(

.

(c) '2:x
4 - 5x - x + 1 (x

2
- x - 1)-(

20x4 + x2-- 5) (, )(d) 4x8 + 2x5 - 10x + 25 = (2x4 + x -

Summary. We introduced the concept of a polynomial and

saw that the pi'oblem of factOring exOessionz-is-Blgnifiaant-only

when restricted to factoring-polynomials. Although most of our

work was with polynomials over the integers, we also considered

'polynomials over the rational numbers and over the real numbers.

Each of these sets of polynomiali is ,Closed under addition and

multiplication.

In factoring a polynomial of a given type, we insist on factors

which are polynomials of the same type. A pol omial which is not' -

factorable asa, polynOmial over the integees y or may not be

%factorable when regarded as a polynomial over th real numbers.

Factoringa polynomial over the rational numbers an be reduced

to factoring a polynomial, over the integerS.

We found that factoring is a useful tool for solving equation

The various methods of factoring polynomials are based on

following forms: .., J

/

286'
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Distributive Property:

ab + ac = a(b + c).

Difference of Squares:

2 2
- ba (a + b).

r
Perfect Squares; N'---7 ,

. .

a
2
+ 2(ab) + b2 = (a + b)2

a2 - 2(ab),+ b2 = Ka - b)0
t''

-

Completing the Square:

x2 +._px (x + i)2 - 1

Quadratic Polynomials in one variattie:

x2 + (m + n)x + (mn) = (x + m)(x + n),

(ac)x2 + (ad + bc)x + (bd),,/L (ax + b)(cx + d).
k

We considered the concept of a rational expression 4.nd ob ea

that rational expressions have the same relationship to pol omials

as rational numbers have to, integer's. Problems of simplifying .

gyrational expreasiond are similar to the similar problems for ration-

al numbers. We saw that rational expressions have the usual proper-,

ties of fractions and that factoring of polynomials plays the same

role in the work with rational expressions as factoring of integers
.

plays in the work with rational numbers.'

Every rational e ression can e written as an indicated

quotient' of two polyn mials which o not.have common factors.

We developed a systematic method for division of polynomials

in one variable. ThiS is based on the following impdktant property

of polynomials:

.$
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For any two P4irnomials N and D with D.'
different from 'pro, there exist polynomials

Q and, R, With R of lower degre'e than D,

such that
4 t

N =QD +R.
2.*

o

The divlsion process gives a war of calculating' Q and R whenl
N and D are ,given.

.4

a
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TRUTH SETS OF OPEN SENTENCES

------- Equivalent Open Sentences. Throughout this course we

have been solvidg open sentences, that is, finding their truth \\.,

sets. 'At'first, we guessed values of the variable which made the

sentence true, always checking to_verify the truth of\the sentence.

Later, we learned thgt certain operations, when'applied to the

members of a sentence, yielded other sentences with exactly the

same truth set as the original sentence: We say that:

Two sentences are equivalent if they have the

same truth set.

Our procedure for solving, a sentence,then consisted of_per-

forndhg permissible operations on the sentence to yield an equiva-
,

lent-sentence whose truth set is Obvious.

'What are such permissible operations? Let us recall a problem

from our previous work.

Example'l. Solve 3x + 7 -1- x + 15,
,/'

This.sentence is equivalent to

x 7) + (-x - 7):= (x + 15) +.(-x - 7),

that,, is, to

2x = 8.
4 t ts

.This. sentence is equivalent to

-(14(i4 = (8)(;),

that is, to
't

,

x.= 4. , 7
,... , .

Hence, "3x. +.7.= x + 15" and "x = 4" are eqUivalent sentences,
,

and.theldesired truth set is (4). ,

/
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Let 'us examine this example closely. When we say that

"3x + 7 = x + 15" is equivalent to "2x = 8"', we mean that every

solution of the first sentence is a.aolution of the second amend

every solution of the second sentence is a solution of'the first.

How can we be sure of this?' We know that (-x - 7) is a real
. ,

number for eery value of x. Thus, when we add (-x - 7). to -both

members of the first sentence we. obtain another sentence'which is

true for the same vO.ues 6f x and possibly'more. To-show equiva-

lence of these sentences we must also verify that every solution of
.

this second sentence is a solution of the first. This we could do

by adding (x + 7) to the members of the second sentence to obtain

the first sentence, thus, showing that every solution of the second

sentence is a solution of the first.

The point is that we did not need,to perform this second step
_ .

of "reversing" the operation. We knew it was poSsible, because we

know that the opposite of (-x -'7) is also'a real numbei:, for

every valueof x.

''..141 the same way we know that "2x'= 8" is equiValent to

4", because the'operation of multiplying the members of

"'2x = 8" by . has an inverse operation, that of multiplyingby

2, In fact, every non-zero real number has a reciprocal which is'

a real number.

Thus,.two operations which yield, equivalent sentences are:

= ll) adding a real number to both members,

(2) multiplying both members by a non-zero real number'.

All the sentences we solved, thus far, have been of a type

whose members are polynomials.. Recall that.a. polynomialbinvolves

no indicated division with variables in the denominator. As a

result we have not needed to face the problem of finding simpler

sentences by multiplying members of'a sentence by expressions

involving variables.

Let us now considei, other types of sentences, including those

whose members are rational expressions.
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Example n.
2

1

* 4

By multiplying both members by 2(x2 1) we can obtain a°
sentence free'of fractions. Will this,operation yield an equiva-
lent sentence? Yes, because for every value of x, 2(x2 + 1) is
a nbn-zero Veal ?lumber. Thus, the Sentence 18 equivalent to

x2 2
4

22kx + 1) = .2kx + 1),*
X- + 1

I

that is, to

2' 22x = x +.1.

This sentence is equivalent to

that is, to

x2 7-1 = (why?)

(x - 1)(X + 1) '= 0. ...e. /,--

' pally, this sentence is eqUivalent to ./

.

x - 1 = 0 or 'x + 1
,
= 0, (Why ?).,,

.

,

,:'e° and we find the desired truth set tb be (1, -1).

Problems

a ,

1. For each of.the-fpirilowing p ir's of sentences, determine whether
or not the sentences are equivalent. You can prove they are
equivalent by beginning witheithe-r sentence and applying
operations that yield equivalent sentences, until you arrive
at the Other sentence of 'the pair. -If you think they are not
equivalent, try to prove it by finding a number that is in

.
...-the truth set of one, but not in the truth set of the other.

a
,

(a) '2s = 12 ° 6;
4 I4) 5s = 3s .+ 12

. ; 2s = 12

(c) 5ir - 4 ='3y + 8
; y.-. 6

idy,7s - 5s -= 12 ; s -=. 6
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(el 2x2 4- 4- --J.- 10 ; x
2 = 4

(f) 3x + '9 - 2:x = 7x - 12, ; = x7

. \
(g) x2 = x - la ;

1 = x - x2

(h)
IY1 + 2 3

;
y - 1 = 3( Iyi ,+-

,
2)

(Hint: Is ( IyI + 2) a non-zero real number for every

value of/` y ?)

,(1) x..
2
+ 1 = 2x ; (x -: 1)'2 :0

J.'

(3) x2 - 1 = x - 1 ; x + 1 =-.1 .

(k) x2 + 5 n 1
kls-1 -y--- v ; x2 + 5 = 0

x + 5

2
(1) x,... -7-

; x2 + 5 = 1
x.4 + 5

t ..

(in) v2 + 1....= 0 ; . Iv + al = o

2. Change each of the following to a,simpler equivalent equation.

(a) y + 23 = 35 (e) x(xa+ 1) = 2x2+ 2
. .

,

, (b) .;:gx = 19
(Hint: Is -6---.-- a non-,

x; + 1
,

..(0 6 - t = 7
zero real number for every

1 1
I value of .x?)

-` -

(d). 76,1 105 (f).. Y(IY4 + 1) -4. IYI 1,

3. , Solve (that is, _find the 'truth set of); if possible::

.(a)' lit +.21 = 32

(c) ix = 33

(d) 6 -, s s + 6

( e) s 6 6 s

(f)
(g) .4: . =x +6

(h) x4,4. x2 x2

74..i.y3+y2+y+1
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4. Often we can simplify one or both members of a sentence.

What kinds of algebraic simplification will guarantee that

the simplified form is equivale,nt to the original? Consider

combining terms:

(a) Are 3x - 2 - 4x + 6 = 0 and -x + 4 = 0 equivalent?

Consider factoring: ,

(b) Are 'x2 - 5x + 6 = 0 and (x - 3)(x - 2) = 0 eqd.valent?
,

x2 - 4
,

(c) Are 7---g. -' 4 and x + 2 = 4 equiValent?

o5. In each of the following pairs of sentences, tell why they

are equivalent or why they are.not equivalent.
k .. 'c /

-:(a) 2a + 5 -, a.= 17 ; a + 5 = 17

(b) 3x2 - 6x , -( 0 ; . 3x(x - 2) s= 0

(c ) 3x2 = 6x ;. 3x = 6
,

(a) 3x2 . 6x ; 3i2 - 6x = 0

(e) 6y2 + 3 - 2y2 = 5 + y + 2; 4y2 + 3 = Y -i- 7

(f) b + 3 = 0 ; ';4 0 = b -i- 3

2
(g) 2= .Y ' '''' : .; 2 = y + 2

Y
( . .

(h) 2(h + 2) + 2(h + 3).= 27; 4h + 10 = 27
0

/

* e

1

5,
We have been careful to add only real numbers or multiply,,only

by non-zero real numbers, because we 'are sure that such operations
Yield eqUivalent sentences. Is it possible that other operations

may. also yield sequivalent sentences?ff Let us look at another- example.

Example 3. Solve x(x - 3) = 2(x - 3).
.

.

Without any formal operations we can guess that 2 and 3-
are soliutions of this equation. Are .there others? In an attempt

`-' to find a 'simpler , equivalent sentence,"we *might :be tempted to'
1'

multiply both members by Then we obtain the new dentence1=' .

. ,

9 9 3
el ,

4.

-

4"
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x(x = 3) -71:. = 2(x - 3)

which in simpler form is

x' = 2.

It is certainly true that 2 ivthe only solution Of this sentence.

this means that the operation of'multiplying by 1 yielded .a

new sentence with a smaller truth set. Thus, such an operation will

not necessarily give an equivalent sentence. You have probably

,detected the difficulty: for x = 3,
'''''

1 A'not a number, and

.,the operation of multiplying by J8 sensible only for values
. _

of x other than 3'.

Example 3 souggests that we must never add or multiply both
.

members of a sentence by an expression which for some valup of the
. .

variable is not a' number..

Exam151s 4. Solve 1=-,i 2
1,

R-7-1.

We firit observe that the domain of x cannot include the

number 1. 4(Why ?) Thus we are really'solviDg the sentence

X 2 1
2 3 and x ,

.

It i8Cnatural, tosmUltiply'both members of 'the equation by ('x - 1):
.

Is t(X'- 1) la real number f every value of-x irC its domain?

rIs (x - 1) .non -zero? (Remember that x ? 1.) 'TherefOr8, we
-.,

obtain an'equittlent sentence'by multiplying by (x - 1):

7 E4. . ( 1 : 1) = 2 ( 2 e - : 1).- .- '.1 .(x - i) 'and x / 1,
0 ^

.x - 2 = 2x -' 2 1- 1 and 'x / 1,

1 = i and x / 1. ,
.

V
,

,

Thii latter sentence has an empty truth set. Hence, the origihal

sentence h s_ nos T'olutions. , - a

The p blem'in Example 4 points out that 'we must)be careful to
. .

.

keep'la record' of the = domain of the,maViable, Thus, we-Allay Multiply

by:an expression which for all values in the dOmain of the variable

.1. is !,,yon-zero4,.al number.

.

,
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.Problems

4

,

1 Foeach of the following. phrases deCide whether it is

',(i) a,real number for every value of the variable,

(ii) a non-zero real number for every-value of the yariable.
.,....-

0
4 ,

(a) li- -.4x + 3
..1

- . .:71-c-1---1\ /,
.../

;./

41, -;., - Illy, , Jo x2 + 1

,1 Tr-7-1.

tr'

\

,c) 3 + .r. -6 1' (i) .-Iv2 + 1
r , -

pr A.

( d) 5/t ,f,',4 ... (.1)
1

t -

.(e-) 'ly +.11' (1<)` -2)i.

- s

0%
, . 4

(f) lyl .

2
- 1'

4-'1 (1.1 aTI c
,

,

2. Solve: r , ,

1 x
.e' (a) T.:7:-ff q, - 2 2

(a) 377-7_ .1.1-x
. ,. i--

_OD-) '--:3.. = x, (e) - 3:4-1. + 1 --i--1
t

) Ask

(c) 3-2c.; + 3 = 4 :(f) x(x2 + 1) =2x2 + 2
. .

... 4 -
3. 'ind the dimensions of a rectangle whose perimeter is 30

inches and whose area.- is 54 ' square inches.

4. . rind three hucceseive integers such that the sum.i of their
,

squares is 61. .
,

5. The sum of'itwo numbers 1s 8 and tht stim of their reciprocals

/..

._

2is What are the numbers?

6. In a certain school the ratio of boys/to girls wads i. If

.
thpre were 2600

,
students in the school, hoW many girls were

there?
,

44.
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7. Show that the equations -1i.xt-.4y = 6 and y = 4 - are
.

equivalent.,
The sides of lenithS'X

,and 2x -c5 61:7the first

triangletriangle s.hmtlhave the

same ratio as the sides

-bf lengths 4 and 6

res1Pectively, of the second

.triang;. How long are the

two sides of the first'

triangle?

.,,Equivalent Inequalities . We have already volved-certain

inequalities by obtaining sirtpler equivalent inequalities. Recall

that we-often used the propertlies:

For real numbers a, b,,c, a < b -if and

only if a 4- < b C,

and

for c 'positive, a < b' ifand only if ac < bc,

for c negative, a < b if and only if ac > bc.

,a
It turnS out that the operations we may perform on an inequal-

ity to yield an equivalent inequality are somewhat like those,, for

equations. The only difference is that when we multiply both mem-

bers of an inequality by a non-zero real number, we must be sure

that it is positive or that it is negative. For exam/31e, x2 4- 1

- 4

is always positive for every value Of x;
1

is always
x 2

negative for every value of x;- but 2 - 1 is negative f r some

.
values, positive for other values, and 0 for others, 'Hence, we

shp.11 not use X
2

1 as a multiplier..
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To summarlAze, some operations which yield equivalentinequal-.

ities are:
4

(1) adding a real numberto both members,
. .

(2) multiplying both members by a positive number, in

which case the order of the resulting products is

unchanged,

(3) multiplying both members by a negative number, in

which case the order of the resulting products is

reversed.

4.
Example 1. Solve 3y o <y +

We may first multiply both members by the positive real number

30 to obtain a, sentence free of fractions:

.24y - 180 < 20y.-1- 25.

Now we add the real number -20y* 180 toboih members:

4y ,< 205. \

; . e

Finally we multiply by the Positive real number
7 '

1

. y <27(p.
9

What is the truth set of the original inequa4itY? Explain why all

these sentences are equivalent.

1 -Example 2. Solve - > -1.
4 x + 1 ,

Since -(x2 + 1) is d negative real number for every value

of x,. we may multiply both. members by S -(x2 + 1) to obtain the

equivalent sentence

1 < x2 + 1.

By adding -1 to both members, we have the equivalent sentence

0 < x2 .

The trUth'set'of this final sentence is the vet of all nop.zero

real numbers. This is also the truth set Of the original inequality.

1.
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Problems
,

-1

1. Save,the foilowing'inequalities by changing to simpler

equivalent inequalities.

(a) x + 12 < 39

(b). + 2x > .

(e) x2 +5 4

3
(f) 15": N

xc-

(c) 3 .> 3y +.7 r____(g) - -1
x + 2

(d) < 4 + - 2

2. Solve the following sentences.

(a)4 1 < 4x + 1 < 2

(This is equivalent to n1 00c + 1 and 4x + 1 < 2".)

(b) 4t - 4 < 0 and 1==i3t < 0 '

(c) -1 < 2t <

(d) 6t 3 .< 0 or 6t - 3 > 0

(e) 11 <2

.(f) 112t1' < 1

3. Graph the truth sets of the'sentences in Problems 2(a), (c)

and (3).'

4. Solve, 3y - x + 7 < 0 for y; that is, obain'an equiva.ent

-sentence with y alone on the left side. What $.s the truth'

_set for y when x = 1? Now solve 3y -.x + 7 < 0 fort x.
I

, What is the truth set for x if y

5. Write an open sentence expressing that'a certain negative

number.is*less than its recip-rOcal. Solve the sentence,

. 1
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Equations Invol5Til Factored Expressions. When you

solved quadratic'equations of the. form

(x -/)(x + 2) = 0,

you needed this important property of numbers..

For real numbers a and b, ab = p

if and only if is = 0 or b = 0.

Restate this property for the particular d and b in the above

equation. Interpret the "if and only if" in your own words.. , It is

this property, and the fact that x - 3 and x + 2 are real

numbers for every real number x, that guararitee the equivalence

of the sentence "(x - 3)(x + 2) = 0" and the sentence

"x = 3 = 0 or x + 2 = 0". Thus, the truth set is (3, -2).

How would you extend this property to equations such as

abed =
9

0? State a general property for any numbePof factors.

What is the truth set \pf

e
(x + 1) ("k - 3),(22+ 3)(3x - 2) =.0?

V\
4 4'

--a

Problems

1. Find the truth gets of:

(a) (a + 2)(a- 5) = 0

(b) (x + 3)(x + 1)(x - 2)(x) = 0'

(c) (3y - 1)(2y +.1)(4y - 3) v 0

2. Solve:

(a) x2 - x - 2 4 0

(b) 0 = x2 - 121

(c) (x2 - (x2 + 6) = 0

(d) - 5) (x2 24) = 0

V

0 I
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(e) x3 = 255c

(f)`2x2

(g) + x gx?

3 Find the truth set of the sentence

(x - 3)(x - 1)(x + 1) = 0 and Ix - 21 <'2.

We have been careful to avoid adding or multiplying by an

expression which for some value of the variable is not a real

-number, Let, us look at another example which illustrates this
u

danger..

Consider this examine: Solve (x - 3)(x? - 1) = 4(x2

14 .

Our first impulse is to,multA -7r----ply both sides by . But
x - 1

for-some values of x, is mot a real number. Which'values?
x - 1

Instead, since 4(x
2

- 1) is a real number for every x, let us

add -4(x2 1) to both members, giving

--3)(x2 - 1) - 4(x2 - 1) = o

(x - 3 -,4)(x2 - 1) = 0 '-(Why?)

(x -t 7) (x - 1) (x + 1) = 0

Each of these sentences is equivalent o every other. What is tfie

.oresultinetruth set? If we had multi lied each side (unthinkingly)
.

by -.what Would be the truth set Of the reoulting sentence?
x -.1 -s

This example warns 4s that "ac =lc" and "a = b" are hot

equivalent. Instead, we folloW a sequehke of equivalent sentences:

ac = be

ac - be = 0

(a -.b)c = 0

a - b 0 or c =0

A

30J
D

Le.
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This. tells us that the sentence

ac = be

is equivalent top the sentence

a b = 0 or c =

when &, b, and c are real numbers.

Problems

1. Solve

(a) x(Zc -5) = tx

(b) (3 + x)(x2 + 1) = 5(3 + x)

_(c) (x -.2)(3x + 1) (x 7 2)(i - 5)

(d) 3(x2 - 4) = (4x + 3)(x2 - 4)

(e) 5x - 15 = x2 - 3x

4

2. MultlplY both members of the equation nx2 = 3" by (x -

Arelthe new and the original truth sets the same? Is x - 1
. zero folzr some value of x?

3. Multiply both members of the equation "t2 1" by (t + 1).
Compare the new and the originil truth sets. ,Discnse any

differences the two multiplications made in the truth sets in

Problems 2 and 3.

Fractional Equations. The-expression 4 is not a real

number when x is 0. Therefore, when we try to solve the equation

1 = 2 °

,

we are limited to numbers other'llhan 0. In other words, we must
%solve the sentence' ---

-1

x= 2 and x O..

or.
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Knowing that x cannot be 0, . we may then multiply by the non-

zerosnumber x to obtain

1y X = 2X and 0,.
1 = 2x and x 0.'

_

Hence, "1 = 2 and x 0" and. "l'= 2x, and x /.0" are equiva-
lent sentences. The latter has the truth set (7). Thus., is

the solution.

Another way to handle this same problent is. add -2 to

both members of
x

= 2 ", giving

e 1

,1 - 2x = 0

x
( why? )

What are the requirements on a and c for the number aF
to be 0? They are, first, that c / 0- 1Why?), and-second, that

a = 0 (Why?). Thus, the sentence 0" is equiyalent to the

sentence -"a = 0 And c

1Then n = 0" is equivalent to what sentence? Your

answer should b n1 = 0 and x 0", which is the same

,sentence we had bef5e. Can you find the truth set of + 1 = on

in the same way.
t

The same two approaches can be used on more complicated

fractional equations. Thus, we can solve the equation

1 1"
either by multiplying both members aosuitable polynomial (Wilt

is it ?), or by writing it first as

suitable

= 0 and then ,

simplifying to keingle fraction. In either case wemust recognize

two "illegal values" for x, 0 and 1. The solUtion is `kubject

to x not taking on those values. Uping,the second Method, we

get
11(1 ;(t),L-x; cur. 'which'is equivalent V. "1 -.2x = 0 and,

x 0, and x 1". The solution of thisSentence is ., viaich is,
,;

thereforethe solution of the original sentence.

3 0
0 I 4
4J
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As a final example, solve.

Since;

obtain
3

x 2
R7.77'Z

then upon multiplying both member-01w x;.- 2 we

IX ""-(x - 2) = 2 (x - 2) and x / 2,

X = 2 and x *2.
-

Hence, the sentenCe x 2 if

x x - is equivalent to the sentence
nx = 2 and X / what is the truth set,of this sentence?

.

Problems
A

Solve the lo1lowing'equaiions.

2 .3
1. - =, 10

x° x
2. - =

3. x + 1
= 2

3 2 + 5y 1

y 'S%
4.

i 2
6. (22H7-1) = 4

-2
7. =

, 8; (0.I)(x2 1) = o

ti
t_J

1 + y9. +A
+

1 1 .

5. 1 10. 4475

11. '(a) Printing press' A can do a certain job in 3 hburs and
press B can,'do the same job in. 2 hours- If both

presses work on the job at the same time, in how many 1

-hours can they complete it? .)

(b) If presses A and C work on the job together and

complete it in 2 hours, hOWlong would it take press
C to do the job alone?

'(c) Presses A and B begin the job; but at the end of the

first hour,press B breaks down. If A finishes the
jobllone, how long dbes A wgrt after B tops?

.

A
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'Squaring. If a = b, then of course a2 = b2. Why?

'Do you think it is true, conversely, that if a
2 = b

2 then a = b?

You may see at once that this is not so. Give an example. Hence,

na2 b2 and "a = b" are 'not equivalent-sentences.

On the other hand, we can alter a
2 = b

2 through a chain of

equivalent sentences as follows:

a
2

= b
2

a
2

- b
2 = 0

(a - 15)(a + b) = 0

a b = 0 or a + b = 0

a = b or a = -b

0 .Tell,why each of these sentences is equivalent to the next one.

Thus, "a2 = b2i and "a = b or a = -b" are equivalent sentences.

If we square both members.of the sentence "x t= 3", we obt4ln

9

"x2x = 9", 'which is equivalent'to = 3 or x = -3". Thus,

squaring the membrs of a sentence sometimes enlarges the truth set.

Problems

Tell what squaring both members does to the, truth sets of the

following equations.

1. x = 2 - 3 . x + 2 = 0

2. x - 1 = 1 4. x 1 2

40,

In the above problems it is obvious what the original truth set`

is, and we haven't had to use the new truth set to obtain the .01a.

However, sometimes we square both,members of an equation as a

simplifying process in situations where we don'talready knoi the

truth set. We do know, as in,the above problems, that any solution

of the original equation is a solution of the equatioft.obtaned by
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squaring. Butwealso know that the new truth set May belat er 4

than the old. Therefore, each solution of the new equatioh m t be
'checked in the original equation in order to eliminate any possible
extra solutiond that may have crept in during the squaring.

'Example 1. Solve N1d477 = 1.

If' ./774-31 = 1 is true for some x, 'then

(A/R-T-)2 = (1)2 is true for the same x;

x + 3 = 1, *

x = -2.

,

If x = -2,4 then Y:Z1S = + 3 = 1-C. 1.

Hence, "-2 is the solution.

,Example 2, Solve VT +,x = 2. .

Our objective is to square both Members and obtain an equation'
free of radicals. Let us try it.

x) 2

22,

(,(R)2'+'2W7D(x). + x2-= 22

X "4- 2X,YriE x2 = 4.
. .

O

Apparently, we have arri,$bd.at a more CompIlcatedsentence which
still containsa radical. Instead, let us write' the sentence in
the equivalent form

a
before squaring its members. 'Then we obt'ain

(.4r42
=

(2
-
x)2

x = 4- 4x + x2

0 4 - 5x + x2

0 = (x - 4)(x - 1)

x =4 or x 1.

a a

3-05
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In other wordS, if there are solutions of the sentence they must be

in the set (1, 4). Checking each of these possibilities, we find

that ,4 does not make the original sentence true, while 3 does.-

Ihe solution is therefore, 1.

Example'3. SolVe Ix' - x = 1.

Again we can obtain a simpler sentence by squaring. Here we

use a fact about absolute values which you should prove in Problem -

9: 1x1
2

= x
2 for every real number x. Then we have the sequence

of sentences

1x1 = x + 1

(Ix1)2 = (x + 1)2

x2 x2 + 2x+

2x + 1 = 0

1
x = -

Checking back, we find that - does make the original equation

true and is, therefore, its solu4on.

Problems

Solve the following equations by squaring.

1. . 1 + x
A

2. 'F2TT-1 x + lte

3.- - 1,. x

:pi Ai - + 3 . 0'

5. 3,,/x + 13 . x + 9

6. 12x1 = x + 1

7 2x= Ix.l +1

-8. Ix -21 =3

'9. Prove: Foe every real number x,

lx12_= x2.
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10. The distance between x and 3 or the number line is 2 more
than x. Solve for x.

11. The time t in seconds it takes a body to fall, from rest a
distance of s feet is given by the formula

s
.t 2

Find s if t = 6.25 seconds and g-='32.

44 .

GraOhs of Open Sentences With Two Variables. If 14e assign
the values 0 and -2 to the variables of the open sentence

3y - 2x + 6 0,

Is it then a true sentence? To which variable did you assign 0?,
To which -2? Were there two different ways to make these assign-
ments?

To avoid the kind of confusion you met in the preceding
paragraph, let us agree that whenever we write an open sentence
with two variables, we Must indicate which of the variables.is to
beconsideredfirst.4henthe variables are x and y, as in
the above example, x will always be considered first.

With this agreement we are ready'to examine the correction
between an open sentence with two ordered variables and an ordered.
pair of real numbers. f Among the set of all ordered. pairs of real.,
numbers, each pair has a first number which we associate with the
first variable and a second number which we associate with the
second variable. In this way, an open sentence withAwo ordered
variables acts as a sorter--it sorts the set of ail ordered pairs
of real numbers into two subsets:

(1) the set of ordered 113airs which make the sentence true,
and (2) the set of ordered pairs which make the sentence false.
As before, we call-this first set the truth set of the sentence.

qv

3 0,7

1
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Now we' can answer the question in the first paragraph if we

spJcify the ordered pair (0, -2). Does the ordered pair (0, -2)

belong to the set o'f'orderedoipatPg for which

2x + 67 d

is a true sentence? Does the ordered pair (-2, 0) 'belong to the
-

truth set?

An ordered paitbelonging to the truth set of a sentence with

two variables is called a solution of the sentence, and this ordered

pair is said tip satisfy the sentence. If I' is taken as the first'\

variable, what are some solutions of-

s = r + 1?

Does the ordered pair. -2, -3) satisfy this sentence? Is

( -3, -2) a solution?.,

If u is taken as the \f rst variable, what are4ome ordered

pairs in the truth set of c '

,/

Is (.-1, 2) a solution of s sentence? Does (2, -1) /satisfy
0

this sentence? /,

Throughout thischapt shall use only x and 'y as

variables, in order to focus attention on properties 'of sentences

with two ordered variables. Bu .rmany times in the 26ture you will

see other variables used, and the you must always decide which
.

variable is used first.

One Aher point needs to be dtressed. -The sentence' "y = 4"

can be considered as a sentence in one variab y, or it can be

considered as a sentence withtwo ordered va iables x and y.

When we say that "y = 4" is a,sentence wi h two'variables, we

mean that "y = 4" is an abbreviation fo

(0)x+ (1)y = 4

308

A
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What'are some solutions of this sentence? What is true of every
Ordered Pair satisfying this sentence? If "xe. -2" is a sentence

i with two variables, then "x a -2" is an abbreviation for

(1)x + (0)y = -2.

What is true of every ordered pair satisfyilig this sentence?

Remember th4-every`pOint of the plane has an associated pair
of numbers called its coordinates. Now we see that,an open sentence
with twp ordered variables not only sorts the set of 'ordered pairs,
of numbers into two subsets--it also sorts the points of the plane (--
into two subsets:

(1) The set of all points whose coordinates satisfy the
sentence, and

other points.'

Al before, we call this first g et-of points the vaph of the
sentence 4r1P

.
/

We shallbe interested to learn what sort of figure on the
plane this graph will be for-any given sentence. Let us try, as
an example the sentence

. 2x 1 3y - di'. O.

11

We can guess several solutions,jsuch as, (3, 0) and (0,
Try to guest; some more solutions. Notice that it would be easier
to determine solutions if we write an equivalent equation having. y0
by itself on the left side:-

2x - 3y - 6 = 0,

-3y = -2x + 6,

3y 2x -

.y
2 3'
/bc - 2.

We Call this last

sentence. Now We

English sentence

i,ts graph: "The

equivalent sentence the "-Ears of the original
see that - 2" can be translated into an

in terms of TDscissas and OrdinatesTof points on
ordinate is 2. less than of 'the abscissa."

'To
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In Figure 1, the points (-6, -6), (3, 0) and (9, 4) seem

to, lie on a straight line.' This brings up the question: If we

draw the line through these points, will we find on it all the

points such, that each has "ordinate 2 less than, of the

abscissa"? Furthermore, we must ask: Is every point on thi:linel

'a point whose "ordinate is 2 less than of the abscissa"?"

Suppose we try a point which appears to be on the line, such

as point A in Figure 1. The coordinates of this point are .(6, 2).

Do these coordinates satisfy the equation 2x - 3y - 6 =.0?

It turns out that every point on this line co mates

which satisfy the equation-2a - 3y - 6 = 0.

When we say that a specified line is the graph of a particular

''open sentence,, we mean that both our questions above are answered

affirmatively:

(1) if two ordered numbers satisfy the sentence, they are the

poordinates of a point on the line;

(2) :if a point is...on-the line, its coordi414gB....Astiary the

Open sentence.
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Thus, the line drawn in Figure 1 is the graph of the sentence

2x - 3y - 6 = 0.

We can 'do the same with such oPensenterices as

3y + 5x - 11 ='0, 2x + 5 = 0, -8y + = 9, etc., and in each

case conclude that the graph is a line.

This suggests that the following general statement' is true.'

*If an open sentence is of "the form
4 ,

Ax' + By + c o,

where A, B, C are real numbers with"A and

B not both zero, thenilIts,graph is a line;.

every- line in the plang;lp the graph of an

open sentence of this form..

We'kriov; that every open, sentence has a graph, and we suspect.

that every"graph is associated with anopen'sentiende. Of course',
,

some'open sentences may have graphs with MD points (empty graphs)

and others with graphs whip cover regions of the plane. Later we

Shall study such sentences.

Problems

. 1., Where are all the points-in the plane whose ordinates are -3? -

2. With reference to a set of coordinate axes, find, the points,

such that:
%

(a) each-hasithe abscissa equal,to the opposite of-the

ordinaielubing all possible paits of real numbers-which

have meaning within the scope of lour graph. With refer-

ence to the same axes, locate

(1)) the points such that each has ordinate twice the abscissa;

(c) the points such that each has ordinate that is the opposite

of- twice, trig, abscissa.

What genet1 statements can you make concerning these graphs?

Write open sentences for each of the graphs drawn.
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'3. With reference to one set of coordinate axes, draw the graphs

-of the following, and label each dne.

(a) y + 5

(b) y x - 3

(c) y = 2x + 5

.(0 y = 2x - 5

(e) y +

(f)
1
.1.2c 2

How does the gi,aph of (a) differ from the graph of (b)?

Ha4 does the graph of (c) differ from the graph of (d)?

How does the graph of (e) differ from the graph of (f)?

What is 'true of the graphs of (a) and (b), and also of the

graphs of (c) and (d), that is not true of the graphs of

'(e) and (f)?

With respect to a set of coordinate axes locate points for

which the abscissas are

-2, -.1, 0, 2, 3
\

respectively, and for which each Ordinate is equal to 3 times the

abscissa. Do these poii&lie- on a ling?

Now locate points'having*these same abscissas, but for which

eac ordinate is greater than 3 times the abscissa. Do these

new oints lie on a line? Does each one lie above the corresponding

Nan 'of the first set?

The points in the first set satisfy the sentence.

= 3x

'while those in the second set satisfy the sentence

y >3x..

.,The sentence "y,= 3x" is the equation of a line, and the graph

ot "y > 3x" is the set of all eoints-above this line, as shown

by the shaded poKtion of Figure 1. Thus., the graph of a sentence

such as "y >'3x" .is the set of all points not the plane for which

the sentence is true. If the verb is "is greater thafivor equal to",

thgtis "]",---.8-maketheboundary-line solid, as in Figure 2,

) 1 )

.1)

tr
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while the verb "is greater than" -is indicated by.using a dashed,

line for the boundary between the shaded and the unshaded regions
as in Figure,.3. 'In these two illustrations, tho line igqhe,graph
'of the sentence y = 3x.., This graph,-which is a line, separates

the plane Into two half-planes. The graph of y <-'3;46=-V-le half-
plane such that every ordinate is less than theme times.the
abscissa; it is the At of points below the line y .:3x1: The
graph of 7 < 3x is the lower half-plane including the line
y = 3i. ,

Ib. I.elleillEtilliteMIENNAMMIllilll
11111111111MINIIIIIIIIMINNIM
1111111111ORMICIINIMEI11I0111NIN IMMIEWMP IIIIIIMIMII I INIIIMINN ' 111
1111111MBEDIMMIIIIIIIIF
M1121111111111111111E111MIE
111011M111110111MICIIIIIO I
1111111111MMIIIIIIMININI ,

ILIIIIIIMNMIIE 1 NMI
11,3111113111M111110//111 NMI

113111
E11MLM11111

INNIEIIIMIIM112111 . RE11INNILINIMNE MU1111MNILIIIMIVII III11111EMIE 111 1EMINIME111 RN1 .

Figure 21 ,y Z 3x
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Figure 3. y > 3x

Problems,

/ -

1. With referofice,to a set of coordinate axes indicate the set of

points associated with the ordered pairs of numbeirs such that

_ each has an ordinate two greater than the abdcissa. What open

dentence,can you write for this set? Now draw the graph of

the following open sentences.

(a) y > x + 2; (b) y > x + 2.

Is it possible to draw both of these graphs with reference to

the same coordinate.axes? 4

2. Given y = lxi. In this, sentence, is y eiver negative? Write

the solutions for which the abscissas are: -3, -1,0 0, "1i,

2, 4. Draw the graph -otthe open sentence y = lx1 within

the confines of .your coordinate paper.

f
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0 ., ,

In ProbleM 3 ,t

---:
(i) Writethe sentence in the_ y-rorMT;',2177 7-:,-__

'!" (ii) Find at least three ordered pairs of numbeis which
.t.,

.satisfy theequation. (Why do we need no more than two

points to graph the line? Another point is desirable,

as a check.)

(iii) Draw the'graph to its full extent on your paper.

3. With reference to one set of axes, draw the graphs of the

following.

(a) 3x - 2y = 0 (d) 3x - 2y = -6

(b) 3x - 2y = 6 (e) 3x - 2y = -12

(c) 3x - 2y = 12

What is true of the graphs of all these open sentences?

4. Draw.the graphs of each of the fdllowing with referenceApa

different set of axes.

,(c) 2x 7y < 14

(d) 2x -,7y > 14

,(a) 2x = 14

(b) 2x 7y,> 14

5. With reference to one set of axes draw the graphs of each of

the following.

(a) 5x - 2y = 10 (c) 5x + y = 10

(b) 2x + 5y = 10 (d) 3x .1 ity . 6

Which point seems to lie on three of'these lines? Do its

coordinates satisfy the open sentences associated with these

three lines?

7. Draw the graphs of the open sentences. (Find at least ten
P, ordered pairs satisfying each equation.)

y = x2

(b)

y = x2 + 1

(d) y=
Are the graphs of-these open sentences lines? ,How do these

Open sentences differ from those considered in previous problems
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in this chapter? Can we say that the graph of every open

sentence is a straight line?

Graph the following open sentences with reference to the same

coordinate axes:

(a) y = (b) y = .9c + 4 (c) y = x - 3

For the first of these no table Of values should be necessary.
2

We need simply note that the ordinate must be 7 of the abscissa.

In order to get points which are easy to locate we could choose

multiples of 3 for values of x. To draw the graph of the second

open sentence, we should note that to each ordinate in the graph of

the first we add 4. How could we find the ordinates of points for

the third open sentence? (Figure 4.)

What are the coordinates of the points at which lines (a),

(b), and (c) intersect the vertical axis? Do you see any relation

between these psadnts and equations (a), (b), and (c)? We call 0,

and -3 the z-intercept numbers of their respective equations.

Points (0, 0), (0, 4) and (0, -3) are the 1-intercepts of the

respective lines. Explain how the graphs of "y = + 4" and
2"y.= sx - 3" could be obtained by moving the graph of "y =

Notice that the coefficient of x again determines the direction '

of the line, whereas the y-i5tercept numbers determine their

positions.

it

47x

0 (-;
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4

Figure 4.

x

Write two open sentences such that the absolute value of the
y-intercept number is 6 and the coefficient of x is

Draw the graphs of these open sentences.

In the figures which -ou drew An the first part of this
ksection, all of the lines had the same y-intercept, but many

4
different dirdctions. We say that:

The slope of a line is the coefficient of x in
the corresponding sentence written in the y-fom.
It AB the number which determines the direction of
the line-,

The slope may be,either positiVe, negative or 0. For what positions
of the lind is the slope negative? 0? What is the slope o?the line
x = 2? Can the equation x = 2 be written in y-form? Remember that
only non-vertical lines have slopes.

In Figure 5 we havela line which is the graph of "y a - 3".
What is the slope of this line? The line passes through points
4(2,-2) and (it, 7). Verify this. The ordinates of'these points
are 2 and 7, respectively, and the difference of these ordinates
is 7 - 2, or 5. The abscissas of the'points are 2 and 4,

respectively. The difference of these abscissas is It - 2, or 2.

T.

7
4
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If we divide the difference in ordinates by the difference in

abscissas, we-obtain the number

But-this is the slope of the line'. We think of the difference_ in

ordinates as, the vertical change and the difference in abscissas

as the horizontal change from (2, 2) to (4, 7). Thus,

c/1
(4,7)

I

r (2, 2)

0

Figure 5.

1

vertical change 7 - 2
horizontal change 4 - 2

Note the order observed in finding these differences: If the first"

number in the numerator is the ordinate 7 of the point (4, 7),

the.first number in the denominator must be the abscissa It of the

,same point. What value would we find for the slope if we used :dg

the first number in numerator and denominator the ordinate and

Abscissa, respectively, of the point (2, 2)? How would this value

compare with the value just found/

We can now prove that the ratio of the vertical change tofthe

horizontal change from one point to another on a line will always

be the slope of the line.
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Theorem. Given two points P and Q on a non-
. vertical line, the ratio of the vertical change

to the horizontal change from' P 'to Q is the
Slope of the line.

*Proof: Consider the non-vertical line whose equation is

Ax + By + C = 0, B O.

(Why must we make the restriction B 0?) Let us write this in
y-form:

y = - + - T3. .

Thus, by. definition the slpe of this line is - Next, consider
two points P and Q on the line with coordinates (c, d) and
(a, b), 'respectively. Since these points are on the line, their

coordinates satisfy its equation, giving the true sentences

Aa + Bb + C =0

Ac + Bd + C= 0.

If we suA4ract the members of these two equations, we have the true
sentence

A(a - c) + B(b'- d) = 0.

This may be written as
4.

b - d A
a -stc r- (may ?)

7But b d is the vertical change and a - c is the horizontal
change from P- to Q. This proves the, theorem.

What 'is the slope of the line conteining ,(6, 5) and
(-2, -3)? Containing (2, 7) and .!-(7, 3)?

3 i 9
r.
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Problems

1. Find the slope of the line through each of the following pairs

of points.

(a) (-7, -3 and (6, 2)

(b) (-7, 3 and- (8, 3)

(c) (8, 6) and (-4, -1)

(d) (3, -12) and (-8, 10) L

(e) (4, 11) and (-1,'-2)

(f) (6, 5) and (6, 0)

(g) (0, 0) ad (-6, -2)

(h) (0, 0) and (-7, 4)

NiMINUNIMMIUMN

1111 NEER (62)Eir
NMMOMMMI NNMMI:WIN

1111121MMINNERIMMNIMeliINSUM
_5117.. 7, -3) 1111/111111ffiRMII

Figure 6.
. '

In Figure 6 we, note that the slope of the line is L7

or A..' We could check thdb by counting the squares, finding that

from (-7, -3) to (6, 0 there are 5 units in the vertical

change and 13 units irk the horizontal change. It would be possible

to write the open sentence of this line with a bit more' information,

that is,"°A.f we knew what the y -intercept number is.

323
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In the case of the line in Figure 7 we note that it contains

the points (-6, 6) and (0, -2). From this'fact we can- determine

trm slope to be 47 --1-2-
- - 0

- 7._ We know, then, that
4

4
y 7 - 7 is the equation of a line with the same slope as the one

we have in Figure 7, but which.contains the origin. We see that

the y-Intercept number of the, line in Figure 7 is -2; hence, its

equation is "y = - 4x - 2". What, is the equation for a line

parallel to the line in Figure 7, but which. contains the point

(0, 6)?

101111111111MMOMMO
IIMMOVVOMIMEMEMM
MINNOMMMII EM MEIN

O MOMW MUMEMMOMo
Figure' 7.

Problems

1. What is- the equation of a.lirle which contains the point

(0, 6)" and is parallel to the line whose equation is

y = 32c - 2?

2. What is the equation of a line parallel to y = ye- 2 and

containing the point (0,-12)?
4

3. What is the slope of all lines parallel to y -

L
1/4
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2 9
4. What.is the slope of all lines parillel to y = - s.

5. What is the equation of a line whose slope is - 2 and whose
6

y-intercept number is

6. Whatta,the open sentence of a line which passes through

(4, fl) and (2, 4) and has y-intercept (0, -3)? ,1

7. What is the equation of the line which contains (5, 6) and

(r5, -4) and has y-intercept number 0?

Now let us see how the slope and the y-intercept can help us

to draw lines. Suppose a line has slope - and y-intercept

number 6. Let us draw ,the line as well as write its open sentence.

To draw the graph, we start at the y -intercept (0, 6). Then we

lase the slope to locate other points on the line.11
111631 IN iIII1111111116:11111111111
11110 (0,6). 111111SNE. =1UM
1111111511111MMISIMPIMMI11
MIIIIIMINIHMENIBENIMEN11M
101010 101WAIIMENIM1010 111il E10 1010 1010

Figure 8.
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The fact that the slope tells us that between two

certain points on the line, the vertical change is -2,while.the
horizontal change is 3; between two points the vertical change is
4 while' the horiz9ntal change is, -6; etc. A Ist of some of the
possibilities is

Vertical change Horizontal change,

-2 3

2 -3

It -6

-10 15

-f 2In every case the ratio is - 7. If we take the point which we

know is on the line, (0, 6), as one of the two points, we can find,

another point 3 units to the right and 2 units down; another
point,is 3 units to the left and 2 units up. We can repeat this

process as often as we wish and quickly get several- points through

which we may draw the line. Write the open sentence for the line.

How would we have bhosen,the points with respect to (0, 6) if the
2slope had been y? What is theopen sentence of this line?

It
.Mhat is the form of an equation of a line which has no slope? ;'

What is the slope of the line "x = 2"? an equation of the
line through (-3, 4) which has no slope?

'Problems

b

l. With reference to a set of coordinate axes, select the point
(-6, ,3 and through this point: ' -

(a) draw he line Whose slope is -5- What is an equation of
6

this line?

(b) Draw the line through (-6, -3) which has no.slope.

' 'What is an equation of this line?

O

3 2 :3

0
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2: Draw the following lines:
ti

(a) through`the point (, , 1)" with slope -

(b) through the.point (3, 4) with slope 0.

(c) through the point (-3, -4) with no slope.

(What type of line has no slope?)

3. Consider the line containing the points (1) -1) and (3, 3).

Is the point (-3, -9) on this line? Mint: Determine the

slope of the line containing (1, -1) and (3, 3); then '

determine the slope of the line containing (1, -1) and

(-3, -9).)

4. (a) What do the lines whose open sentences are fly - 3 ",

ry = 4", "y = grx -7" have in common?

(b) What do the lines whose open ences are "y .1;x - 3",

fly = = 3", lly = - 3" have in common?

(c) What d6 the lines whose open sentences are 'flx 2y = 7";
A

1 d
n 1 y = 3% and "2x + 4y ='12" have in common?

Show that your answer is correct by drawing the graphs

of these three lines.

Write each of the following equations in the y -form. Using

the slope and the y-intercept, graph each of the lineb.

(a) 2x- y = 7

(b) 3x 4y = 12

(c) 4x + 3y = 12

(d) 3x - by = 18

Are you certain that the graphs of these open sentences af'.6

lines? Why? tat-

6. Write an equation of each of the following lines.

(a) The slope is and the y-intercept number is 0.

(b) The slope is -2 and the y-intercept number is 4..

:324
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r .(e) The slope is 7 and the y- intercept number is' 5.

s,
(d) The slopb is m and the y- intercept,number iSzs b.

Can the equation of every straight lane be put in,this

form? What about the equations of the coordinate axes?

7.1 Write the equation of the' line whose y-intercept number is 7

and which contAns the.point (6, O. What is the slope of
8 - 7 4

the line? Can you vite the slope as 0?

8. What is the slope of the line which contains .(-3, 2) and
(3, -4)? If .(x, y) is a point on this same line, verify

that the slope is also
x Y

-32 )*
Also verify that

-

-
( x -

is the lope. If -1 and yeY-7,Z-4-3- are different names for

the slop ,show that the equation of the ling is

fly - 2 = (-1)(x + 3)". ShoW that it oan also be written \__
"y"+ 4 = (-1) (x - 3)".

le
9. Writ the equations of the lines through,the following pairs

of points. (Try to use 'the method of Problem 8 for parts

(e) and (d).)

(a) (5, 8) and (0, -4) (c) (-3, 3) and (-5, 3)

.(b) (5, -2) and (0, 6) -,(410 (4, 2 )' d (-3, 1)

10. Any polynomial of first degree. in one va able x of the form
"kx + n", where k and n are real numbers, is.saidto be

linear in x. It Is called linear, since the graph of the

open sentence fly = kx + n" is a straight line. The graph of
Illy = kx + n",

I

is also called the grapli'of the polynomial ..

O

"kx + n". Draw the graph of eachl*of the following linear

polynomials:

(a) 2x- 5 (c) .x -1

'(b) -2x + (d) - + 2

I

2 :5
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11. Consider a circle of diameter d.

(a) Write an expression in d for the circumference of the

circle. Je.tpls expression linear in d? 'What happens

to-the circumference. if the diameter is doubled? Halved?

If c is the circumference, what can you say about the

ratio ..a? How does the value of a change when the

value of s changed?

(4, Write an expression in d for the area of"the circle.

Is this expression linear in d? Is it linear in d??

If A is the area of the circle, what can you say about
Athe ratio e What about the ratio 11.n? Does the value

d

of the ratio -
A
1r
a

change when the value of d is changed?

Does the value of --)5. change when d ischanged?
d

.

va.
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SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS AND INEQUALITIES

I
Systems of Equations. We began a study of compound

sentences in Part -Wftat-connectives are used in compound sentences?-
Letus first consider a-c-orap.ound sentence of two clauses in two
rarlables, whoSe connectiveis "or"; for example,

x + 2y - 5 0 or 2x + y O.

When is a compound sentence with the connective "or" true? The
truth set of this sentence includes all the ordered pairs of numbers
which satisfy "x + 2y - 5 = 0", as well 9.s all the ordered pairs 4
which satisfy "2x + y - 1 = 0", and the graph of its truth set is
the pair o? lines drawn in Figure 1.

4.
NEM 11111,1111111111111111111

11111111111111111111111011exs 11111M11111111111111
111111111b...- o 11111111111111111111111111M1
11111111111hAM11111111111111111111111MINI

111111111111111111111111151111M111111111111
1111/11//111// \1 X13 \/111111111111

1111111111111111311
mmi umm mum.

1111111111111111111111111111111L# MIN
1111111111111111111111111111111L)1
1/111=111011111111IM1k
IIIIIIMI11111111111111111111L
1112111111.41111111111111111111

1 1111111111111111
Figure 1.

3

Name three ordered pairs of numbers which belong to. the truth set
of

x + 2y 5 = cY.4.

Name foilr ordered pairs which belong to the truth set of

2x + y - 1 =

327
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__,Mhiph.of these ordered pairs of numbers are elements of the truth

set of the compound open sentence

"x + 2y - 5 = 0 or 2x + y - 1 = 0?

If we remember that the sentences "ab =,0" and "a = 0 or -,

b = 0" are equivalent when a and b are real numbers, another

way of writift_ this compound sentence would be

(x + 2y - 5) (2x + y 1) = O.

Now consider a compound sentence with the connective "and"

instead.of "or". Which ordered pairs are elements of the truth

set of thb compound open sentence "x + 2y - 5 = 0 ,and

.-2x +.y-- 1 = 0 "? Note that only one ordered pair (-1, 3),

satisfies both clauses of this sentence, and therefore the graph

of the truth set of the,open sentence "x 17. 2y - 5 = 0 and

2x + y = 0" is the intersection of the pair of lines in

Figure 1.

We shall devote most of our attention to compound open

sentences made up of two clauses connected by and. This sort of

compound open sentence, with the connective "and", is often written

r2x + y - 1 = 0

tx + 2y = 5 = 0--

. This is .palled a system of equations in two variables. When we

talk about the truth set of a system of equations we mean the set

of elements common to both the truth sets. As we have seen; the

truth set of

(-1, 3) ) .40

y

MO,

-{2x + y - 1 = o

x + 2 y - 5 0

A.

3 2 '

d

ge
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Returning to tie compound sentence, "x4 2y - 5 = 0 and
::+ y - 1 = 0", and looking at Figure 2, we see that there are

rip compound open sentences whose truth set is .(( -1, 3)); for
example, "2x.+ y f = 0, and y - 3 = 0", and "x + 2y - 5 = 0
nand x +'1 = 0" are two such equivalent compound sentences,

because their graphs are pairs Of lines intersecting in (-1, 3).

State at least two more compound'sentences whose truth set is

(( -1, 3)).' What is the truth set of

x + 1 = 0 and y - = 0?
1111111101111111111111111111111EMIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIII

11111111111111111KUMMEN
C.. MINIM LIIIIIIMINI=kb_ M111101111a1111
1011111111._ MEM MIMIIIIIIIII
IIIIMINIIMIININ I
1111111111111MNIIIIIIMEI
1111111111111111111111111111MIIIIM
1111111111111111MIISMINUM
IMMIIMIIMIIIM11111161111=11
111111111111111111111111110 S..
11111111111111W11111L v.) NUNS'S
1111111111111M1 NI Mit( MIMI
11111111111111= IIIIIIIL-4- MEM
111111111111111O111 NEM sc:,
111111111111110 IN 11111Ik:
1111111111111116 IN MEM IIII

Figure 2.

From this it appears that we could easily find the truth set
of any compound open sentence of the type

2x + y - 1 = 0 and x + 2i*- 5 = 0

. if we had a method for getting the equations of the'horizontal and
7--.'77Actical lines through the intersection of the graphstatof the two

clauses.

'01bere,are many lines through any point. Here is a method
which, as we shall see, will give us the'equation of any line

through the intersection of two. given lines, provided that the
lines do intersect in a single point. We shall again use the'system

x + 2y - 5 1 0
2x + 51- 1.=,

to illustrate.

329,
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We multiply the expression on the left of the first equation

by any number,-say 3, and thete6ression on the left of the

second equation by any number, say 7, and form the sentence

3(x + 2y -5) + 7(2x + y -.1) = 0
-

We see that:

(1) The cobrdinates of the point of intersection (-1, 3) of the

two lines satisfy this new sentence:

3(1 + 2(3) - 5) + 7(2( -1) + 3 - 1) =-3(0) + 7(0) = o.

In general, we know that a point belongs to the graphof a

seitence if its coordinates satisfy the sentence. So the

graph of our new open sentence 46.

"3(X 2y - 5) + 7(2x + y - 1) On

contains the point o; intersection of the two lines

nx + 2y 7 5 = 0" and n2x + y - 1 = On.

(2) The graph of the new sentence is a line, because:

3(x 1:.2y - 5) + 7(2x + y - 1) = 0

3x + 6y - 15 + 1x + 7y - 7 =0

17x + 13i -- 22.=

and we know that the graph of any equation of the form

Ax + By + C = 0 is a line, when either A or B is not O.

Suppose we use this method to find the, equation of a line

though the intersection of the graphs of the.. two equationsv

5x - y + 13 = 0 .

x - 2y - 12 0.

rf we haven° particular line in mindy we can use any-multiplierS

we wish. Let us choose' 3 and -2, and form the eqiaatio

315x - y + 13) + (-2)"(X - 2y - 12) =0.

3301
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Let us assume that the point (c, d) is the point of inter-

section of the graphs of the two gived equations. Since this

point (c, d) is on both graphs, we know that

5c -'d + 13 = 0 and c - 2d - 12 = 6

is a true sentencej. Why?

Substituting the ordered pair (c, d) yin the. Uft side of

our new equation, we obtain

3(5c - d + 13) + (-2)(c - 2d - 12) ) + (-2)(0) = 0.

Hence, we knoW that if the f the first two equations inter-

sect in a point .(c, d), the n lind also passes through (c, d),

even though we do not know what the point, (c, d) is.

In general, we can say:

If AX + By + C = 0 and Dx + Ey + F = 0 are

the.equatiOns of two lines which intersect in

exactly one point, and if a and b are real

numbers, then

a(Ax + By + C) + b(Dx + Ey + F) 0

is the equation of a line which passes through

the point of intersection -ref the first two

lines.-

Now that we have a method for fining the equations of lines

through the intersection of two given lines, iet us see if we can
select our multipliers a and o,,with more care, so that we can

get the equations of lines parallel to the axes.

- The s'ystem

5x - y +'13 0

'x - 2y - 12 = 0

gave us;,.some trouble when we tried to guess its truth set from the

grapes. Let us see if this new approach will helpus. Form the
sent 0

a(5x.- y + 13) + b(x - 2y - 12) = 0.,

"P
-N3 3 i
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Let us choose a as 2 and b as -1, so that the coefficients

of y become opposites:

(2)(5x - y + 13) + (-1)(x - 2y - 12) =0
10x - 2y + 26 - x + 2y + 12 = 0

9k + 38 = 0

. ,x +4 = U.

This last equation represents the line through the intersection

of the graphs of the two given equations and parallel to the 'y-axiS.

Let us go back and select new multipliers that will give us the

equation of the line through the intersection point and parallel to

the x-axis. What multipliers shall we use? Since we want the co-

efficients of x to be opposites we choose a = 1 and b =

(1)(5x - y + 13) + (-5)(x - 2y - .12) =0

5x - y + 13 - 5x + lOy + 60 = 0

9y + 73 =0

y + = O.

We now have the equations of two new lines, "x + 4 = 0" and

y + 8 = 0 ", each of which passes through the point of intersection

of the graphs of the first two equations. Why? This reduces our

original problem to finding the pdint of intersection of these new

lines. Can you set ,nat it is? We see, then that the truth set of

the system

5.x" - y + 13 = 0

x - 2y - 12 = 0

is .((-4 -8p]. Verify this fact by showing that these coordinates

satisfy both equations.'

Now we-have a procedure for solving any system of two linear

equations. We choose multipliers so as to obtata'an equivalent

system of lines which are horizontal and vertical. The choice of

the multipliers will become easy with practice.

Consider another example: Three times the smaller of two

numbers-is 6 greater than twice the larger,. and three times -the

larger 'is 7 greater than four times the smaller. .What are the

numbers?

i 3344
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The smaller number ,x and the larger y must satisfy the
'open sentence

.,

3X = 2y + 6 and 3y . 4x + 7.

Thii sentencelis equivalent to

1

:

3x - 2y - 6.= 0 and 4x -3y + 7 = 0.

Choose multipliers So'that the coefficients of- x will be opposites.
4 and -3 will do the trick.

4(3x - 2Y - 6) + (-3)(4x - 3y + 7) = 0

12k - 8y - 24 - 12x + 9y - 21 = 0

y - 45 . O.

'
.

Now We could choose
,
multipliers so that the coefficients of y

-would be opposite. ,Another way to find the line through the

t
intersection and parallel to the y-axis is as follows: On the

..-- 1line "y - 45 every point has ordinate 45. Thus, the
ordinate of the }point of intersection is 45. The solution of the
sehtence "3x - 2y -'6 ='0" with ordinate 45 is obtained by
solving "3x - 2(45) - 6 = 0" or its equivalent, "x - 32 = 0".
Hence, the sentence "3x - 2y - 6 = 0 and "4x - 3y + 7 = 0" 'is
equivalent to the sentence "y -`45 = 0 and x - 32 = 0". Now it
is easy to read off the solution of the system as (32,45).

In the abOve example, what is the solution of the sentence..

"4x =3y + 7 = 0" with ordinate 451 Does it matter in which
Sentence we assign the value 45 to yl

,

Example 1. Find the truth set of

4x - 3y = 6

2x t 5y = 16.

4x - 3y - 6 = 0

2x + 5y - 16 . 0

1(4x - 3y - 6) - 2(2x + 5y - 16) = 0

4x,- 3y - 6 - 4x - lOy + 3t = 0

- l,iy + 26 = 0

26 = 13y

2 = y

.)
)
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When y =

4x -3.2 = 6

4x = 12

x= ,3.

Therefore) nx = 3 and ,y = 2" is equivaient,to the origina

sentence.

The truth set is ((3, 2)).

Verification: Left

First clause: 4.3 - 3.2 =

=

Second clause: 2.3 4- 5.2 =

=

Example 2. Solve

12 = 6

6

6 + 10

16

Right

6

{3); =5y + 2

2x = 4- 3

,D

{3x - 5y - 2, = 0

2x - 6y - = 0.

6(3x - 5y - 2) - 5(2x 6y - 3) =0

18x - 30y - 12 - 30y + 15 = 0

8x+ 3 = 0

8x_= -3

x = - 3

2(ax.- 5y - 2), -"3(2x - 6y - = 0

4 6x - lOy - 4 - 6x + 18y + 9 = 0

8y + 5 . 0

8y = -5

Therefore nx = -
8-

and y =

sentence.
-

y = 5

is equivalent to the original

334-



The solution is

Verification:

First clause:

Second clause:

'.330

Left Right

3( - ) = 5(7 ) + 2 4,2 +

9

fr 8

6( - 13.) + 3 = - .242 412
2(-

Problems

3

1. Find the truth sets of the following systems of equations by
themethod just developed. Draw the graphs of each pai. r of

equations in (a) and,(b) with reference to a different set of
axes.

(a) r3x - 2y - 14 = 0

1 2x + 3y + 8 = . ol
(b) 15X + 2y = 4

`3x - 2y = 12

{3x - 2y = 27

2x = 7Y = -50

{

(d) x t y - 30 = 9
x - y + 7 . 0-

(c)

(e) .{ 3 5x = 0

3y = x - 6
(f) .x+ Y= 2

y - = 1

(g)

{7x - 6y = 9
9x - 8y = 7

. 2. We can also use the operations which yield equivalent open

sentences to solve a system of equations. The method which

results is. essentially the same as that,used above. For

example, consider the system:

I3x - 2y - 5 = Q.

x + 3y $ 8 = O'

and assume that (c, d)' is a solutipn of the system: Then

each of the folloWing equatio)atys true. .
./

3 3 5
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Also,

39 - 2d - 5 =0

c + 3d - 8 = 0
A

3(3c - 2d - 5) = 3(0)

2(c + 3d - 8) = 2(0)

9c - 6d - 15 = 0

2c +6d - J",6 = 0

a1c - 31 = 0

31=

3c -7 2d - 5 = 0. .

.3(c + 3d - 8) -3(0)

3c - 5 0

.-3c - 9d + 24 = 0

-11d 19 = 0

19
d =

Sooi'f there'is a solution of the system

3x- - 5 =

x + 3y - 8 = 0

o
then that solution is' 4, 4. We must verify,that this is a

sblution.
.

4

3(31) 2(19) 2

31Tr + o

Are these sentences true?
1

a This is oftericalled the addition method of solving systemi

of equations. Use this method'tor ;finding the truth sets of the

f011owing systems.

336
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(a) x - 4y - 15 0 (c) {2x = 3 - 2y

{3x +1i5y - 11 = 0 3y ='4 - 2y

(b) 2X = 3 - 2Y (d) = 3 - 2y

3y = 4 - 2x 3y . 4 - 3x

3. Translate each of the following into open sentences with two

variables. Find the truth set of each..

(a) Three hundred eleven tickets were sold for a basketball

game, some for }pupils and some for adults. Pupil tickets

sold for- 25 cents each and adult tickets for 75 cents
each. The total money received was $108.75. How many

pupil and how many adult tickets were sold?

(b) A homeroom bought thkee-cent and foul' -cent stamps to mail

bulletins to the parents. The total cost, as 412.67.

If they bought 352 stamps, how many of each kind were

there?

(c) A bank teller has 154 bills of one - dollar and five-

- dollar denominations. He thinks his total is $465.,

Has he counted his money correctly?

4. Find the truth sets of the following compound open sentences.
Draw ,the graphs. Do they help you with (b) and (c)?

(a) , x - 2y + 6 = 0 and 2x * 3y + 5 = 0

(b) 2x - y - 5 = 0 and 4x - 2y - 10 = 0

(c) .2x + y - 4 = 0 and 2x + y - 2 = 0

5. Find the equation of the line through the intersectio of tilt_

lines 5x - 7y 7-3 = 0 and 3x - 6y + 5 = 0 and passing

through the origin. (Hint: What is the value of C so that.

Ax + By + C= 0 is a line through the origin?)

337
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In Problem 4 you found some compounebpen sentences whose

truth sets were not single ordered pairs of numbers. Which ones

were they?, Let us look more 1osely at each of them.

,
In the open sentence-

"2x - y - 5 = 0 and 4x - 2y..- 10 = 0",

we note that fl.ix - 2y - 10 = 0" is equivalent to

y - 5) = 2(0);

so we see that the.graphs of both clauses are identical, as shown

in Figure 3, and the lines have many points in common.

y

State some of the numbers of the

truth set of the compound sentence.

Is the truth,Set a fihite set?

What happened. when you tried to

solve the open sentence algebri- .

cally? Why didntt the methOd

work?

fi

Figure.3..
, ..-

A somewhat different ,condition exists. he'ill846und sentence'

"2x + y 4 = 0 and 2x 42 y,- 2= First,,write the sentence c.

4,11 the form
..

y = -2x + 4 and y = -2x + 2.

)Q) O
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What is the slope of the graph of

each of these equations? What is

the y-intercept number? We see

that the graphs are two parallel

lines, as in Figure 4, and there

is no intersection point. In

such a case; the truth set of the

compound sentence is the null set.

What happens if we try to solVe

the sentence algebraically? Why?

1 2

Figure 4.

\6,-

Let us try to summarize what we have noted here; The truth
set of a compound open senten in two variables, with connective

"and", may consist of one ordered pair, many ordered pairs, or ,no

ordered.pairs.- Correspondingly, the graphs of the two clauses of

the open sentence may have one intersection, many intersections,

or no intersections.

Example 1.

Equations Graphs.

2x = 3y = 4 and x + y = 7 The two lines whiph are the
2 4y = - and y -x + 7 graphs of the clauses have one

intersection, since the slopes of

The truth set is ((5, 2)). the lines are not the-same. The

graph of the truth set is'the

single point (5,112)

3 :3 9

ct)
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Example 2.

2x - 3y = 7 and 4x.- 6y.. 14 The graphs of the two clauses

of the open sentence coinzide,4 7 Ased 14
Dx 7 - 6- -6- since the lines have tllg/same slope

The truth set TS made Up
\.....andthe same y-intercept number-.

The e gre aline is the raph of
%

the
of all the ordered pairs whose

coordinates satisfy the first
truth set.

equation. (Note that the

secQnd clause is obtained if

each member of the first clause

of the original open sentence

is multiplied by 2.).
1

Example 3.

2x.- 3y = 7 and sox -
1

6y 3

2 0:7 4 3
y,. .sx - and y =fix

The truth set is 04-

Tie graphs of the two clauses

of the open sentence are parallel

lines, because they hdve the same

slope, but different y-intercept

numbers. The graph of the truth

set contains no points.

Notice, in Example 3,. that the coefficients of x and y in

'4he equation 2x - 3y = 7 are related in a simple way to those in

the equation 4x 6y = 3.

1 1
,2 .(4)`y and -3 = ( -6).

In general, the 'teal numbers A and.B are said to be proportional

to the real numbers C and D if there is a real number k, other

than 0, such that

A = kC and *B = kD.

343
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Thus, the numbers 2 and -3 are proportional to 4- and -6,

the number k being. If two lines are parallel, what can you

say about the coefficients of x and y in their equations?

Another way to sly that A and B are proportional to

and )) is to say that the ratios

A
and IF.

are equal, or

A B

Problems

1. Solve the folIiiWing compopnd open sentences.

(a) x + 5y -17 = 0 and 2x - 37 - 8 = 0

(b) 5x - 1tz, + 2 = 0 and 10x - 8y + 1 = 0

(c) 12x - 4y - 5 = ,and 6xl+ 8y - 5 = 0

(d) x - 2y - 5 = 0 and 3x- 6y\-42 = 0

(e) 4(4- - 41-- 1 =0 and '34 + IT& - =0

2. Consider the system,

2x- y- 7 = 0
5x +'2y- 4 . 0

Suppose we write these equations in the following form:

y = 2x.- 7 and y + 2

O

(called the "y-form") and draw their graphs.
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At what point on the graph

of this system are the

values of y equal? What

is the value of x at this,

point? If we set the values

of y in the )wo sentences

equal to/each other, we have

the open sentence in one

variable,'

2x'- 7 = - x + 2.

The truth set of this sentence

is (2)'. Using- this value for

x- in each open sentence, we

get :`f'

y = 2(2) -7

..

of

i!

Mil .

2
N

0 xk
,,,
MINI'
FA

I iii o
.

Figure 5.

5'y -= - 2) + 2

y = -3 y = -3,

Why do we get' "y..= -3" in both cases? Hence, if the compound

open sentence "2x - y - 7 = 0 and 5x +,2y - 4 = 0" has a

solution, it must bey (2, -3). Verify that (2, -3) is the

_samtion.

Suppose that we Shorten our work somewhat by writing

only the first equation in' its y-form.

y = 2x - 7
A

Plien we replace y inthe second equation by the expression,

"2x

5x + 2Z2x - 7) - 4 = 0.

.Let us proceed to solve this' open sentence in one variable

4

5x + 4x - 14 - 4 =.0

gx - 18 = 0

x = 2.

1 r)
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Then,

,y = 2x - 7 2(2) - 7 = -3

so thaV: (2, -3) is the possible 'solution of the system

f 2x - y - 7 = 0

,2y - 4 = 0.

The method just described in which we solve one of the

equations for y in terms of x" and then substitute this

expression for yt into the other equation is calleda
substitUtion, method. Solve the following systems using which-

ever of the above methods seems more appropriate.

(a) 3x+ y + 18 5,1 (C1) 5t4,2-1- 2y - 5 = 0

2x,-

(b) f 5r. =

iy

77 - 34

+ 2

+ 40

0

(e)

.

X: - 3y -18 =

x + 77 11.,

r - 3y = -4

% (c) 5x t2y - 4 . 0

4- 4y - 8 = 0,

(9 x - 4

10x
y = 2

0

3. As we have seen, the truth bet of the compound open sentence,

Ax + By + C = 0 and' Dx + Ey + F = 0

may consist of one ordeAdi, pair of numbers, of mani, ordered

pairs, or of no ordered
frs.

-(a) If the truth set consists, of one ordered pair, what can

you say abOut the graphs- of the clauses?

(b) If the truth set consists of many ordexed pai s, what, is

true of the graphs of the two clauses? Are the two
clauses . of the compound sentence equivalent?

(c) If the truth set is how are the coefficients of x1
and y two clauses? What is true of thet.

graphs of the, clauses?

9
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4. Consider the system

4x,+ 2y - 11 = 0
......

3x"- y- 2= t.

In four different ways find its truth set. 7.
).

5. Solve in any way. Explain why you chose a particular method

in each case.

{ I 4.=

x -1-<,7 = 7

,

6y + (2 - 4x) =3
1 4x 1 2(3y - 1) = 2

5 - '(x + y) = 2y

2x - (3y +,,, 1) = 1

7x - y = 2o
el

(a)

(b)

(C):

(d)

+ 2y = 1

2x - = 18

1

x + 2y = 0

x - 2y= 0`5.

x = 2y - t

2x +,, y =

3x ,- 4y - 1 =

7x + 4y - '9 =

{ 0

0

(e)

(f)

(g)

p-i)

3x -+ lly = 92

In' Problems 6-13 translate into en sentences, find the truth

set and anawer
-\
the question asked.

.

6. Find two numbers whose sum i 56 and(whae difference is 18.

7. The sum of Sally's and Joe's4ages is 0 years., li/five

A4 years the difference of theii ages wi e 11- years. What

are their ages -now ? .

8. A dealer has some cashew nuts that sell at $1.20 a pound

and alMonds that sell at $1.50 a pound. .How many-pounds

of each Should he put into a mixture oe 200 pounds to sell

at $1.32 a pound?
4 4'.

9. In a certain two digit number the units' digit is one more

than twice the tens' digit,. If the units'* digit is added to

the number, the sum is 35 more than three times the tens'

digit. Find they number.

3

.01
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10. Two boys sit on a see-saw, one five feet from the fulcrum

(the point where it baldhces), the other on the other Si

six feet from the fulcrum. If the sum of the boys' weights

is 209 pounds, how much does each boy weigh?,

11. Three pounds of apples 'and, four pounds of bananas cost $1.08,
while 4 pounds of apples and 3 poundsof bananas cost
$1.02. -What is the price per pound of apples? Of bananas?

t2. A and B are 30 miles apart. If they leave at the same

time and walk in the same direction, 'A oyertakes in 60
`hours. If they walk toward ch other they meet in 5. hours.;;
What are their speeds?

13. In a 300'mlle race the driver of car A gives the driver
*of car BT a'start of 25 miles; and still finishes one-half- .

hour sooner. In a second trial, .th9:driver of.car A .gives"

the driver of car '13 a start of 6o miles and loses by '12
minutes. What were the average speeds of cars A and B. -in

miles per hour?
4

ti
. .

Systems of Inequalities. We hayp defined a system of
, .

..,

epatiofts as a compound open sentence in which two equations are
<:' Joined by the connective'"aria". We also introduced:a notation for,
440 this; Carrying the ideaidver to inequalities, let us consider

systems like the'folloiing:

(a) {'x,-F 2y - > 0

:- 2x"= y - 3 A ....

. (ii) I c 2y - 5 =.0

, x.-1.- 3y - 9 0

(c) ghat would, the graph, oft x + 2Y - ii,> 0-be?, You-recall

) r. that wp first draw the graph of

ar.

5/

. t x + 2y = Ge

() )

r""

1
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Figure 6.

using a dashed line along the boundary. Why? Then we shade

the region above the line, since the graph of nic + 2y - .> 0",

i:e. of ny > - ..x + 2", consists of all tho'ge points whose

ordinate is greater than "two more than times the

abscissa". In,a similar way, we shade the region where

"7 < 2x - 31. This is the region below the line whose equation
.

is "2x -'y - 3 = 0". Why is the line here alto .dashed ?. .When

would we use a solid line as boundary?

Since the truth set of a ,Compound open sentence with the

connective and is the se't of _elements common to the truth sets 'of

the two clauses, it 'follows- that the .truth set of the system (a)

is 'the'region indicated by double shading in Figure. 6.

(b) What would be the graph of a system. in which we-have one
4 equation and on inequality, such as-Example (b)? What

is the,sotwil,,,6r "3x - 2y 5 = on?

- f

34(3
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Is the graph of

the line

Figure 7.

"x + 3y - 9 <0"

x + 3y - 9 =0?

the region above or below

Is the line included? Study Figure 7 carefully, and describe

the graph of the system

r 3x,- 2y- 5 = 0

x + 3y < O.,

Problems

Draw graphs of the truth/sets of ihe,following systems:

. N

{1. 2x+ y > 8
- 2y <,-At

2. 6x + 3y < 0

kx - y < 6

3. 5x '+ 2y + 1 > di

i
3x- y - 6-. 0

,

xi

4, 4x + 2y . -1

y- x Z 4

5. 2x + y < 4

"2x + y > 6

16. 2x it. y > it

2x + y < 6

{2x - y < 4

4x - 2y < 8

3 4
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Let us 'consider the graph of the compound open sentence

x - y - 2.> 0 or x + y - 2 > O.

First we draw, the graphs of the clauses "x - y - 2 > 0" and

"x + y - 2 0". , Y-

0000000000.000000020.0000000000000000222
000000000000022210+ 0000000000022160
x j, 0000000002MIlinn

0.00000012MMINCINN
010N00,22120N000
11100022strearanoSiEssomenannormenomarea

Ertwanoncamm
IERE4MAOMAo OMME2000:4r, 1E1. ONO

EVA .ap0011
aglaZOLMORICODINONIMO C.0310

Figure 8.

z.

Next, we recall that the truth set of a compound open sentence with A°

the connective or is the set of all elemehts in either of the truth

sets of the clauses. Hence, the graph of the,compound open sentence

under consideration includes the entire shaded region in Figure 8.

Problems

braw the graphs of the truthsets of the following sentences:

.1. 2x+y+ 3 > 0 or 3x+y+l< 0

2.' 2x. + y + 3 < 0 or 3x - y + 1 < 0

3.- 3 < 0 or 3x+y+ 1 > 0

2x+y+ 3 > 0 and 3x-y+l< 0

248'

O

-or

rr
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To complete thd picture, let us consider the compound open

sentence:

(x - y - 2)(x - 2) > 0.

Remember "ab O"' means that "the product of a and b is

a positive n ber". What can be said of a and b if ab > 0?

Thus, we have the two possibilities:i

x -I y - 2 > 0 and x + y - 2 > ,

'or .

x - y - 2 < 0 and x + y - 2 < O.

In Figure 8, the graph of "x - y - 2 >0 4.and x + y - 2 > 0" is

the region indicated by double shading, while the graph of

"x - y - 2 < 0 wand x + y - 2 < 0" is the unshaded region. So

the graph of

(x - y.- 2) (x + 'y -. 2) > 0

consists of all the points in these two regions of the plane.

Which areas form the graph of the open sentence-
.

(x - y - 2)(x + y - 2) < 0?

(If ab < 0, what can be said of a and b?)

To.summarize, we-list the following `pairs of eqUivalatit

sentences (a and b' are real numbers):

ab = 0: 0 or b = 0.

ab > 0: a > 0 and b > 0, or a < 0 and b < 0.4

..ab < 0: a >( Ind b < 0, or a < 0 and b > 0.

Verify these equivalences by going'Iack to the definition'of the

product of real numbers.

47-

3 .1 ';-)
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Problems

1. Draw the graphs of the truth sets of the following open

sentences.

(a) (2x - y - 2)(3x + y - 3) > 0

(b) (x + 2y - 4) (2x - y - 3) < 0

(c) (x + 2y - 6)(2x + 4y + 4) > 0

(d) (x - y - 3)(3x - 3Y - 9) < 0

2. %raw the graphs of the truth sets of the following open

sentences.

(a) x - 3y - 6 = 0 and 3x + y + 2 = 0

(b) (x - 3y - 6)(3x + y + 2) = 0

(d)' x - 3y 6 > 0 and 3x ++ 2 > 0

(d) x - - 6 < 0 and 3x + y 1- < 0

(e-) X - 3y - 6 > 0 and 3x + y + 2 =,0

(f) X - 3y - 6 < 0 or 3x + y + 2 < 0

(g) x -3y .7. 6 0. or 3x + y +D2 > 0

(h) (x - 3y - 6) (3x +,y + 2) > 0

(i)' -,3y - 6)(3x + y + 2) <'40.

3. Draw the graph'of the truth set of each of 'these systems of

inequalities. (The brace again indicates a compound sentence

with connects 4 and.)

(a) x> 0 fi(c) -4 < x 4

y > 0

pc-* 12

-3 < < 3

(b) y Z 2

4y < + 8

4y + 5x < 40,

)

a
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4. A football team finds itself on its own 40 yard line, in

possession of the ball, with five 'minutes left in the game.

The score is 3 to 0 in favor of the opposing team. The"

quarterback knows the team should make 3 yards on each

running play, but will use 30 seconds per play. He-can ma

20 yards on a successful pass play, which uses 15 seconds

However, he usually completes only one pass out of three.,

What combination of plays will assure a victory, or what

should.be the strategy of the quarterback?

35'

411
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Answers to Problems; page 3:

1. (a) Yes (d) Yes

(b) Yes (e) Yes

(c) No

4
2e 7(a) 13 (d)

(b) 23 (e) 2

(c) 424 (r) 3

Answers to Problems; page 5:

1. (a) False (e) False
(b) True . (f) True -.

(c) False (g) False,
(d) True

2. (a) (3 x 5) - (2 x 4)
(b) (3 x"5 - 2 ) x 4 =

(C) (12 X .3g. ;.) x 9 =

d) (12 x i) - (.;.. x 9) = 3

(e) 3 2.x (;% - 4) x § = 18

+ 4)(6 + 1) = 49

=7
52; or 3 x 5) - 2) x 4 = 52

P A

51; or ((12 x .n.) - ) x 9 = 51

(

(f). (3
t(g)

3

(lit (3

(i) (3

+ 4(6 + 1) = 31

+ 4)6 + 1 = 43

+ 4.6) + 1 = 28; or. 3 + (4.6 + 1)- = 28

Answers to Problems; pages 13-14:

1. (a) 12(3 + 4) = 12(3) .3-12(4)

(b) 3(5) + 3(7) = 3(5 + 7)
.(c) 7(17) + 6(17) = 13(17)

(d) (3 + 11)2,= 3(2), + 11(2)

3 D cs
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2. + + 4)7 = if -4) (11 + 7)

+ 4)18
1 ,

) "r '3"
ti Q

= 9 + 12
= 21

3. (a) 7,3
-5

= (8 + 7)(4 +

=l5(3 +

,= 15(4) + 154)

= 9 +
= 19

(b) 7(4 -3,- 4- 4) 4- 5(i ÷ ) = ÷ 4-) -F,E÷ 5(i ÷ 4),

41.1...7-

c
= 19

a,
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(C) + + + 5((. + + ;)k-.4.

5(.,-_+ 4) 5(*) 4-.74

= +:331) + + -331) 54)

= (5 + 7) ( 41) + 5(3)

...12(;)

= 6 +.4 +1

= (6 + y) +

= 11

,Pnswers to Problems -; page 17:

1. (a) The elements df.each set are the same: 1, 2, 3, IF,

5, 6.

(b), The tipt S = (1,' 2, 3, 4, 5; 6) is the sgt 6spthe

first six counting numbers. Many'other descriptions

are possible.

(c) The same set may,have many descriptions.

2. U = (1, 2; 3, 4)

T = (1, 4, 9, 16)

V = (1, 4); yes, V is a subset of U; yes, V is a

subset of T; no, U is not a subset of T, since 2-

is not an element of T. t

3. 41( = (1, 2, 3, 4,.9, 16)

K is not a subset of U; U is a subset of K; T is

a subset of K; U is a subset of U (by definition

of subset).

4.
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;

. 4. From the set 0 one subset, 0, can be found.

From the set A = (0), two subsets,' (Or and 0, can
-te find.

FrOM the set

(0), (1),

Ir. (0, 1),

(0, 1), and

-:From- the seat: C = (0, 1,

':(0),' (1),

and 0.

(2), CO, 1),

From the set

be found.

D = (0, 1,

foul; subsets Can be founds

0.

2); eight subsets can be found:

Co, 2), (1, (Op 2)

or 16 subSets can

A set with four elements will have twice as many subsets

as a set with three elements, and so forth.

Answers to Problem; pages 18-19:

1. (a) Infinite (d) Finite ,

(b) Infihite (e) Infinite,
, (c) Finite .

2. (a) K = (0); K is a*subsetof K is a subset of
T; Sp T, and K are finite.

(b) M = (0, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10); M is not a sub-
set of S; T is a subset of M; M is Aite.

(c) R = (5, 7, 9); R is a subset of both S and of M.

(d) A cannot be listed; it is the empty set.

(e) Sets A and K are not the same. A has no
elements, while K has one element, 0.

(f) Yes. A subset of a set can have no elements which

are not in the set, so the number of elements in a

subset is not greater than the number of elements in

the set. Any subset of a finite'set, theretbre, is

finite.-

tl
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Answers to Problems; pages 23-24:
.

1 e.1. 2(t + 3)
2n + 5

3. Both forms are correct. The Seco d is found fromthe

-

first by Use of the associative pro y for multiplication.' "

4. 4y - .

5. Neither form is ,correct. 2(a -+ b) and 2a + 2b are

co t forms.

6. (a) 2- (f) 0 ,-

,,,
(b) 15 . (g) 13

(c) 27 (h) 0

(d) .a
, 4 (i) 9

(e) (j) 10

,A16.

(a) (3a + 4b) - 2c (3.3 + 4.2Y - 2.4
3 3

. 3

(b)
J.

.(6a - kb) + 5c (6.3 - 4.25 ) + 5.4

5 ".

10 + 20

/.
(Ze_.

(0) e 2 ,2

7 8

2

7-

=

a 47.
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- 2.1(4) .(k.5 + 7.4) - 8.4
7

(d) (1-50-+

Answers to Problerns;_,page 26:

1. False 6.-

2. False 7.

3. True 8.

False 9.

-5. True

11.9 - 8.4

True

False

False

False

Answers to Problems; page 27:

1. True when Yc is 5'

2. False, when x is 5

3. True when x 3

False when x is 4

4. False When x is 4 and y is -, 3

True when x is '3 y is 4
r-s

5. Falde when a is 9 and Is 9

e False when` a is 3 and b is 9

Answerd, bleMsz; page 28:

2. ,. 14
qe,

74;

r Or

-no numbers

11-. all numbers

5.. all numbers

6. no numbers

c, rr
.)
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Answers to Problems; page 29:

1. (a) 3

(b) 2

_ (c) 1 and 0

2.

(d) 3

(e) no value

(f) 0

3. 1.4

Answers to'Problemsk pages 30 -31:

1. (a) (4) (e) (0, 2)

(b) (1, 3) (f) (4)

(c) (1, *) (g)
/,

(1) (h)

2. One possibility/is x = x + 1.

wers to Problems; page 32:

1. C = i(86 - 32) 2. pv = Pi

(15)(6o0) = 75(V).c'. -3(54)

0 = 30

C is 30 'c

3. A . (32. + b)h

20 = 1(B + 4)4.

120 = et)(B + 4)

20 = (B + 4)

B is 6

(15)(5)(120) = 75(10

-(75)(120) = 75(V)

',V is 120

D

a

4

es
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Answers to Problems; page 33-

ti

1.

2.

5.

6.

7.

Truth Set

(3)

(3)

all nUmberd

(0)

4)

0 .

I 1 4

Graph

0 J 2 3
1

4

0 2 '3 4

0 I 2 3 4

#

a

I

31 41

0 2

1

3

1

.

1

4

0

I

2

I

1
2

3

ill
4

.

5

5

5

5

5

5

0 . 2 3 4 5

(0, 2) +
0 2 3 4 5

Answers to Problems; page 34:

1. False 7. True

2. True 8. False

/ 3. False 9. True

4. True 10. False

5. True 11. False

'6. True 12. False

4

4)

a 5 3
r
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Answers to Problems; page 36:
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1. (a) t 41
2 3

I 4

4
. (e)to.m1

2
t
3 4

(b) -1-4---4)-4--1-.
0 I 2 3 4

(f)4 1 4 ,0 I

0 I 2 3 4

I

(e) (g):
2 3 4 I

- I i
. ° 0 . 2 .i.--r

(d1 4----1

0 I 2 3 44-

2. (a) x = 2

(b) x < 2

(c) X 4: 4

3. (a) (3) i

(b) 0

(C) (32 4, 5)

I 1 I

ilk.(e) (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) ... 411 .41

0 2 3 4 5

. (4) x > 1

(e) x'1

I 1 1 9 I i

0 I 2 3 4' 5
.)..

I -+ I- I 1I -

6

1

I

i

2 3 4 5

0 I

1

2 t it t

I.

360
....../.

r

s

s.,
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AnswerS to Problems; page 37:

1. True 4. True

2. False 5. False

3. False 6. True

Answers to Problems; page 39:

1, True 4. False

2. True 5. False

3. False 6. False

Answers to Problems; page 41:

,

1. I 4.
0 I 2 3 40 I

tt
4 5 6

1 i i I

5 IR 6
2

2. t b 1

0 I 2 3 4 5 6

i.6411.

5.111t1A1
0

6,

I 2 3 4

)

5 6

0. 1 2 3 4 5 0 I

Answers 'to Problems; page 42:

I3.. (6) I

0-

2. all numbers less than-4

I

k

2

I

3
I

5

10

6

13
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

a. Ø

4. all numbers 0 I
0 1

3 6 I

no graph

I I I 1.
2 3, 4 5 6 '1
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5. (1; 2) 1 0 é I F

O I 2 -3 4

6: all numbers greaterIllti , 's.

than 6 0 1 * 2 3 4 5 7 8

1

7. all numbers except 0-4g i I ,

6 P.2 3 4 50,

8. all numbers except # $ 101 I 4

O I 2 5 3 4, 5
2

9. all numbers less than
3

-t--:1.-.,(----,IF-

uo m

10. all numbers less than -.4.1...,..4,
5

' '

%1 6 I 2 3 4

_ 11. (3) A I 1 I it 1

O I 2 4

12. (3)

13. )

O I 2 3 4

Answers to Problems; page 46:

1.

6V2

2.

3 4

+ =;(4) ÷ 4( )
A 21 107. 7

4
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2
' 6

(z)

(7. 3) (6)

(i) (6)

42 + 4

46=

The other must be'zero.

At least one of the numbers

(a)

(b;)

(C)

1 3 1 3

-5(20N

20 'fib

+(1 )(20)N-g

(75)(2o)

10 + 12
1

22

is

The other property implied here

if ab = 0, then a is 0 or

Answers to Problems; pages 49 -51:,

1. (a 2m
2
n

(b)

gc)

j151124c1

6/1m (or

(d) 3abc

(e)" 100ab

6mn2) (f) 36x

0.

is the converse:

b is' 0.

O

2, (Here wesuggest three forms for each.

will be other acceptable ones.)

1)

However, there

( a;) (2a)(4bc) (d) (x)(xy2)
(8)(ab2) (xy) Exy)
(4ab)(2b) (x2Y)(Y)

'(b) (7)(ab
2

) (e) (64a)(abc2)

,(7a)(b2) (4a2)(16bc2)

(7ab)(b) (8abc)(8ac)

(e) (5m) (2n) (f) (2c)(1)-

(2m) (5n) (2)(c)
(2mn)(5). (1)(20',

3 3

A
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3. (a) True for every number m--commutative property of

multiplication:

1(b) Not true for
0
every number m.

(c) True for every number a, every number b, and

every number y.

(d) True for every number x and every number y--

commutative propertof addition.

(e) True for every number n, every number v, and

every number z--associative property of multipli-

cation'.

4. (a) A is not closed under addition..'

(b) A is closed under multiplication.

E' 5. (a) S is closed under addition. s

S is closed under multiplication.

6.

If ao b id 206 is 406 is 60 2 is (30 2)o 4

2a.,i- b
f

a + b

2(2) + 6

2,+ 6
772--

(2 - 2).6

2 + 4(b)

(2+1f(6+1)

2(4) + 6

1
2- + 6..

2(6) + 2

6 + 2

.2(2(3) +

3 + 2 + 4
2

2

(a - a)b

a + jp

(a+1) (b44)

(2 - r)6

.i' +r (3)

',(;+1)(6+1)

2 . ,

(6 - '6)2

6:4: 4.( 2)

.(6+1)(2+1)

2

03 -3)2 -(,

.(344.r( 2)) .

((3+l)(2+

is

2) + 4

fib, +
7. (a) If ado 15 means then b o a b a

a + b = b + a oomMutative property of addition

a +b b+ a

a 0,p = b o. a"

The operation def ed here is commutative.

364
,
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(b) If a 6 b means (a a)b, then b o a means

(b - b)a. I

0 = 0

(a - a) (b -,tb)

(a - a)b = (b - b)a

The operation defined here is commuAtive.

,(c) If a 0 b' means a + then b o a means

b + Then

3 0 6 = 3 + 4(6)

6 o'3"= 6 + 7( 3 )

But 3 + ..(b) = 6 + ..(3) is false, so the operation

defined here pis not commutative.

(d) If a o b me + 1) (b + 1) , then: b o a means

(b + 1)(a + 1) 4
(a + 1)(b + 1) = (b + 1)(a + 1) commutative property

of multiplication

a,ob=boa c
The operation defiii here is commutative.

+8. (a) If for every a, and every' b, a o "fr as
b,= is

(11:0 2) o 5= 4 o (2 o 5) a true sentence?

4 + 2 c

(11 0 2) 0 5
2

=3 +5
"2
d

4 + W.0
s
40 (2 o 5) .2..

4 + .

8 + 7=
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+ + 7Since the
3 5 8sentence is false, tfle

operation is not associative.

(b) If for every a ..and every b, a o b = (a - ,a)b,

is (4 0 2) 0 5= 40 (2 o 5) a true sentence?

(it 0 2) 0 5 = ((4 4)2 - 4)2)5
. 0 II

40 (2 0 5) = (it - 4) ((2

(c)

c*,

=0
Since 0 = 0, the operation is associative for

these particular numbers.

_We nirther note that ,

(a o b) 0 c =_(.4 a)b - (a - a)b) c

= 0

a .0(b 0 c) = (a --a)((b b)C)

= 0

So we conclude that the operation is associative.

0 1If for every a and ever/ b, a 0 b = a + 71), is

(4 0 2) 0 5= 4 0(2 0 5) , a true sentence?

(Ito 2) d 5.= (4 +4) +
19 .

4 0 (2 0 5) = 4 + ()(2 +

11=4 +
11

Since 241= 4 + -A- is false, the operation, is not

associative.

36G

I
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(d) If for every a and every b, a o b = (a + 1)(b + 1),

is (4 0 2) 0 5= kb (2 o 5) a true sentence?

.(4 o 2) 0 5 = ((4 + 1) (2 4. 1) + 1)(5+ 1)

.= (16)(6)

4 0 (2 01.5) = (4 + 1) ((2 +.1) (5 + 1) +

= (5)(19)

Since (16)(6) = (5)(19) is false, the operation is

not associative.

Answers to Problems; pages 53-54:

1. (a) 6r + 6s

(b) ba + 3a

(c) x2 + xz

fi

(d) 7x + x2

(e) 48 + 30

ab b2

2. (a) 3(x + y) (d) .(x + y)

0) a(m + n) (e) (2 + a)a

(c) (1 + b)x ' (f) x(x + y)
.0101.

3. (a) 14x + 3x = (14 + 3)x

= 17x

(b) ..x = + 4)x

= -
9x

3 6 7
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(c) + 3b +a = ;a .+ 4a + 3b

+ ;la + 3b

= la + 3b

= a + 3b

(d) 7x + 13y + 2x + 3y ,= 7x + 2x + 13y + 3y

(7'+ 2)x + (13 + 3)y

= 9x + 16y'

C (e) 4x + 2' 2 +ax = 4x + 3x + 2y + 2

= (4 +3)x + 2y + 2

= 7x + 2y + 2

(f) 1.3x + 3.7y + 6.2 + 7.7x = 1.3x + 7.7x +.3.7y + 6.2

. (1.3 + 7.7)x + 3.7y + 6.2

= 9.0x + 3.7y + 6.2

(g) 2a + 1) + s - -no simpler form.

Answers to Problems; pages 55-56:

1. (a) 6m + 3pm (d) 2x2 + x2y

(b) 24+ 2k (e) eh + fh + gk

0

(c) 12s + 18r 42q
6p2c, 051)(12

2. (a) is false for every number a and every number b.

(b) is true for every number x and every number y.

(c) is true for every number a, every number b, and

every number c.

(d) is not true for every number a, every number b,

-and-every-numbe-r----c--

(e) is not true for every number x.

(f) is true for every number x- and every number y.

G
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3. (a) (3u + v)v

(b) 7q(p + r)

(c) (1 + x)3x-

(d) (1 + 2d)(20)

(e) (1 + 2x)(3x)

(f) xz(z + 2)

Answers to Problems; pages 57-58:

1. (x + 4)(x + 2) = (x + 4)x + '(x '+ 4)2

3

= x2 + + 2x + 8

= x2 + (4 + 2)x + 8

x,
2

+ 6x + 8

2. (x + 1) (x 4:__5), = (x + 1)x + (x + 1)5

= x
2
+ lx + 5x+ 5

= x
2
+ + 5)x + 5

V = x2 + 6x + 5

3.. (x a)(x + 3) = (x + a)x-+ (x + a)3
= x2 + ax + 3x + 3a

4. (x 4? 2) (y + 7) = (x + 2)y + (x + 2)7

= xy + 2y+ 7x+ 14

5. (m + n) (m + n) = (m + n)m + (m + n)n

= m2 + mn + mn + n2

= m
2
+ lmn + lmn + n2

= m2 + (1 + 1)mn + n2,

= m2 + 2mn + n2

6. (2p + q)(p + 2q) (2p + q)p + (2p +.4) 2q

= 2p2 + pq + 4 2pq + 2q

2p2 + (1 + 4)pq +42q2

=
.2

+ 5pq +' q
2

333
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7.

'esk

See Text.

8. 19 x 13 = 19(10 + 3)

= 19(10) + 19(3). distributive property

= 19(10) + (10 + 9)3

= 19(10) + (10(3) + 9(3)) - distributive property

= (19(10) + 10(3)) + 9(3) ,- associative property
of addition

365'

= (19 +-3)10 + 9(3) - distributive property

15 x1 = (15 + 4)10 + 20

.13 x117 = (13 + 7)i + 21

11 x 12'= (11 + 2)10 + 2

3 18, 9. Since 7 is .0r. and is

point between the 610 is

between .4 andpoints
6'.

41;

the coordinate of one.

. There are infinitely many

10. Set T is closed under addition, since the sum of two

elements gives an integral multiple of 3. Set T is

not cloak' under "averaging", since the average of two

elements (such as 3 and 6) is not necessarily an

integer.

11,. (a)
4

(b) (0)

(c) 0 and and all numbers between 0 and 4

r

t A

A
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3 7 6012* _ (

EU)
,

+ (6o)

(4)(W
36 + 40

76=

366

s,

13. 3x + y + 2x + 3y = (3x + 2x) + (y + 3y) by the associ-
ative and commutative properties of
additibn

= (3 + 2)x + (1 +3)y by the distributive
property

= 5x +

Since the associativeveummutative-and distributive
properties are true ar all numbers,

3x + y + 2x + 3y."=. 5x,+ 4y

for all numbers.

14. (a) (jc + 1)(x + 1) = (x 1)x + (x + 1)1 - distributive
2.X + x x + 1 - distributive.

= x + (l + 1)x + 1 - distributive

= x
2
+.2x + 1

(x + 2) (x 2) = x2 + + 4 = as above.

41:(b) x2 + 6x + 9 . x2 + (3 + 3)x + 9

lit

x
2
+ 3x + 3x + 9 distributive

=(x + 3)x + (x + 3)3 - distributive

Since x + 3 is a number
by closue

=(k + 3)(x + 3) - distributive,

3 7
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Answer's to Problems; pages 60-62:

/1: ''See text.

.lf
2. If Jonathan weighs n pounds, the phrase is: The number

of pounds in the weight of a boy_who is 7 pbunds heavier

f;
than Jonathan.

3 If I am n years old now, the phrase is: The number of
years in my age 7 years ago.

4. If there are y students in the class, the phrase is:

Half:of the students in the class.

5 If rhubarb costs r cents per bunch and a shopping bag

Costs Arcents, the phrase is: The cost in cents of 2

bunches of rhubarb and a shopping bag to put them in.

6 ,If a coal mine produced a tons of coal one day and b

tons of coal the next day, the phrase is: The number of

tons of coal produced in the two days. (Notice that we

are using two vaAgables here. -While it will be some time

before the students do milh.with more than one variable,

we need not shut our eyes to them.)
0

7. See text.

8. If 'f is the number of feet, then .6.11 a phrase is 12f.

9. If k is the number of cmarts, then the phrase is 2k.

ip. If' n. is the whole 'nuilber, then the hrase is n 1.

11. 1If n is the number, then the phrase is :iT.
1

12. If there are k p9unds and t ounces,therithe phrase
is 16k + t.

. ,

13. If there are m dollars, k -quarters, m dimes, and.-n
p *

nickels, then the phrase is 100m + 25k + 10M +' -5n. .

(Notice that m' 'represents the number of dimes as well

as the number of dollars. This means that .we ha;re the
.

.x, same n per of dimes as dollails,-sinbe a variable cannot "
repres nt two different numbers at the sameinstant.

. a .

open p rase might be Written 110m + 25k+ 5n.) I

4-

°
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2W ',inches

W inches

'\ If the rectangle is w inches wide, then the phrase is

)*-. -2w..

15. If one side of the squareis a feet long, then the

phrase is ,4a.

16.' (a) .(x y) (b) x + y + + y)

17. If a 'people bought tlekets, then the phrase is 2a.

18.
'a* An inductive approach mayhelp'the reader to, see

some of thes4. Here he wi117probably respond' to

the sti:on ow much of the hoUse Will he paint

one day `if it takes him' 8 days to paint the
4

o US e H ?

o_3.9 . x -5 r x
3

20. r +'12
1.

21. If the-plant grows g inches per week, then the phrase

is 20 + 5$.'

2111, If the rectanglelis

feet wide,, thpn the

phrase is

(a) 2w - 5

2W 5 t.

(b) w + (2w - 5) + w+ (2w .--5)

or 2w + 5)

(c) w(2* - 5)

a

W ft.
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In the early part of our work with tranSiatiizrwe have b%en

trying to emphasize the idea that the, variable represents a number

1j being reasonably precise in the language. Thus, we have been
1P

saying, "the number of feet in'the width", "the number of inches

in*the/base", etc. As we go on, we become more careless about this

way of speaking in order to be able to'speak more fluently. So in

Problem 22, as long as the unit of length and the unit of areal/11re

4clearly stated elsewhere in. the problem, we allow ourselves to

speak of "perimeter" and "area" instead of "number of feet in the

perimeter" and "number of square feet in thee.rea".

Answers to Problems; pages 64-65:

if the rectangle x .

'inches Vide, then it is

Inches long, and

x + 6x + x + 6x = 144

or

2x + 2(6x) = 144.

6x inches

9 x inches

-If the smallest angle.is s degrees/, then the largest

angle is 2s 4- 20 .degrees, and ts.+ (2s + 20) + 70 = 180.

3. If there were y studehts in, Miss.4tnes's class, then

there were y + 5 students in Mr. Smith's class and

4 1y + (y +' 5) = ka. ;

If there we e y students yi.M.iiss- Jones's class, then

there were 43 - y, students in Mr: Stith'a class and

- Y = Y

(ball, attention to, the second.ofitiiese methods. It is a

useful approach to khow, but one with whiCh.some readers

have trouble at first.)

4.

0

If DiCk is x years old now, then John is 3x fears old

now.. Dick,was'x - 3 years old three years ago, John'

was 4x - 3 years, old three tears ago, and

(x - 3) + (3x-- 3) = 22.
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if John has d dimes, then he has d + 1 quarters, he

has 2d + 1 nickels, his dimes are!worth 10d cent,
,his quarters are worth 25(0 + 1) cents, his nickels'

Are worth 5(2d + 1) centst'and

10d + 25(d + 1) + 5(2d + 1) = 165..
oav

6. If the freight train traveled z milesper hour, then
the passenger train traveled z + 20 miles per hour,,
th freight train went 5z miles, the passenger train
went 5 z + 20) miles, and 5(z + 20) .5z + 106.

. "
'7. If y is the number of years until the men earn,the

same salary, then

Mr. Brown will be earning 3600 300y dollars;
Mr. Wh!te will be earning 4500 + 200y dollars, and
3600 + 300y = 4500 + °200y.

8. If the table is w feet

wide, then it is 3w

feet long, the square

would be w + 3 feet

wide and 3w - 3 feet

long, and w +.3 = 3w -.3.

3W feet

I

Answers to Problems;' pages 67-68:

1

1. If the Jumber i7S, n, then

21' Ilf korman'is y yeais old,
. .

old, and Y'-+ (y + 5) < 23'.

t'

I

1

r) "
t.)

W+3feet

W feet

10.5W-3feet

1

il
> 26,

then,2111 is y + 5 years

(

d.

4
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3. If a side of the square

is x inches long, then

a side of the triangle

is x + 5 inches long,

an! 4x = 3(x + 5) .

' (Squire)
x+5

nches
(Equilateral

x inches

4. If the rate of the current i6 c miles per'hour, then
c + 12 is the rate of the boat downstream, and

c + 12 < 30.

5. If there are c minutes allowed for commercials, then

>3 and c <12.

Time for material other than advertising is 30.-.c.

Another way of expressing the last idea T < 30 - 3
and ET > 30 - 12.

'6. If his score on the third test is t, then?

75 + 82 + t 88.
a

75 4- 82 + 100 24/ 854
3.

75 + 82 0 1
. 3 7 527

7. -IfikOthere are s students in Scott School and ,m

'students in Morris'Sahool, then

. .r

(a) . s >_m
Oh

s = m 50Q.

3 d

Y.;

na

', -76
re .

I

I
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4

Answers to Flevflit Problems; pages 68-71:

1. If the whole number is **, then its successor is ,

n + 1, and n + en + 1) = 575

(b) If the whole numbers is n, then its successor is

(c)

n + 1, and n to(n + 1) =576.

This sentence is' fal'se for all whole numbers.

If a number is add, its successor.is even; if the

number is eves', its successor is odd.

Hence, their sum cannot be even.

If the first number is n, then the second number

is n + 1, and n + + 1) = 576.

There is a number for w ich this sentence Wtrue,

since the domain of the variable is not restricted

to whole numbers.

(d) If one piece of the board is f Alt Tong, then

the other piece_is 2f + 1 feet long, and

f +,(2f + I) = 16.,

(e) 3x = 225.

2. If the tens' digit is t, and the units' digit is u,

then themumber is 10t + u, and 10t + u = 3(t + u) + 7.

3. 42 - 'n

4. (a) If n. is.the number, then 3(n +'0) = 192.

(b) If n is the number, then 3(n + 17) < 192
4 I I .1

5. If the first number is x, then the second,number is

5x, and x + 5x = 4x 4- 15. . /

6. In one hoUr2he can Plow of the field with the first

tractor. In twopours,using both tractors, he can ploirf

+
of'the field:. The part of the field left unplowddi

ti

is The open sentence is
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7. Mr. Brown's weight m months ago was 175,+ 5m.

?.75 5m = 200.

8. (A) It n is a whole number,. then n + 1 is its

successor, and .n (n + 1) -7 45.

(b) If n is an odd number, then n + 2 isAthe next .

consecutive odd number, and n + (n + 2) = 75.

See whether your studentsnotice.:that--this can ne "ver

be true for any odd number, since the sum of two Odd

numbers is even.

9. If the marked price was ni,dollars, then 176 = m'
100

10. If x is the number of dollars for one hour's work at,

the normal rate, then Tx..is the numbeuf dollars for

one hour's work at the over-time rate, and

40x + 844. = 166.4o.

11. (a) 35+ 20t

(b) h - 1 is the number of one-hour ideriodsjafter they

initial hour;, and the phrase is 35 + 20(h - 1).

12. If the radiator originally contains w quarts of later,

it contains w + 2 'Quarts of miitureoafter the alcohol
a, was added. Since 2070 of this mixture is alcoh91, there

',are lgg(w +.2), quarts of alcohol in the mixtUre.

2 = igg(w +

13.. <a) 10 + 40y
. , . > .

(b) 100(2 x 60) + 40y I '

(c{) 100x +.40x '= 20,000

V

qv,

Fa

,
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14. This p bblem reviews sums of pairs of members of a set;

it is not a problem set. up primarily to get an answer.

The pupil who tries' to write an open sentence will find

he ,is wasting his time. Instead he shou observe that

the man hap a set of four members: (1.69, .95, 2.65.

3.1-5)` and that he should examine the set of all possible

sums of pairs of elements of the At. .

. . .

* ,

+ 1.69 1.95 2.65 v.15

1.69 3.38 3.64 4.34A 4.84

1.95 3.64 3.90 4.6o 5.10

2.65 4.34 4.6o 5.3o/ 5.8o

3:15 4.84 ' 5.10 5.86 6.300,

This is the set: (3.38, 3.64, 3.90, 4.34, 4.6o, 4.84,

5.10, 5.3o, 5.eo, 6.30)

From this we see:

(a) The smallest amountiof change he could have is

5.00 - 4.a4, or 16 cents.

(b) The greatest amount of change possible is 5.00

I

-

3.38, or $1.62:

(c) 'There are four pairs of tw9 boxes he cannot afford:

one of $1.95 and one of 43.15; onle of $2.65

and one of $3.15; two of $2.65;- tlwo of 43.15<

iJ

r-y n



Answers to Problems; pag6

5

7,

1. (a)

(b)

, 2-(7)4, 7,

14V-5

375,

-5 -2 2 5

5 T 3 T T
--(.&)

-I

1. 44)1 , ,

2 0 I 2 3

-II -3
T T

4

(c) (VT, 71f., 3, -3). 1

-2 -I

f)
(d) (-1, (1+ , (144) ) 4 't

(e) 1 1 2 6(-(7)! (/7.), , -(7), -3))

2. (a) 0 is to.tle right .of

0 I 2 3 4

1 1

0 I 2
it

1

(I+i)
0 I 2

-I- -4) .*2
I if IV It 1

2
(3-3) 4.

r
, -

(?), -(i) and (442) are names for the same number and,

-so, nam4 th\ same point on' the number line.

(c) 3 is to the right pf 0. .

(d) Ni(7 is to the right of -4.

k ) is to the right of -(4).

21 xA) = () and x =

L 63(n) is to the right of -( ).

"7

,,Bec use of the manner in which the negative number

wer constructed on the number line the negative

inum er, -14), corresponkng to the lesser of th

two numbers of arithmetic, is to the right of

(f) s to the right ot`-4).

9
1: ".
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\ ,/ \
1 1

1 1

1

Ii
\ / . 1

x/ /
... 1..

. 2 3I 4

Oince "rolling the circle" gives u.4 a length on the

;umber line equal' to the circumference qt the Circle,

Ithe circle comes to,, rest at 4:poiliton the line Tr

its to the right of 0. Ir:the circle is rolled to

he /left one revolution, the:oircle will tome to rest

ata point on the number line, whose coordinate is
_

k. (a) 2 is an integer, /1 rationak,nUmber; a-real-number.

...(10%
) is a rational number and a real .41

(c) is a real number.

5,
/

...)

B = (1, 2, 4, ...)

C = (0, 1, 2, 3, ...)

I = (..:, -3, -2, -1,, ,

N = (1, 2,0 ,,,....)

0 A, the set o whole numbers, and C, the set of non-

/ inegative intege , are t e same since bot tre comprised

,of the p sitive i tegers and 0. .;ipt, the set*ipositive

rs anintegers; d N, the bet.qt oounting ers,.are the
..... :

t'same, sincetboth consist Of theAccOlAn numbers,

1, 2, 3, ... [

I

.

..4
. A !-,

:..?4:-;:?,'

. -t... ',7
..;:,

. . :

1

1, 2, ,, 44
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Answers to Problems; pages 78-80:

1. (a) 3 < 1 Is false, since 3 is to the right of -1

on the number line and is therefore greater than /

-1. Note again the easy comparigon of a Positive

)s,
11 er-and a negative number.

A

.(b) <:(;). is false, sine 2 is to the right of

(7) and is therefore greater than '-(47).

(c) it 4: 3.5 is false.
. .

(d) < 2.2 is true. Changing the decimal fraction

to a common fraction, the statement becomes

< -()m. Now -(4) = 4 and, so, is to12

the left of -(,i) on the number line. Thus,

-(1)
is to the left of -2.2.

(e) >:(3_ ) is true, since

are names for the same number, they correspond to

the same point on the number line. But asy real

number is greater than or equal to itself: .

The truth status of sentences (f) - (j) can be determined

in the sale manner as (a) and (b)- above;.consequently, we

simply list the results.

(f) -4 /,3.5 is true.

(g) -6 > -3 is false.

(h) 3.5 < 4 is false.

(i) 3 < 2.8 is true.

(j) -r 4: 2.8 is falSe.

X8204,
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2. .(a) y < 2a

(b) u 4 3.

(c) ' v >

(d) r 2.

(e) x = 3 or <

(F) c < 2 'and c > -2.

' e

(g) a < -3 and a -3. t ,t1,11

41 I I I a f

0

I 1 I

0 3

Irk I I r
02

-2 0

(h) d < l or d > 2.
0

(i) a < 6 and a < 2. 41411--i-4-1--1--I-
-2

(j) u > and u < -3. The truth set inth.s case is

the mpty set, 0, and hence, hasino.g ph.,-The

reader should observe that there is no n be'rboth

less than- -3 and gr ater than- 2. The exercise ,

may serve to 'remind thane reader to notice carefully

whether the connective in the ?sentence ienand! or

!tor", and to interpret the-sentence accordingly.

1.
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3. (a) A sentence whose truth set is the s'et.of all real

- numbers not equal, to ,3 isi y / 3. Anotheriiis:%1,

y >.3 or y < Note that although the sentences .

above are mathematically-equivalenti their English

translations differ, dr1Pit is the former sentence

which describes the reqUired set direCt4. 4
1

(b) A Jentence whose truth se, is the set of all rea(
numbers less than or equal to -2 is Ir'< 2.

.

Another is: v -2.

(c) A sentence whose thuth4set is the set of all real

numbers not less than () is< x -(;). Another

is: x y -(;). Notice here that the alternate form

is easier to,,comprehend. This may suggest tog the

,reader a cleareer description in Ei 1;ph for. the

Mquired set.. , ..7

4. .'-If p is any positiVe real number, 1.nd n4 idany
negattve real number, then 'n is to the'left of 4ero,

and is to the right Szeri; thus, n.-is to the
.4.

left of 0. (Recall 'that tEl principle was used to

speed the comparlen of numbers in many of the precedlng

exercises.) "It follows that un < pH and Hri / pll are

true statements and 5 < n" is 'false. The'lkatement

Hn < pq is true,' since' the statement means h < p or

n,=,p, and, though the second statement.is false, the

first is true.

5. If

se

p

p is and number of the set of integers, the 01-i
of:

(a) -2 < p nd P <' 3 is (-1, AD, :In words;,-

this is the se't of all integers

-2 and less than 3. On the n

would have' the graph:

:4
tl 0, I -2

I,

th gre§ter than

ber line 41e,1Set
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.(b) -11< andand 4 <p, ,is. (-2, -3) . This is the suet

of all integers both less than ,-4 and greater than
-yr equal to .-2. Its graph is

i

I I I 1 I I

-3 -2 0: .

(c) p = 21 or p =,-5 is (-, 2). In words, we have

the direct description of this set: the, set of

integers equal to 2 or -5. Its gra* is:
$

ti

1
I

-5
. 0 2

.Use =, <4 Or > to relate each of the following pairs
so at to make a true sentence.

3 6
5 > '-(ru)
Notice that in this and in most of the following
exercises the Multifolication'property of 1 may

'bp used to facilitate the comparison.

(1?)
3 3

(e)

(c)
-9 8
12 17 (r) "(4) < 4) .3
7(172)

(a)

(d)

Answers to Probisms; page 80:

1. If a is a real-number, and b is a real number, then
elpictly one of the following is true:

.11
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-2. The best statement would be: it "If a ,iika real number

and b is a real number, then exactly one of the follow-

, trig is true: a >:b., or a <

Some 3ay say "For any real numbers a and b, a > b or

a < b. If. a <-b and b < a, then a = b". The last

sentence of this particular statement is reasonable and
, .

innocent in appearance. Surprisingly enough, it turns

out ato Ve one or the most useful criteria for determining

thp.t twO variables haithe same va1ue! In many instances

in the calculus, for example, one is able to show by one

argument that a < b and by another that b < a. He is

,then able to conclude that a = b. Given two numerals,

4 it is usually trivial to check, whether or not they name

the same number. In ,the case of two numbers, of course,

we have complete-information. It is only when our

information 'abdut two "numerals" is incomplete that a

statement like, "If a < b and b < a, then a = b",

can possibly be useful as a tool.

Answer's to Problems; pages 81182:

1. (a) -(-15) < < 12, '(.;") < 12.

(b) -r,< 7./T, < ir, -r < ir.

(c) -1.7 < 0, 0 < 1.7, -1.7 < 1.7.

(d) (45) <( 5), -(4) *<( ), <

(e) 4(4) -(4). Thus,

n(12) < (A) (4) < (-) (4) <

:3 8
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0-

I1 3 6
t+ .7 = or .

'1,2
= 1 f+ k7) 1 + = .

1 2 3 "(1 + -ff) = (IT) = -47,. or

r 47,5 6 6 9 5 9< -q, .7 < 7, -4. < 7, . or, s

/1v.2 e 1 17 .0. 1.2. .

+
21 + k < 1' + 7, 1 + < + ; ) , : 1

2. Of th ee real numbers a,, b", and c, if a > b and
b > c,. then: a > c.

3. The transitive property for "=" is:. For all real
numbers a,,b', and c, 'if a = b and b = c, theni

a = c.

f.)

If Art weighs the same as Bob and Bob: and Cal are equal
_weight, -we know Art and Cal must weigh the .same. 1p

3 + = 7 and 7 = 5 2, then + 4 . 5 2.
'4. The transitive property for > would be,: 'Far all real.

numbers' t b and c, if a ) b and AD.,> c, , then
a > c. If 7 > 3.14 and 3.1It.> 2, then r > 2.

(a) 4 The non:pbsitive real numbers are rthe set of numbers
less, than or equal to 0; -in other wordp, the set'
comprised of ',6 and all negative numbers.

(b) The nonfnegatiNte real numbers are the set of numb4rs
greater than or equal to 0;' in other wordd, the
set consisting, of zero and all< the positive nunit4rs.

lo

a

a

A
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U)//1145i
-(104)

2b 21''

as Using mixed numbers,

-104
(7n) -'-(4221)* If

I

":.

(h)

A

. A

-(1425) (54) and

-(54) < 5 and
,

-5.< -(qT): then -(54)- < 7(42): and

-(145)
)

104,.
Alternativelyl

,105(1/p) (110) .
or 5, and --.) or

104 - 145 -,104
-5 <-(-7T), 'then -(754) <

(V) and

(12)
) or -4, and (1241)

-4 < (1) then , -(17)
N 4'

Answers to Problems; page 85: ,N

1. (a) The' opposite or 2.3 is -2.3.

(b) The .opposite of -2.3% 15 ,2.3.'

or

(e),, The oppositeof L(-2.3) iS -2.3. Note here, th
the opposite of the apposite of a number is the

number itself.

(d) The opposite of -(3.6 2.4) is, 3.6 -

more simply,. 1.2.

(e) The' opposite of -(42-x 0) is (2 x0) or mo

simply, 0..

4

(f)* The opposite of -(42 + 0) is (42 + 0) or mo

simply 42.

Exercises (e) and (f) provide an opportunity t

whether the zero properties for additiOn and

plication have lodged in the readers' minds:

388
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2. , (a) Tr. x' is positive, 'then the opposite of x

negative.

(b) If x is negative, theft the opposite of x is

positive.

(c) If x' is zero, then the Opposite of x is zero.

3. (a) If the opposite of x is a positive number, then

the number x itself must be. negative.

(b) If the opposite of x is a negative. numberi then

the number itself must,be positiVe.

(c) If the opposite of x is 0, then the number x

itself must be 0, for 0 is its 614h opposite.

4. .(ta) -Since every real number has an Tosite, itfollows

that every real number 'is the opposite of

number. .

(b) Yes. See 4(a).'

(c) Every negative number is the opposite of some :

(positiver'reber;-hence, the set of negative

numbers is a subset of the set of all opposites. 0

(d) Some opposites, namely, opposites of negative

numbers, are not negative numbers. Hence, the set

Of opposites is not a suaet of the set of negative

numbers.

(e) No. See 1(d).
1

r,

v

La

..
0
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.,
Answers to Problems.; pages 8:-67.:,

.1. . (a) -
6

< 2 and -'2 1

(b)' r,

. (c) # eedid. -' 4.L:T. .
.

.i , : ,
...

.%. . .
0 . 0 -The students may peed to be' told that _r '= 3.1146',.

., i .#
,'. to 4 decimal places and they maideterrnihe

3,1428 to four- decimal places.' : ,-
--:

.

.. --.1.
4 e 4'0) , 3(--i- 2) = 3 x -sy-1- 3. ) 2 by the DiRtributive4propertyl

4
. '',.:.4 ± 6' A * '''')

= 10 . 4', 1. , !I

\1" 4 '

e = (4) (201.4- (i).8 by the Dibtributpe
Property__ , -

#
.

/ . 4

= 25 -4-10 1

. .
. ,

# , . _-, ,-

' --.

-I- 8

Sifice 10 <` 35, and: ..,-35 -k0,, We'-have
,

4 \-' 5, -' 5,- , \
.. . 3'(-. -1-. ?) < -4.k 20-+ 0) and, -,7.( 20 + .3) < -S(-4- -1-'2

`,....
-

,,,,i ... : - ' 81 6 iir
. .,- (d) (--7--) TS-2:

. , ,

,...' , ., 'c) .1

I
.% , . '"o

).

. - 8 ± 6.
:-., . . Then . -(_;7--) ind , -2 vare names for the same

'' e* ''''sr, '', . . V"--
o - '-.-Itumbeif.: , 7.- / ) 7".......k !

l :4
t . ..

,,.
'-1 1 -' .,

. .

,,

(a) > ''o 4
-3

(b) =x'>

.

.o

\

3
otroA."--,
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3. (a) The sentence states ,"the opposite of X is not
equal to 3") -There are many numbed whose opposites

are not equal to in fact, there is only one

number whose opposite does equal 3, and this 'is,

ta.,course, -3. 'Hence, the reqiiired set is -the set

of 43.11 real numbers except

Air

S.

-1(b)' -x / -3...

By _th'e reasoning of Part (a) the required set here

_Is found to. be the set. of all .real 'numbers except 3.

(c) -x < 0.

Here the setwrequired is the set of 'all real numbers

whose opposites ate less than,,gero:. Now if the4 .
'oppos'ites SOf all members of, this set are less than;

. zero, the members of

zero; in other words,
4

the same truth set.

't

of all positive rea1

the set must be

1,x < 0" au

Thus,, the truth

hurnbets

greater than

> 0" have

set is the set

(d) -x <0.
.1

. 'Here the reasoning would parallel (c) above: 'EaCh

member of the truth set is either zero or a positive.,
dort,

number. This set is described brie.f1y.(a.s the

non-rfegative. numbers .

4. ka) x < 1.

(b) -2 < and x <, 1.

This-open.sentence' can be Written much more sugges-

tively as:

x < 1.

We would read this "x is greater than -2 and

less than or equal to 1". This terminology

emphasizes the,,number line, picture and suggests
. .

strongly that x- s 1 or is between -2 arid' 1.

4
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We never wrk, for example, "-2< x > 1", as

.a,-"shorthand for "-2 K' x or x > 1", but read .

"-2 < x > 1" as "x is greater than -2 and

greater than or equal to 1"; in other words, we

would read " -2 < x > 1" as a conjunction, when

what is wanted is a disjunction.

(c) x < -1 or x >' 1.

(d) x > -2 and x 2 or, more briefly, -2 <,x < 2.

(a) -3 is the opposite of 3. The greater -is 3.

(b) -.0 is the opposite of 0. They are the same number.

c) is the opposite of -.ff.. The greaten is

(d) Is the opposite of 171. The greater is, 17.

(e-) 0.101 is the opposite of -0.01. The greater is 0.01.

(f):-2 . is the opposite of -(-2)'. The greater is -(-2) .

k2 - 4) s the opposite of - 2). The greater

1 1
S -s ) (

I f
The opposites' ofr (c),. (f) and (g) may be .given

in terms of the opposites of the opposltes, e.g.,

(c) The opposite of is etc.

6. " does not have the comparison property.

For example, and -2 are different real ,numbers but

neither iS further from '0- 'than the other; in other

words, none of the statements "-2 = 2", "-2 t 2" and

} -2H is true.

The tranditive property- for " t." would read: If

.a, b, and 'c, are real numbers and if a b and

b 1 c, then a C. This is certainly a true statement

as can be seen by sulastituting the phrase "is further

from C than;' for " " wherever it occurs.

1

.

1-

Va,
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The relations " and 11" have the same
. .

Meafting'for the numbers of.arithmetic: "is.further
from 0 than" , and "ieto the right of" mean the

same thing on the arithmetic number line.

7 Following the hint:

-13
- irg

15
`and - are to be compared.

.13
=

7 91
(Multiplication property of 1.)

. 42 29q.

90
49,6, = 797

91 , 90
-07 91 90 13

Thus,- 797 Z":4" N,

In order to compare two negative rational'numbers, we

use the multiplication property of 1 to- oomparetheir

opposites and then use the property of opposites: For
real numbers 'a and b, if a < b, then -b'.< We
can describe' his briefly as: In ordeNto.Aompare tvro

negative (or two positive) rational numbers, represent

them by fractiOnS with the same denominator and compare .

the numbers represented'by their numerators.,

Answers to Problems; page 89:

1. (a) 7; the greaterOf, -7 and .7 is .7.

(b)' 3; the greater of -(-3),. and its opposite -3

is -(-3) or 3.
4

(c) 2; 6 - 4 is anothertname for...2, and 2 is

greater than its opposite, -2.h ,

10; by the multiplication propertyof 0, (50x 0)

is 0, and the absolute value of 0 is 0.
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(e) 14; by the addition property` of '0, (14 + 2)

is' 14, and 14 is greater than its opposite, -14.

(f) 3; the opposite of the opposite of the apposite of

3 is simply -3 and ',he opposite of -3, 3, is

greater than -3.

2. (a) Bieth are non-negativt.

(b) If x is a non-negativenumtier, it corresponds to

a point at or to the right of 0 on the real number

line. Its opposite, then, is at pr to the left of

0.. It follows that the greater of x and

opposite -x is here x. By definition, then,

Ix' is x, ' a 'non- negative number. ,

3. (a) and (b)

If x is a negative nmber, it corresponds to a

point to the left of 0 on the real 'number. line.

Its opposite is therbfore to the right of 0. Thus,

the greater of x and -x is, r in this case,, -x;

in other words, if ; is a negative tiriumlAr 1x1 is

-k, the opposite of x, and thus a positive number.

4 . For every real number x;! Ix1 is a non - negative number.

In Parts (a) and (b) all cases, x < 0, x = 0, x > 0,

have been considered, and in every case, Ix1 was found

to be non - negative.

5. For the negative number x, Ix I i8)greater than x

since, for x negative, Ix' tas positive by Problem

. 2(b). Since any negative number is less thap any
*

'positive riUmber, x < Ix1 fors' all neg4tAve x: -

'6: The'set (-1, -2,' 1, 2) is closed under the operation of

.
taking the absoldte value of its elements. Taking the

absolute* value of each element of the set.,

1-.11 = 1
?

I -2 =, 2
111 . 1

121 = 2,

394
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we find that the set of absolute valdes of the numbers

of the original set to be (1,2). Since, (1, 2) is a"
subset of (-2, -1, 1., 2), this latter set is closed *

under the operation of taping ab'solute valuesdf its

elements.

Answers to Problems; pages 89-91:

1.
/

(a). 1-71 < 3 or 7 < 3. False

(b) <_1 -31 or 2 < 3. True

(c) (41 < 111 or 4 < 1. False

(d) 2 el: 1-31 or 2 4 3. False

f
(e) 1-51 4: 121 or 5 4: 2. True

(f) -3 < 17. c True

('g) -2 4 1 -31 or 2'< 3. True ,

;

(h) 1/Egl > 1-41. or 4 > 4.

(1) 1-212 = 4 or 2 = 4.

(b) (e), Wy (6 and (i)

2: (a) 121 + 131 = 2 + 3 = 5.'

are

1-21 +131 = 2 + 3 =5.

-(121 + 134-..*,-(2`4 3) -5.

-1-21 + 13J = -2 + 3 = 1.

1-71 - 5) = 7 - '2.5.

False

True

true.

-4

,(f) 7- 1-31 = 7 - 3

(g) .1-51 x 2 5 x 2

(h) -(1-51 - 2)= -(5

4.

=1"10.

- 2 A. 3..

(j.)

-F-3I - f21' --3 -2=

1-21 = 2 t'3 =

3
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(k) p) =.-(3 _ 2) . -1.

(1) -(1-it '4-'174= -(2 + 3) .7- 75, .

(m) 3 13 - 21 =13 - =

(n)
0
7(1_71 _ 6) . .2:(7 - 6) = -1..

t\II4.X I I0) 1-51 1-21 = 5 x 2 = 10.

(p) Ar-21 x 5) = -(2 x 5) = -10. .

(q) -(1-51 X 1-21) = -(5 X 2) = -10.

-3. (a) lx1*= 1. The truth set is (1, -1).

.(b) lx1 = 3. The truth/set is (3, -3).

(c) 1 = 4. The truth set is (3, -3), the same

as that of lx1 = 3.

(d) 5 - ix' = 2. The.truth set is (3, -3):

4 (a) lx1 0 is true fbr alPreal 'numbers x.

If x 0, lx1 > 0. See Problem 2(b) on page 89.'

If x < 0, lx1 > 0. See Problem 3(b) on page.89.

(b) x <,1x1 is true Tor all real numbers x.

If, x > 0, x Ixl. If x < 0, x < kit

(c) -x < 1x1 is true for all real numbers x.

'If x >10, -x < N. x < 0, -x = [(xi-

(.d) -1x1 < x true for all real numbers x.

. If x > 0, -1x1 < x.. If x < 0, 4x1 = x.

:5. Graph the truth sets 6iT the following sentences:
,

(a) = 5.
5 .44, 3 2 I 0 ,I 2 3 4 t

(b) < D.

. 2 \ 0

'

11,

3 9' G

,
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The reader may arrive at therequired graph by trial
of different numbers for x in the sentence, He

may instead reason the exercise out somewhat as

follows: The sentence, states that "The absolute

valUe of x isless'than 2". On the number line,

this statement becomes "x is leis than 2 units
. -away from 0". Therefore, the graph of "Ix' < 2"

is the one given on'the previous 'page.

(c) x > -2 and x <
0

(d) Ix' > 2.

0 2

As in Part (b) the' reader here may find the'required

set by trial=and-error, or by recalling the 'inter-.

IDetatioh of absolute value as a distance on the,,,

number line as in (b) On the previous page.

(e) x'< -2 or x >
0 2 '

. .

.
.

(f) Since the absolute of a number is alwaysa non-7

0 negative number this sentence is meaningless.

6. The set of'integers less than 5 is the set 1

t,.., -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4)." , °

\

. ,

The set of integers less than 5 whose absolute values
. 4 ,',are greater than 2 is

( , -5,.)-11-, fa,- 3, 4).

-5 'and -10 are both jementi of'this set, but 0 is
not.

A
-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -.I 0 I 2 3 4 5

r

o, 7
Z.
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7. Three numbert :

(a) In P ,.but not in I: All positive numbers except

integers, 4, /,
.

(b) In R but not in ,P: All non-positive,real numbers,

-7, ,-ar, 0, - - .etc.

(F) In R but not in P or I: All non-positive real
s.-011111Ply

numbers, except integers, -.
17

-

etc.".

(d) In P but not in R: All non-a4eal positive numbers.

Since there are none,, this is the empty set, 0.

Answers to Review Problem; page

1. (a) -7e.3)
-2 I 2 3

'4.
d)

3

I

'2

4

-1

4

0 I 2 .3

3 "2 -I 0
t

I 2 3

2. (a)-, (b), and (c-) are .true statements.

. 3. etc:

, at,
(4, 4 + . 1 4 I 1,

-9 '8 -7 -6 5 -4 -3 -2 0 I 12 3 4, 5

3 9

0
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4" 4. (a) If s is the number of units in the side of this

square, s. is positive and pits is the perimeter

of the square.. A sentence for this is ss >°0 and

4s < 10.

0 I 2 3

(b) If ,A is, the number.of units in the area of'the

square,'then A = s2,. where s > 0 and .4s.< 10

oas in Part (a). Since A is s2, and s, is a

number-froM the set:of numbers between 0 and 2.5,

the truth set of A is the set ofnumbers between

0 and 6.25.

Answers to Problems; page 94:

1. (a) h

4 :

6

ti

r

4
_

,, 11

"7 -16. -3 -'4 -3 -2 -I 0 I0 2 3 4 5

t-Tt
The sum is -6. ,.

_\/b ,
6 4

I.

1'111,11 flit!
-10 -9 -a -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 1 0 I

then 10

4 ,

4,-1- sill-7 -6 -5 4 -3 "2` -1 , 0 I, 2 3 4 5

The sum is -6.

31-'19

to

) ) 4





0

(g)

(h)

7

2

I i. I- I ,

'2 "I 0 I 2 3

The sum is 0.

3
5

396

,
I I I hi-3 '2 'I, 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0then

I

8

3'

I
-

-4
I

,-3 -2 1 f

0 I

4
The sum is 5.

! I I

2 3 4 5 6

ti

2.' ita,)-- Move from 0 tos-'7:'qn'the number line, then move
10 units to the right.

(b) Move from 0 to on the number line, then move
10 unt67tb the left.

(c) Move from .0 to 10 on the number line, then move
7 units to thelleft.

(d) Move from 0 -to -10
)

on.thg number line, then
move 7 units to the left.

(e) Move from 0 to 10 on the number'line, then wive
7 units "o the right.

(f) Move from 0 to -7 on the number line; then move
10 units to the left.

.3 .

4 0 1-

e
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Move from 0 -to- -7 on the number

/0-- units -to the right. 1 ., 1

(h) Move from- 0 to -10 on the number

move 7 units to the 'right. \\

(1) Move from 0 to -10 on the'number 1 e, tilt

move 0 units.

(4) Move from 0 to 0 on the number line; then ove

7 units to the right. s,,

3. In (a)-, (e) and (j).

4. When 96th numbers were negative, the sum was negative

and was the opposite of;. he sum obtained when bOth

numbers were positive.

Answers to Problems; pages 97-98:

1. (a) (-2) + (-7) = -(1-21 + 1-71)
= -(2 + 7)

. -9

A loss of $2 followed by a loss of $7 ig a net

loss of $9.;

(b) (-4.6) + (-1.6). -() -4.61 + 1-1.61)

+ 1.6)

. -6.2

(c)

Move from 0 to -4.6 on the number Ltne, then

move -1.6 units'to the left. You arrive at

(-4) + (-23) = -(1-41.t 1-241)

24)

1
Move from 0 -3T on the number
2

line, then move

27 un to the,left. Yo arrive at -6:/

14,

402
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(8) (-25) + (1-73) = -(1-25) 1-731)

= -(?5 73)

-98

A lost,of 425 followed by a'loss of 473 is a
net loss of 498:

(e) 44-4 . 8

Here we have a problem invdliving only the addition
of positive numb, so.that the definition for the
addition of negative numbers cannot be used.

2., (a) (-6) + (-7) = -13

(b) (-7) + (-6) =--13

(c) +1-61 = -(7 + 6)

P= -13

(d)

(e)

(f)

(h)

6 + (-4) .2

(-4):+ 6 = 2-

161 - 1-41 =

+ (-3) = r3

- lop

6

2

.

- 4

-(3 -0)

(i) 3 + ((-2) + 2) = 3 + 0

3

3. From the point of view of the number line:. If the
distance movedto.the right was greater than the distance

-:emoved to the left, the sum was.pOsitive; if the distance 1.
moved to the left was greater, the sum was negative.

__In terms of absolute value: 1g e 4es tive ntnber has
the greater absolute value, the suMr egative; if the
positive number has the greater atmol# evalue, the sum

4r,is positive.
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Answers to Problems; pages 99-101:

1. (a) (-5) + 3 = -(15J - _131)

'T

= -2'

1#:* = 2 - 2

(e) 18 +,

(f) 12 +

(g)

J

(h) (-35) +

81 - 1-141

= -
4

i5 2

13

(-65) -(1-351 + 1-651)

( -(35 + 65)

-100

2.. 'Sinde the sum of'rtwo real numbers is a real number, the

set of all real numbers is closed under additidfi.

404
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3. Since the sum of two negati

real, number, ,the set of all

closed under Addition.

4. ,(a) If x is 5, then

(p) If ,y is -10,. then

(c) If a is -5, then

(d) If b

If x is

0 If c is -4,

,(g) , If y is

(h) If x is

(i) If y -is

(j)' If -x is ( -1),

is 10, then

0, then

6'

.20,

5. (a) True

(b) True

(c), True

6. (a) If 'x is the dis

nosh' taken as the

then

then

ve real numbers is a negative

negative real numbers is

5 + is true.,

3 + (210) = -' is true.'.

(-5) t 5 = 0 is true.

10 + (-7) =. 3 is true.

+ 0 = - is true.

(-4) + (-3) -7 is true.

= is true.

then ;(20) + (-4) = 6 is true.

then (3 + (-2)) 1- 2.= 3 is true.

then (3 + ( -10 + ( L3) = '-1 is' true

(d) 'False-

(e) False

ce from the starting point (with

po tive direction), then
x = 40 + (-55).

(b) If n is the third number, then

(-9) + 28 + n = -52).

(c) If c J.-8\14w temperature change between 4 P.M.
*and 8 P.M.,

-P
then-- _.,_

-2+ 15 + 6 +

If g is the number of pounds gained the third-week,
then

200 + (-4) + (0 6) +.g = 195

.(e) If s is the number of Points change in the stock
price listing, then

83 + (-5) +s =86..
.

f 4 0:-
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Answers to Problems; pages 103-104:
4 .

1. (a) The left numeral is

(a + (-3) + 4) = (-3 + (P-3)) +4

s.

a

= 0 + 4.

The right numeral-is

0 +4.

(b) The right numeral is

(( -s) + +7 (5+ (-3)) +7

The left numeral is

(5 (--,3)) +7,

(c) The left numeral is

(7 + +H6 = 0 +, 6

6

The right numeral is .6.

(d) The left numeral is
,

I

, -11 +I -31 +'( -3) = 1 + 3 + ( -3) definition of ,

absolute value

associatiye
property of
addition.

addition property.
of opposites,.

commutative
property of
addition.:Z i

addition property
of opposites:, ,.

addition property*,
of 0. . a

= 1 +'(3 + (-3)) associative
property of
addition:

addition propert
of oppositeg:,,:

/ addition property
of 0.

= 1 +

The right numeral is 1.

(e) The right numeral is _

((-2),+"3) + (-4) =-( -2) + (3 + (-4)// )associative
property of
addition.

The left numeral is 'r

(-2) + (3 -4)) .

Z.

4.

40G
S
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The left numeral is

(-1-51) + 6 = (-5) + 6 'definition of
absolute value.

= 6 + (-5). commutative
,property of.
addition.

The right numeral is

. 6 +'( -5).
2. (a) x = x + (-x) + 3

x = (x + (-4) +3
0 + 3 14,

x = s
(b) m + 7 + (-m) = m

'm + (-m) + 7 '= m

( -n1))

7 = m

(c) n (n + 2) +.(-h) + 1 + ( -3)
+ (-n) + (n..-1- 2) + 1 + .(-3) = 0
+ (-n)) n.+ (2 + 1) +(-3) = 0

0 + n + + ,(-3)) = 0
n + 0' =

n = 0

(d) (y + 4) + +
y + + (-4)) = + (-4)

y + .0 + (-:4)
= 9 + (-4)

y 5 '

s.

41.
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Answers to.Problems; page 107:

1. If x + 5 = 13 is true for

(-5)x- + 5 +,(-5) = 13+
x + 0 = 8

x = 8

some x, then

is true for the same x,

is true for the same x,-

is true for the same x.

If x = 8,

the left, member is 8 + 5 = 13;

the right member 2s 13.

Hehce, the/truth set is (8);

the only eolutiOn is 8.

2. If (-6 .+ 7 .(-8) + x is true for some x, then

8+ +.7'. 8 +. (-8Y+ x is true for the,same

9 = 0 + x is true for the same

*9 x is true for the same

If, x = 9,

the left member is' (-6) + 7 f'1,

the right member- is ('q8), +,9 . 1.

Hence, thstruth.set is. (9). ,

r",

3. If

then

(.4) + 2 +1(-3) = 4 + x + (-5)

(-2) = x + ,(-1) is

(2) + 1 = x + + 1

-1 =x is

is true for some ,x,

true for the same x,

is .true for the same x,

true for the same x,

If x = -1,

the left member is (-1).4- 2 + (-3) = (-2),

the right member is 4 + (-l) + (-5) = (-2) -

The solution is -1.

4. If (x_+,2) + x = (-3) x is

2x + 2 =,*(-3) +x

. 2x + 2 + (-) + (-2)

(-3), + x + (-x) + (-2)

x, = -5

true for some' x, then

is true for the x

is-/Irrue for the same x, ,

is true for the Sam: x.

r
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If x = -5,

the left member is 0-5) + 2)

the right member is (-3) +..-5

Hence, the truth 'set is L15).

5. If (-2) + x +(-3) = x + (- )' is true for some x,

then 'x (-.5) = x + (- -is true for the same x,

= (-3)

= 2,

+.5

4

(-x) +,x + (-5)
.1

(-x) + + is true, for the same x,

-5 = is true- for "the 'same x;

y..;

but = - ff '-isifale,.which contradicts

the assumption that the equation was trueeol,

some ,

Hence, the..truth set is 0.

6. . If rxk+ (73) = 1-21 + 5

lx1 + (-3) + 3 = 2 + 5

1x1 = 10 .

is true fop dome x, then

+ 3 is true for the same.

is true for the same x,

x = 10 yr x = -330 is trui for the same x.

=10,

the left member is 110r+ ( -3) = 10 + (-3)

he right member '1.S I -21 t 5 = +.5
ti . 7.

If x =-10,

the left member is - 1-10I + (-3) = 10 + (-3)

= 7,

the right member is 1 -21 + 5 = 2 + 5

l" 7.

The solutions are 10, -10.

.
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7. 1 If (-4) + + ( -1) is true for some x, then

+(-4) + .+ (4) +- is true for the same x,

1 x s-1 + (-4) is true for the same x,

.1x I = - . is true for the same x.

But lx1 is non-negative.for every x, which contradicts

the assumption that the equation is true "fbr

There is no solution.

8. If x + (-3) = (-3) is true for some- t, then

x + (-3) + 3 = 4 + (-3) + 3 is true for the same x,

x = 4 is true for the same x.

If x = 4,

thee left member is 4 + -3) = 1,

t the right member is Pi + (-3) = 4 +

= 1.

Hence,. the truth set is (4).

, 1.
9. If (--5) + (x +.7) = x + (x + , is true fr,:somie x, then-

,

"
i

, tJN 3 -

- x + .6) ± ='2x + is true for the same X,

x+ (-x) + (Li) + (4) = 2x + (-x) + (4) + is true for the
eame X.

8
- = x

4- x 3:1<

If x =

the' left member is (4) + (- + (4) + +

the right member is - +

13

The solution is - .

=
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Answers to Problems; page 1190:

1. In each part of this problem, the number for whicA the
-- w sentence is true is determined almost immediately by the'

-=4-un14Ueness of the additive inverse; i.e. if x+, z = 0,
then z = -x.

(a) -3
.

(b) 2
(g)

(c) -8 (h) 3

(d) (i) 3

(e) -3'

2. Yes, for by this theorem there is'but one possible value

for the variable, the opposAte of the number tb which the

variable is added to make 0. ,

Answers to Problems; pages 112-113:

1. (a)- -(x + y) (-x) ( -y). True.

(b) -x. = -(-x). Since -'(.7x) = x, this is false for

all real x except zero;

-(-x) = x. True for all real x.

(d) -(X + (-2)) = (7x) + 2. True; a special case of
(a) where y = -2, -y = 2.

(;) + b. True; a special case of
(a) where x = a, 'y'. -b, (-x) = (-a), ( -y) = b.

(f) For a = 2, b = 4,' the sentence becomes-

+ (0) + (-2) . 4

. 4

which is false. 'Tile sentence is not true for all

real numbers.
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While this prodPby counter-example is sufficient,

one may also reason as follows: Application of the

associative and commutative properties of addition,

the addition property of opposites, and the addition

property of 0 leads to -b = b; in other words,,

If n(a + (z.b)) + (-a) = b",.is true for all real

numbers a and b, then 4-b = bn' is.true for

all real numbers a.- and b. But n-b = b" is true

only for b = 0. Therefore, the statement

n(a + (-b)) + (-a) = b" is not true for all real

numbers a and'.11.

(g) + (-x)) + (-x). True; a special case of (a)

where x = x, y = (-x), (-y) = x.

2. (-x) +( y + (-z)) =- (-x) + ,((-z) + y) 'commutative property
' . of addition.

.=' ((-x) + (-z);) + y associative'property
of addition.

= (-(x + z)) + y -(a + b) = (-a) + (-b).

....
= y + (-(x + z)) ,commutative property

,
. of addition.

3. -(3 + 6 + (-4) + 5) . (-3) + ( -6) +.4 + (-5) is true.

The opposite of the pum of any number of numbers is the

sum of theii. opposites.

(a) True

(b) False

(0. True

(d) False

4. For any real number a and any real number' b and any

- ----------- real number c,
---

If . a+c=b+ c,'
then (a c)+ ( -c) = (b + c) + ( -c) addition property

of equality.

a + (c + (-d)) = b + (c + (-0) associative
property of
addition.

addition property
of opposites.

a = b additioh property
or 0.

a +0=b+ 0

(12
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Answers to Review Problems; pages 114-116:

1. (a) The left numeral is

1+ (7 ( +
7) commutati'Ve property

for addition.

+ (4)+ 7 associative ,property
- for addition.

c

= 0 + 7 .addition property of
opposites.

= 7.

The right numeral is 7.

Hence, the sentence is true.

. (b) The left numeral isc

addition property of
zero.

1-51+(-.36)+ 1,361 = 5 +((-.36) .361
associaliNie propert
for addition.

. .= 5 +((-.36)+

value'.
defini Ion of absolute

5 + 0 .addition property of
opposites.

= 5. addition property, of
zero.

+ ((2 + ,(-7)) = 10 +,(-5)

= 5.

The right numeral is 10

Hence,' the sentence is true.

2. (a) If . + 32 = x + is
++ 32 + (-15) = x +

+ 32 = x + 0

0 + 32 = x

32 = X.

If x = 32,

the left member 3 +.32 = 34,

the right member is 32 + = 34.

Hence,-the truth Set is. 92).

-

true for some x, then

is true forthe same

is true for the same
x,

is true for the same
x,

is true for the same
a..

4 3
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(b) If x + 5 + (-4 = 12 + (-x) + (-3) is true' for

some x, then

x + 5 + (-x) x = 9 + (-x) x is true for the
same: x,

+ 5 = 9-

x'-f- 5 (-5) = 9 (-5)

x = 4.

is trite. for the
same 1,x,

is true (for the
same' x,

is true for the
same- x.

If x = 4,

the left member is 4 - 5 + (-4) = 5,
the right member is 12 + (-4) + (-3)

Hence, the truth set is (1l).

(c) If 3x + x = 10 + 3x + (4) is true for 'some

then 3x + x (-3x) = 10 + 3x + (-;) ( -3x)
ki is true for the

same x,

x = 10 + (4) is true f the
same x,

x ( -3) = 10 + (4) 4- (-2.,)

is true for the
, same x,

x =10 - 11, is time. for -the
same, x,

X,= -1. is ,.true for the
.same, x.

If x = -1,
fp

the left member' is 3(:1) + 2 + (-1) = r 6..31 + ( -1)

'1

the right member is 10 + 3(-1) (4) ='-39 + (-3) + (.4).

=-

Hence, the truth set is (-1).
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(d) If 'Igl + 3 = 5 + lx1 is trlue for some -x,

then Igr + 3'+ (-1x1) = 5 + lx1.+ (-12c1)
ls true for the
/same x,

3 = 5. is true foi the
/ same x.

But 3 = 5 is false, which contradicts the assumption

that the equation was true for soMe C. Hence, the

truth set i 0.

131 + lal > 1-31 is true for tl./e set of all numbers

except 0.

(b) 131 + la' = 1-31 is true for :(0).

(e)' 131 + lal > 1-31 is true for 0.

4. (a), Either both are negative; or one is negative and the

other is either positive or 0,, and the. negative

number has the greater abso ute

3. (a)

(b) One.i the opposite of the other.

,(c)' Either both are positive;

other ieeither negative

number has the' greater a

or one is positive and the

r 0, and the positive

solute value.

5. (a) If x is the length of the fourth side,

x > 0 and x 23.

(b):

6." ; % (a) tab +- ac

(b) eab + lac

(c)'- 3(a + b)

(d) 5g(1 + 2a)

10

4 2

20. 23

(e) xy(x + 1)

2ab(3a + b)

(g) a2bc + 3ab2

(h) 3a2 + 6ab + 9ac
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7. (a) Yes, the set is closed under the operation of
"opposite ":

(b) Yes, the zet is closed under the operation of

"absolute valUb".
$

(c) Yes, if a set is closed under "opposite" it is,

closed under "absolute value", since either the

number or its opposite is the absolute value Of
the number.

c_
a. (a) Yes, the set is closed under the operation off

"absolute value".

(b) -No, the set is not closed under the operation of
"opposite ".

(c) No, if a set is closed under "absolute value", it

is not necepsarily closed under "O'posite", since

even if the absolute value of a n ber is in'the

set, the opposite of the number "i.y not.be.

I6

r.
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Answersto,Eroblems; pages 120-122:

-5

2. (a)1 36 )

(b) 36

(r)

(g)

(h)

(i)

-5

-12,

12

(J) 1.35

(c) 4

(d) -35

3. (a) True (c) ,True

(b) True

4. (a) (-3) (d) all > -2

(b) (12) (e) ;4)

(c) (36)

5. p.),, closed

6. , (1,:4, 6, 9, 16)

8. (a) Either both are positive or both negative

(b) One is positive and one is negative

(c) b_ is positiv

(d)'- b is negative

(e) b 18 negative

(f) 15 is negative

9. 1. Comparison property 3. .Definition of multipli-
catpn

2. Multiplication property 4. Definition of opposites
of 0

e

--".,

4-

7



Answers to Problems; page 124:

1. (b) -15

(c) 0

413

(d) 12

(e) -5

Answers tcl Problems; page 126:

2. .(a) 5100 (c) 570

(b) 1 (d) -2100

Answers to Problems; page 126:

351. 900 3. rg
2. -3 4. 75

Answers to Problems; page 127:

3. (a) (c)

(b) lOac. (d) -0.6cd

Answers to ( Problems; page 128:

1. (a) 3x + 15

(b) 2a + 2b + 2c

(0) 3p + (-3q)

2. (a) :5(a + b)

(b) (-9)(b + c)
(c) *6(5)

(d) 3(3L yfr z)

4

(-5) + zr+ (-5)

13y + xy

(f) (-gr) + (-g) + gs+ gt

(e) (a + b)(x +Y)

(f) 10(4p

(g) (...6)(a2 b2)

(h) c(a + b + 1)



O

a.*

3. ,(a), 19t

'(b) -6a

(c) 13z-

V) -11m

.(e) 2a

42.4

(f) 4.0b

(g) 3a + 77

(h)

(i). 2a + 19b

Answers to Problems; pagg 129:

1. (a) 2a

(b)' 17P

(0) 0
I
(d) 12a +-3c

(-4)

(0)

( -f)

+ 3c2

(e)

(f)

(g)

6a + 4b + c

6p + 11q
4

3x2 + (-x) + 1

Answers to Problems; page 130:

3 2
1. c d

2. 200b
3
c
2
d

3. '3a
3
b

4. 28abc

Answers to Problems; page 131:

sm

1

1. 16 + (-6b).+ 14b2 5 ( _0- ( -q) ± (-0

2, 18xy + 6xz 6.' (-21a) + 35b

3. -12b3c2 + (-21b2c3) 7. 12x2y 18x2y2 + 24xy2

4. 20b3 + 70b2 + (-40b) 8. (-x?) + x

-A
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Answers to Problems; page 132:

1. (a) x2-4. 10x + 16 (d) a
2
+ 4a + 4

(b) y
2
+ (-8y) + 15 (e) x

2
+ (-36)

(c) 6a2 + (-17a) + 10 (f) Y
2

.+ '(-9)

3. (a) 3a
2
+ 5a + 2 (d) 6p2q2 4. (-110pq) + (-56)

(b) 4x
2
+ 23x + 15 (e) 16 + .(-14y) + y2 +°y3

0 A

(c) 8 + 13n + 5n2 (f) 15y2 +(=1.1xy) + (2x2)

Answers to Problems; page 134:

1. - -2, 4, 4,

.0

1

1 10 20- 7, 100, -100, -

Answers to Problems; pages 135-136:

1. (a) True

(b) True

(c) False

2. (a) 4)

(b) (7) .

(d) True
P"""

True

-(g) (35)

(h). (-

(i) (15)

(j) (-

(k) (0)

420

.-
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Answers -Co Problems; pages 139-140:

1. (a) £6) (e) (- 17.)

--(b) (6) (f) (-3)

P--3) (g) (0)

(d) (0) (h) (1)

2. (a.) (9) (e) (65)

(b) '(all real numbers) (f) (8)

(c) (0) (g) "(47)

(d) (6)

Answers to Problems; pages4.41-142:,

1. (a)
1

13 (e)

(b)
1

7-7
(f) b-13

,(
1

c)
-1-- 1

(d)

Answers to Problems; pages 246-147:
,e4

1. ( (a) 6a1-b (d) 1

6m n
1

(e) 1

(c) 37;

421
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Answers to Problems;-page 148:

1. 6

4. () (20, 100)

(b),_,,j/-6, -9)

(c) (0, 4)

'(d) )

.4

417

2. 0

(e) (1, 2, 3)

3
(f) - 7c)

(g) (6)

(h) (2)

Answers to Problems; pages 1521.153:

1. (a) - < - (b) = -171

3. (a) True (e) True

(b) True False

(c) True () Fa/se

(d) True for any (h) all positive numbers
real number a

False

4. (a) 0 <.x (b) x < 0

Aniwers.to Problems; pages 154-155:

1. .(a) True

.(b) True

4%

Answers to Problems; pages

1. (a) b = 9

(b) b 2'17

(c) b =

A
,(d) b

159 -161:

(c) True

(d) True

re) b = 91

(r) b
1

(g)1. b = 168

(h) ,b

.422
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3. 01) True (d) True

(b) False (e)- True

(c) True (f) True

4, (a) *5 < 13, 8 <.13

(b) ( -3) < ( -1), (41) < 2, (-3) < 2

( c ) 5 + 2 = 7, 5 = 7 (-2)

6. (a) False

(b) True

(c) True

8. For any real numbers, a and b

o
la.131.< 1131

(d) (26),

(e) (97) :

(f)- (.9)

Answers to Problems; pages 165 -166:

1. (a) x > x (e) x >

( f) x <

3. (a) At least 6 'books.-

3

az

*se

(b) All JAtegers betVmprt 24 and 40. A

423



-Ans=kers to Problems; page 176:

1. (a) 0

(b) +

0

IV

0

(d)

0

2

o

0

1

2

3

1

1

2

3

0

1

1

2

0

2

3

0

1

419

0 1

0 .0

1 0 1

2 0 1 2

2 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 1 2

1 2 0 2 1

3 0 1 2 3

3 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 b' 1 2

1 2 0 12 0 2

2 3 0 '2 2 1

0 1 2 3 -4

. 1 =2 3

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 0

3 4 45 0 1

4 5 0 1 2

5 0 1 2

0

1 2 0

2 3 0

3, Of 0

4 5 0

0

0

1 0

1 2 3

0 0 0 0

1 2 3

2 0 2

3 0 3 0

4 2 0 4

5 4 3 2

0

5

4

3

2

1

2. a, b

r.
3. For each non-zero element there exists a multiplicative

4r
inverse.'

c



Answers to Problems; page 179:

1.

2. -1.262

3. -3.01

4. 16

5. 23

6. -t1

1120

7. 13

8. Yes, yes, no

9. (750)

10. -1a9

11. 14,777 feet

Apswers to Problems; pages 182-183:

1: (a) 7y (c) -a2 + 6a

(b)
A

2. -3x + 4y

3: 1
5. a - 114.

4. 1 - x 6. 4x2 + x + 15

Answers to Problems; pAge 184:

2.

(a) 3a - 6b + 3c (d) a - 2b + 5c

(b) -7x
Ye), -3ab - ac + 3a

(c) a - 2

(a) (1) (c) all r such that y > -

(b) i2) (d) all' u such that u 2

(e) all a

(c) < 23 students

ti

.,3. (a) x = 12

(b) 51

4 2 5
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Answers to Problems; pages 186-188:

1.

2.

(a) 8

(b)' 8

(P) -8

(d)

(j)

(a)

Q

5 - x

(f) 4

(g)

(h) 6

(i) -7

(j) 7,

(e) ' -x+ 1

,(1?) 15 - xl (f) 1.-1 + x`1,

( ) x + 2 (g) x 0 = x

d) Ix + 21 (h) IX - 01 =

5 5, 3

6. 3 < x < 5

7

(e) >

(f) >

(g) =

(h)

x.< 3 or x > 5
8. x > 3 and x < 5

9. fa) (-2, 14) (f) (-1, 1)

(b) (4) (g) Real numbers 4 < y < 12

(c) (8, 12) (h)

(d)" Real numbers (-22, 716) -

-3 < x < 3
(j) t-14,

(e) Al]. real numbers

10. x I= -3 and x = 3 -

2c> -3 and x < 3

x :> and x < 3

x < -3 and x > 3

x,> -3 and x < 3

4 2 Ei

a
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11. (a) (1 66; (2) 33; (3)

(b) (1) 5; (2) 8; (3) 14

(c) Li) 63; (2) 30; (3) 1
,..

(d) (1) 42; (2) 9; (3) 6;

Answers to Problems; page 190:

1. 6 5. 4

2. -6 6 77
lo

3. -6 7. 2 .

4.
20

Answers to Problems; pages 191-113:

3. (a) -45

(b) -200

(c) 3,/T

(d)

(e) 12

(f) . 0

(.8) impossible

5- (a) (7) (f) (75)

, (b) (-7) (g) (12)

. .

(c) (-7) (h) (0)

(d) (7) 0 (1) (4)

(e). (100)

4 'Z.: 7



6.

7.

9. Dick is 7 years old and Jbhn is 21 ',years old.

423

(a) (-9) (c) (5)

(b) (16)

16
8. 9

10.

11.

22, 24

The sum of any two consecutive numbers from the set of

odd integers- between 0

condition of the problem.

and 42 would satisfg the

O

12. IT hours. 13: 9

14. 12 pennies, 16 dines, 22 nickels. Total 42.82.

i5. $25: 16. n < 12

17. 40 gallons of maple'syrtp and 120 gallons of corn

syrup.

4
Answers to Problems; pages 196-197:

2. (a) 14 (b)

3. (a) \L.1);/ , (,b)

4

1
n

2 2
4.. (a) 7 (c)

(b)
2

5. (a) y (c) x + 1

(b) y r (d) 1

,T

O

h



6. (a) 2

(b) -2

7.. x + 2

(b) V7-5-
8. (a) 2 - a

(b) -a

9. (a) x - 1
x + 1

424

-2

Answers to Problems; pages 198-199:
1.

2.

3.

4.,.

221lb

(a)

(a) -34-
x2(a) T-ff

5. (a) 5

(b) 21

6. (a) x +--4
7.. (a) 111±3)4. 2

(b) 1

8. (a) y2

(d) x + 2

(0). -1

(0) 4(x - 1)

(d) - 1

(b) 2a

or

99



9. yesi(-no

10. f = 126

425

Answers to Problems; pages 200 -202:

9

9
a

(b) 13
2a

3. (a) 4
2'

(b)
8

4. (a)
19a

- a
(b)

2.:1"'

5.
.3(x5- 2)

11. x = 27t§

( c

(c)
20a - 1

5

6. (a) (12r 4 (e) (20)

(b) (2) (f) (5, 71)

(c) (2) (g) 1 < x < 5

(d) (18)

7. 150, and 90

8. Numerator increased by 5.

9. 5 .and 2;
10' it'

4 3 0 .
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10. (a) 7 (d)

(b)
73' 73.

1 d
(e)

(c)
1 1 d d
7 7

11. .45, .662, .312

Answers to Problems; page 204:,

1.
3

2 6.

2. 2a 7. 7

3
3.

a
8. (x + 84x + 2)

3y

4. 1 9.

48
5.

Answers to Problems; page 207:

1. yes *6. 5'17
..

.2. yes 7. 32,7

.3. yes i

8. not factorable

4. yes' 9. 2.61 ,

,

5. yes 10. 3.47

Answers to Problems; pages 208-209:
-

1. All except 106 306, 806, 118, 5618; The clue
is in the last two digits of,the number.

2. All except 16, 106,' 601, 61, 5129, 32122; The,

clue is in the sum of the digits.

r

3. Yes, No.

)
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5. (a)..yes (d) yes

(b) no A (e) yes

(c) no

Answers to Problems; page 212:

1. Refer to Sieve; of Eratosthenes.

Answers to Problems; page 214:

1.

2.

3.

2.7.7

2.2.2.2.3.3.3

2.3-43

6.

7.
(

8.

2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2 2

2'3'3'7

3'3.'3'3'3'3

4. 5.5.5.5 9. 3.5.5.11

5. 2.2.3.3.5 .10. 2.2.2.2.2.23.3

11. 2.3.3.61

Answers to Probleme; pages 217-218:

1. .1) 71-6,
(e) 180

(b) -.g26
° (f() 221c.i.7

2. (a) True

(b) Paige

0,
(, 4Q5X - 6

84o

(c) False

432
tl
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3. (a) )c
(c)

(b) < (d) <

4.. 94 + 47 141

5. FT plus its largest prime factor 97 is 194 cents.

16. 200 + ..5, 200 + -
1

.,-, 800

Answers to Problems; pages 220-222:

1. (a) Impossible to obtain an even sum,

(b) 15 and '10, or 30 and 5.

(c) 150 and l, .50 and 3, 75 and 2, or
25 and 6.

2.% 6 and 3, 9 and

3. (a) 18, 16

(b) 4, 243

(c) 216, 1

4. 25 feet,

(d) 15, 2?

(a) No solution,

(f) 9, 30

w = 9 feet.,

Answers to Problems; pages 223-224:

1. 26, 245, 27, 34, 72, 25, 33, 23'7,

2. pOsitive, real

2 3
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Answers to Problems; page 225:
"t*

1. (a)
m14 3 (g) x2a + a

(b)
x12

(h). 36

(0) 4x4
(1) 34.23

(d) 2
4x4 (3) 27.35-53

(e) 3
7
a
4

(k) 9k ?m2t2

(1) 2
9
a
10

.2. False 8. True

9. False3. True:,

4. False 10. True

False 11. False

6. False

7. False

13. (a) \c,I1:3

(b) -8x6

(c) a3 + a4 - 2a5

Answers to Prbblems; pages 227-228:

-----Y ,

1. (a) 16
.d(04

g :',

, i k
, _......,......._0)._ 1

x
17

.

,
.

4
2. (a) (c) 1

(b) 362 (d) 14 ,

1 +3. (a)

723.
(c) *a2b3c a

4
b
3
c
4

Ao6c5(?)

4 8
1
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4.

5:

(a)

(b)

(a)

25x-

6

x y

( 0 )

(c)

(b) 6x
3

---T-6
17x a

6. False

7. False

8. True

5x

9. True

10. True

11. 'The reci cal'of zero is not a number.

Answers to Problems; pages 231-233:

1. (a) - 32

(b)

(c) 'b2

(d) 2-16

(e) 103

2. (a) Y-1

107

(e)

1.

(f) 1

(g)
b2

(h)
3

2x

(I) 3-- g
3t

1 :3 .Y
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9. (a) yes

(b) 1.no
t

Cc) yes

(d) no

(e)

()

yes

yes

yes

16: (a) Not the same. (b) Not the same.

11. (a)
be + ac + ab

(b) 542 + 91sb - 245a2
abc

175a2b2

14. (a) -288 (c) 1.

(b) 576

'15. (a) XI+ x4x3 + 21;2 + 1

(b) 4x2 --12xy + 9y2

AM.

a3+ 3a2b + 3ab2 + b3

4 3 7

ti
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Answers to Problems; page'239:

1. (a), (l), (e) are polynomials

2. ?a) 2x
2

- 4x

(b)

(c)

(d)

x2y - 2xy
2

t
2,
+ t - 6

9 3 3.
- -gx 7 z

3. Yes

4. No

46,

Answers to Proble

1. - (a), (e)

2. (a) a(a + 2b)

(b), 3(t - 2)

(c) a(b + c)'

(d) 3xzrc - y)

(e) a(x - y)

(f) 2q.+ 5)

(g)

3. (a)

(b)

(9)

(d)

over the integers

2 1

x2'+ + 4,

18t2 - 15t - 88.

y2+ y - 2.

pages 241-242:

2((z + 1) - 3zw

1,J, 2

2, 1, 3
1

3, 2, 5

0, 5, 5

(h) a
2 3

(a + b - 1)

(i) np factoring posSible

(j) ab(x - y)

(k) '6r2s(x - y)

(1) (u2 + ir2)(xl- y)

(m) (x - y) (4x -

(n) 23 ab2 2 2 2c 2

,(e) 2, 4

(r)

4

The degree of the product
equal to the sum of the

degrees of the factors.

438
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a

Answers to Problems; page 244:

2.

3xz(2x y)
.

3st(3_.- u)

9.

10.

(a + 3)(x - 1)

( + 3) (x + 1)
3. 36(4x2 - 65 + 5y) 11. (u + v)(x - y)

4.
3v(2u2
IP 3uv + 5v) 12. (a - b)(a + b)

5 . 7xy2(x2 - 2x- 1) 13. (x + y)u

6. ieb(6 + 10a - 21b) 14. 0

7. s V-T(1 + -15. (x + y)(3x - 5y + 1)

8. No common:factor

Answers to Problemsotage,247:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

' (a 3)(x 2)

(x + '54(11 +\v)

(a + 1)(2b +\a)

Os + 5)(r - 1)

(x - 1)(5 + 3y)

0 \

41'4r

.

8.

9.'

10.

11.

12.

13.

(t + 3)(t - 4)

Not factorable

(2a - 3b)(a - b,("§)

(2 U v)(a - b)

(x + 1)(x + 3)

(a + b)(a - b)

7. (a + c)(a -

,...40Answers to Problems; pages 49-252:

1. (a) a
2

- 4

(b) 4x2 -

(c) m2n2 - 1

(d) 9x2y2 - 4z2

a
4
- b

4

x2 - a2;-4

2x
2

+ 3xy - 2y2

r + r2s
2

rs - s
3

4 9
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2. (a) (1!-"- n)(1 + n) (h) (x - 2)(x + 2) +

(b)i (5x - 3)(5x + 3) (i) Not factorable

(c) 4(2x y) (?x + y), (j) Not factorable

- (d) (5a - bc)(5a + bc)L (k) 3(x - (x +
t'.

(e) 5(2s - 1) (2s + 1) (1) (a - 2)a

(1) 4x(2x - 1)(2x + 1) (m) 4mn

(g) (7x2 - 1)(7x2 + 1) (n). (x - y)(x +.y 1)

( 1 13. (AT' (3, -3) (e) (4-0, 7, - 7)

(b) (4, _ (f) 0.

(c) (*, - (g) (2, -2)

rd) (2, (h) (1, 7545

(a) -q96 (e) 9999

(b) 1591

(c) 884r

(d) 391xy

(f) 2000mn

(g) 1584m2 - 1584112

(h) 1584

5. (a) No d . ( Yes , it,
(b) No Yes--

6. (a) 4(5 -,./-2-) (p) _4 .
,,

a-

it+(t))
+

(d) 3

7. (b.) (t+ 1)(t2 - t + 1) (d) (jx +1)(9x2 - 3x + 1

(c) (s +2) (s - 2s + 4)

8. (b) (t - 1)(t2 + t + 1) (d) (2x.-'1)(4x2+_2bc +

(c) (s - 2 2s +

440



Answers to .Problems; page 255:

1. (a) 9 0

(b) 16

(c) a6

(d)

436 .

(e) x2

(f) 100

(g) 12s'

(h) 9

2. (a), .(c), (d), (e), (g) and (h).

3. (a)`" 2)2

(b) ,(2x - 1)2

(c) - 2) (x

Not factorable

(2t.+ 3)2

+ 6x + 9

x2 + 2,72Xe+ 2

.a
2
+ 2ab + b2

x2 - $xy + y2

(f) 7(x + 1)2

(g) factorable

(h) (2z - 5)a
(i)' Not, factorable

(j) (3a..,- 4) (3a = 2)

(e) 2x.-t: 1

'(f) 5 . 21-6 .
(g), 10,201

Answers. to Kroblerris; Page 257:

.
1.. r)(x 3)

('

4):(,x - 2),

2. (a) 1

(b). 8 or t8

3. (t) (-5)

(c) (x 4)(x

(0). None
,

(C) + 1)2 is > 0 -

for.evers'

A
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Answers to Problems; pages 260-261:

1. (a) (a + 5) (a + 3) (c) (a + 5) (a .; 3)

(b) (a - 5)(a - 3) (d) (a - 5)(a - 3)

2. (a) (it t 10)(t +.2)
'co)

(t + 5)('t + '4)

(b) (t + 20)(t + 1) -- (d) Not factorable

3. (a) (a + 11)(a - 5) (d) (y - 18)(y + 1)

(b)' (x - 3)(x - 2) (e) Not factorable

(c) (u - 6)(u - 4)

4. (a) (z -.2)(z2 + 2z + 4)(z + 1)(z2 - z + 1),

(b) (b2 7)(b - 2)(b + 2)

(c) (8:- 3)(a + 3)(a - 2)(a + 2)

(d) (Y 3)(r +.3)(5'2 + 9)

5. (a) (a+ 7)(a - 2) (C) (a -"12)4a 9)

(b) Not factorable (d) (a + 40)(a - 15)

6. (A) (3.1, -3). (d) (0, -6)

(b) (3, 2) (e) (3, -2T

(9,) [k, 9) 1 ,(f) (-4, 3)

7. (a) (7,'-1)
(c).

or 9

(b) (712, 7)

8. length is 7 feet, width is 5 feet.

44 2

a

4,
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Answers to Problems; page 265:

1. (a) (x + 1)(2x + 3)

(b) (2x + 1)(x + 3)

2. + 7)(a - 1)

3. (4; - 1)(y + 6)

4. (3x + 1) (x - 6)

5. (3x + 2)2

10. (a) 6(x 25)(x +

11.

(b) (x,- 6)(6x + 25)

.(c) 6(x + 5)2

(d) (x 6)(6x - 25)

(c) Not' factorable

6. 3a(3a + 1)

7. (2x - 15)(5x + 3)

8. - (6 + a)(1 - 4a) 1

9. (5x - TY)2
.1

(e) Not factorable over the
integers.

10)(2x + 15)

2)(2x 25)

2) (2x + 25)

No 4

(3x 4)(x.4 3) Yes

4 and :11

5 and 7, or -3 and -1
,

width'is 2 feet, length is 12 feet.

Answers to Problems; page 2714

4.

5-

. 6.

N

b
7-77
.(x +'3) (x + 1)

1.

2.

3

3

x.
2

x + 2
Te 771

)



Answers to Problems; page 273:

1.

439

N.,
.t1 ; -,.41.

15 - 2x . 5m - n
(m - n)n

5x

2.
bc +.ac + ab0/

abc
8.

3.
2 - a - 4a

2

2a
2

4 + xIt.

6"---25*

6.

5m - 8
(m - 1)(m -

8x
(x + 5)(x

13. Yes

2))

3)

9.

10.

2 2
x - - y
(x - y) x + y)

3x(x + 2)

6a - 10
(a 7)(a +- 5)

11. y

12.
ab
E77

Answers to Problems; page 277:

1. (a), -12a
2

- 7a + 12 (b) -2x3 - 2x2 - 7:e+

2. (a) 13a - 20 .(b) -11x2 -.6x - 6

Answers to Problems; page 278:

1. 3

+
3. 2x

2 10x 60+ + +

8

365

4. 2/4 + 2x3+ 3x 2 - 2/ - 2

Answers to Problems; page 279

1. x2''+ 7 +
20

0
x + 3 + R3775

444,

3. 5x2 - 10x + 9 x-+1

4. 2x - 5



1 +-3x 2
2

3 2\x +x ÷x+1

, d
Answers t.o- Problems; page 281,::

1. (a) (c)
x +3

(b) +
2x - 1

2. (a) 3x5 - 5x11 + 1 (c)
(b) x6 - x3, + 1 (d)

N-- QD--+--R

3x
2
+ 4x + 10 + 16x + 33

x - It

2x + 2x - 1
2x1/ + x - 5 is net a factor

Answers to Proly.ems; pages 286-288: .

(h), (i), (k), (m)
s(d) =(d) 7

(e) x = 2,

;(,f) y= 1 ' :. q 4

(r). (-5)

rblf. (f) b

(g) (4)
(0 ) (8o) (h) 0

A.4.1"(d) (0) (1) (0)

1. (a), (b), (c), (d), (g),
2. la) y = 12 ,

(b) x = 20

(c) t7= 71

3. (a) (1) 4

(e) (6)

*'11. (a) Yes

(b) Yes

I

(c) No

4 45

ml
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Answers to ProbleMs; pages 290-291:

2.

(a) Yes, No (g)

(b) 418, No (h)

(c) No, No (i)

(d) No, No (j)

(e) Yes, Yes (k)

(f)

(a)

Yes,

(3)

YeS (1)

(d)

(b) 10) (e)

(c)'. (f)

Yes, yes

Yes, Yes

Yes, Yes

Yes, Yes

No, No

No, No

0

All real numbers except -1

(2)

3. 6'-inches wide, and 9 inches long

4. There are none

.5. 6 or 2

6. 1200 girls

8. 10 and 15

Answersrto Problems; page 293:

1. (a) -x < 27

(b)(All real numbers

(c) All real nUmberd <

(d) All real nlibdYs < 12

. (e) All real numbers

(e) 0

(g) All real numbers

446 s4.
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2. . (a) All real numbers between 0 and

(b) All real numb6rs between ana 1

(c) All real numbers between,- i and A

1

1(d) All real numbers which are either less than -

or greater than

(e) All real numbers between -1 and 3

(f) All real numbers.between -; and

4. ,r7 < -2, all real numbers less than -2, 'x > 1, all real
numbers' > 1

5. All real numbers less than -1

Answers to Problems; pages 294-295:

1.. (a) (-2, 5)'

(b) (-3, -1, 4 0)

2.' (a) (2, -1)

-(b) (11, -:11)

01,

(e)

(e) (0, 5, -5) .

(f) (-4, 3)

(c) (1, -1, -3, -2) (g) (0, 1)

(d) 2 -2

3. (3, 1)

Answers to Problems; page 296:

1.

2.

(a) (0,

(b) (-3,

(c) (2,

No, when

6)

2', -2)

-3)

x = 1

(d)

(e)

(2,

(5,

-2,

3)

0)

L.
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Answers'to Problems; page 298:

6.

7.

8.

(- -3)

All real numbers except

- (0, 1)

4

1.
(-

2. (60)

3. (1r.

(-445) 9. 0

5 (2) 10. (0)

11. (a) lk hours (c) hour

(b) 6 hours

Answers to Problems; page 299:

See Text.

Answers to Problems; pages 301-302:

5. (3)

6. '(- 1)

7. (1)

8. (5:-.1)

9=

10. (;)

21. S = 625-

. 248
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Answers to Problems; pages 306-307=

1. All the points-whose

ordinates are, -3 are

on a line parallel to

the horizontal axis

and 3 units below it.

2. Line (a) includes all

..'possible points, such

that each has its,

abscissa equal to the

opposite of the ordinate.

Line (b) includes those

points, such that each

has ordinate twice the

abscissa.

Dine (c) includes the

points, such that each

ha's ordinate that is the

opposite of twice the

abscissa.

All of these graphs are lines,

origin. Their equations are:

(a) y = rx (b) y = 2x

Figure for Problem 1.

Figure for Problem 2.

and all 'pass through the

4 4

(c) y = -2x



3. The graph of

(a) differs from

the graph of (b)

in the fact that

it cuts the y-axis

at a point 8

units above the

point where the

graph of (b)

cuts it. The

graOrbf (c).

cuts the y-axis

at a point 10

units above the

point where the

graph of (d)

cuts it.

1+45

, A

1111111111WANNIMAIMIMIIK
1111111111111111WAIMIEW 1111MMINIWIV r

IMENIVANIIMMANNIRVi
illiMMINIIIISFAMM0211111

_4211ENIIIMIVAPMEMI111
vAMIIII 0 IIIMMINZI111
IINIA1120111115111MINEIMII
NWAINIIIIISAMEN1111111111111111
111111111MVAIIIINIONSIMIIIMMI
WAIMMIF/11111111111112111

2.

Figure for Problem 3.

The graph of (e) not only "cuts the y-axis at a different

ipoint than the point where the graph of (f) cuts it, but

also the graph of (e) rises while the graph of (f)

descends.

The graphs of (a) and (b) appear to be a pair of

parallel lines. The graphs 2f (c) and (d)' also appear

to be parallel, but the grai3hs of (e)' and (f) are not.

4 5
0
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'Answers to Problem's; pages 309-311:

1. Nple open sentence whose

truth set is the set of

ordered pairs for which

the ordinate is two

greatec thanthe_abscissa

+ 2". The

graph of the set of point

associated with this set

of ordered pairs is t e

line shown in the figure.

It ls not possible to draw

te,

p

/ Figure for Problem 1.

the graphs of both of the

sentences "y >.x + 2" and fly > x + 2", because in the.

first one the line whose equation is "y = x + 2" is

dotted, and in the second one it is a solid line.

Figure for-Problem 1(a). Figure for Problem 1(b).

0

Os,

,
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2. In the sentence "y =

since x is positive for

all values of x; it

foLlows that y is nevere

negative. The solutions

for which the abscissas

are givenware:

._/---\(?--3, 3), (-1, 1),

(ii, 4), (2, 2),,

(4, 4) .

3. (a') y =

-6 _ -4 o 4 8-

y -9 -6 6 12

-(b) y = 43c-- 3

x -2 0 2 4

y -9 -6 -3 0 3

(c) y = x - 6

x -2." -1 0 -4 10

y -9 -7-7 -6 0 9

(d) y = + 3

x -6 -2 0 4 6

Y -6 '0, 3 9 12

(e) y = 4x +. 6 -

-6 0
-4

1 2

y -6" i 6.
. 77

. Figure for Problem 2.

Figure for Problem k.

graphs of all of these are-lines parallel to each otlier,

1
to.

452
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Figure for Problem 4(a).-

(a) 2x - 7y = 14

y =7x - 2

M11111111111111111111
101111M MINIII

11111111=1111111Ill
MI 0

11111114EMINSIRSL

tiltqklqw*T-A-1
Figure for Problem 4(b).

2x 7y > 44

2

4

1,

I

40

giagarielegenell
MIAMMIMMOVIRED
0301MiiMilailEMO

EMIENSIeffle o ElElleMil..Mall111E11
02111=11111111111111

1111111111111111111

Figure for Problem 4(c).

(c) 2x - 7y < 14

2
> 7x - 2

1111MIENINE111111
INE11111111111111111

1111111111111111MileM.
NM 0 ME11111111UMEIEI
Enumeiziommoo
tesanDEMMI.
BeilegehIMILWAI.

Figure for Problem 4(d).

(d) 2x - Ty > 14

453

y2 '
< 4x - 2
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5. (a)* 5x - 2y 40
y= -5

"(b) 2x + 5y

y = 5x + 2

(c) 5x + y = 10

y = +71Pa=

(d) 3x - 4y= 6
3 3y =,7x - 7

7. (a) VW*

x

C)

Figure fOrfProblem 5.

x -3 -2 -VT. -1
-1-7 0 71 1 VT 2 3

y 9 4 .2

.

1
17

..

.. . 1,
.

2 4 9

(b) -

x -2 -../7 -1
1

--2.
1
7 1 .17 2 3

j -9 -4
.

-2 -1 - 17 1-7 -1

.

-2 -4 -9

(c)

x -3 -2 -1 -.. 0
17 1. 2 7 3.21

-) 10 5 2 1 1' 2 5 771 10

3

-4 5
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'(d)

x -4 -2 -1 1-7 7r
1 0 01

7r
1
7

4.

1 2 4

y
1

-7
1

-7 -1 -2 - 4 no
value 4 2 1,

1

7
.1

V

Note that we approximate ,r2 by 1.4 when drawing graphs.

I

MM.

I

4

3

2

Figure for Problem 7,

(a) - (c).

0 2

Figure for Problem 7(d).



Answersto Problems; page 315:

1. (a) 4.
(b) 0

451

( e)

(f) no slope

(g)

(h)

Answers to Problems; page 316:

1. y
4 + 6 4.

2

2. y Ix - 12 5. y - ix - 3

6. Slope is: ;Irk equatiriis: ny =x - 3"

7. Slopeiis.: 1; equation appears to be fly = x",

but (5, 6) and (-5, -4) are not on this line.

Thei,e is zoo line satisrying these condiKons.

Answers to Problems; pages 318-321:

1. (a), Since the y-intercept

appears to be '(0, a),

on the graph, the

equation of the line

y ik + 2

(b) The line containing

(4, -3) which has

no slope has

equation:

x = -6.

456

'Figure for Problem 1.
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2. Call attention to the

distinction between

the slopes bf (c)

and (e). For (c)

the slope is 0 and

the equation is

ny . 4". For (e) .

there is no slope,

since the denominator

of the fraction form

of the slope is

3
J
- 3 or 0.

IIIIREIN
'4111Ilinal1111

'21111111E14)111.5.
11111Mbignigall=1111111101IIII 0111E111E./111114/1111
FA111211011111

Figure for Problem 2.,

The slope of the line containing (1, -1) and (3, 3)

- (-1)
or '2.

The" slope of the line containing (1, -1) ar(d. (-3, -4)

is
,

-)
,

(1
or 2.

Hence, the point (-3, -9) is on the line containing'
(1, -1) and (3, 3).

4. (4) All of the lines have the same slope,

(b) All of the lines have the same y-intercept number, -3.

(c) The lines-have the same slope, 1
- 11. Moreover, the

two whose open sentences are .2x +ry = 3n- and
"2x + 4y = 'five the same y.l.intercept number,

hence, they are the'same line, and are parallel to
the first one.

4, :5 7
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`111111111.1111111111111111

'NISION1111.11111111111
,t,'S.8.111111111111111111

NIES5011111111WIliaSSIIM111MINISII
0 1111111111FIES'11111

Figure for'Problem 4(c).

5. (a) y = 2x - 7

(b) y = 4. ... 3

4
(c) y =-7x + 4

(d) y = x - 2

A

The graphs of these are

lines, because each

open sentence is of. the

form

Ax + By + C = 0

2
6. (a) y = 7x

(b) y = -2x + 14

7. -Y =
1
zx + 7

lommiammoras111,1011FI
IMME11011174511111111MMT111111103g4Eil
11111ENVANWridedlP11111110P21101111111
Figure for Problem 5.

(c) y = -7x -

(d) y = mx b

5

8. y = -x'- 1.

Since -:11
0 x 3
and are-names for the same num

-

Y - (-4) _ -1, provided x / 3.
x - 3,

Then y + 4 - 3),

y = -x.- 1.

A 5 8

4



e.*

5'4

(a) 12x

8
. (b) = - 3pc + 6

10.

454

(c) y - 0

(d) y 2 = +(x
',- 4)

11111RIAN
IMIII111111FAM
11110111111111,1MIE

1111SENIRVAIME

1111111111SMAIIIIN
MIELIMEMMICI
111111MIMMINIE

111111MISPIIIII

ERFAMOMEIN

1111FAIIMMISIINN
Figure for Problem 10.

r d. This expression is linear in d. If the

diameter is doubled, the circumference is doubled;

if the diameter is halved, the circumference is

halved. The ratio is equal to r; this ratio

does not change when d' is changed.'

1 2
(b) . (If the reader is not familiar with this

develop it as a combination of the two familiar

relations, "area,is rr2" and Aid, is 2r", or
"r is 44").. This expression is not linear in

a, but it is linear in d2. If A is the area,
A , 1 A= 71

1_1-AA;

= .:The value of changes when

the value of d is changed; the value of --r5 does,
d

not change wheM d is changed.

K

4 9
/
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(f) ((/ '4))

(g) ((15, 16))

(C) ((Ar, ..))

(d) No solution, why?

3. (a)' 24; pupils, 62 adults.

(b) 141 three cent and ,211

(c) No.

4. (a) =MUM4 (b)

111111111M%
11111111PAII

REMENIll
=111111M
IIMIZ 0 MIMI
111Maill:.4

iTuth set: ((-4, 1))

(c)

four cent stamps.

Truth set: The whole line.

Truth set is 0:
The lines are parallel.

4 6 1



f.

5. 34x - 53y = 0

457

.I

Answers to Problems; pages-"336-340:

1. (a) ((7, 2))

(b) Set of 411 coordinates of points on the line.

(c)

(0

,(e) ((c, 3) )

2. (a) (-4, -6)

(b) (12, 10)

I

(c) Set of all coordinates of points on.the line.

(d) (3/.1-5)

(e) (;,.4)

(f) - 4)

3. (a) They intersect in-the point.

(b) Graphs coincide, Yes.

(c) The graphs are parallel.

4.

5. (a) (,(3, -4)) (e) ((6, 1y)

(b) ((o, 0)) (f)

(c) ;)) -%,
(g) ((., ;'))

(d) ((1, 4r)) (h) ((5, 7))

6. 37, 19

7. 17, 13

8. 8o pounds of almonds, 120 pounds of cashews.

462
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9. 37

10. 114 and 95 pounds.

11. Apples 12 cents'Per pound and bananas are 18 cents
per pound.,

112. ,A walks at aT m.p.h. and B Walks at 24 m.p.h..
13. A's average was 60 m.p.h., B's average was 50 m.p.h.

Answers to Problems; page 342:

I

r

3.

2.

444
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The empty set, ;if.

1

/
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Answers to Problems; page 343:

.4

The graphs of the truth sets here consist of all points inothe

unshaded and the doubly shaded regions of the figures.

1. (a) (a)
'

465

The null set,

c §



R
.

L

2(b)

Truth set. 160,-2)1

.1 Truth set :

N All points on both lines.
co The truth set is set of points on solid

line within shaded region

461

,

P

4

The truth set is doubly shaded region

- 2(e)

....."/ 0
I 2 ....c<

1.-

6

.,.

2 (f)

---- _
The truth -set is doubly shaded region. The

C

y.

truth set is whole -shaded. region.

1

466. ,
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2 (g)

TPuth set is whole shaded orea
and both lines

2t1)

2(h)

Truth set is the doubly shaded
and the unshaded region.

%it
%

Truth set is the doubly 'shaded
qnd the unshaded regions,
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4. If r is the number of running plays and p is the
number o? pass plays, then 3r is the number of yards
Made on r rUnni plays and 204) p is the number
g,f yards made on p pa g plays. Since, the team is
60 yaixis from the goal line,

3r+ p> 60

if'they are to score'.

30r second; are required for r running plays, and 15p
seconds are required for p passing plays; therefore,

30r + 15p < 5(60).

Theie two inequalities give the equivalent system

20p + 9r > 180 ':(p and r are 'non-negative integers.),
p 2r < 20

The graph of this system is..

mismanumumusommummummommummommom
sumummmusasummommmummommumummamms

nommummummommumnsmomummammummommomm
MOSMOS7TOMMORMAMOMMUOMMUMMINIMMOMMOMMOmammisammumammonsummommummommsOWERNMOMINIMOMOMMOMMEMUOMMS
sammummusammumummammummummummmumnmmaimmommumammumummummummummunmu=VIIIMMIIMIIII111111111111111111111111111111111111111

IMIUM11111111111=11111111111MINE111111111111111111MN .1111111111111111111110MIENW =111111171111 1110
MMUS 1111111111111.1HIRRIIIIIIIMENEMMIUMMIIIIMIIMUI

111111MIMIESSORMINIIIIIIIMINIMMIIIIMUM1111111111111MIME= 111111111=11131111111111
-mwmaimesemmumnimmommommummommonnom
MORTIMOOOOCOMMMOMMOUMMEMEMMEMUMOMMUMMEM
111116:006111141111111111=1111NRIIIIIRIMUMMO11MIII11MI
MUUMUWOOPIAMORMINIMMUMMMEIMMEMOOMMUMME

MMEMNOMIIMMOROMMIIMMERIMMUMMERMMUMMOOMMOMM
IMMUMMUMEMEICNORMMUMMUMUMMOOMUSUMMUMMOSE
ammussimmummasumammmummuniummommomm
NWOWAMMEMMUMUKUMZUMMEMERMOMMUMMOMMOMEM

nammumnammsummmismaimmommummusummummsmansammommumumummorequisummuummmomm
WERMWOMMUMMOMMAIMMOMOWIRMOMMUMMOMMIUMP
OMMWMOOMOMMUUMUMMUMMOMUMMIIIMMUMOMMOIMMO
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t
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It'is evident there are 48 different combinations tf r
A

and p which will assure success, for example, 2 running

and 10 passing, etc. However, there are some combinatiOns

which leave a smaller time remaining, thuA giving the

opponents less time to try to score. These are the points

of the graph nearest the-line p + 2r = 20.

Answers to Problems; pages 345-346:

1. 2.




